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Foreword

The enclosed collection of papers summarize areas where ANL fusion

reactor design efforts have led to significant progress. Many of the insights

gained through these detailed studies have been incorporated into the 1977

ANL EPR design,

A review of this segmented water cooled design begins on page of

this report. Outstanding features are its provisions for remote replacement

of components, its use of a passive impurity control system, and its rela-

tively low cost ("v> 600 million dollars).

The remaining papers included in this collection are specific to an area

of tokamak reactor design. They can be conveniently divided into seven major

areas: blanket design, tritium control, the engineering of plasma heating

systems, plasma engineering studies, toroidal field coil design, pulsed coil

development, and plasma driving system development.

Major conclusions reached in the four papers dealing with blanket design

include:

1. It may be possible to build a fusion reactor with a conducting

first wall, thereby avoiding the incorporation of potentially

unreliable circuit breakers (page 1).

2. The presence of a divertor leads to much higher allowable wall

loadings in stainless steel systems for both lithium and helium

cooled systems (page 6).

3. Analysis of likely plasma dump scenarios indicate that while a

graphite liner is helpful, it is not essential for the survival

of a water cooled stainless steel first wall. If a radiatively

cooled graphite liner is used, wall loadings must be restricted

to less than 2 MW/m2 (page 12).

4. Coolant channel geometries can be optimized so that in a water

cooled blanket the maximum strain occurring during the burn cycle

is less than 0.18% (page 18).

Vl/l
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conversion efficiency was only 30%. Thus the ANL-EPR, which is capable of

10 T operation, at thermal efficiencies approaching 39% has considerable

design margin.

Work on superconducting magnet systems has been divided between three

major areas: steady state toroidal field coils; the pulsed equilibrium

field and ohmic heating coils; and the power supplies and energy transfer

systems necessary to their operation. Two new ideas being developed for

the TF coil design involves the use of aluminum alloy support material to

lower weight and cost and the addition of ferromagnetic segments to reduce

field ripple while increasing access to the reactor (page 67). Additionally

a computational model for predicting the performance and cost of super-

conducting TF coils has been developed and integrated into the ANL systems

analysis code (page 72).

The design effort on the equilibrium field coils found that exact "D"

shaped plasmas cannot be formed if the EF coils remain external to the TF

coils and if their stored energy is restricted to reasonable limits. Fortu-

nately, relaxation of the "deity" requirement does not appear to have any

severe effect on the calculated plasma stability (page 77).

An ohmic heating coil design for the GA/ANL TNS design has been de-

veloped (page 81) and a small experimental program on pulsed superconducting

coils initiated (page 86)• The field limits on such an ohmic heating solenoid

have been studied for both graded and ungraded designs (page 90).

In developing a plasma driving system design, several different combi-

nations of central energy storage and transfer devices were considered

(page 99)* Of these a superconducting energy storage inductor coupled with

a homopolar generator appears to be the most economic over the full range

of possible ohmic heating ramp times.

Consistent with this analysis, an energy storage and transfer system

was designed for the ANL-EPR. The inductor-converter bridge circuit required

to transfer energy from the storage ring to the EF coils was developed (page

104). Experimental programs have been initiated to test the performance

of both the inductor-converter bridge and the homopolar generator (page 109).

v



5. A dual coolant system employing a superheated steam cycle has been

designed that could allow thermal conversion efficiencies of as

high as 39% (page 18).

Tritium control is an area that has received increasing attention at ANL.

This work has involved the coordinated use of computer code simulation and

experimental bench marks (page 26). A major point of significance discovered

by this work was that the conversion of tritium to tritiated water occurred

at a higher rate in experimental measurements than predicted by accepted

analytic models. This has the effect of sharply increasing the required

clean-up time.

In a definitive study of the tritium handling requirements for the

GA/ANL TNS it was concluded that current technology is adequate though the

pumping requirements of the upgraded version of TNS will require a system

costing about 8 times as much as is envisioned for a basic ignition device

(page 31).

Both rf and neutral beam systems were engineered for use with the M L

EPR and the GA/ANL TNS. The rf system was designed for lower hybrid heating

with an expected cost •*• 30% less than for comparable neutral beam heating

(page 37).

The design effort on neutral beam systems has included three options,

two based on D"*" sources and one on a D~ source. A feature of this design

study is an in-depth neutronics analysis around the necessary duct pene-

trations (page 43). Other important features of this work include a careful

analysis of the power and gas flow required by each of the three design

options (page 50) and the development of a method to prevent arcing of the

high voltage electrodes used in the neutral beam sources (page 56).

The plasma engineering studies used as a basis for the ANL 1977 EPR

design are presented in a paper starting on page 131. MKD equilibrium calcu-

lations for plasma elongation values of 1.3 and 1.65 indicated toroidal beta

values of ^ 10% to be possible. Subsequent stability calculations using

the PEST code resulted in critical beta values of i. 6%. A major result of

this plasma engineering effort was the determination that net electrical

power could be produced with the ANL EPR design for the worst case situation

where 3t was as low as 5%, the magnetic field was restricted to 8 T and thermal

vo
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Introduction

Host conceptual designs of tukamalc power reactors
have Incorporated a eeranlc insulator In Che vacuum
wall ta'nake the wall electrically non-conductinG>
The purposeofchis"flux breaker" as it la known is
to:prevent a toroidal current from being induced in
the wall by the cranatorner action of the various
poloidal field coils. The flux breaker is typically
• small ceramic strip filling a gap between the other-
wiae metallic structure of the wall. The flux breaker
la seemingly a small part of the reactor design. If
it la necessary, however, the development o( a ceramic
member of the vacuum boundary will require a major
effort to find one that can operate auccaasfully as
part of the largei toroidal wall envlaonad for commercial
eokanak reactor*. Such a material will have to be .
highly resistant to radiation damage at doaei up to at
leave 10 KH-yr/m* while helnl compatible with s coolant
and a first wall wh.ot« dimensionschange due to thermal
cycling and radiation damage. Thus there la consider-
able! incentive to assess the consequences of eliminating
the flux breaker from the design and having a con-
ducting boundary instead. In this Initial study the
queatlon of having a Clnlto wall resistance has been
examined in terms of its major implications an both
the normal and abnormal operation of a tokacak reactor.
This study has been conducted within the framework of
the MIL-EPR-77 designCD although the results should
provide some guidance for future reactors as veil. The
EPR design referred Co Is a 5 m major radius tokamak
with an aspect ratio of 3.S, and with an equilibriua
plasma current of 7.3 >A. The vacuum chamber is de-
signed to accommodate a non-circular plasma with a
height to width ratio of up to 1.65. The basic vacuum
wall design is shown in Fig. 1. It is located about
0.6 H from the plasma boundary and has an irregular
polygon shape made of sixteen sections, one per TF coll
Interval. Variations of this design having a range of
resistance values have been used in the analysis.

Effect of Conducting Wall on Normal Operation

The presence of a conducting wall will tend to
Interfere with the current buildup in the plasma during
the atartup and will tend to distort the equilibrium'
field supplied by the EF coll. These points have been
investigated by means of the equivalent circuit of the
poloidal field colls, the plasma, and the wall shown
in Fig. 2. The circuit constants pertaining to the
plasma and wall are shown in Fig. 2 and were computed
by means of a magnetics code In which the wall was
•odaled by twelve inductively coupled rings and the
appropriate flux linkages between coils summed to get
the slngle-eoll-equivalent parameters. Coupling terns
involving the IT coll have been treated as a variable.
The plasma and wall currents corresponding to Fig. 1
are given by:

*IT di
( I )

"it.p dt "w,p dt

GLOBE PANELS

VESSEL WAIL

UAM FORT

VESSEL SUPPORTS
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Figure 1. Basic Vacuum Wall Design.

dIw dI
0Hw 0H

~dt + V w " M0H,w "dt~ +

diIT di
(2)

"iT.w dt " Mw,p dt

Equations (1) and (2) and the equations for the coil
currents were solved by coupling chcru to a plasna burn
cycle code to obtain the complete behavior of the
currents and the-plasma during the startup. The cmrn
cycle code solves profile average, time dependent,
particle and energy balance equations for the constit-
uent plasma particles. It includes models of radiation,
transport, and physics relating to the breakdown
stage.

The startup of the EFR is accomplished by first
establishing currents in the IT and OH coils by means
of small power supplies (not shown). At the start of
the burn cycle a resistor is connected Co the IT coil
and a honopolar generator (capacitor) is connected to
the OH coll. The IT coil current decays rapidly, in
about 8.0 ms, to provide a high voltage "blip" across
the plasma. This breaks down the plasma and establishes
the initial discharge current. The OH current is re-
versed from 0-2 seconds by means of the homopolar
generator to Induce a large plasma current. Beam
heating in begun at 2 seconds and turned off at 6 s,
•C which time the plasma is at ignition. During the
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startup the current in the EF coil is raised to keep
the plssna in MHO equilibrium as well as to induce a
shere of the plasma current. The effect of the con-
ducting first vail on the initiation of the discharge
and on the rest of the startup have been studied using
a range of IT coil parameters and vail resistances.

Initiation Stage

For the initiation process, preliminary results
Indicate that for geometries similar to the ANL-EPR-77
design an IT coil system can be built which is com-
patible with a conducting first wall. Different
geometries of IT coils have been considered with the
aim of minimizing the total stored energy and flux
•wing during the IT cycle. The results so far indi-
cate that the total volt-seconds supplied by the IT
coil depend critically on the ratio H I T U / M I T p. the
fraction of the IT flux to the plasma which also links
Che wall. This dependence is shown in Fig. 3 for a
value of Ry - 700 u(l. This figure shows the indi-
vidual and total components of the supplied volc-
•acends, at the end of the 8 ma initiation period,
theie results were found to be fairly insensitive to
th<i value of Ry in the renge studied, that of 300-900
liQ. Sine* the (Cored energy is proportional to the
nquar* of the supplied volt seconds it is Important
to mlnlalxe this quantity. This can most obviously be
dona by producing an IT coll geometry which ducts the
IT flux through the first wall, however such a system
would be comparatively complex and might require colls
placed between the wall and the inner leg of the TF
colls. Coils in this location would complicate the
construction. This problem is undergoing further study.

Figure 3. Initiation-Trimming Coil Requirements, with
a Conducting Wall, as a Function of M._ /M , for an

8 m» Plasma Initiation Period. x> ll"p

Main Startup

For the analysis of the main startup stage a
broader range of wall resistance values .are exar.ir.ee.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the wall resistance or.
the wall current and plasma current during the full
•»• 6 s startup. The curve of plasma current vs li.-r.e
corresponding to &„ - « represents the nominal "ideal"
startup using a flux breaker. It seems reasonable to
require that the plasma current with a conducting
wall should not deviate appreciably from the "ideal'1

case. The deviation is significant for Ry » 25 uT.
but Is small for JL, 2 100 ufi.

Another effect of the wall current is to heat the
wall, because of 12R losses. The conducting wall also
acts as a load on the OH and EF coils and so tends to
increase their requirenencs. By the end of startup
the resistively dissipated energy in the wall is 9.i
MJ for Rv * 100 "" and chis decreases to about 1 :U
for Ry • 1000 lift. This range poses no significant
problems. The effect on the volt second requirements
of the OH and EF coils U small for R*, 2 100 ufl.

Another important consideration is the magnitude
of the spurious magnetic fields, across the plasna
region, arising from the induced wall current. This
field was computed using the 12-segment wall model men-
tioned above. The normal peak equilibrium field, at the
plasna center is 0.52 T, In comparison the maximum wall
induced field is only 0.01 T for ICj » 100 uf). The
field becomes even smaller lot a higher fty. Therefore
the induced field from the wall should not be 3 serious
problem during the startup. (The effect on the initia-
tion period where a null region is normally used to
create the plasma may be more serious and needs addi-
tional examination.)

After the startup, during the msin plasma-burn
period (* 50 s ) , the OH and EF coils are quiescent
and so Che conducting wall does not affect this part
of the burn cycle. The shutdown period is basically
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Che reverse of the startup, in terma of the various
currents so an acceptable wall resistance for startup
vlll be acceptable for shutdown.

Abnormal Operation - Plasma Dump

A oajor plasma disruption or "plasma dump" is
characterized by a rapid loss of plasma thermal energy
and the subsequent decay o£ current. Eddy currents
Induced in a conducting wall by the decay of plasma
currant can be large and will cause pressure loading
end heating of the wall. To evaluate these problems
it l« lmporcant to have a good estimate of the time
scale of the dump. In the present study this estimate
wa« made following the work of STIxC2) that leads to
the prediction that the electron temperature (and
current density) should vary on a time scale

(3)

Ftg. 5 plots experimental voltage transient times
against the formula with A - 2 q Oj, C - 0.1 and q •
2.01a «*«re a is the minor radius and DJ is the ion
tyroradlus, and from this scaling one expects voltage
transient pulse widens of % 300 us for the EPR.

A larger number of variables seem to determine
the ol«ma current decay time and a review of published
d M r " * * reveals no obvious pattern; experimentally
Alp occurs on a scale of tenths to tens of milli-
seconds. The Important thing about this range of
curiant decay times is that it is shorter than the
tlM constant of the wall, tu - ̂ VRj,, for any feasible
M l u a of vail resistance. (For example for It, • 500
Hfl, T W - 13 ma.) A worst ease analysis of the wall

current induced by a plasma dump can then be made by
treating the OH and EF coils as decoupled from the
plasma and wall during the plasma current decay cine.
Under these assumptions Equation (2) reduces to:

— - Hw.P dt (4)

Integrating Equation (4) over the decay time then gives
the maximum value of uall current, for this worse case:

where I_ is the value of plasma current prior to the
disruption. In other words the full plasma current:
la transferred to the wall because of the dump.

Pressure In i-he Vacuum Hall After a Plasma nump

After the dump the wall current will interact with
the magnetic field to produce a pressure in the uall.
This pressure can be estimated using the following
simple model.

To first order, the distribution of eddy currents
Induced in the vacuum uall will be such as to caincain
tVia field unchanged outside the wall. Thus the field
outside Bo will continue to be the resultant field
from the previous plasma current- and the EF colls,
while the field Bi in the region enclosed by the wall
will be the field from the EF coils alone. The pressure
P acting in the wall will be

P - (Bj - B|)/2wo .
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If Che wall were everywhere parallel to che mag-
netic field vtc:or from the plasma current, the above
argument would be correct. Because lc is not, we
attecpt to compensate by using only the components of
Bi and Bo parallel to the wall. The resulting pressure
distribution in the vacuum wall appears in Fig. 6.

The pressures shown in Fig. 6 are acceptable. The
highest pressures are 45 psi, and thus do not appear to
Introduce any significant design difficulty.

Heating in eh cuum Wall *•— c c a Plasma Dump

The cur...:t flowing la the wall, just after a
plasma dump, will Involve a stored magnetic energy of
1/2 L«Iy2_* 135 MJ. The-.current will decay rasistively
as Iw • I t T i d

135 MJ. The.current will decay rasistively
e-t'T" where ,c is the time after the dump.

Ohmic heating in che wall will therefore decay as
F§ - I« "« " (lwax>JI!w e-2j\/tw. Again this calculation
Ignores the somewhat beneficial coupling to the OH and
EF colls which will remove some energy magnetically
from Che wall. The heating is essentially over in a
time t £ 2 T W during which time che Initial stored
magnetic energy is converted Into heat. The heating
time Is much snorter than the heat diffusion tine of
»ny passible wall design. Effectively, then, the wall
will cecelve and have to survive an impulsive heat load
tight after the dump.

Enainttring of a High Resistance Wall

The vacuum vessel for a tokamak reactor will, in
•11 l'kellhood, need to be constructed In a manner that
will facilitate both assembly and disassembly. Thus
•oit designs are for a segmented wall of sufficient
thickness to with;-and anticipated nornal and off-normal
stresses (see Figure 1 for a typical design). In terns
of controlling the resistance of the wall the designer
b w thru principal variable* «t bis disposal; the
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Figure 6. Pressure Distribution in Vacuun Wall Due to
and Immediately Following a Major Disruption. Pressure
in PSI. (Center of reaccor is to the left)

choice of wall material, che wall thickness (down :o
some minimum determined by the material's strength, and
the design of the joint between adjacent wall segments.

Three possible classes of metals for use In the
construction of a vacuus wall are the austenitic stain-
less steels (such as annealed Type 316), the higher
nickel steel3 (such as Inccnel 625), and titanium based
alloys (such as Ti-6 Al-4 V ) . These allay systems otr'er
resistivities of roughly 100, 135 and 195 un-cm at
400*C respectively to the designer. Allowable wall
thicknesses are a function of the strength °f che
aaterlai selected. Representative yield strength values
for the three classes are 115, 450 and 5S0 MFa respec-
tively, indicating that thinner walls may be possible if
titanium alloys are used than if stainless steel is
employed. Based on strength and fabrication consider-
ations, minimum thicknesses for designs in which the
vacuum wall is removed from the plasma boundary for the
three possible wall materials would ba about 2 centi-
meters for stainless steel, 1 centimeter for Inconel
625 and 0.5 centimeter for titanium alloys.
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Therefore, for designs In which the joint between
sail segments does not add significantly to the
toroidal wall resistance, the maximum resistance
attainable is about 135 ufi for a stainless steel wall,
365 uQ for an Inconel 625 vail and 1000 uil for a
titanium alloy structure. Thus continuous walls
without high resistance segment joints may be
possible if IN 625 or a titanium alloy is used, but
are probably not feasible if stainless steel is em-
ployed. The use of a wall structure that has signifi-
cant Inherent electrical resistance is of great benefit
In controlling the temperature rise that occurs in the
wall due to the electrical currents generated by a
plains dump Incident. For exanple, =9 discussed above,
In the case of the ANL-EPR design, about 135 MJ are
expected to be dissipated in the vacuum wall following
a plasma dump. This will cause only a small tempera-
ture rlae (< 1Q*C) in a high resistance wall such as
could be constructed from titanium alloy due to the
large Baas of the wall. However dissipation of this
energy is an Important consideration if the overall
wall tsslttance must be achieved by the Incorporation
of a high tetiatanca joint design.

For example. In the case of a stainless steel
wall, to achieve an overall wall resistance of 500 u(2,
roughly 350 uft muse be supplied by the joint between
wall segments. One approach to this design problem
would be to coat the portions of the well in mechanical
contact (aee Figure 7) with an Insulating material and
provide a vacuum seal for the joint by means of a thin
(and therefore resistive) piece of stainleaa ateel that
bridges the Joint.

A 0.02) on sheet of 10 em In Width botwatn each
of-16 wall eagaanta could provide Che naeaseary Incre-
ment In wall realatanca. Unfortunately, the tampara-
ture tlia in thaae piecus due to the ohmic heating
following a plains dump would caune Chen to fall. A
possible solution to this problem, that allows the use
of a etalnlese steel wall la the incorporationfot"
graphite resistors into the joint design. The selection
of graphit* in based on its relatively high resistivity
(* 750 uQ-cm) and high temperature capability. A
graphite layer 10 cm wide by 0.2 cm thick is,envisioned
to be Joined mechanically to overlapping portions of
the stainless ateel vail at each of the 16 Joincs (see
Figure'7)• Such an addition wouldfallow an overall wall
resistance of t 600 ufi while restricting the temperature
rlae In th« graphite due to a plasma dump to about
1000'C,' which should he acceptable.

The use of such an approach probably requires the
incorporation of a second vacuum boundary into the
design, a precaution that is included in the A3L-EPK.

Conclusion

The effect of having a conducting vacuum tall.
Instead of one with a flux breaker, has been analyzed
from a multi-disciplinary standpoint. There is a good
Indication that a conducting wall will be tolerable.
The Boat serious problems seer: to be in designing an
acceptable inltlatlon-trlmming coll system and in de-
signing * vacuum wall that can withstand the pressure
and heat loads following a plasma dump. There appear
to be several promising design approaches for the vacuum
wall that can achieve a fairly high resistance and nay
satisfy the latter constraints. Work is continuing on
this Important topic to try to further resolve these
questions.
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THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSES OF TWO FUiiOH REACTOR
HIST WALL/BLANKET CONCEPTS*

Balabhadra Hlsra and Victor A. Haronl
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Argonne, I l l i n o l i 60439

Suaaary

A comparative study has bean made of tha thermal
bydraullc performance of two liquid lithium blanket
concept* for tokamak-type reactors. In one concept
llthlua is circulated through 60-cn deep cylindrical
aodulta oriented so that the module axis la parallel to
tha reactor minor radius. In the other concept helium
carrying channals oriented parallel to the first vail
are used to cool a 60-cra thick stagnant lithium blanket.
Paralleling studies were carried out wherein the thermal
and structural properties of the construction materials
were based on those projected for either solution-
annealed 316-stainless stsel or vanadium-base allays.
The effects of limitations on allowable peak structural
temperature, material strength, thermal stress, coolant
inlet temperature, and pumping power/thermal power ratio
were evaluated. Consequences to thermal hydraulic per-
fonaanca resulting frost the presence of or absence of
a divartor were alao investigated. For the case of
lithium cooled nodules operated in a reactor without a
dlvertor, the following results were obtained: (a)
with stainless steal at construction material and a peak
structural temperature of 500*C, the neutron wall
loading and coolant exit temperature are limited to
S 2 HW/m* and s 480°C, respectively, by thermal stress
criteria, and (b) with vanadium as construction ciaterial
and a peak struccural temperature ot 650*C, the neutron
wall loading and coolant exit temperature are limited
to < 8 HW/m' and < 620*C, respectively, by a combination
of constraints Involving the peak structural temperature
and the mlnimun coolant exit temperature. For the sane
caaes in a reactor with a dlvertor, the maximum allow-
able neutron wall loading increases by from 40X (for
vanadium) to 901 (for stainless steal). For the case
of a helium cooled stagnant blanket interfaced ulth a
helium cooled stainless steel first wall assembly, the
maximum vail loading is limited by thermal stress
criteria to s 2.5 MW/m2 without a divertor and to
S i.O HU/m2 with a divertor.

Introduction

In order to shed some light on the question of
optimum power cycle concepts Cor commercial fusion
plants, a series of studies was carried out to evaluate
and compare alternative breeding/heac-transfer/poirer-
converslan systems. As a first step in providing a
basis for parametric Investigations of energy conversion
system for cocoerclal reactors,1>2 analyses of first
wall/blanket thermal-hydraulic response were performed
with the life-limiting properties of the structural
materials as the prioary constraints. The thermal hy-
draulic calculations are based on a set of reference
design parameters as fciveti in Table 1.

In work completed thus far, two generically simi-
lar first wall/blanket concepts have been evaluated.
One Involves the use of flowing lithium as a heat trans-
far and breeding medium in a modular blanket cell of
the type shown in Fig. 1. The other uses pressurised
haliuB aa the heat transfer fluid flowing (in channels)
through a "saa" of stagnant liquid lithium as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Instead of baaing the analyses on
arbitrarily aelected materlalo about which little la

Table 1. Reference Design Parameters for Comparisons of
Stainless Steel and Vanadium AlU.y Systems

Reactor Hajor Radius
Central Core Radius
First Uall Radius '
Radiation and Particle Load Factor

with dlvertor
without dlvertor

Blanket Thickness
Shield Thickness
Magnet Thickness
Basic Design

8.0 D
3.0 to
3.4 m

0.10
0.25
0,6 n
0.9 a
0.52 m
Modular

CELL WALL

PN

V

Figure 1.

INSULATION

Simplified Model of the Lithium Blanket Cell
Used in the Thermal Hydraulic Analyses.

LITHIUM FILL
COOLANT CONNECTION

PLASMA-*-!

BLANKET
MODULE

ZONE I - H

Heck supported by the Department of Energy. Figure 2. Simplified Model of the Helium Cooled Stag-
nant Lithium Blanket Used in the Thermal
Bydraullc Analyses.



known regarding («) behavior In the anticipated harsh
radiation environment and (b) compatibility with the
proposed coolants, solution-annealed Type-316 stainless
•teal and vanadium-base allays were selected foe
initial study as there appeared to be relatively more
data available to define llfe-llmtcing properties3

under currently conceived fusion reactor operating
conditions.

Development of the Computational Algorithms

Hat'«maticnl models that described Che thermal
hydraulic response of the twoblanket: concapc* illus-
trated in Figs. 1 arid Z were formulated and programmed
loco a computer code capable of performing steady-state
energy balancecalculations. Th« details of these
•athenatical models and descriptions of the computer
coda (BLANKET) have been presented in other reports*'1*
and, henc*, will only be summarized briefly herein.

Flowing Lithium Cooled First Well/Blanket Cencept

The use of an electrically conducting fluid, like
lithium, in the pretence of large magnetic fields gives
rise to a number of adverse fluid dynamic effects of
which the most serious is the pressure loss due to
•egnetohydrodynanic (HHO) interactions. In calcu-
lating the total pressure drop for the blanket cell con-
cept in Fig. 1, the coolant flow path was divided into
four regions2!4! (a) inlet to blanket, (b) return
through the blanket cell annulus, (c) inlet and exit
through shield, and (d) inlet and exit through magnets.
(A schematic representation of the pressure drop terms
Is shown In Fig. 3.) As the magnetic field is aot
constant across the blanket, the shield, and the magnet,
the magnet field strength, B, was integrated over each
of the regions inside the toroidal field coil to obtain
a properly averaged value of the gross MHD effect. The
pressure loss in each region uas then determined-,^
using the corresponding average value of B2 for that
region. Because the actual lengths of the coolant flow
paths, the sizes of the inlet and outlet headers, and
the locations of bends, fittings, etc. for a corancrcial
reactor are subject to considerable uncertainty, a
safety factor of tvo uas employed In calculating each
pressure drop. The thicknesses of tht inlet piping
to the blanket cell, the cell wall itself, and the
manifolds were calculated based on the stress require-
ments corresponding to the prevailing operating condi-
tions (temperature and pressure) with the assumptions
that (a) the pressure stress cannot exceed one-third
the yield strength^ and (b) the wall thicknesses cannot
be leas than 2.S cm in the blanket region and 5 on in
tha shield and oagnet regions due to fabrication con-
(tralnts.

The heat transfer calculations for the flowing
lithium concept (Fig. 1) were performed using standard
empirical equations.2»4 A one-dimensional steady-state
analysis was carried ouc by dividing the blanket cell
Into (a) Inlet piping, (b) first wall, (c) cell annulus
and (d) cell side walls (see Fig. 1). These calcu-
lations were used to set the required coolant velocity
for a given wall loading and to establish the general
thermal characteristics of the system. The overall
heat balance was determined basad on a given wall
loading du* to (a) "articles and radiation that create
a flrtt-vall surfact flux and (b) neutrons that creste
Internally generated heat. As the particle and surface
radiation power fraction depends on whether the reactor
has a dlvartor or not, two cases were considered — the
particle and surface radiation loading factor wns set
equal to 251 of the neutron wall loading without di-
wrtor and 10Z af the wall loading with divertor.

tlaokae Shlald
Inlat Iniac
Tuba' Haadat'

Magnae
Ial<e
Gaader

* **

Figure 3.

S0

Pressure Drop Diagram for the Lithiun Cooled
Blanket Cells.

Helium Cooled Stagnant Lithium First Hall/Blanket
Concept "

The thermal hydraulic analyses of a helium cooled
tubular first wall coupled to a stagnant lithium blan-
ket were based on the configuration shown in Fig. 2.
The first wall is assumed to be made of a single row of
tightly packed tubes and the blanket is in essence a
"sea" of lithium extending radially outward fror. the
back of the first wall ana having an appropriately dis-
persed array of helium carrying tubes. A realistic
boundary condition is set up so thac there is r.a dis-
continuity in the therr.a 1 hydraulic analyses at the
first wall/blanket interface. The radiation power
deposited on the first vail and the nuclear heat gener-
ated within zone 1 (see Fig. 2) are removed by the
helium flowing through the first wall cube bundle.
Zone 2 (blanket) is divided into several regions and
the number and size of the coolant cubes chrougr.̂ ui:
these regions are calculated based on che Inrerr.i- heat
generation rate so thac the coolant exit temperatures
for all regions are the same. Since the wall loadings
(both radiation and neutron) were assumed to be con-
stant along che coolant flow direction, the temperature
difference between che wall and the coolant reir.ains
essentially constant, and Che naxiirum vail temper.-;Cure
can be based on the coolanc exit temperature. (Internal
heat generation in the helium was assumed to be zero.)
The thermal.hydraulic calculations are carried out for
each zone separately, with che assumption of ar. iso-
thermal boundary ac che zone I/zone 2 interlace. The
criteria for materials property limitations were che
same as those described above for the lithium cooled
blanket concept.

Results and Discussion

Thermal Hydraulic Analyses of the Flowing Lithium Cooled
First Wall/Blanket Concept

Typical results of thermal hydraulic analyses for
four reference cases (stainless steel with and without
a divertor and vanadium alloy with and without a di-
vertor) are sumarized in Table 2 and are presented in
greater detail in references 2 and 4. For stainless
steel (with or without a divertor) the maximum neutron
wall loading generally occurs at relatively low wall
thicknesses (I.e. S 2.5 mm) and is limited by the
thermal stress criterion (maximum thermal stress -
material yield strength). For vanadium alloys this

i occurs st somewhat larger wall thickness values



Table 2. Result* of Wall Loading Trade Studio* for
Llthiuo-Caoled Stalnlece Sceel and Vanadiun-

' Alloy Blanket Systems*
E

Criteria
Li-Cooled
V Alloy

Ll-Cooled
SS

Maximum Allowable Tamp., *C

Ha»imn Thermal Stress , MPa

Hlnlsun Wall Thickness, ran

Maximum Wall Thickness, mo

Minimum CoolanC Inlec

T«ap., *C

Coolant Temperature Rise , *C

Maximum Neutron Uall Loading,

KW/m2

F1* - Q.1Q

»b - 0.23

8 Tesla
10 Tesla
12 Tesla

8 T««la
10 Tail*
12 Tcsla

650

351

2.5

8.0

23S

325

11.2
7.5"
5.3e

a.oc
6"2c
4.6C

500

117

2.S

8.0

23S

225

4.2"

d
3.0d

d
1.8d

a. For a cell dlamater of 0.5 m and an Inlet tuba
diameter of 0.1 m.

b. F - Fractional power loading on first uall surface
due to particle and radiation effects.

c. Limited by minimum coolant Inlet temperature
criterion.

d. Limited by maximum thermal stress criterion.

e. Limited by MUD pressure stress criterion (i.e.
maximum cell uall thickness insufficient to
support higher coolant velocity).

(3 to 6 mm) and is limited by the minir-.ur. coolant inlec
temperature criterion. The valuss ot the naxinum
allowable neutron uall leading for 8, 10, and 12 T maxi-
mum toroidal fields are listed in the lower half of
Table 2. The total pressure drops were nominally in
the range from 3 to 6 MPa (including the safety factor
of 2.0 on all calculated pressure losses).

Ths effect of maximum toroidal field and cell wall
thickness on the maximum allowable nei:tron wall loading
is Illustrated more clearly in Figs. 4 and 5 for the
four cases described above. As can be seen in Figs.
4 and 5 and In Table 2, there is some advantage (in
terms of overall thermal hydraulic performance) to
having the lower toroidal fields. For most cases, the
actual advantage is In fact even greater than is indi-
cated in Table 2, because the increased cell wall thick-
nesses required to support the maximum neutron wall
loading at the higher toroidal fields have the con-
coaaltant affect of reducing tha coolant exit tempera-
ture.

Early trade-off studies on the coolant temperature
rlac ehowed that the values in Table 2 (i.e. 225*C for
stainless steel and 325*C for vanadium alloy) are near
to optimum far each material based on the ttiermal-
hydraulic model and maximum structure 1 temperature
limits used herein. Also, the pumping power to thermal
power ratio (based on geometrically averaged values
of the actual magnetic field strength inside the
reactor) wan found to be < 1.0, < 1.5 and < 2.03; for

toroidal fields of S, 1C and 12 T, respectively.
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Several cases were analyzed for effect of varying
the size of the inlet piping to the blanket module
while keeping the blanket cell size constant (e.g.
cell diameter = 0.5 m ) . The thermal hydraulic results
were found to be rather insensitive to small changes
in inlet tube diameter since only the pressure drop
from the Inlec tube back is affected by this parameter.
It can be easily shown that the size of the blanket cell
cannot be varied over a wide range, although a cell
diameter of 0.5 m is not necessarily the optimun. In-
creasing the cell diameter in order to reduce the
number of modules required leads to larger cell vail
thicknesses with resultant higher thermal stresses
and lower coolant exit temperatures. A reduced cell
size has the beneficial effect of lower wall thick-
ness and lower thermal stresses, however, it Increases
the number of cells required for a given geometry. It
may be noted that for the reactor size selected for
this analysis, more than 5000 of the 0.5-m diameter
cells would be needed. Since this is already a very



latea number, there Is little Incentive to go to •
Utter nuabar o( smaller nodular units.

For stainless steel, which Is usually found to
b« thermal attest limited, doubling Che thermal attest
limit tends to double the maximum allowable nautron
wall loading and raising the "upper operating/"temperature
limit by 100'C Increases the coolant-exit temperature
by an approximately equal increm«nc. Increasing "the
upper operating tsmpatatuta for van»diuo by 100"C In-
creases the maximum allowable wall loading but not the
coolint exit teoperstute. However, for a given wall
loading, It Is always possible to achieve a higher
coolant exit temperature with a higher upper operating
temperature value.

Data of the type presented In references 2 and 4
have permitted the derivation of a series of empirical
equations which relate the coolant exit temperature)
T(CE), Co maximum material temperature, T(MAX), neutron
wall loading Q»j, and cell wall thickness, t for each
of the material and divertor options Investigated.
For stainless steel

and

T(CE) - T(MAX) - t (1.2 QM + O.SJ with divertor

T(CE) - TOUX) - t [•

without a divertor.

For vanadium

T(CE) - TftlAX) - t

with divertor and

T(CE) - T(MUO - t

,T(HAX)

rT(MAX)
l ini

- 400.

- 400,
i i

[2.0 QH

[2.0 *„

- 3

- 3

.81

. 8 ]

without divertor.

Only in the case of stainless steel with a divertor
present did the value of T(M.VX)-T(CE) show negligible
dependence on the value of T(MAX). In the other three
cases the empirically derived function [T(MAX) - 400]/
100 had to b' employed to reconcile the calculated
T(CE) values.

Thermal Hydraulic Analyses of the Helium Cooled Stagnant
Lithium First Wall/Blanket Concept

One of the primary objectives of the thermal hy-
draulic analysis for the helium cooled stagnant lithium
concept was to make the coolant operating parameters
and characteristics reasonably consistent with existing
HTSR experienced Table 3 contains a sumoary of re-
sults with stainless steel as construction material
and with the following sets of conditions: (a} the
presence of or absence of a divertor, (b) maximum
allowable structural temperatures of 500* or 650°C,
(c) thermal stress limits of 17 or 36 ksi, and (d) heat
transfer coefficient and friction factor multipliers
of 2.2 and 4.0, respectively.5 The asterisked param-
eters in Table 3 were fixed in the calculation and tha
primary Iteration was done by increasing the neutron
m i l loading until the thermal atreas limit at tha first
wall was exceeded.

In the thermal hydraulic analysis of the first
Milt the coolant velocity is fixed at 200 ft/s, the
tuba diameter Is fixed at 2S.4 no (1 inch), and the
tuba wall thickenss is not allowed to be less than
1.25 an (50 all), in the thermal hydraulic analysis
of tha blanket, the coolant void fraction, VF, is fixed
ae SX and tha temperature drop through the lithium
aT(Ll), la set at 2S*C. Trade studies on tha latter

two parameters have been completed for VF - 5, 7, and
101 and 4T(L1) - 23, SO, and 100'C. These studies show
that, la terns of maximum coolant exit temperature,
VF • 51 and aT(Li) « 25"C are closer to optimum than
the other values tested. Other parameters that were
fixed"in "these analyses are'glven- in Table 3. The
coolant '.axle -temperature, from the fis;st wall region,
T(CE), may be represented .empirically In terms of the
neutron wall loading, QN, and"the "maximum allowable
structural temperature, T(MAX), by

T(CE) - TCHHl) - 17.9'QW - 21-9 (with divertor)

f(CE) - T(MAX) - 41.3'Q^ - 21.4 (without divertor).

Thu coolant exit temperature fsom the blanket region Is
noninally 30 to 5Q"C below the maximum structural
temperature and seems to be relatively independent of
wall loading or divertor status.

The values arrived at in Table 3 are based largely
on attempts to control thermal stress and peak struc-
tural temperature, and as a result, do not reflect opti-
mum performance from the standpoint of coolant exit
caBpeiature. In particular, the cases where the coolant
exit temperature from the first wall or the blanket is
< SOO'C probably do not represent economically attrac-
tive systems. Figures 6 and 7 show how these coolant
exit temperatures are affected by bucking down r'ron
tha maximum nautron wall loading values given in Table
3 for the SOO'C and 650"C stainless uteel operating
temperatures. Based on these results the heliu= csoled
stagnant lithium blanket would appear to achieve eco-
nomic attractiveness at wall loading values considerably
lower than those in Table 3 and at structural tempera-
tures > 600*C.

The principal indications from this study are that:
(a) T(HAX) 2 600*C is essential for useful T(CEJ v:ich
heliun, i.e.. T(CE) > 500°C; (b) without a divercor
QJJ Is limited to 2 to 5 KW/m2, depending on allnwable
thermal stress level (ignoring, of course, the effects
of fatigue and crack propagation for the time ieiri:);
(c) in principal, considerably higi'.ec vnii lcudir.^i
can be achieved with a reasonably effective divertor;
(d) fabrication of the first wall out of 50-nil cubing
is assumed to be feasible (if the limit vere 100 nil,
the allowable Pu values would drop by a factor =f 2);
and (e) the number of tubes and gross tube weights
for a reactor with a first wall area of "- 1000 u2 are
extremely large.

Application of the multiplier factors for the heat
transfer coefficient and frictional pressure drop is
based on the assumption that the interior tube vails
can be roughened or otherwise modified to augment heat
transfer with a resulting nodest impact on the pressure
drop. Omission of these multiplier factors (i.e.,
equating them to unity) generally results In substantial
increases in coolant velocity (to > 400 ft/s) and
channel length (70 to SOZ) with somewhat snaller re-
ductions in heat transfer coefficient (t 30*) and
coolant exit temperature (4 to 5X).

Conclusions

Because studies of the type described in this
report tend to "idealize" the complicated geometry and
widely-ranging operating conditions of potentially
attractive tokamak-type fusion reactors, any conclusions
drawn from them should be interpreted carefully and not
arbitrarily extrapolated to fusion power systems in
general. The key conclusions from the scudy of the
liquid lithium cooled first wall/blanket concept may
be summarily stated as follows: (a) The maximum allow-
able neutron wall loading for a given reactor design



Table J. Tr«d« Study (or Hsllua Coolaii Stagnant Lltlitun Blanket Ualni Tranavaraei Cuutlng Channel* H«ila of !ii*ln-
laaa $teeli ricat Wall Cantliurat. Ion la • Slngla Layat of Cluaail-tMckad Tub«u.

(* Indlcatee fixed or indapandant paranatar)
WUh OlT.rtor Without Dl»«rtorDlTinor Opt ton

b u n

• Kaxtu Structural Tesp.. *C [TCHMO]
• le l l ia lolet rttiaura, kit
• ruas Fowr/Theraal Power, X
• Coolant AT. 'C

• Lithlwt &T» *C f&T(LLH

neutron Wall loading. HV/«*

Htfic Wall Faraaatira

• Htllua Tub* Ola., en
• HllliM Velocity, (c/a
• Tttsnal Serais, ksl

Wall Ttitcknaaa, mi
Ch \f.tl length, a
HT. TX. Coaff.. BTU/hr.ft.**F
Coolant tnlat TcaperaturaB *c
Caolaot b i t Taataratura. 'ctT(CE)]
Wall at. 'C

Ho. of Tubaa, Bundrede"

Total Tube Weight. Tone*

llanfcot fara»atora

• void fr ic t ion . X [VF]

Tube Dleqeter, «v

Well TMcknc.i, DO *

Channel length, a

HI. TR. CoefC. oTO/hr.(t.2'F

Hellv.1 Telocity, tt/e

Coolant Inlet Tenperature, "C

Coolant Exit Tenperature, *C

Wall 4T. 'C

Thertaal Stress feel
a

Ha. of Tubes, Thousands

Total Tube Weight, Tons

300
1.0

s
200

25

<S0

1.0

s
300

25

900
1.0
J

200
25

650

1.0
J

300
25

12.* 6.0 12.11 2.6 5.5 2.6

17

12.2

1693

171
371

51

31

25.*

200

1.2S

3*

13.2

1980

M
261
106

29

17

17.3

1510

517
517

SO

22

25.4

200

1.25

3*

18.5

1729

105
405

100
11

17

12.2

1679

173

373
S3

32

23.4

200

1.23

3*

13.1

1968

67
267
107

30

17

17.3

1507

220
520

30

L 22

•?5.4

200

1.25

34

13.4

1720

110

410

100

21

IS 35 33

4.9
0.41

1.1

2S41

251

259

459

9.0

2.7

939

74

3.4

0.37

0.6
2981

276

249
449

11.1

1.4

3435

96

3.2

0.42

1.5
2361

263

305
eOS

8.0

2.6

583

71

3.6

0.37

0.8

2769

290

295

595

10.0

3.4

2149

91

7.7

0.48

2.3

2068

220

268

468

6.0

2.0

174

54

5.4

0.43

1.3

2427

2<4

261

461

8.0

2.5

644

69

8.2

0.49

3.3

1924

231

316

616
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1.9
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can ba Increased fioa 40 to •- 901 by th* addition of
• divertor. The magnitude of eha increase depends
primarily on which criteria^ set th« maximum wall loading,
e.g., Increases tend Co be greatest in thermal atre«a
llalted syatea*. (b) With respect to overall thermal
hydraulic performance, austonitic alloys will cend to
be thcrul stress limited ̂ hereas"vanadium-baae:ailoys
will be limited by Cha pinch between maximum allowable
structural temperature sml minimum coolant Inlet
temperature, Ce) Significantly higher neutron wall
loadings appear to be achievable uith vanadium alloys
than with solution annealed 316-SS. (d) Ignoring the
application of advanced power conversion cycles, there
U little incentive for structural temperatures In ex-
cess of 650"C, since the associated coolant (lithium)
exit temperatures( S 550*C> are bore than adequate
to drive optimiiad steam turbine cycles, (e) Overall
design and performance objectives for lithium coaled
rsactora will be root* easily met at lower toroidal
fields (B to 9 I). Fields as high as 12 T nay pre-
clude the use of circulating lithium in ell but the
moat outboard regions of the blanket.

For the case of the helium cooled stagnant lithium
first vall/blankec, concept, the key conclusions are
as follows: (a) A maximum ollouable structural tempera-
ture * 600*C will be necessary to assure the attainment
of attractive operating conditions (i.e., reasonable
th»modynaolc efficiency) for the helium coolant, (b)
la in the cam of the lithium cooled first wall/blanket
concept, the presence of a divertor increases che
allowable vail loading by nearly a factor of two in
thermal stress limited systems, (c) The transverse
cooling arrangement employed in the helium cooled con-
cept (Fig. 2) requires an enormous nuober of individual
tubes and is probably less attractive (from the stand-
point of fabricabllity and overall thermal hydraulic
performance) than the radially cooled helium blanket
concept described by Kearney, et al. , (d) There appears
to be some incentive to provide for augmentation of
cho heat transfer coefficient in heliun cooled reactors,
aven though this will undoubtedly be accompanied by in-
creased pressure losses.

Finally, It must be noted that the studies de-
scribed herein consider only steady-state performance
of the first wall/blanket system, and as a result the
derived operating conditions (wall loadings, coolant
exit temperatures, etc.) represent upper limits to
the performance of an actual system. In the long run,
the effects of thermal strain and cyclic fatigue will
act to reduce the allowable wall loading and in all
likelihood, the peak allowable structural temperature
as veil. This contention is supported by Che more
recent work of Hajumdar and Misra'»" on the fatigue
life modeling of the lithium-cooled module in Figure
1.
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THCTKM. RESPONSES Or TOKHUK REACTOR FIRST WAIAS DURING CYCLIC FIASMA BUMS

D. L. Smith and I. Charak
Argonna National Laboratory
Arjonna, Illinois 60439

Tha CINDA-3G computer coda haa baen adapted to
analyse the thermal responses and operating Limitations
of cw> fuilon reactor first-wall concepts under normal
cyclic operation. A component ot an LMFBR computer
cade has been codified and adapted to analyze the
ablative behavior of first-walls after a plasma dis-
ruptlon. The first-wall design concepts considered
ace a forced-circulation 'dacer-cooled stainless steel
panel with and wichouc a monolithic graphite liner.
the cheraal gradients in the metal wail and liner have
been determined for several burn-cycle scenarios and
Che extent of surface ablation chat results fron a
plasma disruption has been determined for stainless
steel and graphite flrsc surfaces.

Introduction

In addition to extenslva radiation damage and
bulk heating from high-energy neutrons, the first
wall of a cokamak fusion reactor will be subjected
Co high surface heac loads that may affect its in-
tegrity. For a tokaoak reactor operating without a
divertor, a heat flux equivalent co ^ 25% of the neu-
tron wall loading will be deposited in the surface
regions of the flrsc wall during a D-T plasma burn.
Under normal operation, approximately 60*1 of this
surface heat flux will be produced by particle trans-
port from the plas;na with the remaining *0* coming from
electromagnetic radiacion, primarily srcms&trahlung.
Tha absorption and removal of these large surface
heac (luxes pose a major problem in the design a: a
high-Integrity first wall. In the event of a plasica
disruption, essenctally all of the thermal energy in the
plasma and a fraction (depending on the electrical
:onductiviLy of tha wail) of the stored magnetic
energy in the plasma will be Jepasic.au in the surface
regions of the firsc call. Because or the inherent
difficulties in repairing or replacing the firsc wall,
it seems imperative that the first uall be designed
to withstand a moderate number of disruptive events.

In the present investigation two models have been
developed and existing computer codes have been adapted
and used Co evaluate the thermal responses and operat-
ing limitations of proposed tirst-wail concepts under
normal (cyclic) and off-normal (plasma disruption)
opzeacion. The first-wall concepts considered in-
clude a forced-circulacion-cooled stainless steel
wall and a radlatively-cooled graphite liner.
Appropriate materials property data used for the cal-
culations have been obtained from the literature. The
plasiaa performance and burn-cycle tines considered
ara believed to be atcainable in near-cena experi-
mental power reactors that operate without a diver-
tor.Ii2 Thermally induced stresses in che firsc uall
are a major concern during nomil operation, uhereaa
tha extent of ablation of che first surface is the
factor u i c M t d for off-normal operation. The results
obtained permit an evaluation of the relativ« merits
ef forcad-clrculatlan-coolnd and radlatively cooled
Siret vail*.

Work supported by che Department of Energy.

Model Development

Two aadels have been developed to analyse the
thermal responses of proposed fusion reactor first-
wall design concepts. One model considers the thernal
responses of che first walls during cyclic plasma
burns of i 60 a. The second model considers the
ablation of the wall cacerial in che event or a pia.sua
disruption. Flrsc uall concepts of ..ie type: proposed
for near-tern experimental power re^-ors that operate
without a divertor have been analyzed.^

First-Wall Geometry

Figure 1 is a schematic diagran of the i^rcei-
circulation-cooled metal firsc uall analyzed in che
peasant Investigation. This concept is^a general case
of tha Argonne TEPR vacuum wall design." It C T . S U C S
of a relatively thin ("" 2 cm) metal slab with Internal
channels through which a coolant is circulated ~.c renove
the heat deposited in and on ihe wall. The first—-all
nay oc may not also serve as the vacuum uall (the
vacuum uall and coolant panel are of similar construc-
tion in the Argonne TEPR). In either case ic is assumed
that the metal uall provides some structural ri;3j = rt
and serves as a containment for the coolant. !-.=
coolant channels in this design are parallel t; the
front surface. Based on earlier results,-<* :;-.e c-.-olanz
channels are located near the plas:r.a-='.de surface ar.ri
are closely spaced Co air.iaize thermal gradients -n
the wall. The modular units of tt.e xecal wall j.ra
O.a-cm wide with the coolant channels covering sli^tly
lesa than 502 of che equivalent front surface. 7>?
irregular shape of the front face of the rr.ecal ::hil,
uhich simulates the panel coil geonetry propose.: :^r
the first wall, produces cniy a suor variation f.-c-
a smooth wall.

A schematic diagram of the radiatively-ccol=i
graphite liner is shown in Fig. 2. The liner ij 1 ;i
thick and completely shields the structural •.:?'._ :r~.-
che plasma. The f3rced-circuiacian-cooi.ed str . t_ral
wall in this design is identical to cha stainle-:? '.tee!
uall described previously. Details of tr.e iir.or
support and the perturbations on che theraal gradients
caused by the attachment of the liner to the strurturai
wall haye not been considered in the present investi-
gation.

Model for Cyclic Plasma Burn

The CINDA-3G computer code3 has been adapted to
calculate the thernal transients in the first wall
during the cyclic plasma burn. CISDA-3G is a general-
purpose Chrse-dimensional code chat solves the diffusion
equation by finite-difference techniques. It is ex-
tremely flexible in that che user has available cere
Chan 100 built-in subroutines co accomplish a great
variety of calculations. The present model incorporates
(a) variable surface and bulk energy deposition in the
wall, (b) the heat capacity of che wall aaceriai, (c)
the heat conductance of the wall material, (d) thermal
radiation for the case of the graphite liner, and (e)
heat transport to che water coolant into the computer
coda to calculate the thermal reapgnse of the flrsc
vail.
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Hoiftfl operation for the presanc analyeia la a
cyclic b u m baaed on Che ealculaced plasma performance
for the Atgoone TEPR.1'6 The reference burn cycle
cooaiat* ot a 65-» pi buns followed by a 15-s
of(-Clae for evacuati .' the plasma chamber. Figure
3 show* a simplified toxlmatlon of the power re-
•ponaethat was deciv. Eroo a complex power curve
developed by Brooks.6 The neutron power curve is
represented by a ramp Increase to a maxima wall
loading of 1.6 HU/m2 after 6 a, a ramp decrease to
Q.75 ..{«/••; after 52 3, and a sharp ramp decrease to
uro power at the end of the 65-9 burn. This curva
corresponds to an average neutron wall loading, at
1 HU/m* for the duration of Che burn. The total neu-
tron power of i 400 MU Is Indicated or. r.he right-hand
axis. The radiation and crsaipore power is taken aa
251 of the lnetaacassaua neutron power.

1T-.D ssutron energy la saaumd to be dpotlted
Ehreughouc the stainless steel wall giving a bulk
heating rat* chat scale* directly as tha neutron wall
loading. The bulk heating rate corresponding eo a
1 Ml/a? neutron wall loading 1* 10 W/cra3 for atainlesa
atael. tha neutron flux, and henea the energy deposi-
tion, la attenuated exponentially through th* stainless
ateel wall according to the raaulca of Abdou. The
neutron heating in atainlesa steel is reduced to about
SOX at the backside of the Z-co wall. For the case of
the graphite liner, a uniform bulk heating rate of
7 W / C B ] la used for a 1 HU/n2 neutron wall loading.
Mo attenuation of tha neutron flux la asaunad for the
thin graphite liner.

In the present analysis It la assumed that all of
Che radiation and transport power is deposited on Che
aurface of the first wall. This is considered to be
a good approxlaaclon for Che high-Z (aconic nuober)
ateel wall; however, the breosscrahlung radiation from
a high taopsracure plasma will have significant pene-
tration (hundreds of eicromecers) in lou-Z materials
«uch aa graphics. Although this is nor expected to be
« major effect In the relatively thick monolithic
graphite liner, it nay have important implications
Eor chin low-Z coatings such as bsryilius.-i4

For the case of the forced-circulation-cooled
metal wall the heac is simply transferred to the water
coolant and transported out of the wall. For Che
case of the graphite liner, the energy deposited in
the liner '.a thermally radiated to tha metal atruc-
cural wall and the heat again remsvad by the water
coolant.

Model for Plasma Disruption

An existing computer code, which was developed
aa a component of a larger Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) accident analysis code,8 was appro-
priately modified and used to determine the extent of
ablation of che first wall chat will occur after a
plasma disruption. This one-dloanslonal code treats
Ch* innermost, i.e., plasma side, region of the first
wall, as an ablative region. The thickness of this
region la chosen such chat some material remains
under all conditions considered. The ablative region Is
subdivided Into a desired, number of subregions whereas
that remainder of the wall is subdivided into two larger,
•qually-slzed regions. Although one can account for
h u t loss Cram the wall, the time scale far the plasma
duap is ao short that, for practical purposes, a heat
•Ink la Ineffective. The majority of the energy de-
peelted la accounted for by the haat capacity and the
heat of vaporization (or sublimation) of the ablated
•ubreglooa. Calculations hava been made for both a
atalnliaa steel and a graphite- flrnt wall. Because
tta ablated regions are vary thin (typically tana of

•Icroaeteri) and the response tlma is very short
(milliseconds), transport of any metal in che liquid
form la not considered for the steel. The thin fllaa
at* aasuoed to vaporizeor resolidify in very short
cloes. Sublimation of the graphite wsll is assumed.

llaterlala Property Data

The materials property data required for che
c»*. ?•?!*'. Ion are summarized in Table I far stainless
-_iii_ and graphite. Average handbook values are used
for the densities. The thermal conductivity tor
stainless steel was taken from che temperature de-
pendent equation for unitradiated material.' The
thernal conductivity for graphite is sensitive to
the type of graphite and to neutron radiation.10"1-
Data for irradiated graphite at elevated temperature
(> 1QOO*C) range from 4 to 40 W/ra-'K. A mean value
of 10 V/ar'X. has been used tor the reference case.
This valus, which Is representative o£ high grade
graphite with 5-10,5 porosity, is used to account :or
effects expected fron high helium generation. The
specific heats given in Che table are handbook values
for the appropriate temperatures, viz., t 50Q°c cor
atainlaia steel and t WOO'C for graphics. The heacs
of vaporization (sublimation) are taken from cherrco-
dynamic cables and Che emissivicy of 0.8 is typical of
many material*. Bulk neutron heating rates have been
obtained from work of Abdou.'"^

Thermal Response of First Mall

The thermal responses of the stainless steel vail
and the graphite liner are determined for several burn-
cycle scenarios and the extent of surface ablaticr. that
results from a plasma disruption is derernined :":r
stainless steel and graphite first surfaces.

Response During Cvcllc Plasm Burn

Energy deposition rates derived froa Fig. 3 and
the materials property data from Table I are ir.z:--:o-
rated into the CIXDA-3G computer cede :c deter-.ir? ;he
thermal responses of the first walls for cv:>-- -l..s:-£
burns. In the present investigation a piane that inter-
sects the coolant channel has been analyzed. This
plane is represented by the node points 38, 39, -1, i2,
57 and 60 In Figs. 1 and 2. Node 38 is on the TUS.TJ-
side aurface of the steel uall with nodes 39, -1, and
4Z located in the steel wall at the positions indi-
cated. Node 60 is on the plasma-side surface of che
graphite liner and node 57 is on the back-side surface.

Figures 4-6 are plots of the thermal history far
the four nodes in Che steel wall during one burr, cycle.
Figure 4 represents the reference case with a 1 :-':.:; T?.1

neutron wall loading and an 80-s cycle time. Figure 5
shows the effect of increasing the off-cycle cir.e from
IS s for the reference case co 30 s. Figure 6 is Eor
Che reference burn cycle but with a 2 MW/m2 neutron
wall loading. In all cases the coolant water ten?era-
cure is i> 317*C. Table II summarizes some of the
critical temperatures and AT's in che stainless steel
wall. Although a stress analysis has not yet been
conducted, a qualitative assessment of che thernal
stress problem for the various burn-cycle scenarios
can be obtained by comparing che variations in the
temperature differences between nodes 38 and 39 and
those between nodes 42 and 41. The longer off-cycle
has very little effect on these temperature variations
whereaa the higher uall loading (2 MW/m2) substantially
increases the variations in the thermal gradients.

Figures 7-9 are plots of the thermal history for
nodes 57 and 60 in the graphite liner during one burn
cycle. The thermal response of tha liner fot the
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tafarenc* burn cycle (1 Mia.1, 80-a cycle) and mean
tharaal conductivity for graphics (10 W/m*K) is shown
In Fig. 7. The effect of extending the off-cine Co
30 a (95-e cycle) Is also shown In Fig. 7. Figure 8
ihmi the effect of variations la che thermal con-
ductivity of graphite, and Fig. 9 shows che effect
of increasing che vail loading Co 2 MW/m*. Critical
temperatures and temperature differences obtained from
this let of curves are summarized in table III. The
longer off-tine slightly reduces che plasma-side
surface temperacure of liner and che &T through the
liner. The thermal response of che liner Is strongly
dependant on the thermal conductivity of the graphite
for the range of values considered. For che low
conductivity (4 U/m-K), the oaxicua surface temperature
approach*! 1880'C, which la probably unacceptable be-
cauaa of excessive thermal vapirliacion, and the
maximum 4T through the wall ts nearly 600*f. This
lov value of thermal conductivity may be reached for
highly irradiated graphite with ita inherently high
helium generation rates. The results are substantially
different when the high thermal conductivity is used.
Calculations for che 2 MW/m* neutron wall loading also
giva high values for che maximum surface temperature
(2123*C) an.' che at through che wall (516'C). This
raaulc indli ices that the maximum acceptable nautron
vail loading for a radlacively cooled graphite liner
la eubacandally leas than 2 MW/mz.

Figure 10 show* a comparison of the thermal
responses for che surface regions of the foreed-cir-
culaclon-cooled stainless steel wall with and without
che graphice liner. Both the maximum cemperature of
che sceel surface and che maximum thermal gradient in
the surface regions of the steel wall are significantly
decreased by the liner. This indicates that She thermal
fatigue problem associated with a stainless sr«l first
wall* would be reduced if a radiatively cooled liner is
used. However, the lifetime of che grapnite liner
relative to that of the sceel wall has net been evalu-
ated for the conditions indicated.

Sasponse after Plasma Disrupt Ion

The appropriate euteriJls pan-.e-ers have been in-
corporated Into the plasma dump cj.-^uiiT *:ode to calcu-
late the extent of ablation of the first uall in event
of a plasma disruption. In the present calculation
boch che plasma thermal energy and the stored magnetic
energy in the plasma, which are about equal, are de-
posited on the surface of the first uall during the dump.
The time required for the plasma dump to occur and the
wall area upon which the energy is deposited are not
well known and probably vary wlch types of plasma
instability. Therefore, the extent of ablation of the
stainless sceel and graphics walls has been calculated
paranetricaUy in terns of che dump cime and che
effective wall area over which che energy is deposiceJ

Calculation] have been carried out for an energy Jom
from a plasma that yields a 1 MU/m2 neutron wall loar1

Thicknesses of che ablated regions as functions of tr
two parameters are shown In Figs. 11 and 12 for stain-
less aeeel and graphite, respectively. An instantaneous
dump, i.e., zero dump cine, does not allow for heat
removal from che ablated region and, therefore, gives
a maximum ablation thickness for a particular fractional
wall area. For dump times up co 0.1 as, che thiclt-
aese of eh* ablated regions do not differ appreciably
from tha lnscancanaoue dump curves. However, che
10 M curve shows a subscanclal dacreaa* in tha amount
of ablacad aacarlal.

Tha fractional area of the first wall ovar which
Cha plasma energy is deposited Is critical. It is
twllavad chat the energy will be deposited over a major
fraction (> SOZ) of the wall araa. For cha reference

caaa, i.e., 1.0 os dump time, less Chan 50 urn of che
steal wall will be ablated if Che plasma energy is
deposited over at lease 501 of che wall. It la
assumed that the deposition time Is short enough and
theldepchiOfitha affected.region is so small chat only
vaporization of the steel Is Important, Significant
transport of mutal in the liquid phase is not considered
for tht thin regions and share dump times of interest.
The ablation of graphice is generally less than hale
that of stainless sceel for similar conditions ot dump
cine and effective wall area. If the plasma energy
la deposited over at least 502 of the wall, the -jxi-
oun ablated region is less than 30 urn far graphite.

Since all of the stored magnetic energy will
ptobably not be deposited on che surface of the first
vail, the curves in Figs. 11 and 12 are conservative.
Even so, results of these calculations Indicate mat
first walls of stainless steel or graphite should
wlehstand a moderate number of plasma disruptions it
the plasma energy is effectively distributed ever
more than 25Z of the reactor wall. This is tr-o even
if no credit is taken for redeposition of che a^U.ei
material, which is expected co occur. Also, ar. esti-
mate of che capability of other first-wall materials
to withstand plasma disruptions can be obtained by
lnsarting relevant property data into the models.

Conclusions

Th» CINDA-3C computer code has been adapted to
analyze the thermal responses and operating limitations
of two fusion reactor first-wall concepts under r.crr;al
cyclic plasma burns. The first-will desi;n cor.ee;;s
considered are a forced-circulation uater-caoie; stair.-
less steel panel with and without a graphite li.~cr.
For a reference burn cycle with an average neutr,-- wail
loading of 1 >K/nsz and a coolant temperature c: -I?';,
the oaxinua surface cemperature in the steel -..all -as
402*0 and the saxi^un AT in the first 0.175 cr . : ;he
wall was 48°C. These values increased to -79' 1 iri
87'C, respectively, tor a 2 MH/ma wall loadin;. .-.•r
the reference case the raaxiraun surface ter.perjr.r-
of the graphice liner was 15&5°C and tha - IK±~-~. '
through the 1-c-i liner UM^ 2J6"C. ;-':u-riv-'r, t .--_
values change substantially Mien the cnerra. • . :..-
tivity of graphice is varied over the range of _r.-
certaincy, viz., 4-40 W/a#*K for irradiated graphite
ac > 1000°C. The surface temperature of the gricnice
becomes unaccepcably high (> 200Q3K) i£ the luv.~r
value of thermal conductivity is used or if the r.=u-
tron wall loading is increased to 2 >IWm~ with a;i
average value of 10 W/m-°K for the conductivity of
graphite.

A component of an LMFBR computer code has been
modified and adapted to analyze che ablative * ̂hcivior
of stainless sceel and graphice first walls subjected
Co a plasma disruption. The thicknesses of ablated
regions were determined paracietrically for the tvo
wall materials in terms of the plasma dump tire ar.d
the fraction of the wall area over which che enerzy
was deposited. If the plasma thermal energy and
stored magnetic energy are deposited over more than 50"
of the wall, the maximum ablaced region is < 70 -n for
atalnlesa steel and < 30 urn for graphite. Slr.ce it is
expected chac che plasma energy will be deposited over
a major fraction (> 50%) of che firsc wall durir.q a
disruption, it is concluded Chac boch wall materials
should withstand a moderate number of disruptive events.
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Table X. Materials Properties for Stainless Steel and
Graphite

Property

Density, g/co1

Thermal Conductivity,
W / B » K

Specific Heat, cal/g-'K

Heat of Vaporization,
Kcal/oola

Vaporization Temperature,
*E

Emiasivity

Neutron Heating, w/ea3

Stainless Steel

7.9

20*

0.12a

95

1700

10c

Graphite

2.0

4,10,40

0.45

171"

2500

0.8

7C

Average value. See Ref. 9 for temperature dependent
value used.

Heat tti sublimation for graphite.
c Surface heating rate for 1 MU/m2 neutron vail loading

Table II. Thermal Responses of Stainless Steel Wall
with No Liner

Hall Loading,
Cycle Time,

Tmax <38)l *C<

Tmln (38)> *C

"cax (3B-39)

iTmin (38"39)

T (42}, "C
maxT . (42), *C

AT (62~d)

AT (42—41)

MU/m*
s
k

• *c

. "c

. *c

.-c

1

so
402

322

43

2

4Z8

386

39

23

1
95

398

319

45

1

421

365

37

16

2

so
479

322

87

4

537

454

74

43

Huobars in parenthesis refer to nodes.

Table I I I . Thermal Responses of Graphite fct D i f f e r en t
Burn-Cycle Scenar ios

Wall loading, , Htf/m2 1 1 1 1 2
Cycle Time, a 80 95 80 80 80

K (graphite), W/m-'K 10 10 4 40 10

t«wc (60)> *c* "4S 1478 18" 13n 2123

T ^ ^ (60), *C 1334 1211 1631 1202 1688

(60-57), *C 2S6 236 594 69 516

(60-57), *C 122 92 406 24 239

Humbert in parenthesis refer to nodes.
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fflCHANICAL DESIGN AMD ANALYSIS FOR A EPtt FIRST UAU./BLANKET/SHIELD SYSTEH

I. C. StaveiMi R. Hlara and C. K. Youngdahl
Arfonnt National Laboratory

Asgoiuw, Illinois 60439

Introduction

Continuing studies are ln progress at ANI> to ex-
pand upon Che design of a fiTsc wall/blanket/shield
FW/B/S ,system and power conversion for a tokamak type
Experimental Power Reactor (2PR). ^The FH/B/S system
has evolved icon aa earlier disign- for a low beta.
Circular cross section plasma (major radius « S ») w
one far a higher beta elongatid plasma with a 4.7 m
major radius. Basic oechanical design and layout
features of the old and naw EPF designs showing some of
thi sore inportant de3ipn developments are depleted in
Figure 1 and listed in table I. These developments
ara aimed at simplifying the design, reducing the costs
and in addition. Improving the plant thermal efficiency
and overall maintainability. In the area of the reactor

blanked significant thermal hydraulic and stress
analysis have been performed to substantiate the In-
tegrity of the chosen concept. This paper deals with
the discussion of these improved features.

Vacuum Vessel

To Improve on the multitude of conditions and in-
terface requirements associated with the vacuum vessel,
it first was relocated to the outer portion of the
reactor blanket a distance of 35 cm fron the plasms
boundary. A total of 22 ca of scainlesa steel blanket
and first wall materials intercede to minimize the
radiation damage to this component. In Chis oosicioti
el'e vessel as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 serves two func-
tions; namely to provide the required plasma va:uua

Reactor Parameters

Av«ag« toroidal
beta, 8 C

Major radiua, R (o)

H n i i minor radius.
* («)

Plasma elongation, b/a

Aspect ratio, A

Vacuum chamber
volume, V c (m3)

Blanket thickness.
flB Cm)

Shield thickness

inside, &* (o)
s

outside, a° (n)
s

IF coll bore (m)

Tabl. I.

EPR-77

0.08

4.70

1.34

1.65

3.5

450

0.23

0.52

0.97

6.8 x 10.0

M

Comparison of

EPR-76

0.048

6.23

2.10

1.0

3.0

711

0.28

0.58

0.97

7.8 x 12.

EPR-77"

6

w

and EPR-76 Design Features

Design Features

Vacuum Vestal

Firat Wall Panels

Blanket

Shield

Maintainability

Sower Conversion

EPR-77

Outer blanket
location, heavy

7-10 cm wall

Flac sections
structurally
attached to

blanket

Slab type
blocks, 128
major pieces

Flac surfaced
blocks, 192

pircaa

Single purpose

large reactor
top closure

Dual cycle svs-
teo eff. •<- 392

EFR-76

Inner blanket

location, thin
2 cm wall

Curved sections
separately re-

placed

Contoured blocks,
272 pieces

Curved surface

blocks, 420
pieces

Vertical vacuum
limited horizontal

por'-s

PreSEurilsd vater
25-30%

,First Wall/Blanket

.Shield

-Vacuum Vessel Neutral Sean
/ Injector

-WiZ'i'JTZ ?UED

..V.^-ytf;.-y--ffv , i

oboe!8?.':''.'':':'

Tigure 1. AM. Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor.

Hick supported by ibs rcyartnent of Energy.
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coudltlona, and atcondly to support th« blanket and
line nail panels. It is also the xcaparature lnter-
fac* boundary between the hoc £lutda of the energy
converalon system and the much cooler reactor shield

Tha vessel is made of flee plates assembled in
three baste pieces per section with sixteen sections
forming the irregular toroidal chamber whose overall
diaensions are 13 meters in diameser by 5.4 cetera
high. vjthe vessel weighs -v. 260 Hg and has 12 required
horizontal beam ports. The vessel plates made from
Type 316 stainless steel are nominally 7 to 10 cm
thick vhich are formed by welding into the 3 pieces
Shown in Fig. 2 forming a section* The sixteen sec-
tions ate bolted together (see Fig. 3) using a joining
bar section and appropriate bolting ftoo the inside of
CtM vassal after which an expansion section covers che
bolting -aeaa with a welded seal atrip, Tha top closure
1M also bolted and seal welded and functions solely for
repair and maintenance access of the vessel internals.
Each vessel plate contains a series of parallel gun
bond coolant channels pololdally oriented in respect
each* reactor plasma. Coolant in each plate is dis-
tributed, through these channels in internally bored
headers which era manifolded and carried to upper and
lover supply and return rings. Support for the vessel
la achieved with four adjustable column units located
cc the bottom of each segment which are in turn
anchored to the lower shield block.

Some of the advantages this design offers are:
relative ease of fabrication; modest radiation damage
effects; modest cooling problems; accomsodation of
thermal expansion and insulation; ease or access to
internals with a large area single purpose closure;
Xepairabllity and replaceabillty with relative ease.

First. Wall/Blanket

Tha first wall panels are Integrated with the
blenket blocks and line the interior of the va.-.uuo
vessel as shown in Fig. 1 following the basic contour
thereof. These blocks, 128 in number are supported
through the" bottom of the vacuum vessel and anchored
to its sides. Coolant line connections from each
block are made through the tap and bottom of the vessel
where there la access in a relatively uneongesced area.
All blocks are readily removed through the vessel
closure with special handing fixtures.

The blanket black arrangement is depicted in
Fig. 4. It consists of 3 inner blocks, 3 outer blocks •
a bottom and a "U" shaped upper section. Each block is
made from a 20 cm thick Type 316 stainless steel flac
plate, with a coolant channel arrangement as shown.
The coolant passages are transverse to che reactor
and graded to match che energy distribution within
che block thickness.

The upper and lower blocks are specially designed
for steam cooling. Thermal and stress analysis indi-
cate that steam exiting 41Q'C at 8.2 MPa is acceptable
while the remaining inner and outer blocks operate
with pressurized water cooling at 34O°C and 152 M?a.
This combination of coolant using superheated steam
la direct cycle has a 39X thermal efficiency potential.

• Thermal Hydraulic Analysis — The AHL/EPR
blanker gystec utilizes an assembly of modular stainless
steel blocks with gur.-bored coolant channels. The
thermal hydraulic analysis is based on a single modular
block that is 0.25-3 -hick and 1.5-D in length in a
plane parallel to tae first wall. To simplify the
geometric model, co-radial groups of cojlant channels

CLOSURE KHEIS

CUSBIE MNEL

VESSEL Wil l
7ci* HIM SMIMESS STEEL

K M HIT

KSSEl SWIRIS
UUUSMILEl

OUtEH W i l l
18EM91T

H i m SBKSKWttT
(ftonwui

iTOH SKTHW
Hsusaimr SQUEME

figure 2.
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with graded cross-ssctional areas (to compensate for the
exponential atcenuACion ox neutrons in the blanket
block) wore selected for the initial analysis. A com-
puter code capable of solving a set of thr-ee—dineiisional.
thermal hydraulic equations was used CO establish the
transient, and quasi-steady state tem?sra£ure distri-
bution uithin the blanket block. The neutron power
profile vis provided by neutionic calculations for the
ANL/EPR bJaed en J if-s bum pulse followed by a 15-s
dwell period between pulse*

The operating conditions for the three coolant
sysrems are summarized In Table 2. These operating
conditions are consistent with those for existing
pressurized water reactors, gas cooled reactors and
foasil powered steaa plants. Also, one of the salient
features of this analysis is that is includes low
pressure steam as a coolant and direct cycle working
fluid for a fusion power plant.

EXPANSION SECTION

WELO

Pigure 3.

A sat of six coclant channels with iterativelv
adjusted cross-sect i;r.ai areas and interchannel
distances (see Figure i) was evaluated during the :lrst
round of analyses. Zr.e analytical results are lr-
cluded In Table 2. Realise of significant differences
in the physical and transport properties of the three
coolant systems, the volant velocities, Reynolds
numbers and heat trar.ifar coefficients ir? sear. - - virv
over a wide range. Tr.i lover heat transfer c--:".-_is-t
for steaa results in a need tor shorter interchar.r.ei
spacing in the direction normal to the first vail.
Hence, for a given reactor, cooling with stear. sprears
to require core cooli-t channels per unit volu-a ::
blanket than either vater or helium. Since che l«r.;ch
of the coolant channels is only 1.5 m, the fricticr.al
pressure drop across the channel turns out co be negli-
gible for all cases. This indicates that one can Tini-
mize the large variations in required fluid velocity by
Judicious selection c: coolant channel cross sectJ'~*l

Table 2. Simury of Thermal Hydraulic aad Power Cycle Analysis

Parameter/Coo Lint

Pressure, HPa
inCArchsoncl Distance, ca
Inlat Temperature, "C
Outlet Temperature. *C
Hudsua Blanket Ti&npexature, *C
Velocity, a/a
layooXds Number x 10~3

Beat Transfer Coefficient, W/n̂ -K
treasure Drop, HP a
TbersDdynamlc Cycle Efficiency, Z

Direct Cycle
Indirect Cycle

Water

15.17
5

240
340
500

0.06-0.18
3-13

1200-2550
< 0.01

_ _
34

Helium

5.17
S

205
400
550

12-26
10-30

1100-1900
< 0.01

13
36

Steaa

4.83
i-

260
410
550
2-5

12-50
400-700
< 0.01

39
36
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area and can thereby optimize the neat transfer char-
acteristics.

• Blanket Stress An»lyii« — Consideration of
the thermal stress distributions In the blanket block*
Influence* the msehanical design of the blanket In tvo
significant ways, Flrat, the design of the blanket
support structure oust permit tha overall diurnal de-
tonation, of the block* without peraitlng radial neu-
tron-atrsaalng paths to open between blocks during
operation or shutdown of the reactor. Constraint of
Che overall deformation would result in excessively
high etress levels in the blocks. Ihe overall thermal
deformation depends on the distribution of heat gener-
ation in the blanket and the coolant properties, but
It la relatively insensitive to details of the coolant
channel arrangeoect. Second, the tenperature distri-
bution vithin an unconstrained block produces a self-
equilibrated stress field having local regions of
•tress concentration at the coolant channels and hot
and cold spots in the block. These stress concen-
trations depend strongly on coolant channel arrangement;
small changes in tha channel pattern can correspond to
significant alterations of the associated stress levels
without affecting the thermal performance of the
blanket.

A siople stress analysis procedure was developed
to evaluate the relative merits of various coolant
channel configurations at the conceptual design level
without resorting to the detailed and expensive stress
analysis required for a final design. This procedure
la based on the separation of the three-dimensional
temperature distribution obtained in the thermal-hy-
draulic analysis described previously into two component
distributions which respectively produce the overall
deformation, effects and the localized stress-concen-
tration affects. A linear (In three-dimensional
cartasloa coordinates) teaperature distribution is
fitted to the given temperature diatribution by a
least-squares technique. The corresponding deformation
field Is obtained exactly in closed form and represents
the global deformation of the block; the associated
•treas field Is determined by interaction with the
rapport structure since a linear teaperature distri-
bution produces no self-equilibrated thermal stress
field. Then, a residual teaperature distribution la
computed aa the difference between the given distri-
bution and the least-squares fit. An approximate self-
•qulllbrsttd thermal stress distribution Is obtained
lot tola residual problem. Ihe entire procedure has
bean automated in a small computer program which accepts
the output data from the thermal hydraulic analysis.

Comparisons between tha relative merits of coolant
patCaraa can thus be obtained rapidly and inexpensively.

Aa an exampla, thermal-hydraulic analysis using
pressurised water coolant indicated that channels
•paced 3 co apart in ch« toroidal direction and located
at radial positions of 1, A, 8.9, 13.B, 18.3, anJ 23.8
ca from tha inner surface would provide a reasonably
uniform temperature distribution in the block; the
channels varied in cross-sectional area between 1 etc*
and 0.5 ca2 (see.fig. 5). The associated maximum
thermal strains in the block were found by the approxi-
mate praevdure described above eo be 0.353. Moving
the fine channel;: to 1.25 en from the surface reduced
the strain to Q.25%. Moving the first channel to 1.3
cm and the second channel to 4.5 cm further reduced
tha n ^ * ^ ™ attain to 0.1851. Ihe lsprovenents in
•train levels were accomplished without any significant
change la* thermal-hydraulic performance. The results
indicate thit preliminary thermal-mechanical optimi-
sation of blanket block design can be accomplished at
the conceptual design level using relatively simple
computational methods.

Ths overall unconstrained thermal deformation is
0.631 of clie xoom-tecparature dimensions, and the blocks
become convex toward the plasma. These overall di-
mensional changes are virtually independent of the
channel pattern variations discussed above. Stress
analyses performed fcr temperature distributions at
savorsl times during the burn cycle indicate that the
laxga thermal inertia of the blanket prevents any
significant cyclic strain variations.

• First Hall — The first wall panels are shovn
In Fig. 6, they are sade fron 316 type stainless steel
and farm the sane ccr.tour as the sating blanket block
to which they are attached. The panels are similar :o
those described in the earlier ASL EPR design,1 h-ivire.
a close array of transverse coolant cb.aar.els corrected
to integral return ar.d supply headers which are fed free
lines cocoon to the sated blanket block. Ihe plasr.a
face of the panel viil be coated with a lev-Z material.
The blanket blocks ara arranged in the reactor in s:scks
threa high OB the inr.er and outer vails o£ the ••» = ; { . .
At each sagaent jicc:;;n a seal! 10 c- viie sei-tir.-
filler block (Fig. 7; is used for "packing" the al;;»:
system. Each small block, 96 in all, is siailar ir.
construction to the first wall/blanket ur.its with a first
vail panel section integrated into a blanket blcci-.. The
first wall panels in this case will have additional
cooling capacity and =ay serve as plasma liniters.
These corner blocks are removed first, freeing the
sides of the major block to be removed. Since the
major blocks are stacked, it may require removal of
eight pieces to gair. access to a lower vertical blanket
block.

Some of the advantages of this first wall/blanket
design are: simple and inexpensive construction of
blanket blocks and first vail panels; small r.unbers
of components and fewer coolant connections; superheater
blocks for high thermal plant efficiency; relatively
simple and quick maintenance and replacement function;
esperlaental testing of superheater modules or large
portions of the first vail with relative ease;
accommodation of eddy currents effects.

Toe shield Is divided Into an Inner and outer
block denoting a high efficiency BuC-SS composition
for the inner shield and less expensive SS-graphite-
boron-lcsd aortar-alunlnum composition in the outer
shield. There are 192 blocks that envelope the
vacuum vessel (see Fig. B ) . The configuration is
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designed to provide adequate shielding in a mini-un
number o£ easily fabricated pieces with special
emphasis on simple and rapid access to tae vessel
closurei The shield is supported on columns tron be-
nsath the reactor and in turn supports the vacuum
vessel/blanket/first wall complex. -A low pressure
water system cools the shielding blocks. The advantages
of this design are: ease of manufacture (small numbers
of blocks with flat surface); ease of support and
handling; quick and simple access to the reactor
vessel; favorable magnetic permeability characteristics.

Maintainability

Of prime Importance in this reactor design was to
obtain almple and quick access to the interior of the
reactor vessel for inspection, maintenance repair to
obtain Che maximum data and availability on this first
round power reactor. In addition, experimental modifi-
cation and total replacement and repair of all major
components should be possible with reasonable pieces of
rtmota handling equipment performing in a reasonable
Clna span. In this regard the design of this reactor
accomplishes a number of Important functions towards
aatlifylng thesa goals.

• Vataal Access — Access to the Interior of the
vacuum vctial has been simplified over earlier concepts.
A alngla purpose large area closure for access to the
vacuum vessel has been incorporated whose sole function
la Inspection, maintenance, and repair of internal
raactor components. This replaces the dual purpose
limited area vacuum/experimental port access used
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previously.^ The current design haa ths advantage that
accaaa la gained In any given zone by the removal of
4 wedge ahaped cop shield blocks without disturbing
any of the reactor components. A simple lifting fixture
1M used with hands on operaclons until actual removal
of the block (see Fig. 9 ) , This feature saves con-
siderable tine and reduces Che risk of damage as In the
e w e of dual purpoae ports.

Figure 9.

Once accesa to the vessel has been oade adequate
apace and provisions are available for uncoupling
coolar.t lines and instrumentation through the vacuum
barrier to the blanket and first uall components. In
addition che reactor closure flange vail provides a
very substantial base fron uhich co nount and index
inspection and handling fixtures as shown in Fig. 10.
Special consideration has been given to handling of the
upper and lover superheater blanket blocks since these
nay require attention at an earlier Interval and be-
cause the> represent an e:-:pr!ri~oncat velure v..ere
examination and testing ir.ay bu easily carried out.

Figure 10.

• Been Force — In simplifying the reactor lay-
out che Dumber of major reactor service pores has been
greatly reduced,from 48 to 16 In the current design

of ;which'pnlysl2Sire c S ^ t t e d "to*nbrmai: operation.
By the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 each port serves
two functions as a vacuum exhaust pare and as a neutral
beats injectionTport. Two cryosorpcion pumps and 2
neutral beam "lines use a single pore conpliraencarUy
with each component having its own Independent isolation
and shield valve. All units are easily maintained and
under most circumstances failure of a single component
will not' lead to a reactor outage. It is the cocpjuc-
naia of this vacuum/neutral beam port arrangement tl.at
allows Che vacuua vessel access system concept to be
achievable.

• Secondary Vacuua System — A secondary vacuum
ajatem whose boundary envelops the entire reactor shield
ac the TF coil periphery has also been Incorporated
In the design of the reactor. The purpoae of this
feature It to provide a backup system tor the prlr-iry
reeccar vacuum system such that atmospheric contami-
nation of the plasma due to single small vessel le-ks
1* not possible, and secondly; as a safety feature to
provide e secondary barrier for detection and entrap-
ment of tritium. These functions serve to minimize
reactor outages due to small defects, warn operations
personnel of Impending leak problems, provides monitoring
for tritium contamination prior to handling reactor
components, and introduces a reasonable volume in uhich
to promptly handle a massive trieiua release.

The secondary vacuum containment vhich has been
called the "bell jar approach" in this design i= iirsed
by adding additional vacuum cover plates to the existing
torque shell used to restrain the TF coil system =«-.
signed for AXL by tha .McDonnell Douglas Corporati.-r..-1

Since the location i: these panels is in a very ;:•-•
radiation field, seals say bs made with neoprine ;a=-
kets using "hands or." maintenance operations.

• Major Coapo-ents — Maintenance of r
components has been simplified to a greac extent. In
particular hy the ability to replace the entire :r ar.v
part oi the vacuum vessel under reasonable co-ri:. -..;
In a relatively shcr- schecuie ir.s-'fjr is r^;::': ..-rc-
nent dissassembly, r^nipulation and storage is _.r-
ceroed. Adequate space has been provided in the
reactor building fcr complete laydown and stsn;o f
reactor components. It is also possible to r.--.-\. j
TF coil by local dlssassembiy, removing op.lv portions
of the adjacent vessel and inner and cuter snieid.ir.E;
blocks. Replacement of this component wich this decree
of modest difficulty is an asset to che early generation
of power reactors.

Hot cells have been provided for the more routine
functions of examination, repair and replacement of
first wall panels, blanket, and superheater blocks.
These cells also serve che needs of the experimental
program.

Power Conversion System

One outstanding development in the EFR design has
been Che upgrading of the plant power conversion effi-
ciency from T. 30Z to a potential 392. This uas accomp-
lished by using the upper and lower blanket as super-
beater sections while the inner and outer vertical
blanket zones are cooled with pressurized water. To
accomplish this, the blanket blocks in the superheater
region require a greater number of and different sized
coolant channels which were determined by the afore-
mentioned thermal hydraulic analysis. The overall
thermal expansion of the blocks will differ and the
superheater section will be at a higher overall
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caaperacure, thus tha geometrical arrangement of tha
blanket aaaeobly was daatgnad to accommodate thesa
differences by placing tha superheat zone* in Che upper
and lower reglona o£th« vacuum vessel. In theae ex*
eramldaa additional shielding was added to compensate
for volda and itrtamlng gaps.

lira distinct cooling systems are used; the pressur-
ised water lyicti li a closed cycle system consisting
of a circulating pump and ateam ganeratoc identical to
that of the current commercial Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWRs); and a direct cycle superheated stean syscen
vharain the iite'ao goes directly from the reactor to
t'jrbine similar to those used In Boiling Water Reactors
(BUR). The dual cycle syscen is shown in Fig. 11.
Pressurised water froo the first wall/blanket assemblies
of the Inner and outer blanket delivers cheraal energy
tp an evaporator operating ac 13.8 MFa (2000 pal). The
•team thus generated in tha evaporator is fed into the
upper and lower superheater blocks where It is heated
to 410*C at * 6.6 KPa (1250 psl) and fed directly into
the turbogenerator with a resultant overall cycle
efficiency of •>• 39%. Radioactive transport problems
of the direct cycle are being analyzed, but they do not
appear to be appreciably more severe than those en-
countered In BURs. The power plant racing for the ETS.
la 270 HWeh, 120 HUe with a full capacity cooling tower
313 KWth. Cyclic temperature effects on the coolant
leaving the reaccor are minimized < 2*C due to Che large
thermal inertia of the stainless aceel blanket.

Further analysis using higher strength aaterlala
and configurations shows promise for higher cycle
efficiencies in excess of 4QX where use of modern
turbinea vs the saturated units now employed in the
Light Water Reactor nuclear plants.
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SIMULATION OF URGE SCALE AIR DETRITIATION OPERATIONS BY
COMPUTER MODELING AND BENCH-SCALE EXPERIMENTATION*

a. C. Cleuner, R. H. Land and V. A. Maronl
Argonns Nat iona l Laboratory

Atgonne. I l l i n o l a 60439

and

J . H. HIncz
Central Atonic Company

San DUgo, California 92138

Although some experience has been gained in the
design and construction of 0.5 Co 5 i W s air-
d«tritiatiorv systems, litde Information is available
on tha performance of these systems under realistic
conditions* Recently completed studies ac ANL have
attempted to provide sane perspective on this subject.
A time-dependent computer model, was developed to
study the effects of various reaction and soaking
mechanisms chat could occur in a cypicallv-siMd
fuilon reactor building Ĉ -IO5 m 3) folloulng a range
of tritium releases (2 Co 200 g). In parallel with
the computer study, a small (150 liter) cesc chamber
was tec up to investigate cleanup characteristics
under conditions which could also be simulated with
che^eoapucer code. Uhereaa results of computer
analyses 'Indicated chat only --lO-3* of the tritium
released to an ambient enclosure should be converted
to trltiated water>_ the bench-scale experiments gave
evidence of conversion* to uater greater chan 13.
Furthermore, although the" amounts (both calculated and
observed) of soaked-in tritium are usually only a very
snail fraction of the total tritium release, the soaked
tritium is significant, in that its continuous return
to the enclosure extends the cleanup tine beyond the
predicted value In the absence of any soaking,
mechanisms» '̂

Introduction

The need for large capacity .lir handling and
dctrlt lac ion sv^toms ta ser'-'icr lt~.hifn: orerucod
t u s l o n b u i l d i n g s I -t v f t l rt:i-oi;ni«:i.-J. - ~ 'i'.-.t. c o s t
of such systems should scale roughly linearly with
the volumetric air flow rate which Is In turn deter-
mined by (1) the permissible length of time Co
complete a cleanup operation following the largest
conceivable trlrium release to a given enclosure
and (2) the overall volume of Ch3t enclosure.
Recent fusion reactor design and safety analyses1*3

have uncovered at least two dominant incentives for
achieving the shortest possible cleanup times.
Firstly, short cleanup cimes would permit ciraely
access to the reactor building when manual maintenance
or repair is required, thereby reducing reactor down-
Cine In most cases. Secondly, the amount of tritium
leaked onto and into the surfaces in the reactor
building Is expected to increase with increasing
cleanup duration and, as a consequence, the sub-
sequent: release of this "soaked" tritium could further
extend the time period required to reduce the atmo-
•phcrlc tritium concentration to breathable levels. '

Some •xperiencs has been gained in the design and
construction of O.S to 5 m-'/s Air detrltlation
system*.lf~7 What has not been investigated 1- any
datall la the actual performance of fully integrated
cleanup systems during massive dctrltlotion operations
on large enclosures. In particular the impact of
various chemical reaction and sonklnR mechanisms on
tha program of the cleanup operation is not well
understood. A scries of scudtca Co evaluate some of
tha** factors was carried out at ANL during 1977.

Work performed under the auspices of Che D. S. Energy

The approach taken In these studies Involved (1) the
development of a time dependent computer model to
simulate anticipated physical and chemical responses in
typical enclosures following a large tritium release
and (2) a series of bench-scale tests with tritium In
a relatively small enclosure under conditions that v.?re
intended to emulate a reactor building but on a rauch
smaller scale. The following sections of this paper
summarize In order (1) the computational nodel for
cleanup analyses, (2) the results of computer stuJies
of cleanup operations on conceptual fusion reactor
buildings, (3) the methodology for and results of
bench-scale tests with the small enclosure, and C>)
accenpes to analyze the bench-scale data using the
computer c:del.

Description of the Computer Model

This section summarizes the important features of
the model developed to simulate hypothetical alr-
detrltiatlon scenarios under conditions anticipated in
near-term fusion reactor containment buildinas. T^e
logic of the resulting code (TSOAK) is based larr.clv
on (1) correlations of existing experimental data fir
pertinent chemical and physical processes (involving
trltiated species} with the type of phenurena likely zo
occur In a large enclosure, (2) derivation of a s--t of
time dependent simultaneous equations to describe tuc
cleanup operation, and (3) selection of ,ir. efficient
algorithm to solve the resulting set of equations.
A. detailed descript'on of the model is p.iven in
reference 8. In brief, the steps built into the -oiel
are as"--follows:

Cleanup Operation

The principal pachvay for removal of trltiix-
bearing species from a, reactor buildinc. atnnsnherf
following an accidental release is chc cleanup
operation itself. In the model it is assumed that the
air in a room of volume V is circulated through a
detritiation system at a volumetric flow rate Q nnd
that the efficiency of the detritiation system tcr
removal of tritium-containing compounds in the air
(regardless of their chemical form) is r. The rite
of reduction in the concentration of tritiated species,
N'T, with time, t, by this mechanism is, therefore,
given by

Ni (1)

(2)i.:. A - f

Reaction of T? with H?O and 0?

There Is ample evidence^»" to support the assump-
tion that Tj released to an atmosphere containing an
appreciable amount of oxygen and moisture will react
with the 0; and U2O to form HTO, T2O, and HT.

Research and Development Administration.
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Accordingly. • tarn to accomodate eh* production of
trltlat«d «ct*r Is Included in tha oodel. Th« basis
for the davelopoenc of this tern la daacribod in
nfaraoc* a.

PatMatlon of It and HT lnca Building Surfaeas

Tha paraatlon of molecular tritium spaciaa (Tj
and HT) Into building surfaces is dealt.with In an
approximate manner by sunning the permeabilities of all
structural surfaces basted on an assumed steady-state
condition* where the driving force la proportional to
the half-power of the Tj and HT concentrations in the
building atmosphere.

Adsorption and Release of HTO and T?0

Tha adsorption and release of trltlatad water
(rafarrtd to hereafter as TO) also had to be treated
in a highly approximate manner. The rate of adsorption
of TO was taken to be proportional to the concentra-
tion of TO in the enclosure, and the corresponding
proportionality constant was determined by summing the
••((Bated adsorpcivittcs of the different surfaces in
the enclosure. A second proportionality constant is
Included in this part of the model3 to correlate the
rat* of release of adsorbed tritiated water with the
total amount adsorbed on the building surfaces at
an; given cine during cleanup.

Soak Effect and Amount Soaked

Th« »oak affect is defined aa the difference
bacwecn eh* aaount of tritium in the enclosure under
Ideal cleanup conditions, i.e., those strictly
obeying aquation (1), and Che amount calculated by
TSOAK when reaction and soaking mechanisms are active.
The «oak affect and th« amount of soaked tritium
ara determined in a atepwise fashion9 slung with the
rase of th» integration required to determine ambient
concentration* of Tj, HTO, and HT.

Application of the Soakinn Code (TSOAK) to
a Typical Reactor Building

In order to evaluate the application of TSOAK to
• typical reactor building, a set of representative
parameters were developed based on current projections
for near-term tokaraak reactors.3•' Results of soaking
calculations for a "base case" scenario involving the
cleanup of tritium releases in the range 2 to 200 g
to a 1.6 x 10s m3 room by a 5 m3/s air detritiatlon
are presented in Table 1. Also shown In Table 1
are the results obtained by varying selected "base
case" parameters. As Indicated in the table, the
aaount soaked and the cleanup time are most sansltive
to air flaw rate. However, inclusion of 20 mz of
cold aurface, which is simulated by a sticking
probability near unity coupled with a somewhat higher
long tarn release coefficient (+20 a* at <0°C in
Tabl* 1), led to the prediction of a considerably
extended cleanup time due to the slow back-release of
condaniad HTO.

Graphical computer output for the "base case" and
tk<- cats involving the simulated cold surface are
glvm In Figs. I and 2. The two solid curves in
Fig. 2a correspond to the ideal cleanup response
(lower plateauing curve) and the TSOAK calculated
response for the base case (upper plateauing curve).
In Fig. la bath the ideal and TSOAK curves are
Identical and, hence, overlapping. The
Plateauing of the cleanup curves (solid lines) in
Mgs. la and 2a results from the Inclusion of a
4 ud/a 3 asymptote to more realistically represent
tin kind* of terminating effects (due to background

signal*) that may be encountered In actual monitoring
operations.The n«ed for this asymptote is more clearly
evident from the results reported In the next two
•actions. The abrupt termination in the "soak effect"
and "amount so«k«d" curves In Fig. 2a is a result of
oscillations that develop in the differencial equation
solver when the amount of soaked tritium is large.

Bench-Scale Testa of Air Detrlttation

In order to provide a test of the computer model
for air detritlation analysis, a bench-scale experiment
was set up to simulate, at least In part, the conditions
anticipated for larger enclosures following a trttiun
release. The experimental assembly consisted of an
•^50-liter cubical plascic desiccating box with a Hat
plexiglass door clamped to one face of the ho:-; and
sealed by a circumferential rubber gasket. This box
(hereafter referred to as the enclosure) was attached
to two separate gas circulation loops. One loon
(monitoring loop) was connected directly to a flow-
through type tritium monitor (Irlton Model 9558) having
its own internal circulation pump. The other loop
(processing loop) consisted of a flow meter, an
oxidlzer bed (Hopcalite} operated at "-55O°C, a
moisture crapping bed (J4A molecular sieve} operated
on Q*C, and a diaphragm-type circulation pump. Typical.
experiments were carried out by (1) injecting enough
tritium as HT to raise the tritium level in the
enclosure to from 1000 to 3000 uCi/m3, (2) circulating
th* enclosure atmosphere through the monitoring loop
until a (table tritium signal was achieved, and then
(3) starting up circulation through the processing
loop.

To a first order of approximation, a cleanup
operation carried out In the manner described above
should proceed with a simple exponential dependence on
time as given by equation (1). In actual practi.e, the
uncertainties in measuring flow rate and enclosure
volume (at best a few percent in each case), -oupled
with the fact that the efficiency is near unity, -ake
it difficult to determine the extent to vhich equation
(1) Is obeyed. This is important because, vhen the
trapping efficiency is only slightly less Chan unity,
a significant amount of tritiatcd moisture can be
transported back to the enclosure. The consequences
of these uncertainties should be borne in nind vhon
considering the results described below.

Figure 3 shows the results of typical detrltlation
simulations on the enclosure. The apparent oboyance
of equation (1) persists from the starting point
(t - O, Nx * 1300 uCi/m3) to an NT value louchly 40
times lower, after which a pronounced tailing ot each
cleanup curve is observed. -In order to perforn the
experiments shown in Fig. 3, an electrical feed-
through was adapted to the enclosure to permit operation
(inside the enclosure) of a circulation fan and a
calrod heated stainless steel plate with t.200 err
of surface area. As indicated in Fig. 3, the curves
therein represent results of cleanup operation:: pur-
formed an the enclosure for various sets of operating
conditions Involving the fan and heated plate.
Operation of the fan during detritlation (Case M
seems to enhance the tailing effect, possibly hy
accelerating Che rate of the reaction/adsorption/
release mechanisms involving HT and, more importantly,
HTO. Operation of the hot plate at •v.ZOO'C coeether
vlth the fan (Case C) demonstrated only moderately
different detritlation characteristics relative to
Caae B. Although the hot plate might be expected to
cause an Increase in the rate of HTO formation, it
also raises the enclosure atmosphere temperature by
i>20*C, which would tend to reduce the amount of
adsorbed HTO.
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Fig. 3

IO1

no zoo
TIME AFTER START OF CLEANUP, mln

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of TSOAK calculations
for a "base case" scenario of a 20-g T;
release (see Table 1 and text). The total
tritium concentration, soak effect, and amount
soaked as functions of time are given in ;
Fig. la. The concentrations of T;, KTO. and
HI as functions of time are given in Fig. lb.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of TSOAK calculations
for the "base case" scenario of a 20-g T2

ralaase, modified to include 20 m' of
condensing surface (i.e., at <0°C). The total
tritium concentration, soak effect, and amount
•oaked as functions of time are given in
Fig. 2a. The concentration of Ti, HTO, and
BI as functions of time are given in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 3. ObBerved cleanup curves (solid lines) for
•elected experiments with the bench-scale
air detritlaeion apparatus. Enclosure
conditions are indicated on the figure. Also
•hovn are ideal cleanup curves for cases A
and B (louer dashed curve) and case C (upper
dashed curva.)

300
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Tibia 1
SELECTED RESULTS OF AIR CLEANUP CALCULATIONS USIHC TSOAK

Baaa Case Para—tars:

lu l ldtng Volupe - 1.6 x 10 s n? Reaction Race
Process Eff iciency - 1 .0 (1001)
Air Plow Race " S n 9 /a HTO Release Rate
Building Surface Area - 2 x 101* B 2 BPT*

• 1.5 x 10"1 1 m'/uCi-min
BIO Adsorption Rate - 1.0 x lQ-7/m2-nHn

- 1.0 x 10-"/min
- 0 uCl/m3

Condlttona

Baa* *Caa*

Baaa Ca»e + Incraa«e Air
Flow Rata by 10-X

Baaa Caaa + Increase
Reaction Rate by 10Q-X

Baa* Caaa + Increase
Adsorption Rata by
100-X

Bata Caaa + 200 n1 of
S3 at 300BC (Permeation
Teat)

Baaa Caaa + 200 m2 of SS
at 300*C and BPT - SO uCt/m3

(Back Pemeatlon Test)

Baaa Cue + 20 m2 at *0*c

Ralease
Siia (g)

(200h
(200

(200

\2l
(200

11
200

20
2

200
20
2

20

Anoint
Soaked (Ci)

6.3 x 10"1 "
6.B x 10-3

7.0 x 10"5

7.6 x 10*4

7.7 x 10"s

7.7 x 10-7

6.0 x 10°
3.6 x 10-1

6.S x 10"3

<5.0 x 101

6.8 x lO"1

6.7 x 10"'
2.1 x 10>
6.4 x 10°
2.0 x 10°
2.1 x 101

6.0 x 10°
1.6 x 10°

6.3 x 101

Cleanup
Tine (hr)

142
125
100
14
12
10

142
125
100

Tailing
125
100
142
12S
100
142
125
100

Tailing

T P T • the average equivalent concentration of tritium in the high-temperature
stainless steel (SS) chat is contributing to back-permeation of tritium into
the bulldlcj. (See reference 8 for details of the calculations.)

During other experiments, similar to those in
Fig. 3| one or the other, and in some cases both, of
the processing steps (oxidation and water stripping)
were temporarily by-passed. When both processing steps
are by-passed at a point in tine after tailing has
aec In, tha tritium level in the enclosure usually
tanda to rise slowly with time, sometimes Increasing
overall by as much as 50 to 100Z. Further, most of the
residual tritium that is present after the tailing
point has bean reached can be removed from the enclosure
alaply by rainaartlng the molecular sieve bed alone.
This result implies that, near the and of the simulated
cleanup operation, a large fraction of the tritium
praaant In the enclosure la in the oxidized form
(HTO)~perhap» (as mentioned previously) the result of
incomplete trapping of water by the molecular sieve
bad.

Computer Fitting of the Bench-Seal* Data

Following tha experimental studies described in
the preceding section, an attempt was made to derive
reaction race constants, HTO adsorption coefficients,
and HTO dasorptlon coefficients for the enclosure
elaanup curvaa using TSOAK. By properly adjusting
theaa three parameters it was possible to obtain exact
fits to the experimental curves. The observed cleanup
curvaa for two experimental cases are compared to the
corresponding ideal cleanup curves in Fig. 4. Also
shown In the figure are the data points for the TSOAK
lit to the observed curve. (An asymptote of
4 uCl/m3 waa used in both the Ideal and TSOAK calcula-
tions, and It 1* this asymptote which causes the
cur-Mure In the Ideal curve.)

The experiment plotted on the left-hand side of
Fig. 4 was performed by pulling clean air into the
enclosure and exhausting the exit gas to a fume hood.
This experiment., therefore, represents the condition
of having a 100Z efficient scrubbing rystein. the
experiment plotted on the right hand L-lde of Fig. 4
was performed under identical conditions (release
size, flow rate, etc.) except that the enclosure
atmosphere was circulated in a closed loop through
the oxidizer bed and molecular sieve bed. The
increased departure from ideal behavior in the latter
case (compared to the once-through flushing case)
is again attributable to a less than 100': HT1
scrubbing efficiency of the molecular sieve bed. While
on first through tHs appears to be the result of
having an inadequately designed scrubbing systen. it
does not take much of a departure froo 100% efficiency
to create a aizeably increased apparent HTO ptoduction
rate In the enclosure, i.e., less than 17. reduction in
efficiency would be more than adequate to explain the
differences in Fig. 4. Table 2 lists the TSOAK-
derived fitting parameters for the two experiments In
rig. 4 and for two other interesting cases as veil.
Particularly worthy of note are the substantial
Increases in all three parameters when the fan and
hot plate are both operating. The 400-fold increase
in the required reaction rate parameter is considered
Co be well above the uncertainties associated with the
computer model and with the experiment itself.

Conclusions

Although the results of the soaking studies
daacrlbed above are considered to be largely of semi-
quantltlvc significance only, several conclusions
can be drawn from the work carried out to date. These
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Tatale 2
SUMMARY OF CURVE HATCHING PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM
TSOAK FITS TO ENCLOSURE DETRITIATIOH EXPERIMENTS

Condition

Inaction Rate

Parameter*
Adsorption Rate

Parameter*
(uci/mJ-mln)

Release Rate
Parameter3

(X/nin)

Typical Literature Data
Enclosure: Fan O H , Plate Cool
Enclosure: Fan On. Place Cool
Enclosure: Fan On, Plate Hot1"
Enclosure: Once-Through Flushing

1
5
4
1

X

X

X
X

10-5
1O"5

XQ-"
i 5 -6

3
2
5
2

X

X

X

X

1.O-*
10"*
10-5
io-"

••i

3
3

12
3

*Se« reference 8 for a discussion of the derivation and implementation of these parameters.

bPlate heated to T-200'C.

nay ba traced summarily as follous: (1) When the
relative humidity Is Banter than 4 £tw percent, the
total amount of adsorbed crlclatod water In greatly
reduced du* to surface swamping by H;0. (2) Exposed
•lavacad-temperatura metal surfaces (i-OO'C) represent
a major reaction and soaking pathway. All thermally
hat metal surfaces should be insuiaccd and preferably
isolated from the building atmosphere. (3) Exposed low
ttnperacure surfaces (>,0°C) are also undesirable. Such
aurfacas (simulated by using sticking probabilities
near unity) need not be large in area to condense large
quantities of tritiated water. (4) For rooms in the
range 10s Co 106 m5, a 50 m3/s processor is desirable
and an 0.5 m3/s processor is inadequate. With
Judicious selection of building materials, surface
preparation procedures, and atmosphere operating para-
meters, a 5 m V s system (near to state-of-the-art
system) could be acceptable.

100 200 0 100 ZOO

TIME AFTER START OF CLEANUP, mill.

300

Fig. 4. Comparison of observed versus Ideal and TSOAK
calculated results for two air detrl t lat lon
experiments (flow race - 1 l iter/min,
enclosure volume ="50 l i ters)

The principal value of predominantly -:-nip 1 ricaL
studies of the type described in this report "th to.it
they represent a medium vlth which results 01 .net.:,.:
detrltlation experiments can be compared and cnrp?laLed.
Perhaps even more importantly they can (it properly uacJ)
provide a basis for the conception, deslsn, and operation
for meaningful large-scale air Jetritiaclon tests.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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TRITIUM HANDLING TOADS STUDIES AND DESIGN OPTIONS POR THE CA/ANL TNS+
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ft. C. Cleaner and V. A. Haront
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Argonne, IlUnola 60439

A comprehensive effort Involving members of both
the General Atomic Company (UA) and the Argonne
National Laboratory (AND has been undertaken to define
the objectives, criteria and potential systems design
solutions that accrue to che tritium handling systems
for the next logical step in tokamak reactor develop-
ment (TNS). A primary focus of these activities has
bean a systematic analysis of fuel cycle parameters
and trade studies on the sensitivity of these param-
eters to reactor design and operating conditions.
Principal results of these analyses and an assembly of
potentially useful daslgn concepts for various sub-
systems o( the fuel cycle are presented.

Introduction

INS trltluo handling eyatams represent signifi-
cant extrapolations in bath • !" and scopa over chose
planned for ch» TFTR, primarily because lor the first
time a complete furl cycle. Including impurity removal
and Isotope separation, will be required, Indeed, as
presently conceived, che INS tritium handling systems
Hill be functionally much closer to those of a power
reactor. Design solutions proposed for these systems,
due to the present conceptual nature of TNS design,
oust be applicable over a wide range of machine dimen-
sions and operating scenarios. In order to determine
tha sensitivity of tritium system parameters to reactor
engineering, plasma, and operational characteristics,
a tritium systems code (ICODE) was developed at ANL
and used to carry out a wide range of parametric
analyses. A discussion ef TNS tritiua systems and
che major results of parametric analyses using TCODE
is presented below.

System Design Description

This section presents a discussion of tritium
systems designs. The designs presented are Intended
to be general, that is, qualitatively applicable to a
vide range of operational concepts. In order to
eacablish quantitative reference points over the range
of possible TNS sceneries, two specific designs are
defined: TNS (referred to as Ignition Test Reactor -
ITR - In other general Atomic papers on this program) -
a relatively email, low duty factor machine designed to
operate as an ignition tast reactor; and TNS-UP
(referred to as che Upgradable Ignition Test Reactor -
UITR - elsewhere) — a larger upgradable machine capable
of ultimately operating at high duty factor and demon-
strating the feasibility of producing electrical power.
Significant tritium system* parameters defining these
two designs are presented in Teble 1.

Rial Cycle

Hose tritium handling systems comprising che
tritium facility of a non-breeding tokamak fusion
plant are directly Involved with the fuel cycle.
These tncludr system* for torus evacuation, fual puri-
fication, lsotopic enrichments plasma fueling and fuel
storage. Dependent only Indirectly on the fuel cycle

Table 1
TRITIUM FACILITY AND VACUUM SYSTEM PARAMETERS

FOR THE CA/AKL TNS and TNS-UP

PLASMA AND BURN CYCLE

Burn time (a)
Dwell cine (s)
Lag time (a)
Duty factor
Plant availability factor
Power per burn pulse (MW)
Ion density (partlcles/m1)
Plasma volume (m3)
Particle confinement tine (s)
Reflection coefficient '
Fractional burnup

TORUS EVACUATION SYSTEM
PARAMETERS

Evacuation volume (m2)
Surface area (ii>2)
Number of ducts
Duct diameter (m)
Duct length (n)
Number of pumps,
Operating
Total

Speed/pump (m-Vs)*
Pump capacity* (Pa-m^)
Pump loading factor*
Post burn gas temp (K)
Post burn gas pressure (Pa)
Preburn pressure (Pa)
Minimum duct diameter (m)
Fixed regeneration time (h)
Required pump capacity (Ps m3)
Capacity required pump speed*
Required pump speed (m3/s)

TRITIUM AND FUEL PROCESSING
PARAMETERS

Tritium exhaust/day (g) .
Annual tritium consumption (kg)
Annual cost of tritium (SM)
Total tritium Inventory (g)
Mean pump inventory (g)
Storage [30 days burn] (g)
Surge tank (g)
Liquefaction-still (g)
Distillation columns (g)
Fuel preparation (g)

Helium exhaust per day (g)
Protiua exhaust per day (g)
Carbon exhaust per day (g)
Oxygen exhaust per day (g)
Nitrogen exhaust per day (g)
Argon exhaust per day (g)
Neutral beam duration (s)
Total gas load/injector (Fa-m3)
Number of injectors
Total beam power (MW)

TNS

30.0
270.0
2.0
0.100
0.200
390.0
1.48E+20
255.0
1.63
0.970
0. 124

314.0
349.0
3
0.50

a.oo
3
6
25.0
3332
0.83
373.2
5.51E-O1
4.00E-03
0.411
4
2766
20.7'
3.34

42.18
0.44
3.05
258.3
4.7
178.9
2.8
5.4
6.1
60.5
7.950
0.321
1.926
0.154
0.135
1.2B4
5.00
33. oO
6
60.00

TNS-UP

90.0
30.0
2.0
0.750
0.500
465.f)
l.*OE+20
335.0
1.5.1

0.')?n
0. '87

443.0
449.0
12
O.'.'O
8.00

12
24
50.0
6666
0.S3
373.2
9.27E-01
4.00E-O3
0.632
4
4105
30.79
23. «a

232.4
9.74
68.16
1794.8
22.6
1599.6
3.9
7.3
10.3
150.7
71.092
1.905
U.430
0.914
0.300
7.620
5.nn
33.60
6
60.00

Hark supported by U.S. Energy Research end Development Admlnletretlon, Contract EY-76-C-03-0167.
™»leet Atreeaant 38.
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Table I (Cont inued)

TKITIUH AMD FUEL PROCESSING
PARAMETERS:(Cantinued)

Bean energy (keV)
Diucerlurj Injected per day (g)
Deuterium In D° beam pumps Cu)
Tritium in 0° beam pumps (R)
Number of burns per day
TritUm gas f i l l (g/d»y>
Tritium fueling (g/day)
Total deuterium teed (g/dcy)
Deuterium gas t i l l (a/Jay)
Deuterium fueling (u/dfty)

EMERGENCY CLEANUP SYSTEM
PARAMETERS -

Volume of r e a c t o r hldit. (to-*)
r l o v r a t e Co EDS ( I /mln)
Flow r a c e Co EDS (m J / s )
Removal eff iciency
Cleanup time Cor major s p i l l , (h)
Unic coat for EDS (S/m^-s-t)
Coat for EDS ($)

THS

150.00
11.95
47.67
0.57
28B
27.17
20.97
20.14
11.17
8.77

I.OQE+05
0.41
6.86
0.99
48.00
1.06E+06
8.27E+06

TNS-UP

150.00
29.88
119.17
1.46
720
84.42
201.33
160.62
47.45
113.16

1.00E+05
0.45
7.43
0.99
48. Ml
1.06E+O6
8.88E+06

REACTOR BUILDING TRITIUM FACILITY BUILDING

Cryaaorpclon opcion.

are systems for air handling and de tr i t i a t lon and for
tr i t ia ted waste disposal. These ara discussed sep-
arately belov.

Torus Evacuation Syaten. The principal duty of
Che Corus evacuation system is the pumpdown of the
plasma chamber between discharges such that impurity
concentrations are reduced to leve ls acceptable for
Init iat ion of the following discharge. Analyses have
shown chac a pumpdown pressure between discharges of
4.0 mPa i s suff icient to accomplish th i s requirement.
Secondaiy requirements specify ?hat the torus evacua-
tion system be capable of handling the final stages of
a pumpdown from atmospheric W.j. , following up-Co-air
maintenance) and be adequate for plasma chamber con-
ditioning operations. This lat ter requirement indeed,
could be l imiting under some circumstances. The u l t i -
mate pressure Is set by conditioning requirements to
about 0.1 uPa.

Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the
fuel cyc le , including identif icat ion of major compo-
nents and interfacing logic .

Starting at the torus the f i r s t major system in
the direct ion of flow i s the torus evacuation system.
Gas e x i t s the plasma chamber through a system of ducts
which vary strongly in number and requis i te diameter
with overal l machine design and operational choices
(Table 1 ) . In the present TNS design the vacuum pene-
trations to the torus are integral with Che neutral
beam ducts , thereby minimizing the to ta l number of
penetrations of the flrsc wall . A right angle bend,
a neutral bean shield plug, and an i< 8-m length
provide adequate protection of downstream vacuum com-
ponents from neutron streaming. The f i r s t active
component of the torus evacuation system encountered
by the ex i t ing gas Htream i s 'the conductance limiter,
a device deuigned to Isolate the main •.-imps from the
torus during startup. The extent to which partlculate
debrl* can be transported uloim che vacuum ducts i s
unknown, but t t may be necessary to have some form of
debris aeparator Use Fig. 1) in order to prevent con-
tamination of downstream fuel cycle systems with
••maa-aetlv* partlculata matter from the f i r s t wall.

1. TORUS 14.
2. DEBRIS SEPARATOR IS.
3. VACUUM PUMPS 16.
4. SAFETY SURGE TANK 17.
5. REGENERATION PUMPS 18.
6. CONSOLIDATION MANIFOLD 19.
7. TRANSFER PUMPS 20.
8. COMPRESSOR 21.
9. IMPURITY REMOVAL 22.

10. ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT 23.
11. D-T STORAGE 24.
12. FUEL BLENDER 25.
13. COLD FUEL INJECTOR 26.

D 2STORAGE
D 2 SUPPLY
NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR
BEAM PUMPING SYSTEM
FUEL LIQUIFIER
PELLET INJECTOR
Tj RECEIVER/STORAGE
HELIUM REMOVAL
HOLDING TANK
T 2 SUPPLY HOOKUP
PURGE/EFFLUENT PROCESSING
WASTE CONSOLIDATION
WASTE DISPOSAL

Fig. I. TNS fuel cycle layout

The next major components encountered are che
main vacuum pumps. Considerable attention has been
devoted to the selection of che most appropriate
vacuum pump for TNS and the results to date ir.ay be
summarized as follows: Cryopumping uas found to be
the most satisfactory choice over the entire range of
possible pumping requiremants and, indeed, is the sole
choice at the very high speeds characteristic of
TNS-UP and subsequent generations of fusion reactors.
(For a small, low duty factor device, turbomolecular
pumping is a reasonable alternative.) Of the many types
of cryopumping a cryocondensation/gas bearing turbopump
hybrid is currently the leading choice for TNS. The
most promising option over a longer time scale appears
to be a compound cryosorption pump of the type
described by Watson.1 Both types of pumps will be
tested on the TSTA at Los Alamos2 and one or more
options should be qualified urior to a final design
decision for THS.

Vacuum pump regeneration must be accomplished in
as shcrt a time as possible in order to minimize the
relatively vulnerable tritium inventory depor.UeJ on
the cryopump surfaces. A reKeneratlon cycle period
(including time for cooling down) nf four hours uas
determined to be reasonable for both TNS scenario*.
A large vacuum Isolation vulve located in advance of
the pumpa, allows their regeneration and proLccts
them from high pressure events such as up-co-ali"
maintenance. The size and lifetime requirements
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of th« isolation valva represent an extension ol
present day technology, hence this valva has bean
earmarked as a high prioticv development item.

The methodology for intermediate compression of
the fuel istroaa=(tO-' to lO* Pa) required for cryopump
regeneration h«a alsozbeeh identified as a oajoc: devel-
opaantice«. Turbomalecular pumps are.probably the
best choice axithls timei but the turbo-option suffers
from the disadvantageous possibility that:oil or bear-
ing gaa cancontaminate(che fuel stream and that trit-
ium contamination of bearing fluids can occur• As
Indicated in Fig. 1, component 6, the Multiple gas
streams from the regeneration turbapumps ace then
consolidated into a single stream which is passed out
of the reactor toon and into the tritium facility,
kcauaa the bulk of the total plane tritium inventory.
Including all inventory in fuel processing and storage,
is located within it, the tritium facility is s lined
containment atructure. This arrangement serves to
(•due* tha nagnitude and the affects of both normal and
accidental releases.

Fuel Pcocsaalng System. Further compression of
tha gaa stream exiting the reactor room and enter-
ing the tritium facility U achieved by a aeries
of oetal bellows (or wabble) pumps followed by
& diaphragm compressor. Pressures of 0*1 - 0.4 HPa
suitable for entry into th« fuel purification subsys-
tem, are attained. The first stage of fuel purifica-
tion, item 9 of Fig. I, is designed to remove all
chemical lnpurltles except Ha from cha fuel stream
and, further, to recover as completely as practicable
the tritium associated with those impurities. The
condenaable Impurity levels oust be reduced to < 1 ppm
so that proper speratlon of the cryogenic distilla-
tion cascade will be assured. Impurity removal is
accomplished either by cryogenic trapping at 30 K
followed by t" t geei jrinR of the trapped species on Mb
at 1300 K, or by a series of cryochenlcsl processes.2
The probable impurity species, amounts, and origins^
are shown in Table 2. Removal of helium is accom-
plished by a cryogenic stripping column.

The fuel stream is now contaminated only by pro-
tlum but Is also strongly depleted in tritium (from
addition of neutral beam deuterium). Frotiuo is

Tab la 2

ANTICIPATED IMPURITY SPECIES

Elemental
Species
(Atom t)

He (5-20X)

H (II)

C (0.02-tZ)

0 (0.3Z)

H (0.06X)

Ar (< O.25I)

si (o.ott)r

Principal
Molecular Species

He

OH, TH, wster

Methane and
acetylene

water, CO, O2

Nji ammonia

AT

Sllanes?

Possible Sources

Fusion reactions

Outgasslng, permeation
leakage

First wall or limlter
erosion, pump oils,
initial construction

Air inleakage, out-
gassing, coolant leaks
(water)

Air inlaakage,
outgasslng

Air inleakage, flush-
lag, welding, plasaa
shutdown

First wall or limitar
erosion

renoved and the fuel stream enriched in tritium by the
cryogenic distillation subsystem (Item 10 in Fig. 1).
Protlum removal and lsotopic enrichment of the purl-
fled fuel stream is achieved by a 4-coIumn cryogenic
distillation cascade (with one equillbrator) that
operates between 750 and 1500 torr as described In
Refii;?i: Lsince^tritlum .and protlum will tend to
accumulate in the neutral beam recycle stream, a por-
tion of that 3tream is also processed by the distilla-
tion cascade. The output streams from the cascade
are: a waste HD stream containing low levels of
tritium, a > 99Z pure D2 stream for the neutral beams,
and a DT stream enriched in tritiua for refueling.

The next major component, Item 2 in Fig. 1, is
the fuel blender where D-T makeup is added from -tor-
age an£ final D/T ratio adjustments are made. Storage
la aa a solid tritlde, possibly UT3 (though a less
pyrophoric material is desirable). The storage vault
will be compartmentalized and barricaded, have an
inert atmosphere and be equipped with redundant con-
trols! monitors, and fall-safe valving.

Fuel is transported an a gas through automat-
ically actuated, isolation valving on each side ut
the tritium facility boundary. The stream then
divides, one portion leading to a small, low pressure,
gaseous fuel delivery tank (Item 13) and the other to
a fual liquefier (Item 18) followed by a pellet manu-
facture and injection subsystem (Item 19). These
units complete the fuel cycle.

Gaseous Detrltlation. All the fuel cycle sub-
systems and waste disposal systems, all interfacing
hardware and all piping will be secondarily contained.
The associated secondary atmospheres (air, N;, Ar
and He) will be processed continuously with separate
decritiatlon systems designed specifically for the
carrier gas Involved. Where practicable stripped
tritium from these streams will be recovered.

Two emergency detritiation systems (EDS), one
for the reactor room and one for the tritium facility
are planned. The larger of these is the reactor
building EOS. It is sized for a 2-day nominal
re-entry time following a major spill. Details are
given in Table 1. The tritium facility EDS is smaller
by a factor of ^ 10 but may be expected to operate
nor* frequently. Small subsystems for the disposal
of low level gaseous, liquid and solid trltlated
wastes will be located in the tritium facility.
Techniques appropriate for these duties, involving
solidification for critiatcd water (tritium in iJses
will be converted to water) and absorption on vcrmic-
ulite for trltiated oils, have been developed.4 Dis-
posal of tritium by impregnation in concrete has also
been reported.3

Parametric Trade Studies

Systematic analyses of tritium facility require-
ments have been carried out for a wide range of pos-
sible TNS scenarios. Base case parameters for the
two spacific scenarios addressed in this report, TNS
and TNS-UP, are listed in Table 1. Analyses of tha
sensitivity of tritium facility requirements to plasaa
and reactor parameters were performed using the trit-
ium systems code (TCODE).3 A significant fraction of
tha FY 1977 effort was pat into this code development
activity in order to provide a tool for broad range
parametric analysis. TCODE has che capability of
varying any of SO input variables and calculating, the
resole of these variations upon any of the 60 output
variables. Numerous parametric studies of TNS param
•tars were completed with TCUDE. Out of these, three
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plaaw related p n u n m war* Identified which had <t
profound Influence u|>un (ha requlrml pertoriMnca of cha
tritiumhandling and vacuum aystama. Thasa parameters
uara the particle confinement time, cha reflectance
coefficient, and the dwell time.

Particle Confinement Tlaa

Figure Z Illustrates the sudden sharp drop in
achievable fractional burnup at particle confinement
tiiwi Tp, values less than 2 seconds and also shows
Che expected corresponding Increase in tritium exhaust
rate (the base case reflectance coefficient used in
thai* analysts was 0.97). Because the anticipated
particle confinement time tor hath INS and TNS-UP is in
Che range 1.5 to 2.5 seconds and in light of the fact
chat vacuum system size and cost scale roughly linearly
with tritium exhaust rate and fractional burnup,
potential deviations of tp from the projected values
can have 4 profound effect on vacuum system design
requirement!. This point Is further illustrated in
Fig. 3 where the required total pumping speed and
Individual pump capacity are plotted against Tp.
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of fuel burnup
and flow races Co Tp

Two other Important parameters, the required
spaed per pump and the minimum allowable duct diameter
are plotted against Tp In Fig. 4, for cases where all
other Independent parameters were fixed at the values
given in Table 1. The most sensitive result lie re is
in tha required pump speed for TNS-UP which results
••inly from cha shorter dwell period for this scenario.
(Aa indicated In Table 1 a pump regeneration tine of
4 hours was assumed in these calculations.) Since it
Is proving desirable fron the standpoint of nuclear
design requirements to minimize both the number of
ducta and the duct cross-sectional area, the torus
•vacuatlan systems are designed so that the duct con-
ductance is a minimum value and the pump speed is suf-
ficiently high to produce Che required total evacuation
spead. As a result a small change in duct diameter,
d, la found to cause a much larger change in Individual
pump epcad, in terms of achieving the required overall
pumping speed at the torus. Therefore, Che required

ISO

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

a « « » IO
PARTICLE CONFINEMENT TIME . s e c

Fig. 3. Effect of Tp on pumping speed (at the corus
and pump capacity

a.
3

5

S

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

s
5

M-ll

PARTICLE CONFINEMENT TIME . s e c

Fig. It. Ispact of Tp on pumping stat ion design

pump speed i s a strong function af Tp (for a fixed <tuct
diameter), while the required duct diameter, d, i s a
racher weak function of T D . (Duct conductance Is a
function at d? and d<3.)

Because particle confinement time significantly
affects the tritium throughput rates, tritium Inven-
tories (particularly those in the reactor buildinc)
are also very sensitive to Tp. The sensitivities of
total and pump-located tritium inventories as a func-
tion of Tp are shown in Fig. 5. While a sizable
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Fig. S. Tritium inventoriea as a functio-i of Tp

fraction of the total Inventory can be retained eafaly
within oultlple levels of containment, It ia difficult
CO multiply-contain the cryopumps so as to be reason-
ably sure that an accident will not release the pump-
stored tritium to the reactor building. (For example,
the pump Inventory is considered to be much more vul-
nerable than Is the tritium inventory in storage.)
Comparison of the IMS and TNS-UP cases in Fig. S shows
the sizable advantages of a longer dwell time (lower
duty factor) device from the standpoint of pump-stored
tritium when particle confinement times are less than
2 saconda.

Reflectance Coefficient

The reflectance coefficient, R, is defined as the
probability that an escaping plasma particle will
eventually recycle back into the plasma. In a reactor
such as TNS, which does not have a divertor, R Is
expected to be very close to unity, i.e., greater than
0.90. On the other hand, a reactor with a 90Z effi-
cient divertor would have R = 0.10. The fractional
burnup la a reciprocal function of 1-R and the tritium
exhaust race is a linear function of 1-R. The effect
of R upon required pumping speed at the torus and trlt-
iua inventory is shown in Fig. 6. Pumping speed Is
moderately senaitlve to R, and criciun inventories
depend upon tritium throughput rates and are, there-
fore, linearly dependent on 1-R as seen in Fig. 6.

Dwell Tla»

Sloe* the TNS might be upgraded to produce high
temperature sensible heat, the consequences of oper-
ating the reactor at high duty factor (TNS-UP) muse
ba evaluated. In a reactor of this type the burn tine
Is limited so there la strong 'incentive to operate with
as ahorC a dwell time as is possible. Dwell tine has
the greatest Impact upon the torus evacuation system.
Aa shown in Fig. 7, required pumping speeds become very
sensitive, co the dwell period when che dwell time Is
leas than 40 seconda. Also, pumping speed and assoc-
l«ted coats are profoundly affected aa the dwell time
U shortened. At short dwall tlaea, conventional

GA/ANL TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

40001

0 0 J 0 4 0 « OS 1
REFLECTANCE COEFFICIENT

Fig. 6. Effect of r e f l ec tance coefficient on
required spaed and t r i t ium inventory

3000

GA/ANI TNS
GA/ANL TNS-UP

20 40 <0 B0 100

DWELL TIME, sec

Fig. 7. Dramatic effect of dwell time on vacuum
system requirements and tritium Inventory

vacuua pumps such as turbo-pumps would become prohibi-
tively expensive and cryo-pumps would have co be used.
In addition to effects on the required pumping spued,
the number and size of ,the vacuum penetrations must
dramatically Increase as the dwell time becomus shorter.
OCher key crltium facility parameters such as Inven-
tories (see Fig. 7) are also significantly affected
because higher duty factor operation requires higher
daily tritium throughput rates.
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Central Conclusions

Tritium systems for a non-bruding, low duty
factor tokamak ignition test reactor having passive
Impurity control can, for the most pare, be designed
with techniques and components available today. Proof
«etlnE. with detailed design and experimental verifi-
cation. Is required, and Che TSTA a» ic Is presently
conceived2 should adequately serve this need.

Substantial enhancement of che duty factor and/
or addition of a dlvertor would require further devel-
opment in technology, particularly In vacuum component
design.

Large uncertainties In plar.ma parameters, likely
to persist through all TNS design stages, make a ver-
•atile. conservatively uceled fuel cycle design
mandatary.

The Rite and cost of the vacuum system are much
•ore sensitive to reactor daslKn end plasma perform-
ance parameters Chan are those oi che tritium systems.

Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

1. High duty (actor operation requires a dramatic
Increase in pumping speed and in the number and
size of penetrations. Comparing THS to TN5-UP,
the required speed per pump rises from 4 m^/sec
to 24 mVsec, the number of penetrations rises
from 3 to 12 and the required mean diameter of the
penetrations Increases from 0.50 m to 0.70 ra. The
resulting costs of the vacuum system will rise
from about $0.8 « 10& for TNS to about 56 x 106

for TNS-UP.

2. UhiJe a higher duty factor results in substantial
increases in tritium throughput rates and inven-
tories, overall costs and technological require-
ments for the fuel cycle systems are not signifi-
cantly affected.

3. Cryo-based pumps were identified as the best
vacuum pimping option for near-term (TNS-type)
tokiaifc reactor* and the only satisfactory option
for an upgraded THS and for poat-TNS reactors.

4. Plasma related parameters such as particle con-
finement time, reflectance coefficient, and dwell
time were found to have substantial effects upon
tritium and vacuum system requirements.

5. Cryogenic trapping followed by hoc-geccering us
the crapped species is che preferred option tor
Impurity removal because It appears to accommodate
• wide range of impurity concentrations and species.
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k I£WM KTCfUO IBATING SYSTEM
M l AH :GHITION TOKAHMS*

iti grookt, S. Harknaea, J . Jung,
I . Mara, A. Morattt. J . Noren and H. Stavene

Argoana National Laboratory
Argonna. Ill inois:

Sinaaary

W» hav« attempted to daalgn • compUta Lower
Hybrid taaonance Heating System (LHRH) chaC could ba
mad tor TFTft, INS, EPR, or a reactor. In addition
to plasma ahyelca constraints. v« have, considered
thai* Imposed by neutron radiation, surface ha«tlng
of wavaguidaa. •puttering, mulctpaccorlng, vacuum
ayataaa, u t i c U U , window daalgn, engineering, main-
tenance and aaaembly. The ayeten uaaa a LallU •
Iraabllla g r i l l which 1* fed by a number of veve-
guldaa enuring the reactor by meana of a labyrinth.

H U M Physics Conald«r«tloni

It haa been shown1'2 that plasma heating to
Ignition should be possible with paver levels of the
order of SO Ml, with heating times from 4 to 10 a.
Additional constraints are Imposed by tha require-
•ante that this power Bust penetrate to tha center
of * plasma which haa, for most Ignition machtnaa,
• 1 ca 2 m minor radius. The heating ayatem nust
also be compatible with whatever means might ba
selected to raise the plasma denalty to 2 to 3 x
lOZO/ev* In the center of the plasma. Heating by
means of radio frequency (rf) power In the lover
hybrid, frequency range was studied because 1) the
eveftlaVlllty of power In this frequency range (1 co
J CH«), 2) the experimental c.-icceis of the grUl
launching atructure proposed and studied by Lallla
and Brasilia3, 3) the overall simplicity and flexi-
bility of the resulting system, and 4) the general
compatibility of thla system with the hlgh-radlatlon
environment. We huve aaaunied for the purpoaes of
this study Chat the LIIKII ayateui would tie the only
supplementary heating system.

Recent experimental evidence from experiments
at Princeton end Urenoble lias shown chat the phased
alow wave array of waveguides Is efficient in coup! .ng
power inca the plasm*, and the behavior of these
structures Is well described by the theoretical work
of Brewbllla^. Hulk plasma heating has also been
demonstrated^. Experimental evidence also seems to
show, however, thsc the frequency end parallel re-
fractive index of the system are important variablea.
The recent A1C data5 have shown that parametric insta-
bilities In the plasma Itself are excited when the
driving frequency fa is near the lower hybrid fre-
quency, f||,. These parametric Instabilities can limit
the power abaurptiun of the plasma and lead Co power
deposition near die edges of the plasma. Uoth cheo-
retlcel and experimental evidence Indicate* that the
effects of parametric Instabilities should be negli-
gible for fj>2fU[. At these frequencies the primary
•ode of power absorption will be Elect run Landau
Duping (ELD). Tha range of parallel refractive
Indexaa (u.,) appropriate co ELD depends on the plasma
temperature. For efficient coupling, the phase
velocity of the wave ahould be comparable co three
or four Cloaa Che electron thermal speed. An addi-
tional constraint la Imposed by tha requirement thet
B.i >lM"pa '""«• • "«•• 1 and 2 ahow the lover hybrid

i, titi

Fig. I . lower Hybrid Frequency for 0* PUunuis

Fig. 2. Thermal velocities end n,, valuea va Tfi

•Vork aupporcod by tha Department of Energy •
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frequency (,„. and cha phaaa velocities and n,, valuae
appropriate to lintclon oachlnaa •* presently eon-
etdarad.

Iba propartlea of grtll etructuraa In chle fra-
•uancy r u | i cm bi taken frca Fig, 3, Tha alaaanc
Width la ijulcenarrow for hlgirftequency hTghTfi,,
cost lgiiratlona. structural conatratnte (considered
balon) Bake widths (wavaguide and wall) of l t » Chan
I ce> unatcractlve. The power radiated (Fig.4) by a
(ri l l la r. function of cha phase difference hatween
waveguides or tha equivalent value of m. Kara op-
daliad for a*lvan n.i value. Radlacad power In-
eraaaai aa £„„•

X poaalbla acanarlo Ear heating to l g i l t l o n la
•hovu In Fig. 5. Ths denatcy la quickly raliad to
naar lea final valua and cha Cemp«r«tura la ralaad
aaoochly over about 7 a. Tha power caqulrad to do
thla naad not be canataiic. Aa Shawn In FLga. 2 and 4,
cha Vow Camparacuta oUima wil l caqulra n,, valuaa
which will ba cjtlitr UiaitUUiiiLy radiated by tha
g r i l l atructure. Forcunataly, tha conduction loaaaa
of cha liM-tamperatura platan will i l i a ba imall.
Tha | c l l l accuccura ahoutd ba fairly-wall aaccnad
co cha plafoa.

I »r-

o.s i.a 2 . 3 io

•I0TH (aiavefuide'wslll, cm

FlR. 3. Maxlaum n,, as a function of g r i l l width

t» gnutnaarlng

Tha launcher for aupplylng SO m of aupplaavntal
heating conalaca of ~40 narrow-height WR-43O vave-
guldea forBliiga-raccanisular array, U waveguldea high
and 10 wavaguldea wlda. Tha narrow dlocnalon of the
guide la parallel to tha toroidal magnetic f ie ld
direction. In order co reduce the probability of
eluccrical breakdown and reduce Che coat at* the feed
wawegulda'ayaccB* tha taajor portion or the waveguide
eyataai la preaeurlzsd with Sf^. K ceramic window
laalacea tha plasma from tUa praaaurlzed gas.

In addition, a lc break, aa ihown, la rpijulred
In tha feed wavegutde either before or after the
window Co prevent poaalble ground loop lncerfarence
with asnaltlva Inatrumantatlon mi protect)on of
partonaal aiid equipment from ground faults . A
vacuw punptng ayaten la placed between the window
and face of tha g r i l l to achieve a aate operating
praaiuta of 1 0 ° torr at turn-on of che rf power.
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Datalla of tha high-power rf ayates ara shorn In
Fl| . 6. Each vertical column of tha grill la fad by
• )00 ail CU klystron .apllfUt, th. X3O7O. Tha X3O7O
la a high-power; aodulatlng'anode klyatron tunenle
froa Z.»Q to 2.M6 GH« with a gain of 5S ds and
conversion ef'teleucy of 53%.-The high-power ft-iiay
apllttar la constructed of three high-power aacchad
loads to amura propar powitr division and provide
aoaa additional Isolation of tha source from tha
load In the event of arc-down or ana or two guldea.
Isolators ratad «t 1J5 kW CV «r« alio provldad for
•axtauu eyataa protection. Isolators ratad at 500 Ml
CU have already bean built and tasted at, 3,1 CHi.

Tha rf (yateahaa bean vary conservatively
dealgned to demonstrate what ta achievable with nora
raadlly available component! ulth large safety nar-
|lna. Tha wlndawt ara almllar In daalgn to tha
klyitron window but only raced 125 kU CU. Tha only
component in tha vavegulila ayatan that la not atandard
l l tha dc bnak. Thla could ba raadlly dmlgned
around a contact-l«ti raaonant choke Hanga «rr*nu«-
aant to which tha apace between tha choke and flange,
a* vail aa tha groove, la filled ulth ceramic• Tha
lap and groove ara ilied to hold off tha axpected
dc fault voltage and praaant a short circuit at tha
wwulda Junction at rf.

Tha eystaa 1 raqulrea 120 hlgh-pouar klyitrona
and 10 grille to aupply SO tM of auppleaental heating
co tha pla

Tha overall dc to rf efficiency la 41%, with-
out tharaal recovery, aiiunlng a trananlaalon effi-
ciency for tha ijrlll of ,90% (957. hae been achloved
In a four-element grill on ATC), 53%'ae the cohvar-
alan efficiency of elm klyacron. 0.A dB aa the Inser-
tion loaa of tho waveguide tranamlaalon line, and
95Z aa the ac to dc convetalon efficiency of the dc
powar aupply.

Svaten Enalneertng

The overall plan of tha rf ay•tea la based on
the following arguMnta; 1) '[ha n«]or part of the
waveguide run from the klyatrona to the reactor will
b* praaaurlied SF.i and 2) The wtndowa aeparatlng
tha praaaurlied and evacuated lacclona should be re-
novad froa as anich ae poaelble of the neutron fluK.
Pump <iovn of the evacuated s«cclon will ba noat
efficient if It la short, end the conflicting con-
straints of low neutron flux and ahort waveguide
aectlons has b««n solved by means of a two-bend
labyrinth. (Additional punpa nay be required near
location K, Fig. 7). Thla will mlnlmlce the time
between breakdown, when tha neutral pressure may
ba •JUT* tore, and tha tine when the rf can be turned
on, which aaena to be dependant only an vhen a prea-
eura of -iQ"D torr, can be achieved.

Tha location of tha high-power klyaccons la
determined by the constraints that they should be far
enough froat the reactor to be away from the pulsed
ohmlc hasting fields and high neutron radiation
levela, which would Interfere ulth their operation
and maintenance. The close phasing requirements will
probably complicate long runs.
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The toroidal vacuuai punplng ayate* la Influenced
by the choice o( IHKll aver neutral beau heating a«
oeutrel~baaB injectura provide a natural meana of
evacuating the totua between p u l i n , Toroidal vacuum
ayatau on i rf-heated tokamaks wil l probably require
penetrations In shielding comparable eg cliaC required
by MuCril b u n ,

Tha choice of vavegulde naterlels le constrained
by the requirements for 1) low resistivity, 2)
dlMnslanal stability, and 3) good mechanical and
thermal properties. On Che baste of realstlvlcy,
capper and aluminum are the moat obvious choices
but capper has roughly 607. lower resistivity values.
Baking it somewhat more preferable. Dimensional
stability Is Important because slight thermal or
radiation Induced swelling or warping of the wave-
guides will alter cha phase of the signals In the
wavegulde,prevanClnR power ebaorptlon. Neutron-Induced
void formation, which produces swelling, occurs et ft
much higher rate in chit temperature ranne 3U° to
200° C in Al and I30°co 400° C in Cu. (The upper
temperature limits of bach materials may be Increased
In a fusion reactor due co the high levels of He
end H that result from high anergy neutron reactions).
The thermal operating range of copper is thus greater
than aluminum,snd small (0.37.) amounts of lit may
further Increase tlm resistance at Cu Co swelling, at
tha expense of raising, the electrical reslsclvLty.
Other conslderscliiiis that lead co cha choice of Cu
are Its higher melting point (1083° vs. 660° C for
Al) leading tu mure tolerance for temperature tran-
sience, higher strength, and compatibility with Be,
which should allow die use or a be coating.

The surface macerlal of the waveguide Is crlclcal
for Cwo reasons: 1) Impurity sputtering effects
would be minimised if a low 7 coating was applied tu
e l l aurfaces exposed to the plasma, and 1) multl-
pactorlng (resonant avalanche breakdown In waveguides)
would be minimized if tlie surfaces chosen had sec-
ondary electron yields lur electrons less Chun 1.
Both these constraints can be met If the waveguides
are coated everywhere wiLh a thin layer of be. This
treatment has also been advocaced for the whole
reaccor flrsc wall.

Neutron-Induced aurtac* daiuga, which would
continuously altar the surface roughness at the 10u
tn lavsl la not a serloua problem for rf In the 1 to
S GH« band. However, higher-frequency hasting
syscaw (electron cyclotron heating at 70-120 GHz)
may be. quite seiUlttve Co this effect.

Tha vacuum window in the waveguide system la
tha other element where material problems are c r i t i -
ca l , the constraints that limit the material choices
a,re 1) long lifetime under high neutron and gamma
flutes at tempsratures of ~100° C, 2) high di-
electric itrengch, and 3) low lass cangent (<Q.Q002).
Paaalble Insulator materials Include AI2O3, HgO,
Be), Y203, 2rO2 and SljN^. Tlie first three seem
to have lower radiation reslatance Chun the other*
but there Is l i t t l e appropriate experimental data an
radiation damage on Insulators. Loss tangent data,
particularly In a radiation environment, la also
not sufficient, A tentative selection of wlnduw
material would be Y2O3 If radiation reslatunce was
the most important consideration, and QeO or AI2O3
otherwise. The radiation resistance required la,
of course, a function of the shielding uround the
window region, 4nd adequate shielding would sim-
plify maintenance and lowar the probability of
window failure.

Shielding,

In order to study the probleme associated with
ahleldlng the vacuum wlndowa from the plasata, we have
considered a labyrinth with the configuration ah own
in Fig, 7. A system with two benda was modeled
because I) it Is doubtful that more than two benda

. could be requlrc-d, and 2) all Llie required data tor
zero end one bend systems can Ue obtulned from the
two bend results. The ahlelclng ^aumttry was se-
lected to give some Idea of Che maximum shielding
possible, and It la expected chat o|itracin^ systems
would not require such elaborate structures.

The system In Fig. 7 was modeled, using a con-
tinuous energy munte carlo code <VlM)° which followed
15,000 neutrons through the geuinclry. '['lie resulLs,
which have statist ical errors of about 2%, are pre-
sented In Table 1. They show ch.ii the neutron flux
is attenuated by a factor of "-10** as Ic screams down

TABLE 1

Radiation Levels In Ducts
(normalized to I MW/cm2, 1 " wall)

I Flux

5.1018 n/oi2 see

5.10«

5 .10"

Average Do

(ranton Huctic tin)

Flf. 7. Shielding Geometry. Ducts are O.UU o wide In
Z. and X axis is eynmetry plane.

1,5-10" n/m2-yr
<7-10 Rods)

9.10Z3
lR/n2.yr

(5.101 0 rada)
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tha ducta, • i t i n K U i n i rtacciun of this attanuaclon
I* «antrlbutad by th* clt* two ii«n<u. Tim data alao
ahOM ( r a p i d cti.inua.tiun at tin muinw flux down
the length at duet 1, who?* Hie au«rage neutron
enariy t* such lower than in duct L. The radiation
dose levaIa show chat Al2ui window* would pruhably
survive (or oar* Chan an* year In duct 2 and for mar*
(has IS year* in duct 3 at averaged U r i c wall flux**
at lHI/«*.

Another r«(uU of thi* acudy I* that tha flux at
A to r i ( . J la ~tA0 of ch« f i r s t wall valuaa. Thta
high flux cequlrei that an additional penetration
shield ba placed at location B.

Goollna of Wavaguldee

Stnea tht gr i l l alamenta v l U ba narrow. It
beccM* Important to try to mlnlnlie the thickness
of Cha vail feparatlng adjacent waveguides. The
alnismiQ Halting thickness la determined by the size
and geooatry ot coolant channela ulthln the walla.
Neutron hasting amount* to about 1 W/cor1 of material,
and (Ceady atata surface heating loada ace about
20 W/cn2. Tha waveguldea and g r i l l structure should
op*rata «t low cenipuraturei «LOu° C) to avoid
lncraaaad radiation-Induced iveUtng, u*iUli caket
place at a higher rate at high temperatures. The
requirements Imposed by disruptions have not been
considered in detai l .

The wall geometry selected Is shown In Fig. 8.
The v a i l thickness la 0.5 cm, ulth coolant channels
running ulthln the walla. The Inlet and exhaust
oanlfalds would occupy the apace between the horizon-
tal rowa of waveguides. In order to spread out the
chenxml loudLns over as large an area as pobstble.
It Is hoped Lhal thu pares u£ Che £r l l l seen by the
plasma can be sjiojlMy rounded. Ilils rounding might
al9U Improve the lii ^h-vot Lage capacity ut t.!ie wave-
guides by ellinln.Ling lucailons tor arting.

Conclusions

although It has not been experimentally proven
that vi heating Is an acceptable method ot uclilevlng
Ignition - This system (t'lg. H) has a number ur
adventagea over neutral beauut, which are ttie primary
alternative. !he advuiiLa^ca of rf art primarily due
to t i e simplicity of that part ot the system which
19 actually exposed to hl&h-radUtlon lcvets. (The
g r i l l Is simpler than a neutral beam ln)ector.)
Shielding and pumping an rr systems are also uuide
easier Chan neutral beam systems and this over-all

s implicity la reflected In the costs cstlaat** that ha*
been done for comparable healing •ysctits, with the rf
syeceiit about MX chaapar, (?lo M lor rl vs. 924 H for
neucral:baaft) exclusive ol power supplten). A
large part 01 tha coet advantage Cor rf s y s t s u la
due to tha fact that a s ignif icantly smaller building
la required for tha reactor.

A parallel study7 of LHRH, baaed on somewhat
different assumptions, ha* tended to confirm the
engineering feas ibi l i ty of rf heating.
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A NEUTRAL BEAM SYSTEM FOR AN IGNITION TOKAMAK*

J. Fatolo, R. Fuja, J. Jung. J. Moenlch
Jt. Norem. W, Praeg. and H.. Stevens
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Argonne, Illinois

Summary

Wa have attempted to make detailed designs of
several neutral beam systems which would be appli-
cable to a large machine, e.g., an ITR (Ignition Test
Reactor), EPR (Experimental Power Reactor), or
reactor. Detailed studies of beam transport to the
reactor and neutron transport f.-om the reactor have
been made. We have also considered constraints im-
posed by the neutron radiation environment in the in-
jectors, and the resulting shielding, radiation-damage,
and maintenance problems. The effects oC neutron
heat loads on cryopanels and ZrAL getter panels have
been considered. Cesign studies of power supplies,
vacuum systems, bending magnets, and injector lay-
outs are in progress and will be discussed.

Introduction

During the past year, we have considered neutral
beam Injector systems for an EPR and fcr TNS (The
Next Step). In the EPR designs. 40 MW of 180 kV D°
beam is produced by twelve injectors, with two beam
lines per Injector. In the TNS designs, 60 MW of 150
keV D° Is produced by six Injectors, with two beam
line* per Injector. Since the demands on ion sources
are greater and the pumping requirements more se-
vere for TNS (5 MW or D° per beam line) than for EPR
(1.6? MW of D° per beam line), most of this discus.
sion will be concerned with TNS injector systems.

Three design options requiring varying degrees of
extrapolation beyond the state of the art for TFTR ion
•ources have been considered. Design 1 assumes a
D+ fraction of 75%, achieved in some present-day
neutral Injector ion Sources^ and relatively minor
extrapolations In duty cycle and beam energy beyond
the state of the art for TFTR Ion sources. Design 2
assumes a D+ fraction of 95%, a major extrapolation
beyond the state of the art for TFTR sources. Design
3 Is based on the presently remote possibility, given
the current level of support, that a suitable 400 keV
direct extraction D~ Ion source will bo developed in
Ifme to be of use for TNS. The design characteristics
of the ion sources are given in Table I.

Designs 1 and 2 may be regarded as lower and
upper limits to wh t̂ might be achieved with sources of
positive deuterium ions. Design 1, the present refer-
ence design, will be continually updated, as warranted
by advance* In the state of Hie art and by experimental
determination of design parameters that can only be
estimated at the present time. Design 2 represents a
worthy but perhaps not quite attainable goal for further
D+ Ion source development.

•Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

Preliminary Layout of a D+ -» D° Beam Line

Designs 1 and Z both call for six injectors with two
beam lines per injector. Each heam line will havn a
positive ion source and accelerator, followed by a
double-focusing bending magnet, a neutralizer (or the
atomic ions, and a second bending magnet to remove
atomic ions from the beam emerging from the neutral-
i ze s Direct energy convertora will be used to recov-
er energy from the molecular and atomic ions removed
by the first and second scpa.-ator magnets. Using data
on the fringe fields due to the toroidal field o i l s , &
preliminary layout of the D* -> D° beam line haa been
made and is shown in Fig. 1. For this layout, Ihe
fringe field at the exit of the neutralizer will be
~ 0.067 T. It is assumed that the volumes occupied
by the D + , O% and Dj beams and the two direct con-
verters are shielded from stray magnetic fields but
the problem of shielding these volumes without inter-
fering with pumping and with the magnetic fields in the
reactor has not yet been addressed.

For the ion sources of Designs 1 and 2. curved
grids will be used in the source and accelerator to
produce a convex plasma shcith and a diverging ion
beam composed of diverging beamlets. The first,
double-focus ing bending magnet will convert the D~
component of this diverging beam into a converging
beam. Electron attachment in the r.ejtralizer will
convert about 31% of this ion beam into a converging
D° beam which goes through a. waist before it reaches
the first wall of the vc<\ctor. The location of this
waist and the beam size at the first wall are deter-
mined by the beam emittance, the initial beam diver-
gence, and the bending angle of the D+ beam, The
dependence on bending angle is shown in Fig. 2. for
Design 1.

D2 gas is fed into the middle of the neutralizer at
the rate of qN torr-t/a. A fraction, a of this gas
flows toward the first bending magnet; the remainder,
flows toward the reactor. To minimize these gas
flows, the neutraliznr will be tapered to follow the
converging ion and neutral beams. There is a trade-
off between reduced beam size at the first wall and
Increased neutralizer size (and gas flow) as the D+

bending angle is reduced from 90° to 72° (see Fig. 2).

D+, D° Beam Transport

For a given Ion source and specified neutral heam
power and energy, perhaps the most important para-
meters of a neutral beam injector system arc the
beam half-widths as functions of distance along the
beam axis. They determine the sizes of neutralizes,
beam ducts, and first wall penetrations (see Fig. 2).
They also determine ncutralizer gas loads, and, thua,
gas line densities, beam losses, and neutral injector
efficiencies. (Pumping speed in the magnet region is
conductance limited to a value that will not permit
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arbitrary reduction in preimro and beam loaa for a
•Ivan gaa load; * • the gaa load incre£S«*» losses In-
crease.) Beam transport will be discussed briefly
hera and in more detail elaawhere in those proceed-
ings. I

Most of the transport calculation* have been
mada by assuming that the hounding curves of ths
transverse (x, x'; z, z') phase space areas of the
beam emerging from the accelerator are or can be
approximated by an ellipse whose area is given by

phase eoace are
xorx) (1)

where « Is the emltJance. WQ la the maximum diver •
genca of the on-axls beam, and yg m a x is the halt,
width of the beam; the subscript 0 refers to the exit
grid of the accelerator.

Equation 1 gives thai correct emlttance for aach
of the beamlata emerging from a multiaperture accel-
erator exit grid; however, the phase •pace: envelope
that encompasses the entire beam from a multi&per-
tvure exit grid is a parallelogram and the emittance of
the baam is

phase apace area
[y of z) (2)

It ia generally assumed that the density of particles in
the phase space area between the parallelogram of
Eq. 2 and the Inscribe ' ellipse of Eq. 1 is smalt and
that this area contains a riegligibly small fraction of
the entire beam. This assumption U s ms.de us a bit
oneaty; we have, therefore, defined a new "effective"
phase space ellipse that contains a larger fraction of
the beam by letting

>mo

m»x/a>0 ~

(3)

(4)

where tfy Is the initial value of an ellipse parameter
g; In terms of 9 and c, the beam size at any distance
from the source ia given by

(Pa)*

Beam sizes calculated by using Eq. 5 with c = «>QYQ
max (Case t), c = (4/ir) WQYQ „ , „ (Case II), and
•ingla-particle point-to-point geometrical transport
calculations (Ca.ae lit) are given in Table II for TNS
Design 1. We are left with the problem of whether we
should try to squeeze the Ust passible particle
through theneutralizer by designing it to accommodate
the beam sizes of Case HI or let it scrape off a (pre-
sumably) small fraction of the beam and design it for
Case I or Case II beam sizes. Numerical studies not
yet underway are expected to give reasonable eati-

. mates of the amounts of beam scraped off in the Case
land Case II designs. Trade-off studies to determine
the best option will then be possible. If scrape-off
losses ara found to be excessive in the Case I and
Case II designs and the losses due to charge changing
•od dissociative collision* in the gas streaming from

the nautrallzer are also found to be excessively high
In the Case III design, it will be necessary to reduce
beam sizes by increasing the number of injectors am
ion sources.

D neutral beam Injector design calculations
(beam sizes, gas flows, beam losses, and efficiencie
using the geometrical approach of Case III have not
yet been completed for Design 1 of Table I, nor have
they been begun for Design 2.

Design 3, for a D* TNS r.sutral beam Injector
system, calls for six injectors with two beam lines
per injector. Each beam line will have a direct-
extraction D" ion source, with the characteristics
assumed in Table I, followed by a neutralizer and a
bending magnet to separate D~ and D+ ions from the
D° beam energizing from the neutralise!; direct pnei
gy converters will be used to recover energy from th
residual D" and D+ beams. «, layout of the D" beam
line is shown in Fig. 3.

Curved grids will be used in the source and accc
erator to produce a concave plasma sheath and a con
verging beam of square cross section. Electron
stripping in the D2 gas neutralizer will convert ~ 59C

of the D* beam into a D° beam whose size at. the firs
wall depends on the emittance of the beam and the
radius of curvature of the accelerator exit grid. Thi
accelerator and the neutratizcr are separatee! by a
1.0 m pumping gap to reduce the pressure in the ac-
celerator and thus to minimize beam energy spread
due to prem&tuxc r.=utralization and Rrid loading due
to ionization of gas in the accelerator. The Chambe;
I pressure b 1 x lO"'' torr and the pressure in Charr
ber II is 1 x 10 torr- Resign 3 is summarized an'J
compared with Designs 1 and 2 jii Table III. Power
and gas flow models for Designs 1, 2, and 3 are dis-
cussed in Reference 1.

Bending Magnet Design

A. preliminary design of the bending magnet be-
tween the Ion source and neutralizer (Fig. 1) has bee:
completed. The constraints on this magnet Are (1)
bending radius r = 1.5 m, (2) clear aperture 0. b m

(5j : x 0.5 m, (3) field index, n = r ^ » 0.5, and (4) the

' magnet must be as open as possible for pumping,
particularly along its outer circumference. Two ap-
proaches can be followed, shaping the pole face of thi
magnet, which result:' in large magnets, or pole face
windings, which we have used. The resulting magnel
(Fig. 4) uses currents along the boundaries of the
beam region to define the magnetic field, and an iron
return yoke to minimize the resulting fringe field.
Current ratios of roughly (A: B: C = 4: -1: -3) give th
desired field properties. The low field produced in
this magnet (~ 500 G) does not require a massive iro
yoke. Thus the pole faces and current carrying con-
ductors could contain gaps which would provide a goo
conductance for vacuum pumping.

Neutral Beam Pumping

Two options for pumping have been considered;
cryopumps and zirconium aluminum getter pumps.



£f.
The refrigerant needs for nautrat beam pumping

at* plven In Table IV. Helium requirements are giv-
en In lirmi of liters of liquid nitrogen. The table
redacts the requirements for one hour of operation of
one Injector. The 173 m2 of cryopanel in each injec-
tor will operate at 4.2° K and will be shielded on both
sides by 20° K panels. The 20° panels in turn will be
•Melded by 77° K panels.

The thermal load due to the neutron flux and the
heat input from the gas load are calculated on a 75%
duty cycle. Initial operation planned for a 10% duty
cycle will reduce these two values by a factor of 7.5.

U the energy from the loss of beam in each Injec-
tor were deposited on the pumping panel and its
shleldd the refrigerant requirements would increase
by an enormous factor. It is, however, presumed
that (tray beam can be intercepted and coaled on stra-
tegically placed dumps. With thl* presumption, .
thermal loading from the neutron flux places che
greatest demand upor> the refrigeration. This factor
alone enhances the desirability of using zlrconium-
atamlnum getter panels for pumping the neutral
beams.

Zirconium-Aluminum Pumps

Zirconium-aluminum gatter panels develop high
pumping speeds for active gases and especially for
H2- The panels provide a well-defined trapping vol-
ume o! the gas, which is Important in handling tritium,
and they can be located a* near to the gas source as
possible. Operating experience with a zirconium-
aluminum pump in the vicinity of a fission reactor
core for three years shows satisfactory operation in
neutron flux densities greater than expected in the
vicinity of the neutral beams. Furthermore, thermal
loading should have no adverse effects on performance
•lace zirconium-aluminum pumps are normally run at
temperatures of the order of 400° C to maintain ac-
tive and efficient pumping surfaces in the presence of
contaminants. Their disadvantages include the
inability to desorb the active gases other than hydro-
gen when reactivated; extremely low pumping capacity
for methane; and inability to pump the inert gases.
For each injector, I IS m" of zirconium-aluminum
getter panel will be required to realise the required
pumping speed for deuterium.

Cryopanels would probably last as tong as the life
of the reactor. Zirconium-aluminum getter panels,
on the other hand, have a limited life, the length of
which la dependent upon the percentage of impurities,
such a* 0z , CO, and N2, in the hydrogen. In Table V
It some comparative data per injector, including life-
time and regeneration time, based on a 5 s injection
period during each cycle.

The lifetime of the zirconium-aluminum panels is
given in terms of either 1% 02, CO, or Nj contamina-
tions. In practice, the neutralizer gas and fuel mix-
tures should have much lower contamination levels
than we have assumed, making the zirconium-
alumlnutn panel lifetime comparable to the (~ S
years) life of the reactor.

It may be necessary to use cryopumps with the
sirconlum-alumtnum panels to eliminate gases not
pumped or poorly pumped by the panels. These cryo-
pumps would be appendage pumps, however, and would
represent, at moat, a few percent of the total pump-
ing. The combination of zirconium-aluminum panels
and cryopumps still reflects a savings in initial in-
vestment and operating costs over the use of cryc-
pumping only.

Regeneration

Table V reflects the. need to regenerate the pumps
under either mode of pumping. Unless provided -or,
regeneration wou'cl interrupt neutral beam operation.
One way to avoid this would be to double the required
amount of pumping panel and provide a means for iso-
lating each half in turn when regeneration is necessary.
The problem of providing reasonably vacuum eight
valving to isolate hundreds of square meters of popp-
ing panels appears staggering both in cost and com-
plexity. If space Is available, a very promising solu-
tion would be lo provide one or two pare inject'.- =
The apare injectors provide the means for rotating
each injector In lurn through the regeneration phase
and thus eliminate the need fur doubling the panel area
and for panel isolation. The mode of operation •••/:;;
alto minimize the regeneration pumping requirements,
both in hardware and capacity. In addition, the spire
Injectors provide redundancy for on-line failures dur-
ing an experiment.

Costs

There should nol be much difference in initial
coats between cryopancls and zirconium-atdtninum
getter panels. Since the cryopanels rrw.il be shielded,
however, it ir. expected that move spice within th?
injector will be required lo accommodate cryops-r.-'-
ing. As the zirconium-aluminum getter panels rr.ust
be operated at ~ 400° C, the thermal loading frorr, the
neutron flux and neutral beam losses becomes an as-
set rather than a detriment lo pumping. Even if all
external power were used to heat the Better panel;, the
cost to operate them (based on $0. 0191/kW h to c e r -
ate the Argonne ZCS Accelerator) would be s$9 . 50/h
per injector. The power cosL Lo operate liquifier/
refrigerator equipment to supply refrigerant to tr '-
Cryopanels per hour per injector would be approxi-
mately $10,50. This figure does not reflect the V.i.gh
initial costs of the llquifier/rcfrigerator equiprne-.1..
Costing this equipment separately for use with the
cryopanels would probably not reflect true costs
since the refrigerant needs would be lumped with the
requirements for the superconducting coils and the
toroidal system cryopumps, and all would be supplied
from the same source.

Power Supply for Neutral Beam Source

The power systam's composed of three major
components:

1. A superconducting inductor which accumulates
and stores the pulsed energy. This isolates the
pulsed load from the utility grid.2
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t.- An tnvercor to generate 3-phaae high-frequency 3

power for a. switched hifih voltage (HV) rectifier.

3. A taturated time delay transformer (STDT) and a
longitudinal reactor (LR) which in connection with
•park gap* and discharge resistor*, protect the
•ource during spark-down faults. 4

Figure 5 is a diagr&mof the power supply system.
It draws pulse energy from thi superconducting ener-
gy storage inductor Lg which is charged from the 60
K* line between pulses. A dc/ac/dc convenor pro-
vides precisely regulated dc power for high-frequency
Invertors. These invertors feed a summing trans-
former producing 3-phase, 12.5 kHz power. This
powet i i filtered and applied through 3-phase solid
•Ut« ac. switches to an HV rectiiirr system. The HV
output leads are connected to the ion source through
»nSTDT.

In the event of a spark In the source, the STDT
prevents appreciable energy transfer into the spark.
The STDT immediately initiates removal o[ the ac in-
put power to the HV rectifier and discharge of the
energy stored in capacitor Cj (the capacitance to
ground of the arc and filament power supplies) which
is discharged into R2 via spark gap 132- Reactors LR
limit the discharge of C^ into the source to tolerable
values.

Capacitor C^ is discharged Lr.to Rj via spark gap
C, after a gap time delay (GTD* which is longer than
She ttrne required to deencrgi2e £he HV rectifier, in
case she ac s". Uches malfunction, a. crowbar time
delay (CTD) shorts the ac power before the delay time
of the STDT has elapsed.

The neutral beam insector system provides 40 MW
to the plasma for 6 5 s during startup. This requires
*n input power o: "-•••: :vlW (e). Direct energy recov-
ery of the molecular fraction of the bsam provides
165 MW (e) recirculating power to the injector sys-
tems (see Fig. 1). Thus, 119 MW (e) additional pow-
er must be supplied to th& injector system irom the
inergy storage inductor.

Nuclear analysis has been made on the duct pene-
tration for the neutral beam injection. The reactor
• ystrm modeled in the present analysis is illustrated
In Fig. 6. The neutral beam port is represented by an
open circular duct region that extends from the first
wall through the blanket/bulk fhields, passes in be-
tween a pair of toroidal-field |TF) coils, and leads to
a beam injection chamber. The duct size is 4. 5 m long
and 0. 5 m in diam. A. 0. 5 m thick local exterior pene-
tration shield which consists of stainless steel (SS) or
SS + 50% B4C annular layers completely surrounds the
beam duct. Radiation streaming effects through the
penetrations were investigated in several regions; (I)
cryopanxls located parallel to the beam line inside the
chamber, (2) the lupercondcuting TF coils, and (31 the
blanket/bulk shield regions in the vicinity of the beam
duct*.

Figure T shows a nuclear heating rate along the
beam duct and cryopancl walls as a (unction of dis-
tance from the first wall. The neutron wail loading
assumed here is 1 MW/m . The attenuation of the
nui'.car Seating over the 't.5 m long duct is only ~ 3
orders of magnitude. This implies that in the neigh-
borhood of the duct wall, special considerations simi-
lar to those of the first wall/blanket must be taken in
all relevant technical areas such as thermal hydrau-
lics, material selection, and mechanical engineering.
Another implication of the high radiation streaming
rate through the duct is that a special component
shield circumscribing the beam injector chamber is
needed to prevent direct radiation streaming into the
reactor building.

Cryopanels in the vacuum pumping systerr. must
be protected against a high radiation heat load in or-
der to provide for a practical low temperature cool-
ing capability. The present calculation shows a
maximum heating of ~ 10"'* I f /cm in the cryopanels
oi 'he chamber side walls. This relation level does
no seem to cause any serious technological u.- ecr-
nom.cal problems relevant to the panel cooling.

Assembly

The beam injectors would be grouped in pairs,
as shown in Fig. 8, with each injfetor having its own
vacuum and power supplies, ao that maintenance and
conditioning of these devices could be as independent
as possible. Each injector would be jurrounctcd by a
thick shield wall, and the shielding system would in-
clude some means of removing air from the high
radiation environment. This is necessary because ihc
Argon in air would become activated by the high neu-
tron flux, complicating maintenance. Safe operation
with tritium also imposes some constraints on the
vacuum system of the injectors.

The cost of the injector system, exclusive of
power supplies, has been estimated at about $1. i! M
per pair of injectors.
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fig. 1. Preliminary layout of a D* •• D° TNS
beamllne. The bending angle is 72°.
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Fig. 2. Location of beam waist versus D bending
anfU, and beam half-widths at several
locations. For TNS Design I.

Fig. 4. Preliminary design of n = 1/2 bending
magnet.
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Fig. 5. Schematic of Uie neutral beam injector
power supply system.

Fig. 3. Prel iminary layout of a D " » 0 TNS
beam line.
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Power and Gas Flaw Models (or Monaenergetlc Neutral Beam Injectors

J. A. Fasolo
Fusion Power Program

Arfonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

Summary

Urge, Ignition tokamak rcaccors (ITR, EPR, and
beyond will require supplemental heating Co achieve ig-
nition. In che earlier machines, ac least, tills heat-
ing will probably be provided by monoanerRetlc neutral
beams. These beams, vlth energies >15Q keV, will nose
likely be derived from D + or D" ions produced by direct
extraction Ion sources. A positive Ian source will be
followed by a bending magnec, a neucrallzer, and a
second bending magnet. The first nagnec will remove
molecular ions, and Che second one atomic tons. Direct
converters will be used to recover energy from unused
molecular and atomic tons. Th« first bending magnet
nay b« aalcccd if D~ ton sources are uted. Models have
been developed for power and gas flow In injectors
which employ direct extraction 0 + or D~ Ion sources.
The power flow model accounts explicitly for all beam
losses In teems of line densities of gas along paths
traversed by ions and neutrals and cross sections for
dissociation and charge-changing collisions. The gas
flov model uses the results of power flow calculations
and known gas flows from sources and neutralizes to
determine gas loads and pumping requirements in various
parts of the injector.

Introduction

During the past year, we have considered a 40-MW,
190-keV neutral beam injector system for an experimen-
tal power reactor (EPR), and a 60-MW, 150-keV system
for an ignition test reactor (ITR or TNS). Three
design options, requiring varying degrees of extrapola-
tion beyond the state of the art for TiTR ion sources,
have been considered. The design characteristics of
the Ion sources are given in Table 1.

Neutral beam injector beam lines based on Designs
1 and 2 will have a positive ion source and accelerator
followed by a double focusing bending magnec, a neu-
crallzer for the atomic ions, and a second bending mag-
net to remove atomic ions iron the beam emerging from
the neutralizer. Direct energy convercors "ill be used
to recover energy from Che molecular and atomic ions
removed by the first and second separator magnets. It
Is assumed that the volumes occupied by the D+, Dt, and
D$ beams and the cwo direct convercors are shielded
from stray magnetic fields, but the problem of shield-

ing these volumes without interfering with pumping and
with the magnetic fields in the reactor has not yet
been addressed.

For a given ion source and specified neutral bean
power and energy, perhaps the mosC important pararec-rs
of a neutral beam injector system are the beam halt-
widths as functions of distance along the beam a\ls.
They determine the sizes of neucralizers, btfcm duccs,
and flrst-vall penetrations. thisy also determine neu-
crallzer gas leads and, thus, gas line densities, bear.
losses, and neutral injector efficiencies.

To establish a frame of reference Cor discussions
of power and gas flow models, and beam transport, a
preliminary layout of a 0 + - D1' beam line r'or T.'.'S is
shown In Fig. 1. (There are two beam lines per
Injector.)

Fig. 1. Preliminary layout of a D • D" bean line
for THS. The D+ bending angle is 72 dag.

For the positive ion sources, curved grids will be
used in the source and accelerator to produce a o?r.ve:<
plasma sheath and a diverging ion bean composed of
diverging beamlets. The first, double-focusine benuinj
magnec will convert the D + component of this divLT.:ir.i
beam into a converging beam. Electron attachment m
the neutralizer will convert about 31f; oi this icn
beam into a converging 0' beam vhich goes thrown ^
waist before it reaches the first wall of the rcjui-or.
The location of this waist and the beam size at the

TABLE 1. Ion Source Design Characteristics for TNS or EPS

Design 1 Design 2

Beam energy (keV)

Beam composition (D+, ot, o/j)

Snap* of plasma sheath

First grid transparency, i_

Plasma Ion emission current density,
JO <A/em')

Average Ion beam current density at
last grid, j + * T Jo

Gaa efficiency, n

Pulse length (s)

Design 3

150 or 180

(0.75,0.18,0.07)

convex

0.45

MJ.300

0.135

0.45

>5

150 or 180

(0.95,0.03,0.02)

convex

0.45

T.0.300

0.135

0.45

,5

400

95% D~ assumed

concave

0.45

%0.178

0.080

0.10

>5

Work supported bftha 0. •. Department of Energy.



flr»t wall ate determined by Che bean cmlccance, tho
lntctal bean divergence, ond tli« bending angle of the
D beam. The dependence an bending angle la shown In
Fl|. 2'for Design I.
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Fig. 2, Location of bean waist versus D bending
angls, and beam half-widchs ac several
locations. Cor Design 1.

D; gas Is fed Into the middle of the neutralizer
ac the race of 1$ Torr-l/s. A fraction, u, of chls gas
flows into Chamber I; the remainder flows Into Chamber
It. To minimize these gas flows, the neutralizer will
be tapered to follow the converging ion and neutral
beams. There is a tradeoff betueen reduced bean size
ac Che first wall and increased neucralizer size (and
gas flow) as the D + ba-.-ding angle is reduced from 90 to
72 deg (see Fig. 2).

Power Flow Models for 0* - D° tniectors

The model for the TNS beam line layout of Fig. i
is shown in Fig. 3. It is based on the ANL/EPR flow
modeli1 which includes both electrical and thermal
energy recovery; in Che present model chere Is no ther-
mal energy recovery.

la C h U model, P+ Is total ion bean power (noc
Ju»c chat from one acceleracor); M-l Is che first bend-
ing magncc; r. Is che Dt fracdon of che deuterium ion
bean; e-n+al° U Che fraction of che D + bean which
reaches Che neucrallzcr, che remainder {1 - e~"+T--)be-
lng losC"due»to relonliacion In a gas careet of thick-
ne«» »q'; e~°+010 Is che fraction of che U beam from
the neucrallier which reaches Che second dlrecc conver-
to«! and"FT« Is che D" fraccion (negligibly srall) of
Che beam from the neutralizer. £\Q is the design frac-
tion of Che neutral beam emerging from the neucralizer;
it Is given by

(1)

where Fgo is the equilibrium (thick target) fraction o:
D°. ITN has been chosen to give the design value f =
0.95 Fao.

Written out, the summations in Fig. 3 are:

V)
Values for the cross sections in Eqs. (2) ar.d (3)

can be obtained from McClure's measurements.' Ths
term (k - 1)P+ represents the pover going into che
Bource filaments, the arc discharges and grid heating.
The difference between Che power going into che direcc
convertors and electrical power coming out of them is
assumed to be absorbed in the convertors and does ncc
appear as a load on che "heat sink"; i.e., bear, darr.ps
or injector walls.

Gas Flow Model fer D4" - D'3 Inieercrs

In terms of pressure p(Torr), path length '-.) and
gas temperature T(°K), the thickness of a gas cargec is
given by

1.94 « IP2'r pdt atoms/cm2 (4)

Ti.- pressure distributions along che paths travelled by
atomic ions and neutrals and by molecular ions are r.oc
known and i t is necessary to make estimates, sone of

iltc

Rico

nccl

ve>r

I Oh Sourci
Plut

Iccf'rralof

p
U - 1

J

K.t •'<>"•" I '. *'°'°

. r P F _ e • IC

Fig. 3. THS Injector power ticw diagram, it is a sas cargec thickness
(atOBl/cm2) for charge-chanping collisions or dlssociacion.
H| and m are electrical energy recovery efficiencies (<0.85).
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lhaa rather crude, of average praaiuraa tn various
M|lana tn ordoc to calculate approximate loaaat and
etClclenclaa.

Ihs gas flows Into and out of an Ion aourc* are
given in Totr-l/a by

g) S Jr, ; ,out . (1 - ng),ln . (5)

uhara n. Is the gas efficiency and r< Is the D-j fraction
of i+. Premature neutralization of D + In Chamber I
results in a gas load per source

q,0 « 0.095 r,t+ (I - e""
+I110) . (6)

Recombination of D*. Dj, and the fragments of their dis-
sociation results in the gas loads per source

q * O.OSS t+ * 0.095 (7)

The total gas load to Chamber I from the tvo beam lines
ia given by

Z ( V t + ql0 13 (8)

where aq is tha gas load to Chamber I from each
nautrallzar.

Recombination of D on collecting surfaces in
Chamber II results in a gas load per source

<!*„ - 0.095 r,i+(l - 0.95 F0» - F T J 6""+°'° , (9)

vhere FT., is Che equilibrium fraction of D~. The
design neucralizcr efficiency is 95.: of the equilibrium
value. The gas load per sourca due co reionlzation of
0° is

, „ - 0.095 (10)

where fig • 0.95 F,;- is the neutralization efficiency.
The gas load per source due to recombination of D~ on
collecting surfaces is

(11)

The total gas load to Chamber II from two beam lines
is given by

qlr - 2|qio + + q_ + (1 - Torr-i/s . (12)

Aa was noced above, the pressure discributions
along beam paths arc not known and average pressures
can only be estimated. The uncertainty is greatest in
the region of the firs* bending magnet, M-l, uhere the
puoplng speed is conductance-limited to a value which
will noC permit arbitrary reductions in pressure and
bean loss Cor a given gas load. A crude estimate of
the room temperature value of Che conductance, C, using
aa argument presented in an ANL/EFR study,1 is
C •>. 1.7 « 106 l/s. This value was used to calculate
bean losses in Chamber I.

D . D° Beam Transport

In the ooat general case, the horizontal and ver-
tical transfer matrices for beam transport from the
source to the first vail In a bean line containing a
bending magnet are products of six simpler transfer
•acrlces that LivingoodJ writes in the form

(13)

In Eqs. (13-14), Si is the drift distance fro- the
accelerator exit grid to the entrance facs of the bend-
ing magnet; p is the radius of Che orbic with r.crc-c.'.T.
p; uj is the angle at which Che entrance face is aianced
with respect to the perpendicular (radius) the ? or-
bit; Ui is similarly defined fcr the s>:i" face of chj
nvgnet; * and L are given by

SB s (1 - n)"* 9 = * ; £8 s n*1 9 s * (15)

where 8 is the bending angle of the magnet and

n - -(r/B) dB/dr (16)

is the field index of the magnet; and S is a drift dis-
tance measured from the exit face of the rr.agr.tc. To
first-order, axial (z-direction) notion tn a bendir.?
magnet is not affected by changes in -ocencun and 2 • 2
matrices suffice to describe the axial notion.

For the beam line of Fig. 1, n = 1/2 and ai = 0;
for the monoenergetic D+ component of the positive ion
beam, u 2 - 0 and up/p = 0. Thus, for the D+ bear. :nd
the 0° beam derived from it, Eqs. (13) and (14) r-.r-ce
to

(:•) • C:)(;; (y • x or z) (17)

where the subscript 0 refers co the beam at the acce-
lerator exit grid and

A - cos «, -|^-

B •

(18)

Sjcos •j + 7*1 sin d>i + It

C - -(S/pi) sin ti

D - cos *i - « / P I ) S I sin 4i

i- ^ - S i s i n : , l S

' Al9)
(20)

(21)

(22)
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Equation (17) has been used recently Co calculate
baas sites at various discances S from che exit face of
Che pending magnetj?t Fig. !.„ However, oose of Che cal-
culations have been made by assuming chat" Che bounding
eurves'of the transveVse (x,x"j *,«*)• phase space areas
of Che beam emerging from the accelerator are or can be
approximated by ellipses~whosejfeqtiations are given by
the Courant-Snyder invariant1*'ft and then using the geo-
aecrlcai propercles of these ellipses to calculate beam
slici, the Courant-Snyder invarianc can be written In
Che torn

B,,y*" - e (23)

where Che subscrlpc 0 refers to the exlc grid of che
accelerator,

r0 - ( l * «$/»„ (24)

and i, che cransveraa emlccanee of che ion bean, is che
phase space ares (area of che ellipse) divided by ".
Using che notation of Fig. 4, which give* the gaomecri-
cal propercles of tha phase spnee ellipse, and che
theorem of Appollonlus, we nay wrice

Fig. 5, Phase space area of a single hojnlet ia<
and rectangular phase space envelope of
Che enclre beam from a mulciapercuro
source (h).

phase space area • « or :) (25)

y3 • -oVe/Y

if. yi - -oVE7I vu " /e/s " "a

Fig. 4. Geometric properties of che phase space ellipse
(sea Section 3.4 of Ref. 4 ) .

Equation (17) can be solved for yo and yjj; these
values may be subscicuced into Eq. (23) and the result
written in the form

Yy2 + 2 aByy* + (26)

where the Twiss parameters5 a, 3, and y at a location
downstream of the accelerator exit grid are given by

(AD + BC) -AC -BD

(27)

At the plane where Eq. (26) applies, che beam half-
width Is given by

(28)

where S is given by Eq. (27).

Equation (25) gives the correct emittance for each
of the beamlecs emerging from a mulciapcrcure accelera-
tor exit grid. For che on-axis beanlet emerging from a
planar exit grid, the phase space ellipse is oriented
at shown in Fig. Sa. Ic say be noced thac che maximum
baamlec divergence, J 0 , occurs at the bcamlet axis (y
- 0) while the divergence ac che beam edge (y - y m a x)
It zaro. The phase space envelope chac encompasses che
•ntlre beam from Che mulciapcrcure exlc grid is shown
In Fig. 5b, where ym3x is now che half widen of che
entire beam. Excepc ac the edges of the outermost aper-
tures, y* « ug 4 0 and Che phase apace diagram is (vary
nearly) a rectangle of area 4inii(,y0 • Thus, Che erair-
cance of the entire beao la

phase space area 4
" w * 7

It is more convenient to obtain beam half-widc'.is by
using Eq, (29) Chan by using Eq. (17), che geoir.ecrical
transport equation. The assumption usually made by
accelerator physicists is thac che density of particles
In the phase space area between che rectangle and che
Inscribed ellipse of Fig. 5b is small and that chis
area contains a negligibly small fraction of the entire
beam. In the present instance, where injector effi-
ciency is of prime importance, this assumption has -ace
us a. bit uneasy; we have, therefore, defined a new
"effective" phase space ellipse chit contains a larger
fraction of che bean by letting

The area of this ellipse is given by Eq. (29). Bean
sizes calculated by using Eq. (28) Kith i • j.;y _ ? x

(Case I), E • (4/»)ui0yomax (Case It), and Eq. 117;'
(Case III) are given in Table 2. We are left with the
problem of whether we should cry co squeeze the last
possible parcicle through the neutra'-'zer by designing
lc CO accommodate che beam sizes of Case 111 or let it
scrape off a (presumably) small fraction of the bear,
and design ic for Case I or Case II bejn si2es. ::ur.eri-
cal scudics noC yec underway are expected to give rea-
sonable estimates of che amounts of beam scraped off in
the Case I and Case II designs. Trade-off studies ta
determine che besC option will then be possible. If
scrape-off losses are found to be excessive in the Casa
I and Case II designs and che losses due to charcc
changing and dissociative collisions in the gas strea-.-
ing from Che neucralizer are also found to be exces-
sively high in the Case III design, ic will be necessary
to reduce beam sizes by increasing the number of injec-
tors and ion sources.

For the geometrical transport calculations fCase
III), the fractions of the beam widths contained in the
calculated beam sizes are given by

2 erf(U()/U8MS) - 1

where

dC .

(31)

(32)

(y » * or i) (29)
The value of ug » 0,020 rad was chosen to given an esti-
mated value O'OA'JQIS i 3 so Chat J99.7Z of the total beam
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TABLE 2. Sam* Results of D +, D° Beam Transport Calculations

Initial b«aa alza, 2 V Q M X (a * «)

Initial b e n l/Z angle divergence, !i0 (rad)

Maxima Initial beamlet 1/2 angle
divergence, ug (rad)

Emlttince definition

80 definition

Bean size at neutral liar entrance (a « a)

Beam size at neucrallzer exit (m «,m)

Bean stie at first wall (ra " m)

Gas flow out of neucrallzer (Torr-'/s)

Case I Case II Case III

0.348 « 0.348
0.078
0.020

0.487 « 0.487'
0.330 x 0.330
0.306 x 0.306

68.5

0.348 x 0.348
0.078
0.020

( " / 4 ) y W x ^
0.487 « 0.487
0.344 x 0.3-4

0.390 * 0.390
73.0

0.348 > 0.348
0.078
0.020

Geometrical transport
Geometrical transport

0.572 < 0.572
0.472 « 0.472

0.304 < 0.304

142

width Is Included In the calculated beam width. For
the calculations of Cases I and II, the Included frac-
tions «r« lower by presently unknown amounts.

D* neutral beam Injector design calculations (beam
sizes, gas flows, beam losses and efficiencies) using
the geometrical approach of Case III have not yet been
completed for Design 1 of Table 1, nor have they begun
for Design 2.

Design 3, for a D~ TNS neutral bean injector sys-
tem, calls for six Injectors uich two beam lines per
Injector. Each beam line will have a direct-extraction
D" Ion source, with the characteristics assumed in
Table 1, followed by a neutralizer and bending magnet
to separate D" and D + ions from the D- beam emerging
from the neutralizer; direct energy converters will be
used to recover energy from the residual D" and D +

beaos. A layout of the D~ bean line is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Preliminary layout of a »' - D° TNS bean line.

Curved grids will be used in the source and accel-
erator to produce a concave plasma sheath and a converg-
ing beam of square cross section. Electron stripping
In the D 2 gas neutralizer will convert T-59% of the D~
beam into a 0° beam whose size ac the first wall
depends on the cmlttancc of the beam and the radius of
curvature of the accelerator exit Rfid. The accelera-
tor and the neutralize are separated by a 1.0-m pump-
ing gap to reduce the pressure in the accelerator and
thus to minimize beam enemy spread due to premature
neutralization and grid loading due to ionlzation of
gas In the accelerator. The Chamber I pressure la 10"*
Torr; that of Chamber II Is 10~ s Torr.

The power flow diagram for Design 3, shown in Fig.
7, la aa obvious extension of the flow diagram In Fig.
3. f- goes through a maximum as the target thlcknens

Is varied through an optimum value.

an expression for (£-0>raax
!

D'Vachkov

1 W) l°To + *tJ
(33)

The maximum occurs for an optimum target thickness

opt
"To

M°TTo
(34)

Values of the cross sections appearing in these equa-
tions, taken from a recent compilation,^ are: ~- »
1.3 « 10~le em'/atom; .:- - 8.5 « 10-1- ctrVato:?.'j-d
o,i » 3.5 x 10"'7 cur/atom for a 400-keV beam enercv.
With these values, Eqs. (33) and (34) give (f- :)- a y. -
0.59 and iropt « 1.3 « 10

: ? atoms/cm-. This value c: -
gives a neutrallzer line density cf 2.0 » 10""3 lorr-n
at 293°K.

The curvature of the n-th (exit) grid of the acce-
lerator, RJJ, was chosen equal to the distance Iron the
source to the first wall (11.0 tn for the design of
Fig. 6). This choice gives the smallest beam size ac
the first wall but larger values of beam size at the
entrance and exit of the neutralizer than would be
obtained if Rn ware chosen co have the value R̂ , =
T0max'u)5> where yomax i s c n e initial beam half width
and mo is the maximum intial beanlet one-tulf angle
divergence. For the latter choice of Rn, the initially
most divergent part of the beam is parallel to thii beatn
axis and the beam size remains constant and equal to
the initial size over the region 0 ;•_ S <. Rn where S is

distance along the beam axis from the accelerator exit
grid. (See Fig. 8.) Since the neutraliier sas Clo-..- is
quite small even in the worst case (R,, = 11.0, untapered
neutralizer size equal to beam size at exit) there is
no need for a trade-off between bean size at the first
wall and neutralizer size.
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dtract convcrcor.

(a)

Fig. 8. The neutralizer width is a minimum when
*a " /Omax^o " 6-99 m <a)- T n e b e a m

width at S " 11 a is a minimum when
Bn - S - 11 m (b).
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PROTECTION OF NEUTRAL-BEAM-ACCELERATOR
ELECTRODES FROM SÎ ARK DISCHARGES*

W. I". Praeg
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne. Illinois 60439

Summary

The high-voltage (HV) electrodes of neutral beam
sources (NBS's) must be protected from occasional
sparks to ground. Spark currents can be 'limited with
upeclal transformers and reactors which introduce
time delays that are long enough to quench the spark
or to disconnect the energy source. A saturated time
delay transformer (STDT) connected in aeries with
the HV power supply detects spark faults and limits
the current supplied by the power supply and its ca-
pacitance to ground; it also initiates spark quenching.
Nonsaturated, longitudinal reactors limit the dis-
charge current supplied by the energy stored in the
circuit capacitance ot the NBS filament and arc power
supplies long enough to discharge this capacitance in-
to a resistor. The design prsuciplea of these protec-
tive circuits are presented In this paper.

Introduction

Some electrodes of a NBS operate at voltages of
up to ZOO kV and must be protected from damage by
occasional sparks to ground. Sparks arc sustained
by the HV power supply and by the energy stored i"
the circuit capacitance to ground.

If a high series impedance is designed into the
HV power supply, a shunt regulator can limit the
spark current supplied frotn the power source.
However, this makes the power source much more
expensive and does not reduce by much the upark
current due to circuit capacitance. As an alternative,
conventional HV power supplies can be used in con-
junction with fast switch tubes connected in series
with the NBS. Figure 1 illustrates such a circuit
arrangement. The switch tube limits the spark cur-
rent and interrupts it within a few microseconds.
Unfortunately, at very high potentials, switch tubes
may themselves be subject to damage from sparking.
When this happens, the spark current, which may
also damage the NBS, will be sustained until the
crowbar shorts the power source.

Destructive sparks can also be sustained by the
energies stored :n the circuit capacitance. These
are shown as C. . C'. C", and C in Fig. 1. The
current magnitudes of these capacitor discharges are
limited only by the impedance of the discharge paths.

It has been proposed to absorb the capacitively
Stored energy with eddy-current losses in magnetic
cores . For thin purpose, the HV Irarln gning to the
NBS a m thrradei! through the holm nf tnrolil.il ferro-
magnetic- ctircn. Thr- rtmlHtunnr Intrti'luci-fl hy core
lovsee of this one-turn inductor is cnnnectccl in ncrlcit
with the NBS. The number of cores and their elec-
tromagnetic properties are selected empirically

to match the NBS. This method of arc attenuation is
inefficient because magnetic core materials are (or- ,
mulated to keep eddy-current looses small. It alsn is
not very practical, especially at high energies nnd
voltages, where the core dimensions can become un-
wieldy. The eddy-current losses should limit the
capacitive spark current to a nondestructive magnitude.
For example, for a NEii operating at 120 kV and 65 A
it would be desirable to limit the epark current to
< 200 A. Tnia would call for a resistance value, gen-
erated by core losses, of > 600 0. With a circuit ca-
pacitance of 4.5 nF (~32 J), the discharge time con-
stant would he 2. 7 us and the spark would be quenched
after approximately 3 time constants (~8 us). It may
be impractical to build a magnetic-core assembly ca-
pable of generating eddy-current losses equivalent to
& 600 fl for 8 us when a step voltage of |20 kV is
applied to its one-turn winding. During these 8 uo the
inductance of this core assembly must also be large
enough to limit the Inductive current to a small fraction
of 200 A.

So far, tests to dissipate capacitively stnrrr! en-
ergies by this method have been made at relatively lov/
voltages (< 40 kV) and with energies of < 1.4 .T.
This energy is not much greater than the energy limit
of U above which spark damage has been observed on
a 40 kV NBS. Therefore, it is difficult to extrapolate
from she tests data for the design of core assemblies
for applications where energies of < 40 J, at < ?00 kV,
nriuat be dissipated. Initially tlie toroidal c o r p .-ore
to protect only the arc and filarrt**r,; -ircuita, ^.r. '\ i";u-
proposed circuit did not provide a core rriict v.ir.dinj;:
the cores were operating on a rninor hystrrcniH !nr>p
with correspondingly smaller eddy-current loused.
Later, the HV cable to the NBS was also threaded
through the toroidal cores and a reset winding was
added to compensate for magnetisation by the normal
NBS current. However, this reset winding was in the

• form of an air choke wound over the o. d. of the cor ••
stack. It produced a magnetic field which was at right
angle with the field caused by the NBS current and,
therefore, could not compensate for the magnetization
by the NBS current.

_ — 1 +SS ! 3I< f> C P- 1
—Hlr^r-F I >H =>|f» «w ilia

'.ELECTROSTATIC
'SHIELDS

F/LlMENr PS
Effl
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This paper describes circuits that limit NBS
spark currents to tolerable values for the duration of
magnetic time delays. The circuits initiate discon-
nection of the power source and provide means to effi-
ciently discharge the capacitively stored energy into
HV resistors . This eliminates moat of the problems
mentioned above and permits a relatively simple de-
Sign of the HV power supply.

Protection from HV Power Source

In the simplified circuit of Fig. 1, capacitor C3
represents the capacitance of the HV terminal of the
NBS. It may have a typical value of 100 pF, which, at
E • 120 kV, corresponds to a stared energy of 0.72 J.
Ths capacitance of tha HV cable and switch tube is ap-
proximately C | « 3 nF (•» 22 J). In u s e of a spark in
the NBS, capacitors Cj end C3 discharge through and
damage the NBS. The awitch tuba limits the fault cur-
.ront from the HV power supply to values that are a-
boul I. J times tha normal current. This fault current
Is interrupted by the switch tub* within a few micro-
seconds. In case the switch tube sparks over, the
fault detector (FD) energises the crowbar. The crow-
bar short circuits the power source and opens the cir-
cuit breaker (CB) ot the commerical power line via
current transformer CTj. An NBS can be protected
from overeurrent supplied by the HV power supply and
by the charge on capacitor Cj with an STDT.4"^ The
primary winding nj is connected in ser ies with the
load, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A secondary winding
nj carries a dc bias current i j , which magnetizes the
core to saturation. This is shown in Fig.- 3 by point

f ig . 2 . NBS Protected Against Spark Damage by STDT,
Reactor*, and Discharge Circuits 'I

«"•

R. The normal JJBS current lj reduces the core sat-
uration to point S, which is still in saturation but near
the knee of the n-H curve. A spark causes the pr i -
mary -current to increase, bringing the core out of
saturation. When this occurs, the magnetizing induc-
tance L of the primary winding limits the rate of cur-
rent increase to di/dt * E/L while the magnetization
shown in Fig. 3 changes from point T to U. The a s -
sociated flux change induces in the transformer wind-
ings a voltage that is used to initiate remedial action.
The time in seconds required far Che Xtux to change
from point T to point U of Fig. 3 is given by

(1)

where

A n effective core cross section, In cm ,

&B 3 change In flux density between points T
and U, In G, and

E a voltage applied to n j .

During the time interval Atj , the spark current
increases by d i p ai shown in Fig. 3. The STDT can
be designed to limit this increase to be a fraction of
the normal NBS operating current i j .

In the circuit of Fig. 2, when the NBS sparks, the
voltage induced in auxiliary winding n^ blocks the
switch tube (BST). After the switch tube his inter-
rupted the current from the power supply, spark gap
C] is triggered via a gap-time-delay (GTD) circuit.
Capacitor C[ discharges through resistor Rj anH
through the inductance of the STDT.

With Cj discharged the spark is quenched and the
voltage acroBs the transformer primary is zero. The
core of the STDT resets to point S of Fig. 3 via pntnts
Y, Z, and X.

With the spark current limited by the STDT to a
value only slightly larger than t'ne normal NBS current,
the switch tube should be able to interrupt the sp.irk
current reliably. However, if the tube fails to inter-
rupt the current, a crowbar time-delay (CTD) circuit
energizes the crowbar before the time delay Ar, of the
STDT has elapsed. This action removes the power
source white the fault current is still limited.

Equivalent Discharge Circuit

Fig. 3 . ^ The discharge currents of C j are analyzed with
pllfled B-H Curve reference to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4a.

lor tha
STDT Cor* Material "VSPARK

0»P

a) Spark gap'vlth dls-
charg* resistor

b) Transformer coupled
discharge resistor

I . 4 . Equivalent circuits for th* capacitor discharge
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With capacitor C charged to voltage V and for
oscillatory circuit conditions, tha currents are

L B — a"at (co« wt - 2 sin tut) ,

lc"!

where

> j£ .""'{cos wt + ~~ sin u*)

1/2

(2)

(3)

(4)

The peak current through the inductor is reached at -
the point of zero slope for the current described by
Eq. 3. To solve for the time t of maximum current,

- we differentiate Eq. 3 and aet the result to aero:

-T?- m - ~ t p («• cos uit - a sin ut ) - 0 . (5)at UL, P P

Solving Eq. S for the time tp results In

t ^ t
P iv

(6)

This multivalued function gives the various times cor-
responding to both the maximum and minimum paints.
The current reaches its maximum at a point before

' at = r/2.

V.'ith or > LC • "*e resistor overdamps the cir-
cuit, and the above equation!! become

— « • " *L = — «•"* (coah flt - | sinh 5t) ,

8 i n h

and

wher*

t - I
p 9

B»

(7J

(B)

- sinh Bt) , (9)

(10)

The circuit is critically damped when a = 0=0 . This
la the case for

R -0 .5(L/C) l / Z .

Pulto Permeability of Core Material

(11)

The B-H curve of Fig. 3 Is a dc hysteresis loop.
It can be realized with grain-oriented 50% nickel-iron
cera material, e.e. Deltamax. However, less

•xpanstve graln-orlantnd silicon steel, e.g. Svloctron,
Is satisfactory for most applications.

The STDT must provide both a time delay Atj
(Eq. 1). andan inductance L that limits the current
ir (Eqs. 3 or 8) to tolerable values.

When a step voltage is applied to the STDT, eddy-
current!) will be generated In the core lamln.itions.
Thisy will prevent magnetic flux from pennlrntinx th?
whole core area right away. In time the oddy-currcnts
decay and the area containing flux increases. For this
reason the value of At j wilt be smaller than in cal-
culated from Eq. 1. It is customary to express this
reduction in useful cross section for the flux by means
of u effective pulse permeability

= B/H (12)

where
B « induction tn G,

. 1
H a magnetising force, A cm , and

o, -)
pQ a permeability of space, 4* x 10 H cm
The solid lines Jn Fig. 5 show published magnet-

ization curved (or ?. mil Silectron laminations. Simi
lar data has not been published for DclUmax lamina
tlons. Therefore, thr B-H curv«n nhnwn for 1 mil
Dcltamax havn been derived from fho Sitecrron curves
as described below.

Ftg. 5. Pulae Hagnectzstlon Curves for
2 nil Sllectron »nd 1 mil Dcltamax.

The peakdc permeability of Deltamax laminations
ts about 7 times larger than that ot Silectron. When
these materials are pulsed under conditions where the
{lux distribution over their cross flections is identical,
then the pulse permeability of DnlUmax should also
be 7 times larger (u D = 7 i»pS>.

The depth where the magnetic field has a value of
c of the field on the surface of a core lamination is

I/Z
(13)
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where P = ««lsllvlty, \tfl cm.

t a frequency, B"1.

To achieve the same fhlx distribution in laminations of
Deltarrax and Silectron their respective ratios of lam-
ination thickness d to skin depth <r must be the same.

(14J

The resistivities of Deltamax and Silectron are pQ

• 45 |in cm and p s = 50 pO cm- Finally, from Eqs.
13 and 14 we find the lamination thickness of Delta-
max drj which has a pulse permeability 7 times that of
2 mil Silectron.

1/2

. 2 mil 45 \lf.
7 K50

0.72 mil

By dividing the H-values of the 2 mil Slleetron curves
In Fig. 5 by a factor 7, we obtain H-values applicable
to Deltamax laminations 0.72 mil thick for B s 14 kC.
?a correct for the additional eddy currents in 1 mil
as compared to 0.72 mil Deltamax laminations, a
factor of 7 x 0.72 = 5 was used to obtain the curves
for 1 mil Deltamax shown In Fig. S.

From the curves of Fig. 5 we can calculate u
and with It the inductance of the primary winding n. of
the STDT from

(15)

where-

lp • length of flux path in iron, cm

1 8 length of flux path in air, cm.

Protection from Capacittvc Stored Energy
of Arc and Filament Power Supplies

Figure 1 shows the capacitive discharge currents
Ifc, and i £ , of the arc and filament power supplies.
They are superimposed on the circulating arc current
I., and filament current ij. as shown. In most cases,
capacitors Cj, and C'̂  Are effectively Connected in
parallel. This is illustrated by combining them to
one capacitor, C, m 1.5 nF (~ 10 J) in the circuit of
Fit. 2. *

To limit the capacttive discharge current when
the NBS sparks, longitudinal reactors L., and L>2 have
been added to the circuit. A dc bias winding resets
the core of these reactors to a point similar to point
X of Fig. 3. The reactor windings are wound bifilar
to have negligible inductance in the metallic circuits
of the load currents iA and i p . The longitudinal cir-

. cults, which are completed through capacitance C,
and ground, carry capacitor discharge currents l c ^

and iC2L2* These currents are limited by the mag-
netUlng impedance of the reactors. The reactors are
designed for a time delay At? that is larger than the
time required to discharge C'2.

When the NBS sparks, a signal from the STDT in-
itiates triggering of spark gap G2 causing Cj to dis-
charge into Rz and through Lj and L^. Lj and I., are
dimensioned to keep these discharge currents within
the rating of the NBS.

Arc Current Due to C3

Locating the STDT and ths reactors as close as
practicable to the NBS terminals holds the value of C3

to a minimum. The electrodes of the MBS should be
designed to withstand the discharge of C3 Is 1 J).
Relatively small ferrlte cores could be added to the
NBS terminals to inductively limit the peak current of
this discharge.

Design ConnUlaratlona

The STDT Circuit

With a typical duty cycle or 1/30 for the HV power
supply the rms current of the NBS in the circuit of
Fig. 1 is only 12 A. The primary of the STDT can be
wound with relatively small wire and with a relatively
large number of turns. Therefore, we can use the
lower permeability Silectron core material vhich is
less expensive and less sensitive to strain and temp-
erature than Deltamax. To fully realize the magnetic
capabilities of a given material requires a core geo-
metry having a minimum air gap, such as tape-wound
torolds. Capped structures reduce th« unsatur.ued
core permeability. This is illuatrated by the dc H-H
curves of the Silectron core assembly, with an;! with-
out a gap, as shown in Fig. 6. The low pulse perme-
ability of Silectron of u a 600 makes the core
assembly insensitive to small air gaps. A gapped
core is preferred becausr it permits using low.cost
coil-winding techniques.

1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.0 -0.9 -0.8 0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -O.I 1/ H.J/

-15

Fig. 6. Conceptual Design for an STDT and DC
Hysteresis Curves £or Slleetron Cores
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Figure 6 (haw* Che conceptual design for an STDT
for a 120 kV. 65 A load. The core cross section of
109 em 2 U made up from eight C-cores each wound
from I in wide and 2 mil thick Sileetron tape. The
•wltcK'Wbet-lnterruptsifauU currents in less than 3 u«.
In orderito keep Atj amall we discharge Cj in about
1 list This ^requires/a.discharge resistor of about .
Rl < 1 us/3 « J n F * l l ' C|- T l ^ """* delay of the
STDT should be about 6 \ta. From Eq. 1 and with
&B <• 2B x 10J Vs cm*2 we require

n, a
8

= 2 4 l u r n "'
2 8 fc

With a pulse permeability of n_« 600 the inductance
L of Shis winding is from Eq. 15

, Z4Z x 1.26 x 10"8 H cm' 1 109 c m ' , . . u
L = (Q.OQS + 95/6O0)cm ~ = 4- 8 4 ""« •

Since R^ = 111 fl<0. 5 <4. 84 mH/3nFJ l / 2 = 635 0, the
circuit is overdamped. From Eq. 7 the discharge
current through resistor Rj is

. 10H! A « ' l - * * 1 0 ' (cosh 1.4B« I06 t

- 1.016 slnh 1.46 x 10 t) .

The discharge current of Cj which flows through the
STDT and the NBS is, from Eq. 8,

i, = 16.8 A t"X"S " 1 0 ' sinh 1.48 x 106 t .
Lt

Its maximum occurs, from Eq. 10, at time t = 0. 8B1
Its with a value of 4. 8 ft.

The Longitudinal Reactors

The arc and filament currents are large, requir-
ing large conductor cros3 sections. Therefore, a
one-turn design as shown in Fig. 7 is recommended
for roost applications. In order to keep the core area
small, the higher permeability Deltamax core mate-
rial should be used without an air gap. In addition,
the discharge of Cj should be as l&Bl a practicable.
For example, we couid discharge Co M l.S nF in a-
bout 0.5 us with a resistor of R^ SO.5 as/3 x l .S nF
* 111 O. The delay time &t£ of the reactor should
then be * I us. From Eq. 1 this requires a core area
of A * 42. 9 em . This area could be realized by
stacking 17 cores of 20 cm l.D. and 40 tmO.D.
which are wound from I In wide 1 mil Delta max: tape.

V(,th a flux path length of about 94 cm and a pulse
permeability p m 3000, the one-turn reactor has an
inductance, of

94 cm/3000 = 173 pH .

1081 A s"3 X l ° ' (cosh 2.27 x 106 t

. 1.32 sinh 2.27 x 10 t) .

The current through the reactor and through the NBS
i i , from Eq. 8,

I M 306 t*3 X I 0 l sinh 2. 27 x 106 t .

Its maximum occurs at time tp •-: 0.40 p9 with a value
of 75.5 A. This is well below1 the limit of 200 A which
the NBS can tolerate.

When the NBS sparks, the one-turn windings of
the reactor are exposed to a 1?.O kV step voltage. To
keep this potential from the reset bias power supply,
an inductor LQ , rated 120 kV, and a low voltage (LV)
capacitor Cg are part of the bias circuit.

Combining the STDT and Longitudinal Reactor on One
Magnet Core

In the circuits oi* FipR. 2 and 7, capacitor Cj was
discharged In the ahorto.it timn practlcahlo. Thr dis-
charge of C| was delayed until (he switch tulir l;a'l
Interrupted the fault rurrenl fed from the power supply.
This time scquenci; permits an optimal design oC ihc
time, delay for the rcactnr J, (ftl2) and for the STDT

For applications where Ihc switch tube can inter-
rupt current and block MV in s 1 us, it may be eco-
nomical to combine the fund ions of the j-p.actor and
the STDT on one core. In this rase, all windings
would have the same number of turns, e.g. one. The
switch tube would interrupt in sC 1 |is the HV power
supply current. Approximately 0. 5 |is later, i>:c
• park gaps would discharge capacitors C] and Cj into
resistors Rj and R2' >°espectively. For a tota.1 time
delay of 2.5 |13 antl ow iurn windings, lha r.nrc arc?,
for Deltamax cores would be A » 1070 cm , Since all
windings are coupled, the discharge time constants
should be the same Cj =1(3

The capacitive discharge current through resistor Rj
la, from Eq. 7

Fig. 7. Spark Protection of NBS with and STDT, e
One-Turn Reaccor and Discharge circuits.
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Eliminating Spark Caps G] and C 2

For NBS'e operating at relatively lower potentials and
with lsaa stored energy to be dissipated, the spark
Cap* of the;circuit of^Fig. 7 can be eliminated. This
in done by coupling resistors K. and R into the dis-
charge path by transformer action aa shown in the
circuitof[figrr'S; Here the bias winding n of the
STOT •erves also as a signal winding for the switch
tube and crowbar control circuits* A secondary wind-
ing n_ couples discharge resistor R' into the circuit.
The STDT serves as a pulse transformer discharging
Cj Ielo RJ.

The turns ratio ",/"„ permits circuit optimiza-
tion. Xn fact, if the STDT is made up of a number of
•mailer cores, the resistor R1 could consist of sev-
eral lawer-voltage resistors, each being coupled into
tha circuit by one of the smaller cares.

SECONDARY WINDING

Fig. 8. Spark Proceccton vlCh and STDT, a Reactor
Transformer Coupled Discharge Rcsiscors.

*- 2.

3.

4.

A one-turn secondary added to the longitudinal
reactor of Fig. 7 converts it into a 1:1 pulse trans-
former with * load resistor R' as shown in Fig. 8.
Again, if the core cross section of reactor L is made
up of a number of small corns, then discharge resist-
or R could be made up of several lower-voltage

resistors, each coupled by transformar action Into the
discharge circuit by theae separate cores.

The reset bias supply of FIR. 7 has been elimi-
nated by connecting the bias winding to the tic filament
power supply. Resistor R ia required to set the
correct bias current. Inductor L absorbs the 120 kV
step.* voltage-when the NBS sparks. This bias circuit
must be connected at shown by the solid lines. If it
were connected across the terminals of the filament
supply, as shown by the dashed line, 120 kV would
appear across the LV power-supply terminals.

The transformer-coupled discharge circuit of
Fig. 8 eliminates spark gaps and associated trigger
circuitry, thereby improving circuit reliability and
speed of response. Discharge resistors R' and R'
are (automatically applied as soon as the NBS sparks.
However, in this circuit all the diocharge currents of
C. and C , pass through the NBS. This is illustrated
by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4b.
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KNGUKERIKC STUDIES FOR THE TOKAHAK EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR

U. H. Stacay, Jr., J. H. Brooka, and K. Evans, Jr.
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Argonna, Illinois 60439

and

A. H. H, Todd
fxiaenton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

This paper describes plasma engineering studies
made In support of a revised version^ of a tokaaak
experimental power reactor (EPS). These Include: (1)
magnecohydrodynanic (MUD) equilibrium, aati stability
calculations, which establish the ranses of a, and the
corresponding MHO para=eters; U ) particle and power
balanc* calculations, which Ere used for sizing and
trade-off studies; and (J) bura cycle dynasties calcu-
lations, which determine start-up and driving systems
requirenenca and reactor net power output. The re-
aultlng EPR reference design La described.

HHD Conaldarat lonii

In order to arrive ut a feaiible rafarenca design
tor a tokamak experimental pavar raactor, a number of
HHD aqulllbrlua studies fajva been perfsrned. These
MHD studies evaluate two-dinensional ME3 equilibria
(or a variety of pressure and dlamagaer.lc profiles
for fixed plasma boundaries of Che form

R • R + a cos (9 + d sin 8)
0

Z » KB. sin

(1)

(2)

vhere 0 <. 8 <, 2T, R O I S the major radius, a is the
minor radios, d is the D-shapedness, and < is the
elongation. These calculations are described la detail
In Ref. 2.

The power in a beta-limited device, such as a
tokamak, is proportional to the square of the toroidal
baca, B c. The HHD equilibrium studies indicate that
for a fixed safety factor, q(a), higher elongations
(larger K) and louer aspect ratios (scalier A • R/a)
give higher obtainable values of B ; . (There is a
weaker dependence on profile sharpness and D—shaped-
nass.) On the other hand, the larger < and smaller
A also require higher plasma currents and hence have -
higher driving system recuirtaencs. In particular
chay need more space in Che center of the device.

Two design points sere chosen earlier, one with
(Ro - 3 m. A - 3, < - 1.3, d - 0.25) and one with
(Ro - 4.7 a, A - 3.5, < - 1.65, d - 0.50)-1 These had
similar power outputs and driving system requirements
and had Indications of being able to achieve similar
valuas of At. The gain iron the higher c in the
aacond design was approximately offset by the
necessity of going to higher A. In attenpring to
dailgn an equilibrium field (EF) coil system with
th« constraint that the -EF coils be outside the
toroidal field (TF) coils, it was found to be im-
practical to form the higher d of the second design."
Consequently the parameters of the second design were
changed to (R,, - 4.7 m, A - 3.5, ic - 1.65, d - 0.25).

laasonable equilibria (i.e., slth centrally
paakld current profiles, no current reversal, and no
•xeeaalve distortion of the inaer flux surfaces) having

Work aupported by dm Depaxzacas of Energy.

a(a) " 3 and q(0) » 1 can be found for either of these
designs for Sc up to about 10X.

The ideal linear MHD stability of the two design
points has been analyzed using the HEST code.-' ^fries
of equilibria were constructed with the same pia-i-a
shape and having the same pressure and safety *ac:.*r
profiles, but at increasing it, to find the trLC.:ai
Be values for the onset of various unscabie rootle?, tn
each case Che results quoted are derived fro- zc-.:-erzer.ee
studies of the unstable growth rates tor a particular
toroidal mode number, N, under w o sets at boundary con-
ditions: (1) & perfcedy conducting wall at cne l̂.ia'na
adga (dtnoted W), and (2) a conducting uall ac infinity
(denocad F). 6

Both designs were found to satisfy the criteria^
for localized ideal and resistive Interchange roiis,'
and to be stable to N • 1 W modes to B,- values above
the design values. However unstable N » 1 F, 3 F ana
3 W modes were found in each case with the critic jl
beta values shown in Table I. These modes are :;:n
pleasure and current driven with the !J = 1 -.ode beine
primarily a kink mode, and the N • 3 mode pri-^riiy a
pressure driven ballooning r.ode The safety factor
profiles chosen preclude the appearance of internal
kicks at the design points as shown by the stasiliiv
of the H • 1 U mode. In practice, the presence o; ;on-
ducting structure near Che plasma vill cause sc-e de-
gree of passive stabilization of the surface r.ini :; =
1 F mode and the current driven contribution tj t'.-.e
SI - 3 F node. Consequently the stability of the
equilibria will probably be determined primarily :v
ballooning modes such as the S • 3 « mode. The pre-
dicted critical betas are < 62, but these vaLues require
some qualification due to the ideal linear MHD ass-mD-
cions used. For instance, in practice the modes -.av
saturate as they evolve nonlinearly and cesiscivaiv,
allowing slightly higher Bt values to be reached. This,
together with other factors, led to a choice :ot the
reference value of 3^ • 7%, which seems a reasonable
design point for a stable MHD equilibria ac this t;.-e.
Provision has been oada, however, for operation at
lower (or higher) values of 8t. (See beiou.)

Table I. Critical Beta Values in Percent

Design S - 1 F N - 1 W N - 3 F N = 3 W

K - 1.3,
d - 0.25

K - 1.65,
d - 0.25

2.85 > 8.00 3.28 S.35

3.73 > 3.00 4.27 5.66

The second design (with d - 0.25) was chosen as
the reference design. The flux surfaces, current
density, required external field, and safety factor are
shown in Fig. 1.
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n.ua suartccs oaattr KNJITT Table II. Performance of a < - 1.65, d - 0.33 Fl'R »»
a Function of 8 C and Aapect Hat to for a

Steady-State Power of 600 MUth.Wxed Tocal.

flt

0.06

o.oa

0.10

A

3.0
3.5
6.0

3.0
3.S
4.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

Ro
(m)

5.0
5.0

4.6
4.5
4.4

4.2
4.1
4.1

XP
(MA)

7.9
6.6

8.8
6.8
5.6

7.9
6.2
5.1

iB0H
(T)

8.7
6.3

18.2
12.0
8.6

25.6
16.3
11.5

°TIM

0.35
0.31

0.56
0.47
0.41

0.69
0.5S
0.52

r a x l 3/a

0.20
0.22

0.22
0.26
0.29

0.27
0.32
0.36

figure 1. The Flux Surface*, Current Density, Required
External Field, and Safety Factor for the
(B, - 4.7, A - 3.5, ic - 1.65, d - Q.Z5)
Beference Design at 3 t - 7X.

Staady State Performance

Tha particle and power balance calculations used
to determine the reactor performance are in terns of
apatial averages over given protilus. The profiles
are tha aame used in the MHD calculations, and the
averages are averages over the corresponding flux
surfaces. The balances are for D-T ion density, ngj;

ion temperature, I
i

andalpha particle density, , p , DT;
electron temperature, T e. The models are described
in Ref. 3.

The density, temperature, and pressure profiles
used in both the steady-state and dyr.jr.ic performance
analyses Mere assumed to be of the fora j 1 with

* . - * 1 0 plasma edge

1 magnetic axis
(3)

The quantity * is the flux function found froa the MHD
studies. (The magnetic field lines are tangent to the
•urfaces ifi » constant.) »j_ is the value at the plasma
edge (limiter), and ;n is the value at the magnetic
axle. The reference pressure profile is moderately
broad with a • 1.4; the density profile is quite broad
with a • 0.3; and the temperature profile is sharper
with a • 1.1. The power would be higher if the density
end temperature profiles had similar exponents,3 but
the broad density profile is thought to be more
commensurate with actual reactor conditions.

The reference electron temperature Is Y e » 8 keV,
which is near the temperature which gives the optimum
power when profile effects are included.3 A reference
Inpurlty level of 0.5Z background i 60 and 5.OS wall
•puttered 9Be Is assumed. (The actual elme dependence
of Che sBe Is calculated In the dynamic analyses.)

Experience has shown that a total, steady-state
power of about 600 HWth is necessary to produce a
reasonable amount of net power. Table II shows the
performance as a function of aspect ratio and 8 for
a fixed power output of 600 MUth. It can be aaen that

inductive OHC field swing, and confinement all £a"or
high aspect ratio. The problem is that the probability
of achieving a particular value of 8 C cost likely de-
creaies with aspect ratio- as indicated, for axaaple,
by the fact that the magnetic axis is pushed further
out for the high aspect ratio case3. It can also be
seen that the size decreases strongly with > as does
the required current. The inductive OHC fi;j.d swim: in-
creases, however, because the space or. the inside of
the device is less.

Since one of the major uncertainties in
reactor design is 2C, the EPS has been desi
operate at higher toroidal iields 1: a. is
the reference value of TV. (or lover fields
higher than IX). table H I shows the perfo
a function of 3t and peak field,_3-,ax -c t
coils. The reference value is S>J^ = 9T, b
have been designed to produce 10 T. The pe
would be degraded sosewhat fron the rereren
ac could be eade no higher than 5.';.

ut tr.
r:'r
^ e •••-

ar.ak

r r̂.ar.

Table

3t

0.05

0.07

0.09

III.

TFC
max
(T)

3
9
10

8
9
10

a
9
10

Performance of
Function of B

PT
(MW)

194
311
474

378
606
923

619
992
1510

P«
(MW/m2)

0.4
0.7
1.0

0.8
1.3
2.0

1.3
2.1
3.2

the Reference
and Toroidal

^T
(1020/m3)

o.a
1.0
1.2

1.1
1.4
1.8

1.5
1.8
2.3

Design
Field.

(MA)

6.4
7.2
8.0

6.5
7.3
8.1

6.7
7.5
8.3

as a

aTIH

1.6
0.8
0.4

0.8
0.4
0.2

0.5
0.3
0.1

The reactor performance is quite sensitive to
the value of q(a). (q(0) is assumed fixed at unity.)
In present experiments q(a) is typically 4-5. The

confinement degrade.? below q(a) = 3, and
2 5

a fixed p o e r output of 600 MUth. It can be aaen that q ,
for e given 8t; size, required plamu current, required

 q ( a ) " 2"5 ia c h e l o M e r l i o l t £ o r a n v operation.
8-9
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(Bowavar, tt can be nocad chat far s o n of che highest
B e («1X) rum on ORHAE tha q(a) values w a n found to
ba low (« 2.6) with no evidence ot° degraded energy
conftmaant aa found for the lower 8t, laaa baao heated
piaaua.^") Table IV shows Che performance of the
reference deilgn as « (unction of q(«). Operation
would favor high q (a) •*c»Pt that the probability of
nchieving « given value of S c mo«t likely decreases
strongly with: q (a)2a» evidenced, £ or example by the
increasing magnetic axis shift. The reference value
vaa taken to be q(a) « 3.

Table IV, Performance of the Reference Design a-
Function of q(a) at B c " 7!.

(MA) (102Qs/ia3)
'axis'1

2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
S.O

589
597
606
620
631

9.9
8.3
7.3
6.1
5.4

3.3
3.2
3,1
3.0
2.9

0.39
0.39
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.15
0.19
0.23
0.28
0.33

Burn Cycle Dynamics

An analysis of the EFR b u m cycle was performed
for the reference operating case of B|!jc. - 9 T and
gmax .. yx, A time-dependent version ot"'the particle
and power balance model described above was used. In
addition, the particle balance for a wail sputtered
impurity, a^, was included. The !ED equilibria were
calculated as a function of the plasma current and
Sc at a given time with the pressure profile shape

(but not magnitude) held fixed. Also incqrtjorated wero
various technological -ocels of die reactcr percainui*
to che driving and heacir.i systems and Co che net
electrical power production. The overall model is
described In Chap. 3 and Appen. C of Ref. 3.

Two of the most critical parameters of che burn
cycle are che ohmic heating current reversal time,
4t0H» '
parame

, and che neutral bean turn on time, cB0* These

p
and the behavior of B- which in turn influence the
energy, power, and other requirements of the plasma
driving system. (See, for example, Ref. 11.) The
sensitivity of the driving system requirements to
theae parameters was determined for a range of &t0{,
and tj(j of from 1-6 s. Values of icon - tBo * 2 s were
•elected as giving about the best results. Figures 2-4
show the main features of the burn cycle for the
reference case. The sequence of events is as follows:
This plasna current (not shown) is rasped up to 5.8 MA
la 2 • under the combined transformer action of the
ohaic heating and equilibrium field coils. The neutral
baaas are turned on at t - 2 s. At about t - 6 s the
average plasma temperature reaches * B keV, and the
bfcam is curned off. This constitutes tha startup
period.

During the Interval 2 s t 5 6 s the plasoa current
increases to its final value of 7.3 MA due to the
increase In the equilibrium field. The plasma Is
initially operated with less than the full steady-state
01 density in order to get somewhat hotter temperatures
dating the 2 s ohmic heating period. This reduces the
nalftlva volt second consumption to some extent*

Figure 2. Ion and Electron Temperatures and Toroidal
Beta During Reference Case Burn Cycla.

Ouring che time che bean is on, che DI densiC" :.:
brought up to its full value. This is -one b; ul.j^ic:--
the refueling currenc, I D T, to supply a value ;f j: i-
exeess of that fusing and diffusing. (95" recycline
at the wall is assumed.) At the end or the startup
period the plasma is at ignition. During che burr.
uHe and 'Be accumulate in the plasma, the "He fror.
fusion and the 9Be from wall sputtering. (A backarDund
oxygen impurity equal to 0.5% of the DT densitv is ,-ilsc
assumed to be present at all tines.) Each "lie ar.d y3e
atom contributes 2 and 4 electrons, respectively, co
the plasma, and the electron density (r.ot shovr.) socr.
exceeds the ion density by a considerable excer.c (- QO'.'I
Because the plasma is beta limited, the accumulation of
theae extraneous ions and excess electrons forces a re-
duction in the DT density. This is accocnlishec, in
the simulation, through a control_scherae3 that adjusts
the DT refueling rate (and hence iLT) so as to xaincain
St constant. The control scheme isnot perfect and
there are araall_psciUations in St and T 3 and T. .
The reduction in n appears fairly snail in Fig. 5
but is actually qul£e significant since the fusion
power scales as ngT.

As time goes on the plaana cools off, first be-
cause the fusion heating diminishes and secondly be-
cause of increased radiation losses, due to che 9Se
buildup. At about t » 50 s the plasma loses ignition
and starts to cool rapidly. This defines the stare of
the shutdown period, which continues until the end of
the cycle, t « 60 s. During the first 8 s of the
shutdown period, the plasma current and driving system
currants are reduced by about 30Z. During the final
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Plasma Ion Densities and DT Refueling Race
During Reference Case Burn Cycis.

Figure 4. Power Teres From Plasca and 3ean Pover During
Reference Case Burn Cycle.

400 i- I I I I
Z a Che plasoa current is completely rtinped down termi-
nating Che plasma discharge and the burv. cycle. The
peak in the radiated power at the end of the shutdown
occurs as the plasma cools to the point of maximum
line and reconbination radiation fron the 9Be and 160
impurities. After the cycle is over, the vacuum
chamber is puaped out, and preparations are made for
th« a«xt burn pulse.

Th« 60 a burn cycle described above has a natural
ulf quench. Shorter burn cycles can be achieved by
injecting a high atonic number material (e.g., i9Ar)
to quench the plasna. Alternatively, the burn cycle
can be extended somewhat by using supplemental beam
heating. In addition different wall coating materials
(e.g., BeO and B^C) and/or different edge temperatures
(200 «V has been assumed here) have been shown to give
different, usually longer, b u n times.'1'2

The o«t electrical power for this reference burn
eyrie is Pn.t • 81 MWe. The power accounts for the con-
version of fusion energy to electricity with • 301
efficiency and for the electrical energy required to
operate the neutral beam, poloidal coil, cryogenics,
vacuua8 coolant pumping, and other reactor and plant
systems.

figure 3 ehows the variation in the nee electrical
powr for a 60 s burn cycle for different values of the
toroidal magnetic field, conversion efficiency, and
B ™ « * w«lue of cm - 0.39 is felt to be achievable,
and this would result in a substantial increase in net
•Metrical power generation for any fixed value of the
ether parameters.
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Figure S. Net Eletsrieal Power from the Argonne EPR as
a Function of d t for Several Values ot" the
Toroidal Field, B™j at the Coils and Che
Bwrnal-to-Electric Conversion Efficiency,
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Attar consideration at the various cttdaotta pre-
eaated above, th« reference d«slgn sumaarUed In Tables
IV-V wa* chosen. This dasign saems achievable In the
context o( present knowledge of tokamaks. There Is
lubstantlal room ca maintain a reasonable device if
• O M Q f the parameters cum out to be optimistic, and
there la opportunity to cake advantage of constraints
which turn out to be leas than expected.

Table IV. Reference Plasma Parameters

3.

Major Radius, RQ (o)

Aspect Ratio, A

Elongation, *

D-Shapadness, d

Toroidal Beta, Bc

Safety Factor (Edge), q(a)
(Magnetic Axis), q(Q)

Toroidal Field (Colls), B 2 £ (T)
(Plasma), 8 ^ (T)

Plasma Current, I (HA)

Average Ian Density, TL (lO^/a3)

Average Temperature, T"O T D T (keV)

Typical Effective Charge, Z c.
(Q.5X l s0. 5.0X 3Be) e "

Coniineoent Parameter, nx (Id20 s/m3)

Burn Pulse Length, at. (s)burn
Peak Neutron Vail Loading, Pw (MH/m

2)

Peak Fusion Power, P_ (Mt4th)

Fusion Energy per Pulse, U . (GJ)

Net Electric Power, P (MVfe)net

4.7

3.S

1.6S

0.2S

0.07

3.0
1.0

9.0
4.3

7.3

1.4

8.0

1.7

3.1

60

1.3

606

23.4

81

6.

7.

8.

9,

10

U
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Table V. EPR Plasoa Driving and Heating System Require-
ments for the Complete Burn Cycle

Volt-seconds to Plasma (V-s) 57

tlsgnecic Energy Transferred (GJ) 2.7

Maximum Field in OHC, B Q H (T) 8.0

Maximum Field Rise in OHC, B.u (T/s) 6.7

OH Current Reversal Time, at.,, (s) 2.0

Hautral Bean (rf) Power, P. (MW) 40o

Heueral Beaa (rf) Heating Tine, At (a) 4.1
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The magnet systems for the current Argonne ex-
perimental power reactor (EPR) design build on the
earlier designs but incorporate a number of improve-
ments. The toroidal field (TF1 coil system consists
of 16 coils of the constant tension shape, with NbTi,
copper, and stainless steel as superconductor, sta-
bilizer, and support material respectively. They are
designed for 10 T operation at 3.7 K or 9 T operation
at 4.2 K. Two changes from earlier desiRns permit a
saving in material requirements. The coils are
wound with the conductor in precomprcssion and the
support material in pretension so that when the coils
are energized, the stainless steel experiences a
•treaa of 60 000 psi while the copper stress does not
exceed IS 0Q0 psi. Both the copper and NbTi are
graded, with higher current densities where magnetic
and radiation effects are smaller.

The ohmic heating (OH) coil system consists of a
central solenoid plus ton other coils, all located out-
side the TF coils for ease of maintenance. The NbTi-
copper coils arc cryostable and opera'e at 4.2 K.
The solenoid is segmented, with rines of insulation
between segments to transfer the ccnterina force from
the TF coils to an insulating cylinder inside She OH
solenoid. Locatinc the OH solenoid inside the support
cylinder plus raisinc the central field to 8 T, enables
the OH system to develop more volt-seconds than the
earlier desier.s, even though the plasma major radius
Is smaller.

The superconducting equilibrium field coils, also
outside the TF coils, provide the field pattern re-
quired for a D-shapfd plasma.

Introduction

The magnet systems for the *NL design of an
EPR have been widely reported;'"^ this paper focuses
on the changes which have been incorporated in the
1977 design and on some other ideas currently under
consideration. The overall design appears in Fig. 1.

Toroidal Field Coils

Parameters for the TF coils are given in Table I.
These are 16 colls of the pure-tension shape, with an

OH Cuils

]<; - EF Coils

Figure 1. EPR Magnet Schematic, showing TF,
OH, and EF coils .

* Work aupported by the U. S. Department of Energy,
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NbTi-copper conductor and cooled by pool boiling.
Th« coil i are designed to operate at 10 T and 3.7 K
or at 9 T and 4. 2 K. The TF coils operate in series
to eliminate the possibility of carrying unequal cur.
rents, which would produce large bending moments
and out-of-plsne farces on the coils . The reduction
in l i t e of the reactor from previous years reduces the
energy stored in the TF coil system from 30 GJ to 14
CJ, and also reduces the amount of copper stabilizer,
and stainless steel support.

Table I. Toroidal Field Coil Parameters

Number of coils
Coil shape
Superconductor
Stabilizer
Support material
Support cylinder

Coil bore, vertical
x horizontal

Operating temperature
Peak field
Fietd at plasma
Total amp-turns

Operating current
Turns per coil
Average current density

Inductance
Stored energy

16
Pure-tenaion D
NbTi
Copper
Stainless Steei
Fiberglass-reinforced

plastic
8.73 m x S.64 m

3 . 7 K ( 4 . Z K)
10 T (9T)
4.81 T (4.33 T)
115 MA-turns (104 MA-

turns)
60 000 A (54 000 A)
6 0 x 2
1540 A/cm (1390

A/cm2)
7 .9H
14.3 GJ (11.6 GJ)

ALUMINUM SHIELD
/ I2.5K-23.SK

OENSE GAS
COOLING TUBE

- S S T . BACKING

-COIL FORM

VACUUM SPACE
AND SUPERINSULATION

SCALE IN CM.

O 10 20 30

Figure 2. Cross Section of TF Coil

The magnet model developed for nystems stud-
ies has proved useful in designing the TF coils. When
the plasma and blanket/shield space requirements and
a few other parameters are specified, the model cal-
culates the size and shape of the coils, and their com-
position.

Conductor and Coil Structure

The coil is trapezoidal in cross section, with a
central rib for support. Each half coil is wound of a
60 kA sheet conductor. The coil cross section And
conductor are shown in Figs, i and 3. The conductor
consists of a sheet of copper stabilizer *A irh mam-
copper and NbTi-copper composite wires stranded
around it and soldered to it. Stainless steel rein-
forcement is wound with the sheet conductor to reduce
the hoop stress in the conductor.

The allowable stress in the conductor is si>r at
1.04 x 108 N/m 2 (15 000 psi) to limit the str.ii:-.-
induced resistivity of the copper and prevent it :I'IMTI
yielding. If the stainless steel were wound with •! u
copper, at the same strain level, the stress ir. the
stainless steel would be only 1.8 x 108 N/m2 (26 000
psi). If, however, the conductor is wound in precom-
pression and the stainless steel in pretension, then
when energized the stainless steel will experience a
stress of 3.5 x 108 N / m 2 (50 000 psi); and only half
as much is required.

Because the field decreases with position goin;:
out across the thickness of the coil, the amounrs oi

'COMPOSITE STRANDS

.STICKS AND HI CHANNEL

•••TAINLESS STEEL

HIGH FIELD (10 TESLA) CONDUCTOR

-COMPOSITE STRANDS

-COPPER STRANDS

STICKS AND
Hi CHANNEL

MEDIUM FIELD ( 5 TESLA) CONDUCTOR

l - COPPEI

xxx xx

COPPER STRANDS

COMPOSITE STRANDS

L STICKS ANO H . CHANNEL J
LOW FIELD (2 TESLA) CONDUCTOR

SCALE IN MM.

I I
0 5 10

Figure 3. Three Grades of 60 kA Conductor for TF Coil
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12 COILS
M i l * l«0»>

i B l

Figure 4. EPR TF Coil System Showing Access Be-
tween Coils. (A) 16 Coils, (B) 12 Coils
with Same Total Current

superconductor, copper, and stainless stcet required
per turn of conductor also decrease. Figure 3 shows
three representative grades of conductor. The num-
ber of grades used would be determined by balancing
the material and space savings of going to more
grades against the cost of making more grade to
grade joints.

The conductor was designed to be cryostablc at
60 kA, 4. 2 K. the rated field, and an effective heat
transfer to the helium of 3600 W/m^. A dynamic
•lability computation predicts that at 4.2 K, the rated
Held, and a perturbing heat pulse of 1.0 J/cm^ of
croi i section, the recovery currents of the three con-
ductor! In Fig. 3. would lie between 62 and 66 kA.

16 COILS
(•ITH lltOHl

4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5

RADIAL POSITION (m)

Figure 5. Variation of Field Ripple with Radial Posi-
tion with and without Iron, for 16 anrl i2
Colls

The conductor described here is inhcrcn'K* a dc
conductor. Its use requires that the TF coils be
shielded from the pulsed field from the PF coils.
Thus the design includes a high-ourity alumimjir;
shield, as described elsewhere. • ' Cihcrv. ise, a
different kind of conductor would he needed.

Other Considerations

Two additional ideas which have not beer. ir.c.T-
poratrd into the 1977 design, but which arc bci' . s u d -
ied, are an aluminum-stabilized conductor v ::'• a:-.
aluminum-alloy support material and the use ^: :>rrii-
magnctic steel to lower the field ripple. Calcv.l.Lr.on
with the magnet model showed that Hie coils ••.i;~j
aluminum would be 40°'o lighter and have manorial
costs 17?o less, but the coil thickness increased ;'i-im
0.63 m to 1. 19 m. The ohmic heating solenoid and
support cylinder would no tonuer fit radially ir.vard
from the TF coils; consequently, the whole reactor
would have to grow. In other words, the ecoroiv.-cs
of using aluminum and aluminum alloys in the TF
c o i l s c a n n o t b e a p p r o a c h e d f r o m t h e m a g n e t s \ = t o i n

alone, but require a study of the entire reactor.

Using ferromagnetic segments of the shici-1 o
reduce field ripple is also beinc studied. Fie urn 4
shows the improved access which could be ach:<--.•«•<) if
th« sixteen TF coils were replaced by twelve v. i• Vi thi'
same total ampere-turns. However, the fie If! rinnlo
in the outer part of the plasma (out to 6.0 ml is much
worse with twelve coils than with sixteen. If sccir.cnls
of the blanket/shield directly inward from the outer
leg of each TF coil were ferromagnetic, the ripple
would be reduced.

The effect of adding the iron, both for a 16-coil
system and a 12-coil system, was computed at the
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Rutherford Laboratory, using the magnet design pro-
gram GFUN3D. 8> 9 The results appear in Fig. 5,
For the 16-coil system, the Iron was assumed to be in
the form of a block 0.5 m x 0. 5 m x 5.0 m high inside
the outer leg of each TF coil; wiM 12 coils each block
was Increased by 16/12 in cross sectional area. Fig.
5 shows that i t 6.0 m, for example, the iron reduces
the ripple (com 1.3% down to 0.27° (or sixteen coils,
but only from 4.6% down to 2.9% for twelve coils and
the specified amount of iron. Twice the iron (not
shown In Fig. 5) reduces the ripple with 12 coils
to 0.5% at 6.0 m. In an actual reactor., the ferro-
magnetic material could be incorporated as part of the
blanket and shield system.

Ohmic Heating Coils

The OH and equilibrium-field (EF) coils are lo-
cated external to the TF coils, to facilitate installation
and maintenance and to allow them to be supercon-
ducting. The location of these coils is shown in Fig-
It and the principal parameters are given in Table 2-

The OH coils consist of a central solenoid and ten
additional coaxial coils. The central solenoid is be-
tween the TF coils and the central support cylinder.
This configuration maximizes the central flux core
area for a solenoidal OH coil to provide the necessary
volt-seconds. The OH coils are energized to give a
negative flux before the piasma is formed, then the
current in the OH coils is reversed, inducing a cur-
rent in the plasma.

Table 2. Polodia.1 Coil Parameters

A TO kA cable conductor suitable for the OH coils
appears in Fig. 6: the design Is a compromise between
the conflicting requirements of low ac lasses and full
stabilization. Thr 70 kA cable consists of 70 basic
cables wound around a backbone atrip about 1 mm
thick. The atrip, cither solid C-10 or a stainless -
•teel braid, provides support for the cable during
cabling and winding, and also withstands the hoop
force in the coil.

N K OFHC WIRES

SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE
SOLDERED TO PURE COPPER WIRES

-THIM 0UPTAL C0ATIN0

-STAINLESS STEEL CABLE

— « . T B in .—

I000A BASIC CABLE

LIQUID HELIUM CHANNEL

Number of coils
Location

Superconduc tor/
stabilizer

Operating
temperature

Current density
Operating current
Total amp-turns

Maximum volt-seconds
Central field
Field at plasma
Inductance
Coupling coefficient

to plasma
Energy transferred
Inductive energy:

OH, EF, and Plasma

Conductor

OH Coils
Solenoid + 10
Outside TF

coils
NbTi/Cu

4.2 K
2

1730 A/cm
70 kA
82.3 MA-

turns
90 V-s
8 T
< lO"3 T
0.73 H
-0.25

1.75 GJ
3.75 CJ

EF Coils
12
Outside TF

coils
NbTi/Cu

4.2 K

1730 A/cm2

70 kA
45.4 MA-

turns
37 V-s
0.3 T
0.56T
0.94H
-0.175

2.30 GJ

•

I000A BASIC
CABLE

3-10 STRIPS OR SST. BRAIOS'

70 KA CABLE CONDUCTOR
Figure 6. 70 kA Conduifor for Pulsed

OH and EF Coils

-CURRENT LEADS
_ IN COAXIAL

ARRAYS

»C»Lt IN C<*

0 10 U K

Figure 7. Segmented OH Solenoid
and Support

Each 1000 A basic cable consists of six basic
strands wound around a stainless steel cable. Sen
Fig. 6. A basic strand consists of a superconducting
composite with six copper wires stranded around it and
soft-soldcrcd to it. The basic strand is cryostablc.
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WMIK 1UJT

MtlH-TIMN
OQM.IM DUNHL a-w twin*

0 . * CH. THIM

0OWJUC1OH

Figure 8. One Ring o( Support Cylinder and OH
Solenoid Bobbin

Coll Structure and Support Cylinder

The proponed TF coil support cylinder ia made of
a fiberglass-reinforced plastic such a i G-10 or G- l l .
The cylinder is positioned inside the OH coil with ax-
ial support rings transmitting the load from the TF
coils to the supportfCylinder as shown in Fig. 7. Each
coll U 0.20 m thick, with'0.05 m between coils. Liq-
uid helium ia introduced tc the bottom of the coils, and
the gas is vented at the top of the coil. Both the Liquid
channels and the gas-venting channels are provided by
mlcarta or G-10 strips, about 0.6 mm thick running
radir.'ly outward, as shown in Fig. 8.

Liquid and gaseous helium flow as shown by thf
arrows in Fig. 7. The slots shown in Fig. 8 disperse
the gas. The rings will also serve as coil-winding
bobbins.

Equilibrium Field Coils

The EF coils are decoupled magnetically from the
OH coils by locating them all on the same flux line of
the OH coils, operating them in series, and requiring
that the numbers of positive and negative amp-turns in
the EF coil system be equal. Selection of the flux line
and of the coil positions along the flux tine is gov-
erned by engineering constraints. The currents are
chosen to produce the required equilibrium field con-
figuration in the plasma, using a free-boundary MHD
equilibrium code, but subject to the constraint of
minimizing energy in the EF coil system.

Twelve coils comprise of the EF coil system. An
elongated, D-shaped plasma requires more current
and energy in the EF coil than a circular plasma
would, but the required field pattern can be achieved
by EF coils outside the TF coils. EF coil parameters
aUo appear in Table 2. The EF coil system is de-
scribed in more detail in reference 10. The EF coils
use the same 70 kA conductor as the OH coils.

A. system of water-cooled copper coils ia located
within the blanket and shield. This coil system pro-
vides the S00 V, 5 ms voltage pulse necessary to

breakdown the plasma, and also provides the trim-
ming fields necessary to control the plasma position.
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OOHTOMTXOHM. MODEL FOR JOTEKOWMICTIW IWIDAL-rlElD MAGNETS FOR A TOKAWK REACTOR*

I. 1. Turner and H. A. Abdou
Actonna National Laboratory

Illinois 60439

A computational nodal for predicting the perfor-
ce eharMtarlseicaand cost of superconducting

toroidal-field'(TF) magnets In cokamafc .reactors la
presented. The nodel can be used co compare the tech-
nical »nd economic merits of different approaches co
the deitgn ot TF ir.agne.es Cor a reactor sytten. The
•od«l hat been Integrated Into Che ANI. Systems Analysis
Projrtn. Samples of results obtainable with the model
ara presented.

Introduction

An integrated systems computer progran for almu-
tatlon af tokan-t power plant;: has baen developed «c
AM..* Tha progran consists af nodular units with each
unit corresponding to a reactor subsyates. This report
datcrlbes a nodal that has bean developed for the
toroldal-fteld (TF) colls. The modal la deacrlbad In
morn detail In reference 2.

Tha Model In Detail

Paramtera Specified

Certain parameters must be specified Initially:
the peak nagnetic field, B n a x, the design temperature,
T, theloiiter radius of the Inner TF coil leg and the
Inner radius of the oucer TF coll leg. These latter
tiro are determined by the space needs for the blanket
and shield. The design temperature T Is che sum of the
operating tenperatura, generally 4,2 K, and the cd-per-
atura safety margin, generally O.S K.

Another parameter to be specified Is che pernis-
sibla stress or strain in the concuccor. For a Nh,£n-Cu
composite conductor, the strain Is limited by the
brittlenesa of the NbjSn; but for a NbTi-Cu composite
conductor, lc is limited only by the strain-induced
resistivity of the copper.

Tha Superconductor

Tha Model In Outline

Tha TP call* ara taken to be of tha constant ten-
alon shape; •* Che shape 1* calculated by the approxi-
mate method of Moses and Young.4

Several material choices are permitted In speci-
fying the magnet. The ragr.et ray be superconducting or
conventional; If It Is superconducting* the supercon-
ductor may be N"b?i or a hybrid vlth N"oTl In the lea-
fleld turns and No 5n In the hi^n-field turns. The
superconductor ray be graded or ungraded. The magnet
say be cryostable or Intrinsically stable; the stabi-
liser say be graded or ungraded.

The simplified flov diagran In Figure 1 shows hou
the nodel operates. The raximun ragnetic field and the
space requirements Inside the TF coll are first speci-
fied; froo these the coll thickness Is estimated and
the inner and outer nid-radii R, and R, of the coil
calculated. At this polnc the choice Eetueen cryo-
stable or intrinsically stable coils occurs. In either
case, the choice between MJTI or hybrid coils is made
at this point on the basis of the naxiir.ua field. The
critical current density, Jc, and the cross-sectional
area, A5C, complete the specification of the supercon-
ductor.

For an Intrinsically stable ccnductorf the ratio
of copper to superconductor la specified; for a cryo-
ccabla conductor the anounc of copper is determined
fron cryostabllity considerations Involving heat trans-
fer to the helium and electrical resistivity. Since
tfc» magnecoresiscivicy and radiation-induced resistivity
vary across the thickness of a coil, the copper can be
graded. The amount or stainless steel support naterlal
la determined by the specified allowable stress or
•train and the tension in the coll.

From the total cross section the corresponding
chlcfcncst is calculated. If It differs coo much from
Che previous estimate of thickness, the calculation
• w e be Iterated until it converp.es. After it do«3,
tha circumference Is calculated: and from it the total
aaount of superconductor, copper and stainless steel In
the ayittm. Finally, scored energy and costs are cal-
culated.

Two kinds of coiln are envisioned; for fields
B-,, up to 8 or 10 T, KbTl is used. For higher values
ofBju*, hybrid colls are considered, with Nbll In
the outer turns and Nb3Sn in the Inner turns vhare the
field Is higher. The choice is an input option, fr.
either case, the total current Nnt is given by A.-?ere'g
Law.

Although superconducting TF colls for i. tol-.srak
reactor would almost certainly be cryostable, it -a-/
prove interesting CO compare cryoscable ar.d intrin-
sically stable coils; so provision is made in ;he -ag-
net model for intrinsically stable c-ils as veil.

Critical Current Oensicy. For SbTi, the critical
current density as a function of temperature T ir. v^l-
vin and field B in Tesla is shown in Fieure 2. T>.e
data In Figure 2 are fit by the expression

11.929/T)

A/cm2

where the critical temperature T can be found by

T, - 8.56 (1 - B/14.7) l / 2

(1)

(2)

Over the region 1 T < B £ 11 T, 3 K s T < 6 K, Tc - T
i 1 K, Eq. (1) fits che data to 10% or better.

There is considerable uncertainty as to what
values of Jc can be obtained in practical N"b,Sn con-
ductors. We use the expression

Jc - (35.55 - 4.25 B + 0.1375 B
2) (0.739 + 0.144 T

- 0.0196 Tz) x 4.74 x 10* A/ca2
(3)

• Hock eupported by cha U.S. Department of Energy.

CToaa-Sectional Area. For a cryostable NbTl mag-
nec, the cross-sectional area of superconductor Is
glveM by

*SH1 * M n I / Jc W

whara Je la found from Eq. (1) with B » B

Few Intrinsically stable magnets operate at the
•hort-aanple value of J . Consequently, the area found
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ritura 1.
Nodal.

Simplified Flow Diagram for tha TF Kagnac

by Eq. (4) should ba increased lot an lntr'.nsi cally
•table aagnst.

Pot hybrid colli, the fraction of currant to ba
carried by tha NbTi la taken to ba a. , / B , whera

l h h NbTl Is to be used
y

Cut la cha highest field at which
la tha hybrid magnet. B C u e has been taken to be 8 T
la tha aodel. The croas-aectional areas are glvan by
H < (•)• but evaluated for tha fraction of tha currant
la e«h.

4 1 *
NUMTIC FlILO.

ftfur* 2> J-H Curve for NbTi Varaut Tampecature

Oradliw tha Superconductor. The cro3s-secctonal
araaa datarmined (con Eq. (41 assume thac che current
danalty in the suparconductors throughout che ceils Is
that which can be attained at the highest fields.
Grading tha superconductor by Including less -.-hare che
field Is lover can save cost, weight and space vithout
Impairing the performance of the nagnet.

Tha Copper Stabilizer

k cryostable nagnet must obey the cryoatabiilty
condition

*Cu - V (5)

vhara J la the current density in che copper cf a cex-
pos ita conductor vhich has gone norrcal, r is che Cccal
resiativlty of the copper, A C u Is the cr.jss-secticr.al
area of the copper, p Is its wetted peri-ecer ar.ci a-, is
the effective heat flux Into the hellura. To detersine
J and thus

(6)

conaidar each of these factors in turn.

Tha total resistivity is the sum of the Intrinsic
raaiativity, p0, the magnetoresistivlty, e_,r, and the
radiation Induced resistivity, 0j-ad* '"eri; is uncer-
tainty in the value 0 o • 6 x 10"* n cm, but it Is
donlnatad by p m r and p r a d anyway. The oagnetoresis-
eivtcy Is given by

p ^ - 4.53 x l<r9 a cm • B (7)

and the radiation-Induced resistivity by

ottA - 3 x 10"
7 ( 1 - exp (-563d)) (J cm (8)

where d la the total atomic displacements,

For • iheet conductor of the kind described In the
AHL/EPR design,6 the ratio A_/p equals the thickness
for • SOX watted aurface.
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In Bq> CS), qh ineludee th« affect of h u t trana-
fat alonj the. conductor or between turns aa wall aa
into tha httlium. So Interpreted qh,nay b« lasa than
0.06 W/ca2 or greater than 2.1 W/c«r. but It la cus-
tomary CO take qh • 0.33 W/en

2.

With that* factors apeelfled, J can ba found froa
H . (3) •J4 Ac^fton=iEqt (.6).

Grading the" Copper. The resisicivty at tha eoppar
la doninnfd hy the naf>necoreatstlvity and theradia-
eloc-I?duc«d :ra*lstlyiey, both of which are smaller
for tha outer Ruth* than for che Inner ones. Thus,
chara can be savings In grading the copper as there
ate in grading the superconductor.

Stainlaaa Steal Reinforcement for Colls

Enough stainless sceel reinforcement must be In-
cluded with the coils to withstand che tension, T, in
tha colls and limit tha atreaa or strain In tna calls
to the allowable vaiu*.

The cantIon 1« related to tha icraaiaa through tha
relation

• Ass °ss (9)

where a<-u and o s s are the allowable atraaaaa In the
copper and atainlesa sceel respectively. In general,
a specified o C u and o s s occur alnulcaneously only if
the coil la wound wlch the copper in preconpression and
tha atainlesa sceel in pretension. The model calculates
the tequirad prescresses before and after cooldavn and
confirms that they do nac exceed s C u or <JSS<

Alternatively, che allowable scrain, c, can be
specified racher than che stresses 3 C u and a,,; in this
case no pretension is assusad.

Oeoaecry of Colls

Moses and Young have 3hown how che geometrical
parameters of a conscanc-cension coil shown in Figure 3
can be generated numerically. We have inCegrated their
expression for a family of paranecric values, and fit
the results as functions at R. and

I

walla, insulation, etc. Assuming no gapa between coila
In tha lnnar leg, ira ?> -A -h« chlckneaa, t , by

C - • T) + Ass)/2* (10)

Tha model requires iteration over the coll chlck-
naaa t. It la necasBary to take some Initial value for
t and Iterate through the calculation unc11 the value
for tjconvergea; Theh~RJ and R^ can b* found, and from
then the other shaps paramatara'of Figure 3.

Magnet Anriea1

Moat of the radiation damage In the superconductor
and normal metal can be recovered by warning up che
aagnat to near room temperature. There is a strong In-
centive to reduca the shield thickness, pernit a higher
radiation level at the magnet, and anneal che r.asnec
periodically. However, magnet uacr.up and cooidovr. re-
quire'two co three months of plant downtime. Thus,
there is an optimum cine span between magnet anneals.
At present the program permits specifying ca in -ne ct
tvn modes: either ta is an inpuc variable, or -R is
defined to be equal co che lifetime of che firsc vail.

Tha Support Cylinder

There la a compressive force pushing all TF coils
toward eha axia of che tokamak; this force nust be
takan up by the support cylinder, a hollow cylinder of
stainless steel. The cylinder must be thick er.̂ utsh
that the stresses resulting from that force do not ex-
ceed the peak acceptable circumferential stress '--,•<.
(typically 3.45 x 1011 Nc/a2 or 50,000 pal). Th<? "auo-
port cylinder must also be thick enough co be stable
against buckling.

Stored Energy

The stored energy of che TF coil sy-:en is a- im-
portant, parameter in its own rl?hC; in adiicior,
attempts have sometimes been nade co scale the ::sts of
magnet systems according Co stored energy.

The energy is found from the volume integral

Iteration for Thickness, t -A dV.

The total area of the colls exceeds that occupied
by the superconductor, copper and stainless sceel by a
factor of 1 + >, corresponding to helium space, cryoscat

Flfura 3. Caonetrlc Parameters for a Conatant-Tanslon
Coll

We assume that B is zero outside the colls and has
dependence inside. We approximate h (r), the r.-'-i
height as a function of radius, by a paraboLa
through the points fHj, H
H •

1/r

R ) and (R , 0) and of r.e:ghc

E "

(R. + t/2)z

Cll)

In (R|:? - R?13 - (R2 - R>-

TT Kannet Coats

The voluoe of superconductor, copper stabilizer
or atainless steel reinforcement is found by mulclplylnR
the circumference by the cross-sectional area, incor-
porating grading if appropriate. Multiplication by the
denalty then yields the mass. The cost of materials is
calculated assuming unit material costs. The e lectr i -
cal Insulation, superinsulatlou and dewar are costed
on eh« bails of volume or area. The magnet cost i s
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CO tha material plus fabrication and vindlr.g cost,
lad at present,, ia taken aa four tinea the material
H i t .

Tha refrigeration load la ealculaead as eha ita of
tba nuclear energy ^position and theroal leakage. Tha
rafrljaradon load 1» converted to electric power re-
qulr*aen'-,a using a multiplicative factor of 300 for
*.? H cooling and -500 for 3 K cooling; theielectrlc
foyer rsqulr«m«ncs are paaaidinto another part of the
ertres code that calculates tha plane net electric potter
output.

Rasulta

Tha model vaa mad to atudy how magnat parameters
vary with major tadlue, peak magnetic fluid and material

I I 10 12 14
MtJOR KIDIUS OF PUSH*, H

Figure 4. Magnet Thickness as a Function of Major
Radius at Several Values for the Maxlaum Magnetic Field.

properties, Onn or two parameters were changed for
each atudy. During variation with major radius, the
aapact ratio It/a waa held at a constant value of three.

Coil Tnicknean

The coil thickness Is shown in Figure 4 as a
function of major radius far several peslc fields. The
tension increases with both radius and field, and con-
sequently the colls must be thicker to withstand die
tahsloh. Moreover, the lower permissible strain with
hybrid colls accentuates che increase in thickness with
fiald.

Variation of coll thickness with allowable strain
is shown in Figure S for an 8 T field and In Figure 6
for a 12 T field. In each case, major radii of 5 n to
13 a are treated. The rapid Increase In thickness as
tha strain la decreased below fl.12 is striking. For a
12 T field, 0.05* strain, and an aspect ratio of 3.
thara It not enough room for TF colls with najor r.idiuj
of 3 m or leal. Under tha same conditions there is not
enough room far tha support cylinder in reactors with
7 a or lasa major radius.

Stored Enemy and Cost

Tha energy stored In the TF coil system is shoun in
Figure 7 (and tha cost in Figure 8) as functions of major
radius (or fields becween 8 T and 14 T. Here too che
rapid Increase with both field and major radius is
evident.

The cost as a function of allowable strain for
major radii between S m and 13 m is shorn ir. Figure 9
for a field of 8 T and In Figure 10 for a field -z 12 T.
The Increased thickness required for U-. s-rair., sr.ovrs
in Figure 5 and Figure 5, represent increased r.at*rlal
requirements and thus increased cost.
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1MB iqUILURIUM FIELD COIL SYSTEM FOR TllC ARCONNC CPR UESIGN"

J . Irookl , K. Evans. J r . , II. S tevens . L. Turner
Fusion Power Progran

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, I l l i n o i s 60439

SiMiry

The equilibrium field (EF) coll system for the
Argonne Experimental Power Reactor (EPR) and the methods
by which it has been designed are described' The number
of coils, thci" placement, and the currents in them are
fixed by considerations of the trade oft" between the
stored energy in the coils and the closeness with which
the required mgnetohyilrodynamic (.MUD) equilibrium can
be Batched. The bulk of the equilibrium field is pro-
duced by superconducting coils outside the toroidal
field (TF) coils. These coils are decoupled from the
ohmic heating (Oil) system. Normal conducting coils
just outside the vacuum chamber arc also provided For
fine control. The amount of D-shapedness of the plasma
cross section is found to be limited. The reference
design EF coil system configuration is described, and
the internal configuration of the conductor and impli-
.•tloni of the EF coil system on the reactor burn cycle
and on tha driving system costs are discussed.

General Procedure

Reference Equilibrium

In order to determine an EF coil system, jr-
enco MHO equilibrium is first chosen. The eq >ria
used in these studies are determined by fixed boundary
MHO calculations as described in Refs. 1-2. These cal-
culations depend on the choice of plasma parameters.
One of the more important of these parameters is 3t,
the ratio of the plasma pressure to the toroidal mag-
netic field pressure. The reactor power increases vith
tit, but so do the requirements on the EF system. The
achievable values of ;t for a reactor are not yet known
but are expected to be roughly 71 for the Argonne EPR.2

To be conservative the coils are designed for Bc * &%.

Among the outputs from the MUD calculations is the
flux function, «ext(

R.z) • 2"RAt(R,Z), for the required
EF field. (A^ is the a:imuthal component of the exter-
nal field vector potential.) The flux function for the
fixed boundary calculations is only known inside the
plasma, and it is the purpose of the EF coil system to
match this flux function as accurately as necessary to
reproduce the desired plasma shape and other plasma
parameters.

The locations of the EF coils are subject to a nun-
bsr of constraints: It lias been the Argonne philosophy
to place the F.F coils outside the TF colls. The prin-
cipal reason is thtvt maintenance of these coils after
the reactor becomes hot would bo extremely difficult if
they were inside. Placed outside, they arc easily
rai-sei! or dropped if it is necessary to work on them.
Use of superconducting EF coils is also facilitated by
a position outside of the TF coils. Additional diffi-
culties are that the space inside the TF coils is
crowded, access to other components is impaired, and
initial fabrication is much more difficult.

A Second constraint is that the EF system should
be decoupled from the Oil system. .(Since the tivo must
be operated with different lime variations, large volt-
agfs would bc induced in each other if they here
coupled.) Decoupling is done by placing the EF coils
on an Oil flux line, connecting then in scries, and
requiring that the total current in then add to zero.

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

A Child constraint is that the EF coils cannot be
placed too near the TF coils since they produce an
undesirably high field on the TF coils. In the present
design the ccntcrlines of the LF coils were kept
approximately I m away from the TF coils.

There arc other positions the EF coils cannot
occupy as well. The neutral beam ducts prevent coiU
from being placed too near the midplanc on the out<ufe,
and the Oil solenoid prevents coils fron being placed
too near the major axis. Space must bc Ict't |ier'..e--\u
tuo coils near the top (and bottom) out.side ID allow
the vacuum ducts to penetrute.

Trimming Coils

The EF coils are expected to provide the bulk of
the required field. It is felt, however, that these
coils may be too far from die plasma and may be too res-
tricted in their location to provide adequate fine con-
trol for a probably sensitive high -J-r plasma or to pre-
vent tendencies of the plasma to move. For this fin?
control the initiation-trimming (IT) coils are used.
These coils, which are also necessary for the early
plasma startup, are segmented, normal copper conductors
located just outside the vacuum vessel. The necessary
currents CsO.S MA) in these coils are sufficiently *~.ill
that they do not affect the reactor power balance. They
are sufficiently shielded to prevent undue radiation
enhanced resistivity, and they can be annealed. Ti-.cy
would be feed-back controlled to maintain the pla=-2
position and to provide any fine tuning not provide; by
tha EF coils. The EF coils are designed, however, a;
if the IT coils did not provide any of the req'iirci
equilibrium field.

Mathematical Method

In order to find the required currents for fixed
positions of the EF coils, the following quantity i5
minimized as suggested in Rcf. 3:

N

c - (1 - r)

L I
1J l

(1)

whore «cxt n is the desired flux function given \i \
points, n»l N; nn is the actual field due to tC t(

:

coil pairs at (R);, tZy), k=l,...,K. (An expression for
il'n is given in Ref. I.); r is a parameter which deter-
mines the relative importance of the first (field error)
term and the second (stored energy) term; and \ is .i
Lagrangc multiplier associated with the constraint that
the currents add to zero.

The inductance matrix, L.
follows: 1

ii

is calculated as

(2)
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i - kW) - - E(») If
? ) k- J (3)

whir*

and K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic integrals
of the first and second kinds, respectively. The self-
inductance terms depend on the coil size, (a^ is the
Minor radius of coil I.) Since the coil size depends
on the currents in the coils (The current density ts
assuncd fixed.), it is necessary to iterate the proce-
dure until consistent sizes and currents are obtained.

By varying the quantity, r, a better (or worse)
•atch to the desired field can be obtained at the
expense of increased (or decreased) stored energy.
Experience has indicated an average relative error of
lO.4\ in the flux function is necessary to provide an
adequate natch to the plasma boundary and other
parameters.

The optimum F.R system is found by changing the
coil locations and number of colls until the lowest
stored energy is obtained for a given error (near 0.4%).

Argonne EPR Reference Design

EF System Configuration

It is generally felt that elongated plasma cross
sections uith outwardly pointing D-.-h.ipcs arc benefi-
cial to the achievement of high ^t. Those configura-
tions tend to have nore highly shaped required external
fields than the circular cross section cases.1 An
example is shora in Fig. 1. It is especially hard to
produce the field near the upper, inside part of the
cross section with coils far from the plasma and with
no coils to the left (in Fig. 1) of the plasma (because
of the TF coils and Oil solenoid). (It can also be
noted that these fields shouldalso be unstable to
vertical excursions since the J « B force has an upward
component. The vertical positioning would have to be
feed-back controlled via the IT coils.)

t \

Figure 2 ihowi tho stored energy versus field error
curves for three elongations (c • height/width • l.uu,
1.30, and 1.6S) and two D-shapes. (d > 0 is elliptical,
and the plasna becomes more U-shaped as d increases.
The actual relations are given in Rsf. 2.) The curves
for d • O.SO (the_valuc for-the cross section in Fig. 1)
•r* off ths graphto the top, for all three elongations.
It can b« seen thai the higher elongations require more
stored energy and that there is a limit to the sharp-
nesi of the Dlshape that can be fanned with a reason-
able EF system located outside the TF coils.

Pig. 1. A typical required external field for an
•longated D-shapcd plasma. The major
axis is on the left. This cross section
has « « 1.6S and d • 0.50.

0.4 0.6

ERROR, %

Fig. 2. Stored energy versus field error, illustr.it mi;
the relative difficulty of obtaining clon-jat-J,
D-shaped equilibria. The d = 0.50 curv.'.. arc
off the graph; All cases have an aspect ratio
of 3.5. Typically, an error of =0.4* is suf-
ficient to match the plasma parameters.

The Argonne EPR Reference Gjsign2 has « = 1.65 and
d • 0.25. The D-shapnesr, d, was limited by the above
considerations. The EF system parameters for 3t = 8"»
are summarized in Table 1. Figure 5 shows how closely
this configuration matches the 6, = 7* reference value
i f the currents are al l reduced by 0.95. The "actual"
boundary was calculated using a slightly modified ver-
sion of the Princeton free-boundary equilibrium code.
Tho inductance and decoupling of the KF and Oil system
have been verified independently by more accurate field
calculations using the distributed current in the actual
coil configurations as shown in Fig. 4.
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R.m
Fig. 3, The plasma boundary due to the actual EF coil

system compared to the desired boundary for
8 t • 7%. The EF current is 9S* of the design
value.

Coil

1
2
3
4
S
6

Total:

TABLE 1. Coll Configuration*

(The numbers
one above am

R
(in)

2.04
2.38
J.00
4.80
8.05
9.59

I

On)
S.3S
S.62
6.00
6.05
4.27
2.36

given are for
> ono below ttu

(ra)

0.48
0.48
0.40
0.88
0.43
0.38

AZ
Cm)

0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50
U.50
0.50

coil pa i rs
nldplnne.

NI
(HA-

turns)

-4.24
-4.24
7.14

15.56
-7.61
-6.61

0

)

Conductor
Length
(MA-m)

54
63

135
469
38S
398

1504
Fig, 4. A cross section of the Arjonne EP!t shoi>

EF coils (crosshatched), the IT coils i
and the OH coils (X).

Superconduct. oils

The EF coils are cryostable with NbTi superconduc-
tor and copper stabilizer. They operate Ht 4,2 K and
are rooled by pool-boiling helium. The operating cur-
rent is 70 kA, and the current density is 1730 A/cm2.

LIQUID HCLIUM CHANNEL

I mm-

- I .S Mm.

• - I O STRIPS OR SST. BRAIDS'^ ^ 4.T«im.-

7 0 KA CABLE CONDUCTOR IOOOA BASIC CABLE

Fig. 5 . 70«kA cryostable conductor for the EF coi ls .

The 70-tA conductor, shown in Fig. 5, is dcsipr.ed
to be cryostablc and s t i l l have low ac losses. It con-
s i s t s of 70 basic cables wound jround .T backbone - : : : p
of solid G-10 or stainless steel braid. Cadi b::-i;
cable, in turn, consists of six basic strands o> cupper
a;>d NbTi-copper composite wound around a stainless sicel
cable. The basic strands are individual \y cryos:.:^:c.
The coi ls and conductors are.described further in H_:'. 4.

PURE OFNS WIRES

SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE
SOLDERED TO PURE COPPER WIRES

•THIN CLYPTAL COATING

STAINLESS STEEL CABLE
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Th» coll design described above is based on the i
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thi major costs of ihe driving system. iiSd minimi:inK
the EF power supply cost generally dictates the choice
of startup time and other parameters of the burn
cycle. To first order the value of Pgj!x scales
linearly with the maximum stored energy in the EF sys-
tem. Thus, the optimisation design process described
•hove, which minimizes the stored energy, is critical
in reducing the overall reactor costs.
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TNS SUPERCONDUCTING OHM1C-HEAT1NG SYSTEM*

S.-T. Wang, R. Fuji. S.-H. Kim, R. L. Kustom, W, F. Praeg. K. Thompson, »nd L. R. Turner
Argonna National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439 U.S.A.

Summary

Tht superconducting ohmic-hesting ;OH) ayatem
fa the selected design for the General Atomics Cs, /
Argoncs National Laboratory TNS tokamak design
ttudtat. The key feature! of the OH system design
ara: (1) parallel coil connection, (2) better uti-
liiatioo of flux core by embedding support cylinder
of the toroidal-field coil within the OH inner r»diu«,
(3j Independent trim coili for correcting the (tray
fields, (4) low-loss high-current cryostsbte cable
design and (5) OH coil cycling circuit using a revers-
ing bridge. Detailed designs are presented.

Introduction

A conceptual design on the superconducting
ohmic-heating coil has been made for the GA/ANL
TNS Tokamalc Reactor Studies. * Aside from the
economical considerations, there are several diffi-
cult tasks encountered in designing the superconduct-
ing OH coil: (1) the OH coil system mmt be mag-
netically decoupled from the equilibrium field (EF)
coil system; (21 the stored energy of the OH coil is
very large and the necessity for rapid charging and
discharging imposes severe requirements of extreme
high current cable at exceedingly high voltage. To
reduce the overall TNS Tokaroak cast, the flux core
of OH coils should he small. Superconducting OH
coils allow a much better utilization of the flux core
by placing the suppo:* cylinder of superconducting
toroidal field (TF) coils within tht inner diameter of
the superconducting OH coils. To decouple the OH
coils from EF coils, the OH coil system is required
to be connected in parallel with the EF coil. By
dividing the OH coil into many parallel paths, both
the EF coil and OH coil will require lower voltage
and reasonable currents in the coil.

The choice of about 8T central field, 8T/s for
the rate of change of flux and about 2 m for the OH
solenoid diameter is based ona study for the rationale
limits on the central field and the dB/dt.

Coil Configurations

The OH coil geometry is related to several basic
requirements: (1) it must produce a total flux change

'of 37 V-s; (2) stray field in the plasma region mui;
be less than 10 G and str.iy field on the TF coils must
be less than 500 G: (3) the average current density
in the coil cross section be kept less than 3000 A/cm;
and (4) it is desirable to divide the long solenoid into
several sectional coils with effective number of turns
per sectional coil equal to 20. These sectional coils
•re connected electrically in parallel.

The OH coil resulting from the above require-
ments is shown in Fig. 1, and Table 1 shows some of

the numerical parameters for this coil. The coll
shown consists of a central solenoid, sections 9
through 30, field profile colls, sections 3 through 8,
and two correction ceils, coils 1 and 2. Each collt
section 3 through 30 contain* 20 turns.

The central solenoid produces the coil flux. Tha
profile coils, positioned approximately on a flux.llnt
and so spaced as to not interfere with reactor pene-
trations, are used primarily to direct the core flux in
the return path away from the plasma and TF coil
regions. The coil sections 3 through 30 are all con-
nected in parallel and form the OH coil which is to be
connected in parallel with the EF coil.

The exact current flowing in each of the 56 par-
allel connected coil sections in the OH coil is deter-
mined by a computer code called AIRCOIL.

To reduce the field in the plasma area to 10 G, it
was necessary to add the two correction colls, sec-
tions 1 and 2( in Fig. 1, The best solution resulted
for the correction coil located as shown in Fig, 1.
The area A outlined in Fig. 1 contains stray fields of
less than 10 G. The correction coil number 2 is
placed inside the TF coils for this solution. Cases
were run for this coil located outside the TF coila,
but the best that could be obtained was an area with
less than 10 G shown in Fig. 1 as area B.

The field at the TF coil surface next to the cen-
tral solenoid ran from about MS C to 200 G. The
maximum values were adjacent to the 5 err trtical
gaps between the sulenoid coil bertions. '. ne Held on
the TF coil center line exceeds 500 G in an area ex-
tending from about the top of the TF roils towards
the central solenoid for a length of about 3 m.

Table 1. Coil Parameters for the TNS
Superconducting OH Coil

Central Field
Maximum dB/dt
Total Ampere-Turns
Total Arr.pere-Meters
Source Current
Total Inductance
Stored Energy

8 T
BTAs

82 x 10° A-T
490 x lo!" A-M
4. I x 10 A

85.1 uH
715 MJ

• Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

Parallel Operation

A question about this parallel connected coil is
concerned with the stability of the currents flowing in
each coil and the effect on the plasma field due to
errors in coils positioning during assembly and due to
a coi! going normal. These effects were calculated
and the results are summarized in Table 2.

The coil section studied was no. 20 which is in
the central solenoid area. This coil was used be-
cause it is far enough frim section no. 30 so that it
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Tabl* 2. Changs* In Coll Current*

Coll Current* (kA) .

Section No.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Refertnc*

81.221
81,173
81.137
81.107
81.083
81.058
81.047
81.029
81.019

R * • 2.5 cm

81.230
81.399
80.279
90.992
58.381
90.911
80.198
81.253
81.030

Z « +2.5 cm

81.233
81.090
81.792
76.071
81.072
85.811
80.505
81.121
81.016

Resistance = + 2.0 x 10 ohm

81.221
81.178
81.125
81.270
80.724
81.222
81.035
81.034
81.020 •.

doe* not effect the current in section no. 30 and tae-
cauae a central aolenoid coil i* expected to be moit
•ensitivtj to change* in position and resistance. The
position change* used were tor an increase in radiu*
oC 2.5 cm and independently an increase in the ver-
tical height of 2.5 cm. The rrilittnce wa* increaaad
at firat by 2.0 x 10~ ohm which corresponds to sev-
• ral cm of ubl* going normal; effect waa less than
1 part In 10 . Higher remittance* were input and
the effect* of an added reaiitance o» 2.0 x 10 ohm
are ihown in Table 2. Only the neighboring coil*
no*. 16 to 24 are ihown. The other* are not effected

Th» change* in the plaama fields due to the
changea in section no. 20 were leaa than a few percent
(about S C). The change in the field at the center of
the TF coil ad'acent to section no. 20 was about 127,
(about 40 Gl.

Conductor Design

The operational current [or each of the 5b par-
allel paths will be different for different paths. As
an illustration an rtO kA cable is Oesigned and shown
in Fig. Z: the ciible is designed with law ac losses
and fiill stabilization. The require iients of low ac
losses and full stabilization are conflicting require-
ments; a compromise between the two must be made.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the basic strand con-
sists of a su^ercunducting composite and six pure
copper wires. The operational current is about 170A
at 8 T« The pure coppor wires are stranded around
and soft-soldered to the superconducting composite.
Full stabilization is realized within the basic strand.
The basic strand is coated with 0.0125 mm thick
organic insulation. The thin coating will greatly re-

• duce the eddy current losses and yet allows limited
current sharing within the basic cables. The coating
i* so thin that the heat transfer characteristic* of
liquid helium will be enhanced rather than hindered.

Six baiic strands, each of 1.56 mm diameter,
•re transpoied around a stainless steel cable of 1.56
mm diameter to form the 1000 A basic cable. The
stainless steel cable serves a* the structural member
for the hoop load. It also enhances the mechanical
integrity of the basic cable.

The final cable consist* of 80 basic cable* fully
transposed around a G-10 atrip of stainless steel

braid a* shown in Fig. 2. The G-10 strip or stain-
less steel braid will serve as the backbone for the
cabling and a* the structural member for the hoop
load. The thicknes* of the backbone strip will be
about 1 mm. Turn-to-turn insulation is provided by
G-10 strip* 1 cm wide by 3 mm thick. The overall
cross section of the 80 kA cable will be about 1.4 cm
thick by 19 cm wide. The average current density
within the coil structure will be about 3000 A/cm .

Coil Structure. Coil Winding and Coil Assembly

The proposed TF coll support cylinder is made
of a fiberglass reinforced plastic such as G-10 or
G-l l . The cylinder is positioned inside the OH coil
with axial support rings transmitting the load between
the support cylinder and the TF coil as shown in
Fig. 3.

The coil thickness for each of the coils in the
central solenoid is about 20 cm. The coi! i. d. is
about 1.4 m and the o.d. ie 2.0 m. It is proposed
that liquid helium be introduced to the bottom of coils
and the gas be vented at the top of the coil, Poth the
liquid channels and the gas venting channels are pro-
vided by micarta or G-10 strips. The thickness of
these strips is about 0.6 mm. These strips run
radially outward as sliown in Fig. 4, The flow direc-
tion* for both the liquid helium and the ga9 helium
are indicated in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 4t 207b of
the outer circumference of the G-10 support rings is
slotted to disperse the htlium gas. The separation of
the liquid supply from the gas venting is important to
assure the success of a fast pulsed OH coil in a pool
boiling system.

The fiberglass rings, as shown in Fig. 4, will be
used as the coil winding bobbins. The interturn cool-
ing channels are provided by periodically slotted
micarta strips. The dimensions of the cooling strips
are indicated in Fig. 4. The atrip is wound under
some tension along with the cable conductor. Note
that the width of the cooling strips is about 0.25 mm
larger than that of the conductor. The cooling strip*
will transmit the axial compression.

To assemble the central solenoid, the sections of
the coil*, together with the supporting rings, will be
placed on top of one another and bolted together in
place a* shown in Fig. 3.
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AC Losses and Refrigeration Requirement

For the assumed filament diameter of 10 urn and
equivalent twist pitch of 1.0 cm, the filament losses
ara in all cases between one and two order* of magni-
tude smaller than the eddy current losses and will be
neglected in the following discussion. For an outside
radiu* of 1.0 m and a peak field of 8.0 T, the pro;
(ram calculates an eddy current loss of 1.01 x 10 Jftn
per cycle or 1.11 MI total for the solenoid. The
total energy transferred is about 2.9 GI, so the eddy
current losses are a small fraction of the total energy
transferred. For a 300 second cycle and a refriger-
ation factor of 500 between room temperature and
4.2 K, the eddy current heating contribute* 1. 65 MW
to the refrigeration load.

Axial Pressure and Hoop Stress

.The two components of magnetic pressure on the
OH coils are axial pressure and radial hoop pressure.
These pressures were computed and tabulated in
Table 3.

Table 3. Radial Pressure and Axial
Pressure of OH Coil*

,-...-1 «,. ». <P»l> 5. fo**'

1
2
3
4

s
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14-30

0.57
2 .4
0.17
1.1
2 .0

69b
886

2400
4050
4910
3210
4 U 0
5380
4E40

Cryostat Design

32
45

6 . 6
33

300
4260
4B40

10680
12810
14720
9620

13460
15230
13710

Figure 5 illustrates the cryostat cross section
for the superconducting OH coils. To reduce eddy
current losses! a nonconductive helium vessel is
required. The illustrated design uses glass-rein-
forced epoxy filament-wound or braid-wound. The
outer wall will be about 5 cm thick for the necessary
strength as a vacuum vessel; for the coil insulation
it must have close toUrancc for fitting the TF coils
vertical legs and the OH coil plastic supporting rings.
The inner wall is made 10 cm thick to prevent buck-
ling against a 1000 psi internal pressure. The
helium vessel, as well as the weight of the coil, is
supported by a low thermal conductivity ring which
reft* on the building foundation. Multilayer* of
•uperinsulation are installed with the reflective coat-
ing in segments to avoid eddy current heating in the
insulation layers.

The helium vessel is insulated with a thermal
radiation shield of laminated construction to minimize
eddy current heating. The radiation shields are con-

nected to the radiation shield of th* TF cotl system.
Multilayer superinsulation Is used between the outer
vacuum jacket and the radiation shield.

The outer vacuum jacket is constructed of stain-
less steel which is extended to the vacuum jacket of
the TF coil system,

i

The cryostats for the remaining coll sections
will have circular cross sections and will be sup-
ported by the reactor structure.

Current Lead* and Refrigeration Requirements

The current leads, a total of about 60 pairs, are
arranged in concentric circles at the top as shown in
Fig, S. This arrangement will minimixe the stray
field* due to the leads. The arrangements will also
simplify the support of current leads because a clamp-
ing ring inserted between the lends will neutralise the
external force*. The terminal* of each pancake coil
are brought into the spaces between the inner walls
and the supporting plastic rings.

Because the coils are energized for 30 seconds
out of a total cycle time of about 300 seconds, the
refrigeration requirements for the 60 pairs of fifi kA
leads could be significantly reduced if the leads were
designed for the rms current of about 25 k.A instead
of 80 kA. For normal conducting power leads with
ga* cooling, Hilal, in a recent paper, has shown
that the optimal condition will require 0. 34 W/A for
an ideal carnot engine at 300 K temperature, and it
requires 1.36 W/A for the real cycle at 300 K.
Therefore, the total refrigeration power for the 60
pairs of current leads will be 4.08 MW at room
temperature. This is s significant amount of refrig-
eration power.

To reduce the refrigeration power requirement
at room temperature, composite leads consisting of
« superconducting section fend * r.orn.al *cctioi. must
be used. By gas coaling both sertiur.*, and holding
the junction at 15 K with > iirp^rdte refrigeration loop,
Hilal and Thomas et. al. , have shown that for an
optimum helium n»iss flow rate, the refrigeration
power at room tcmpt-ratî re fur a composite lead can
be about 33% less than for a normal metal lead* Thus,
if Nb3Sn stabilized with sufficient cfpper is used as
the superconducting section of the current lead, the
refrigeration power for the leads will be reduced to
2. 73 MW.

Power Supply For QH Coil

Sections of tha OH coil are connected in parallel
which le^Js to very large currents and relatively low
voltages compared to the sections connected in neries.
The field in the OH coil must be reversed. This
function io accomplished through the use of a revers-
ing bridge.

A TNS cycle consists of charging the coil over a
period of time, cycling the current from -I to +1
in a short period of time for startup, maintaining a
constant dl/dT during the burn time and recovering
the OH coil energy at the end of the burn cycle.
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Circuit Description

The raforence design, (or • (ingle branch, of the
parallel connected OH coil configuration along with
the current and voltage waveform are khuwn in Fig. 6.
Tha power supply start! charging through thyrittor
S3 and S4, The voltage required (or charging the OH
coil in t itcond to 80 kA ia 381 volte.

Th* OH coll current i i rapidly reverted to start
tha TNS burn cycle, Thi* ia accomplished by fint
driving the power supply into inversion, driving the
current from -80 kA to zero in 1 second. When the
current goes to zero, thyri stars S3 and S4 stop con-
ducting. ThyrtStan SI «nd SZ are gated on to cause
th* coil to charge in the reverie direction. The
voltage required to take the OH coil current from
-80 VA to +80 kA in Z seconds ia 381 volti.

After the 2 second start up cycle, the current in
the OH coil ia SO kA. A JO second burn cycle begins,
during which time the power supply voltage it lowered
to maintain a constant or slightly increasing current
as required to control the plasma current.

At the end of the burn cycle the energy stored in
the OH coil is returned to the energy storage system
by phasing back the power supply thyristor (iring
angles, causing the power supply to go into inversion.
Once the energy ia returned the cycle can be re-
peated. Thyristort SI and SZ will stop conducting
when the OH coil current goes to zero.
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AMI EXPnUSEfCU. HQCBAt: FOR POISED SOPEaCOSDUCTCIC COILS*

S.-T. Wang, S.-H. Kim,u«C F. Pr»«g, and C. I , K-leger
Argonna National Laboratory

Ar gonna, I l l i n o i s $0439

Sugars'

Axgonna Xaclonal Laboratory (ANL) had recognized
eba clear advantage o£ a superconducting ahalc-heating
(OH) coil and started an aggressive development pro-
gras la FT 1577. Tha ssla objectives (or FT 1977 »re
ts develop. ei70Stable basic cabla configurations vlcb.
reasonably lav »c losses, co develop 12 M, cr7oscabls
cabla, usiag le co design aad build a 1.5 «J pulsed
coll, and Co develop a each*: inexpensive large flber-
glaaa reinforced haliua eryosc*:: for cha 1.5 HJ pulsad
coll. Tti* principal objective In building cha 1.3 (tl
ae call t» co deaoastraee ac cryoscabllicy of a larga
coil ranging from 2 T/s up Co U T/i. Another objec-
civa la the pulsad coll program Is ea deceraiaa tha
feasibility of parallel coll operatlaa la order to
avoid excessive voltage and currant raqulxeaaata and
co oinialja eha auaher a£ curas tor eha equilibrium
(laid (£?) caili, should ch« ET colls ha eoaaecced la
parallel vteh eha OB colls. A cvo-coll saecloa sodal
uslag eha II U cabla will ba bullc aod cwead.

Introduction

Tha cancapcual.datlgn icudlas of eokaaak axpari-
saacal ;ou«r raactors uadartakaa oe Arjoona and tiia-
uhaca ovtr cha las; chrae yaar* have Idaacifled rhs
aaad for Iar3e—volusa pulsad supercoaducclag aagaac
iysc«a« Co concaia asd drive che plasaaa la cheie
ijnleian device*. Because oc cha la:g« scored energy
of cha cokaaak nagnac colls, Chcy cuic be cryogcnlc-
ally acabla, but chey miac also Coleraca rapid

AC Argaoaa, coasldarabla progress has been a ide
co Idesclfy c r i c i : a l e lasenc* of cokanak c a l l daai^n
and raqulzad cactmolog; davelopaenc. la July of 1375,
a pragraa plaa vsa suggested'' which uould develop che
technology required Co assure successful operaciaa of
:fte ;uliad c o l l s 3ad a f f i c i e c c and inexpensive energy
scoriga acd craasfer sysceas when needed for fucura

reactors.

Scopa acd Objectives

X asc of supaccoaductla; ohaic heacia; c o i l s
(OHO i s cha selected dea l ;a for cha A-NX/dA INS OE-
Coll syscea^ aad, ia a l l l ike l ihood, fucura cokanaic
reactor sjsztnm. Th« s e l e c t i o n i s based on Che
results of c r i t i c a l evaluations of cha Arjonca £?&
dadga icodi iJ 3 of che past cvo years (FT 197S and
FT 1976) icd based on cha resul ts of cha an-goln; CA/
AHL OS OE-coll conceptual design s tudies .

Tha sain a jac t ives for FT 1977 ara to develop
eryoscable basic cable configurations with reasonably
low ac l a s se s , to develop 11 kA cr7oscsble cabla, to
deslga isd build a 1.5 MJ prototype pulsed super-
conducting OHC, and cs develop a rather inexpensive
large tiber;la«» reinforced haliun cryostac for cha
l .S SI pulied c o l l . Al l of chase ef forts ara Impor-
tant acapa to tha advancaceat la cha s u t e - o t - c h e - s r t
of pulsed auparconductlan sagaec technology. Tha
principal abjective l a building cha 1.5 MI ac c o l l I s
co deaoaaeraca ac cryaecablliC7 of a Urge c o l l v icn
cha dB/dt ranging Ctea 2 I /* up eo 12 T/s.

Another Important object ive la eha FT 1977 pulsed
c o l l program la co daearalna che f u s i b i l i t y of

•Uork supported by tha (T. 5. Department of Energy.

parallel coll operation. The present ANl/GA TNS OHC
design, far which Alft. has prise cespopslblllcy, con-
siders parallel operation in order co avoid inducing
equllibriua field (SF) coll currsnes during OKC puls-
ing. Tha scudlaa 3a far have Indicated chac parallel
operation of aulclpla OBC sections appear feasihla aod
purhapa advantageous.* l"his oxans chat OHC can ha
divided into saay parallel paths and thus cha OHC can
ba charged with a relatively law vaUjgo and high car-
reat. A no-coll saetioa aodel using che IZ '<A cable
will ba bullc and tested la ens nexc few saaeha.

Prasent Results

Basic Cable Davelooneat Progran

Tha cable configuration jiviag the best coapro-
alaa bacueao, stability and. ac losses Is illustrated ia
Fig. 1. The sis pure copper vires ara soldered co the
Superconducting coaposice fonlog in essenCial current
sharing subgroup. A chin caatiag of orgaaic vanish Is
brushed aa cha surfice of each of che chraa subgroups
la caa basic cable. Tha varnish co&ciags serva co
reduce tha edd^ current louses anon; cha subgroups.
The coaci. a ia tola enough, howevor, chac United cur-
rent sharing among subgroups will be allowed. The
criterion chosen for cryoacablliLy is such tnac hoc:,
minima propagating current and recovery current ar?
greater ehaa critical c-jrrent. The basic cable is
raced at 405 A at 5 T.

Small Taacian Coils

To study eha ac losses and the eagaet current
sharing, three snail testing coils'1 ware wound using
three different basic cables. The ac losses arc mea-
sured both by a calori^eeer aechod and by.ar. elac!:-'^^i
nethod. To study che current sharing oc nail coil ,, a
pocentioaeter Is used to balance che lnduccive voltage
of cha tasting colls. The specifications and the
results of these cescings were presented in
reference 5.

DevaloCBent of Large "lb-r2).3S3 Reinforced
Plascic Dawars

For superconducting OHC, stainless steel heliua
closest will have excessive ac losses. Therefore, r-
aonaecallic cryoscat vich low heliuo permeation sus; be
developed. As a first step, a plastic cyyostac is
developed for a 1.5 MJ ouised colj. the plastic cryo-
acac, as shown la Fig. 2, conslscs or two tanks wits
100 layers of superlnsulaclon between- Tha super-
lnsulatlon Is silt to reduce che eddy current heacing,
as shown In Fig. 3. The Inner tank has an I.D. of
91.& en, a depth of 152.4 ca, aad a vail chlckoass oi
0.95 co; while the outer tank has aa I.D. of 107 ca,
a depth of 156.5 ca, and a wall chlckaess of 1.27 en.
Both tanks are oada of fiberglass reinforced Hacron 31
polyester with 35Z glass component.

Tha eryoseac was filled with liquid nitrogen with-
out suparlnaulatioos. Afterwards, aany patch-like
nail cracks wera found on cha inner surface of tha
inner tank. Therefore, the inner Cack was reiaforcsd
by about 1 ca chick wec-wouad fiberglass epoxy.

Aa shown la Fig. 2, cha cryoatat cover Is a
6.3 ca thick oicarta plate. A 30 ca chick seyrocoaa
cue to fie tha Inner diameter of tha inner canfc is
attached ca eha nlcacta cover for radiation shield.
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mtn IUQ layers of luparlasulatlaa, the cryostac usa
(Iliad witb. i s 80 cq diep liquid hallua. The steady
lUCi httfic leak aeasured v»s about 0.35 W. »
1(T7 Tarr vacuum was achieved vita cryepuapiag.
Helium paraeaxlon w»i not decectabl* over a period a£
48 hours.

Qn-Cotoa; Program

1.5 XI Coil Fabrications

Tin 1,3 XI lueeaiaful coostrueeioa wi l l b« eha
osac inporctac ollast.ane i f she FT 1977 iHL pulaad
« i l prograa. Ta« <Ualg& of cha coi l and fabrication.
Qf G-IQ cal l fora ara eooplaced. The aagaec charac-
terist ics are, tabulated In Tabl* 1. Tha ca l l csosa
aaccioa la shorn In Fig. 4.

Tha operational currant la 11 kA. Tha design at
Cha cabla i s shovn' la Fig. 1. fabrication, oC * 6QQ n
loot cabla wil l ba csaplaead la Novtnbar 1977. Flva-
bundtad chlrcy-oaa macart of cabla wi l l ba uaad ea
triad eh* US XI pulaad cal l . Th« ;esainlag 61 a will
ba uaad Co uisd n o 20-curs paneakas for parallal
opacaclaa case* vhlch eta daacxlhad la cha lolloulni
aaetlsa.

In addition to cha dmaoiucriclon. ehac tha 1.3 HI
OHC 1» crToacabla, anochar lapoccaas goal of hulldlsg
coa col l la co aaarglxa and daasacgl2« tha magnac ever
a wida caaga of dB/dt. FunherBore, ta study Che
conductor action and lta fractional tiaaclng of high
currant cabla, pressure transducer and unbalanced
voltage method wi l l ba usad to aeaiura the conductor
ooclan and che enarg7 ralaasa due ta Che frictlonal
heatlag.

The power supply, as shova la Fig. 5, planned {or
cbacglng cha l.S XI coll i s a 7 KU igalsroa-crpe
puvtr supply with 700 7 tad 11 !cA peak racings.

Parallal Ooaration or Sectional Coll

The feasibi l i ty of parallal opcacion wil l ba
daaoascra&ad la cvo 20-cura pancake c o l l i . The nra
paacaka co t l i v l l l be cascad wlchla tha field bare af
cha l.S SI co l l .

FT 1978 ?ronrin Goals

The objectives at Tt 1978 are co studr Che par-
allal operation of pulsed co l l s , ca develop a 50 fcA
cr7osc»ble cabla. co build a jnall ease coi l -Jith cha
SO lea, cabla, and ca parfara a preliminary enjiaaarlng
daslga at a 100 XI oadel co l l .

100 XI Deaonstsatioa Call

tha ultimate gaol af the MIL Pulsed Coll Program
1». ca design, build, and cesc a denoasctaclon-siza,
100 JO pulaad Superconducting co l l . The co l l uould ba
tatted vitb. * 100 CTA aocor-geseratar-clTuheal sac and

conversion syscen avallabla ac AXL.

Schedule and Costa

With apprralaaealy S3 X funding over a five-year
period, cha iHL Pulsed Coll Program could ba ready to
start ch* fabrication aspects oc TMS suparconductlag
OBC by FT 1582. Details are prasec-sad in Table Z.

Table 1. Magnet Characteristics of l .J XI Protocypa
Superconducting OHC

Cancxal Field
Peak Field
Operational Currenc
Inductance
Scored Energy
Coil l .D.
Call O,D.
Axial Length
Via, at Layers
Ho. af Turns/l*yer
Total No- of Turss
layar-co-Layer Spacing
Conductor Currenc Density
Cryoatable Recovery Haat Flux
Average Currant Denslcy
AC Losses
Max. Radial ttagr.stcie Pressure
Max. Axial tognetlc Pressure

References

4.3 T
4.7 t
U kA
24.9 ofl
l .S XI
4l.fi ca
86.4 ca
SS.l ca
18
IS
270
4,76 ca
3760 A/ca*
0.35 «/«>$
2274 A/ca*
3.7 ttU ae 3 T/s
12 kai
4 ksi
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(b) 12 kA CryostatJr.
3 Cabin
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Table Z. ANL PULSED COIL PROGRAM

(In Thousands of Dollars)
Casks

1. H U h Current Cable
Ueveiooaent

A, Basic Cable Study
3. 12 kA Cable Study
C. 30 kA Cable Study
8. 100 lA Cable Study
E. TNS QHC Cable Study

Z. Crvostabilltv Study o£
Pulled Magnet

A. KtM Transfer and
Cooling System

3. Mechanical Perturbation

5. Plastic Cryostat Develooment

A. 35 in. Disi.i. x 60 in.

B. 100 KJ Coil Cryostat
Development

C. TJJS OHC Cryostat
Development

•». Build Model Coil

A. i.S MJ
B. Parallel Operation Cails
C. 100 MJ Design and

ingineering
Construction
Test

3. TNS Suaerconductins OHC Design

A. Conceptual Design
3. Detail Desijn

6. 100 MVA ?ower SUODIV
Conversion

TOTAL FUNDtNG REQUIRED

Ft Is.7 1 FY 19/4

$34

4
30

-

S

s

-

27

22
5

•

$66

510S

S

100

10

s
s
10

•

10

10

10

so
so

$13S

FT 1979

s ios
s

100

ss

25

2S

s
so
•
25

25

300

25
2S

6S0

75

75

100

$1035

f'C l3iQ

% 105

S

100

ss

zs
25

12S

-

73

SO

107S

50

3S0
100

100

100

100

S1435

rY 19Si

$105

S

100

2S

25

SO

-

SO

200

SO

SO
JCO

100

100

100
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MAT TKMtffCR Atll) I LUW CHAKACTER1STICS OF LIQUID III LHIM III HAHRU'.I CHAIMELS*

H . \ . l U l i l , * * S. T. Wang, J . I I . Uawson, J , D. Gonjy
Aryoimc Nat iona l l a b o r a t o r y

Ai-jQiinc, I l l i n o i s CU439

0) SHMT scrs c o W3ULAT:::I DUSKS

(21 (.ohs sc:s O-ID tisjiaixi M : K S
(SJ ca»pcn {terns

Summary M> i c " t n as'-a-a*
(5) CCWifl ra.0
8) LIQU3 llcL^M CM««£LThl« work was undertaken to study the heat trans-

fer and flurt characteristics in narrow channels under
both transient and stilly state conditions. The void
fraction tn the channel under the so tomtit ions was
calculated fr<«ii the capacitance nKMsurctients. It is
found tliat umier sternly state conm r.ons the void
fraction doe1, not ch.jmie abruptly -hen tlu> critical
heal flu* is eiccrdotl. It was alsu founii that for a
relatively Ion? heat pulse t'M msec) v.inor bending
will*wt occur i.f the critical* hSft iUux is not
onceedco: and the energy density is less than
?Q0 mj/«r -• •

Introduction

Superconductive magnets cooled by pool boiling of
liquid helium have channels between the conductors for
helium circulation, neat transfer and flso charac-
teristics in such nan-ow channels may determine the
degree of the stability of these naynets. I t is
especially necessary to design lar<jp magnets with
channels largo enough to avoid any vapor binding under
both steady state and transient conditions.

Heat transfer to liquid helium ip channels has
been studied by many investigators. These studies
pro-je extensive data on the boiling of liquid helium
in channels under steady state conditions, lwasa et a\
studied heat transfer and the possibility of vapor
locking in narrow channels under transient conditions
by measuring the temperature rise of the surface.
Although this is important in determining the
Stability of the magnet i t is not .in indication of
vapor locking. I t is the purpose of this study to
Investigate the heat transfer characteristics of
liquid helium channels under both transient and steady
state conditions. WP are especially interested in
determining the amount of helium vapor present in the
channel during a hwt pulse or a steady state heat
load.

Experimental Apparatus and Measuring Techniques

The different parts of the apparatus are shown in
Fig. 1. A liquid helium channel U.O06 cm wide and
3.18 cm high is enclosed between copper blocks as
Shown in Fig. 1. The channel width can he varied by
having different thickness copper foils between the
copper blocks. The G-10 blocks shown in the figure
ire used for insulation.

The heaters used arc made out of stainless steel
foils 0,0075 era thick and each heater was epoxicd to a
copper plate. The plate is sandwiched in between the
copper and the G-10 hlotks. Ihe upper and the bottom
of the copper blocks were also (nsuljtcd by cpoxy.

Research sponsored by the Department of Energy

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Fig.
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Schematic of the test section.

The temperature of the copper blocks is coasured
using gold-.07 a t . t iron versu: chrome! thentmcojples.
The capacitance between the two sides of the ciut'.ol
i s measured to determine the volume fraction oi t i e
vapor in the channel. The capaciuwe measurement
technique wi l l be reported elsewhere. Uith tt.t- Urge
surface area used capacitance change of .25 picui irad
per one percent void fraction can be nbtained. " P I S
capacitance change was enough to measure in a very
short time with the capacitance bridge designed and
used.

Relation Between Void Fraction and Capacitance Cmnge

Consider the channel shown in Fig. 2 where a
mixture of helium liquid and vapor coexist. I t can
be shown that the capacitance of this channel is
giwen by

w j Trtxrj (1)

where

C is the capacitance,

e t and e are the die lectr ic constants of l iquid
and vapor respectively,

L Is the height of the channel,

w is the width of the channel,

1 Is a dimensionless coordinate I- Z/L) as
shown In Fig. 2 and

a is the void fract ion.

In the present case c s / r is small {t .04) and a
cannot exceed unity. Equation (1) therefore o n be
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Fig. 2 Model of a channel for capacitance calcula-
t ion* .

reduced to

C,L
- U l di (2)

and the chanqe in capacitance due to the presence of
vapor Is given by

fraction at the exit of the channel is expected to be
higher and cannot be calculated without studyinq the
variation of the void fraction along the height or"
the channel. I t is also important to indicate that
the heat flux in the present case is per unit surface
area (not per unit cross sectional area of the
channel 1. I t can be seen from these results that the
walls of the channel can be at high temperatures
(=10 K) without drying out the channel. Exceeding
the cr i t ica l heat flux in the channel under state
conditions therefore wi l l not necessarily result in
vapor lacking. Also i t is important to observe tnat
smoothly increasing the heat flux does not aDruptly
change the void fraction when the crit ical neat flux
is exceeded.

t t is interesting to notice that the crit ic. i l
heat flux heating one side is half the crit ical heat
flux heating both sides. Also the void fraction
resulting from heating one side is about half tne
void fraction heating both sides at the same heat
f lux. This means that the bubbles generated are
small (the bubble diameter is smaller than the
channel width) and flow close to the surface, (lore
work is in progress to explain this phenomena.

Transient Result's

(3)

where AC
vapor on
fraction.

I is the capacitance change with helium
\ly in the channel and a is the average vo

The relation between the dryness fraction, x,
and the void fraction is given by

. . °fv (4)

where
the density of the vapor and

p. Is the density of the l iquid.

The above relation is valid only when the slip ratio,
vapor velocity/liquid velocity, is one.

Results

The experiment was conducted having either a
steady state or transient current to the heaters. In
either case the temperature difference and the
Capacitance changes were measured.

Steady State Results

The temperature difference is plotted vs. the
heat flux for two cases A) one side is heated and 0)
the two sides are heated, Fi<j. 3. Tt\o capacitance
Change a / * C m a i l i the void Fraction u and the dryness
fraction x are plotted versus the heat flux for both
cases as shown in Figs. 4, 5. G and 7. I t should be
Mentioned that tiic void fraction shown in these
figures, as calculated from the capacitance measure-
ments, represent the average void fraction. The void

The transient test was conducted in the following
manner. The power supply was triggered to the desired
power level by a signal from a wave qenerator. The
thermocouples output, capacitance bridge output, and
current and voltage of the power supply were recorded.
We show In Figs. 8 and 9 both traces of the curreit
rise of the power supply and the capacitance change
as examples. Both the duration of the signal ar.u the
power supply current can be varied to the desired
level . Figure 10 is a plot of the temperature dif-
ference versus the heat flux for 120 msec pulse. As
can be seen from this figure the temperature differ-
ence was small rthen the heat flux was less^than tne
cr i t ica l heat flux of approximately .iu/cm1-. v,nen the
cr i t ica l heat flux is exceeded, however, the tempera-
ture differences becomes large. I t is therefore
Important not to exceed the crit ic. i l heat flux for
long-time pulses in order to avoid excessive tensera-
ture r ise.

In Figs. 11 and 12 the capacitance change, the
void fraction and ths dryness fraction are plot tea
against energy density (energy density is define-)
as the energy generated by the heater divided by the
channel volume). In this case the duration of in
pulse is 94 msec and the energy density is varied by
Changing the power supply current. As can be seen
from these figures that for energy densities of
700 fflillijoules/cmJ the void fraction is close to
100 percent and the channel becomes dry. The acc^n-
panied temperature rise however was negligible
(<1 K). I t miqht be concluded therefore that the
heat transfer has not been hindered having the channel
fu l l of helium vapor and the helium vapor is enough
for heat transfer. I t may be mentioned however, that
the maximum heat fliix in this case never exceeded tne
cr i t ica l heat flux.
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Fig. J. Temperature difference vs. heat flux under
steady state conditions A) one sida of the
channel is hcatp<: ti) two sides of tne
channel are heated
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Fig. 7.
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Fig. 4. Re la t tv f c ipaci t ince ch.jn-j? vs. h t i t f lux
w i th the two sides heated and under steady
state conditions.
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Void fraction and dryness fraction vs. heat
flux under steady state conditions heating
both sides.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 5.
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Void f r ac t i on and dryness f r ac t i on vs. heat
flux under steady state condit ions wi th one
side heated.

Fig, 9.

Osciiiogram of the power supply current.
The time scale is 2u msec/cm and current
scale is .4 amp/cm.
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B

Oscillogram of A) the triggering signal
(.2 V/cm) and 8) the capacitance bridge
output (S V/cm).
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Conclusions

Experimental work is s t i l l under way to provide
mor« information on the conditions under which vapor
locking may occur, we may conclude from the limited
amount of data obtained, however, that large tempera-
ture rises w i l l not take place for small energy
densities (less than 7U0 mj/cm ) as long as the
cr i t i ca l heat flux is not exceeded. Excessive tempera-
ture, rise may occur due to high heat flux or high
energy density or both. The relation Between these
two factors are being studied and w i l l be published
later.

From the steady state results i t can be seen that
for beat fluxes close to the c r i t i ca l heat flux the
void fraction is about 50i. For higher heat fluxes
the void fraction is continuously increasing. Under
steady state conditions large temperatures mjy occur
without drying out the channel. For the large gap
used the c r i t i ca l heat flux and the void fraction
heating one side of the channel is half the cr i t ica l
heat flux and the void fraction heating both sides
which is an indication that the bubbles flow close
to the surface.
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IS the ohmtc heating solenoid foe the TNS or other
large tokamak is an ungraded ccyoseable superconducting
lalanold, with MbTt at 4.2 K as the superconductor,
then Che ?oallesc outer dianecer Is not achieved at che
highest attainable field. There is a lower optimum
field which aininiies che outer diameter for a given
volt-second requirement. At higher fields the nean
di«l«Cer decreases; but the high fields require noce
superconductor> more copper stabiliser, core stainless
steal for suppo'.c, and core liquid heliun caolanc.
Fcr tht GA-ANi. design cor TNS, the optimua field is
7.55 T and Che minimum, outside dianecer for Che sole-
noid I* 2.15 a.

If, on vhe other hand, che solenoid is graded, with
nor* NbTi, copper, and stainless steel an che inner
tuns where che field is higher, Chen che vole-seconds
can always be Increased, for a given oucer diameter, by
adding eo-:e turns at a higher field inside until eicher
tha crid-al field is reached or the solenoid bore is
tilled, however, the aacarlal and money required Co
add a f«v more vole-seconds increases rapidly with
field.

Introduction

Because the outer diameter of che superconducting
OH solenoid of a tokanak influences nany ocher di-
mensions ov che device, chat diameter should be as
small as passible co ninicize overall cose. However,
providing a given ilux cnange ulch a smaller diameter
solenoid requires thac che field be higher, and che
diameter is thus constrained fcy che highest field B
that can be attained In che solenoid and the maximum
rate of change B of chat field. The field is Halted
by the critical field of the conductor, and 3 is
limited by ecMy current and filament heating losses.

However, it turns out chat for an ungraded
cryostable superconducting solenoid che lowest outer
diameter D Q is not achieved at che highesc field. The
oean dlaseter decreases as B"1'^, but higher fields
require more superconduccor, core copper, nore stain-
less sceel for support, and larger helium channels
for added cooling. There is an optimum B which mini-
mizes D o, the sum of che mean diaoecer and Che chick-
nesses of NbTl, copper, stainless steel, and helium.
Reference 1 describes che calculations in more decail.

If the conductor is graded, there Is an absolute
minioun D Q only when the peak field reaches the criti-
cal field or when clio bare is filled. These results are
described below.

Limits on B

Tha abioluCe limit on the field B is determined
hj the field dependence of che critical currenc density
of tht NbTi superconductor at a specified Cemperature.
Variation of critical current densicy with field and
temperature2 is well fit by Che expression

Jc - Ctc-T) (3.352-0.3607 B + 11.929/T) x 10
1* A/cm2 (1)

where T i« the temperature in Kelvin, B the magnetic
field in Tesla, and 4 C the critical current densicy.
The cricical temperature T c Is given by

,1/2T c - 8.56 (I - B/14.7)
J (2)

Operation at 4.2 K with an allowed temperature varia-
tion of 0.5 K requires thac Tc be 4.7 K or higher,
which limits fields to 1Q.3 T or less .

Limits on B

The conductor stores almost no heat; thus heat
must be transferred co che helium as lc is generated
by hysteresis and eddy currents.

The average eddy currenc heat per unic length of
conductor circumference Pcu/L during Che field change
i s given by^

2 B* I* A,
'Cu (3)

«her« A c u is ehe cotal crosa-secdonal area of che
copper stabilizer, o is che eleccrical resistivity,
( 1 1 1 the effective twist-pitch of the filaaencs, acd
B la tha rate of change of che field B. #Equation (3)
was derived assuming a constant B. The B dependence
of Equation (3) means that as 3 increases, larger
helium channels are required to absorb the heat with-
out vapor,lacking. In general however, ar. absolute
limlc on B requires consideration of stability as uell
as eddy currenc and filament heating.

OH Solenoid Diameter

In providing a given flux change it, a higher
£ie'ld in Che OH solenoid perries a snaller rear. -:: iius
R of che solenoid. Or. the otr.or hand, hisr.er f-.^l-;
require more superconductor, core copper, r.cre -Liun-
less sceel for support, and larger helium channels.
The outside diamecer D of che solenoid is given by:

R wNbTi wCu wKe USS (4)

Superconduccor Volume and Filament Losses

To provide a field B in an OH solenoid of height
h requires a number of amp turns

I « Bh/y. (5)

In che long solenoid approxioacion, which is sufficient-
ly accurate. The thickness of superconductor is
B/noJe, with Jc given by Eq. (1).

The heat loss per cycle due Co hysceresis in che
filaments Is given by4

(4/3.) J0Bodf in (1 + B/2BQ) (6)

Work aupporced by the U.S. Department of Energy.

where ^irbTi *s cne superconductor volume, Jo * 22.735 x
101* A/cm" is the critical current at zero field and
B o • 4.14 I is a field characterizing che critical
current curve. The filament diameter df is taken to
be 10 iiD.
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Capper Tolu— and Eddy Current Loasse Stetnlass Steel Volume

the heat transfer to the helium was equated
to ehe eddy current heating to find an upper limit on
9. for a more complete calculation, i t oust be equated
to the eddy current heating Plus the filament heating
plum the heat developed when the conductor goes narmal;
i . e .

where JQU 1« the current density in a normal section
of conductor, and the other symbols are defined above.
Equation (7) can be rewritten as a quadratic equation
in Aj. , taking (*C|,/P) " » constant.

^3 * p
(8)

Equation (8) can be solved for ACu and thus for «Cu.
The total eddy current heating per pulse Qgu i s found
Icon the power end ciaa.

Helium Volume

II only « fraction 1 at the helium volume VHe can
be vaporiied, then heat balanea requires that

Qd • Qf - q t Y vHt (9)

where q^ Is the latent heat of helium, on a vapor volume
basis. The thickness of helium space is then found
from VH,.

The tension In Cht solenoid will be given by
F - IR B/2. This tension should be taken by the

. stainless steel without exceeding a stress a • 60,000
pit w~4^14"x~lQ8 Ht/^i wfiich determines wss. The
stainless steel is assumed to be distributed as needed
to support against the tension.

liait on OH-Solenoid Diameter; Results

A computer cade BBDOT has been written to find the
optimum field B which minimizes Do the outside diameter
of the solenoid as expressed in Equation CO. For
specified parameters, Do is calculated at 0.S T In-
tervals from 3 T to 10 T, and then at 0,1 T intervals
near the minimum DQ.

Certain of the parameters deserve special mention.
For example, the eddy current heating is proportional
to the square of the twist-pitch 4 t. Actual cwisc-
pitches of 0.4 cm to 4 cm, are feasible depending on
the size of the scrands, but for a conductor of many
snail strands, strand-to-strand eddy currents cay well
fa* present. A twist-pitch of 1 eta was chosen as the
ttsneard case; In Figure 1, B and 0o are plotted as
Cunctlons of filament twist-pitch.

Other sensitive parameters have been studied as
wall. In Figure 2, B and Do are plotted as functions
of qn, the affective heat transfer to the helium.
Figure 3 Shows haw the optimum B and Do vary with the
flux swing <!*; a factor of ten increase in M results
In a factor of 2.69 increase in Do. Optimum values of
B as a function of the rise time T appear in Figure A
along with the corresponding values of Do and 3 - 2 S/T.
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UC tin thrte p«r«m»t«r«i pitch, t, and qB appearing
in ftsurat I, 1 and 4, D o la Uast aensltlva to qn be-
cauae qh dsttrJlntt only the anount oE coppat n«c«iaary
to ttlMttt h«at into the helium. On Che achac hand
the pitch dttatminesstheMdy current heating; and T,
the rate of h««t seneratlon In both thejeappee and
tuperconductor. Thus Che; ptcch and trtse time Influence
the, iaounc ©4 "tftslluif Tcenuired-aa-veU; aa the amount of
copper.

A* would be expected, near a minimum value of
diameter the diameter changes only slowly with field;
thus a sizeable decrease in field nay produce only a
au.ll Increase in diameter. For the standard parameter
values a field decrease of 0.56 T or 1.25 T increases
Che diameter only 1 cm or 4 ca respectively above the
•inlmra value.

Relaxation of Assumptions: Graded Solenoid

Calculations hava been done only for NbTi at 4.2 K.
It ia expected that calculations at a different tempera-
ture or with NbjSn would still show a minimum diameter
aa « function of field, but with different values for
D o and B. However, IE the solenoid it graded, that 1*
if the anount of superconductor, tupport material,
and copper par turn vary acrosa the aolenoid, then
Po continue* to dtccaaae with lRcrenaln& B until tha
inner tadlut of the tolanold bacomet wra or the
critical field 1« reached. This was pointed ape b>
loger Boon* in the following argument. Into a solenoid
with minimum D o for a given M , as described above,
we Insert a smaller solenoid with a higher 5. The
overall At then increases; WE can reduce it to ics
initial value by decreasing D o, in contradiction to

In fact, the above argument suggests now a graded
aolenoid can be calculated. Because a long solenoid
has no external field, each incremental thickness of
the OH solenoid can be calculated without knowledge
of che part of the solenoid inside it. A computer code
BGRADE, a modification of EBOOT, has been written. An
outer radius, background field, and increment of field
are specified; ar.d t\\e superconductor, copper, stain-
less steel, and helium requirements for each successive
layer of the magnet are calculated, along with the
cumulative fields volt-seconds, and material volume.
The field increment can be snail, to establish the
theoretical limits, or large, to represent an actual
coll graded every several turn3.

Figures 5-10 show the results of computations
on continuously-graded OK solenoids, using BGRADE.
Figure S shows how the field, attainable volt-seconds,
and current density vary across a graded coil with a
fixed outer radius 1.0 m. Figure 6 shows how the total
croaa* aectional area of NbTi, copper, stainless steel,
•nd helium Increase with the volt-second requirements,
for that outer radius. As more turns are added at the
lnalde radius, they experience a higher field, require
•era NbTi, copper, and stainless steel, and yet contrib-
ute fewer volt-seconds. Figures 7 and 8 show respec-
tively haw the peak field and che cose of superconductor
Increase with the volt-second requirement, for three
different value* of the outer radius. The super-
conductor Is costed at $6Q/kg, and the solenoid is
attuned to be 10 n high. They suggest that there Is an
•conoalcal Unit to the available volt-seconds for a
•pacified outer radius.

Figures 9 and 10 show the how peak field required
and the cote far a graded solenoid vary with the outer
radlut and vlth the required volt-seconds. They too
auigett that for a given volt-second requirement, the
outer radiua can be squeezed In only at considerable

0.5 IJ0 2.0 3.0 5 0

RISE TIME,l

Flgurt 4, Optimum Field, Minimum OH Solenoid Diamei:er
and Rate of Change of Field as Functions of Resistive t.

expense. The cost in Figure 10 is based entirely on
the material cost; for materials alone, a cose ur.it
is $0.23 H; multiplied by four to account for fabri-
cation coat, a cost unit is S1.0 M. The costs of che
energy transfer system, which rise sharply with in-
creasing field and scored energy, are not included.

The graded coil, like the ungraded, is sensitive
Co the value of the parameters In the coraputati-r..
Unlike che graded coil, the ungraded shews nc c-=:...-•.-
optimum field and minimum diacecer. Che increas;.:-..,
cost of a smaller solenoid operating at a higher field
must be balanced against the savings of an overall
smaller TNS.
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Introduction

fa (Ma report, tht r«(ult» (or * nunb*r o(
ojwte heating (OH) call arrangement* which will allow
the reduction et th« wjot rad.Ua of Experimental
Mwar P.Siiiuc <fc~8> Ssha^da HlU bo »'-=«- » •«>»
saa* th* MK-SSS » « $ss'?«ed, as l e f t ia=U»*ly,
to tha i t d n i K t can*. Fig, I , which has cha OH
aoltnaM ln*ld* the, central con of the reactor.

«ia »o»X for tha alternate gMaccttea atudlad
MM W I U J within tha requltemant* imposed by th«
CIK conditions an tin pU*ua and to pcoduca aa such
or a n a OK If** a* tha reference case. Tha raqulre-
MMl which war*. Imposed ata:

1. achieve a toroidal magnetic field at tha
Plata* cant**/ »1.4 T vlthuut exceeding tlta peak (laid
capability at tht aupeteanducUna. material* vhtU
maintaining an Inboard blanket and ahlald thickness
af about 0.9 at.

1 . praduc* tha OH V-* without developing Mg-
nattc (laid* over tha minor erass-saccloiial ac«a of
th* plasa*,2 and

1. produce th* OH V-a without developing nag-
nattc (lalda of not* than 0.5 T anywhara In the TF
coll taatan.' (A lower valua would be battec.)

riguca 1 »how« cha cafecance cusft and daflnaa
of the tatinlnolouy uied In die atliec cuius> The

g l uhlvh ata uiota fully dlacussml later In
thft tepoct ata stunm In Fig. 1. In al l the Ugures,
tha aqy*"brluu> cotla are not Included because they
a n b*> • the icopa and Intent of this study. The
tetecenca caia has the soleuald coll lacnted Inside
the canlcel care and thu profile calls latticed out-
side the TF uall euvetupe. Tlilcknase of che TF coll
«•« scaled fcoa the latest SVK-11 dealgn at ANL
according to Ampere's law. Thu magnetic field at
tha autalda radius of the Inner leg uur kept at a
valua o( 5 I (or all studied cases. . Because
tt la a "lung" solenoid and placed In tint central
coxa of th* TF col l . It Inherently satisfies requlre-
oancs 1. 2, and 3 most easily. Casa 2, Fig. 2, has
a concentric pair at co.aplcCtly-aUlclded long sole-
noids surrounding tha lun«r legs of the TF colls
and a aat of Completely-shielded profile colls sur-
rounding tha Inner legs of the TF co l l s . Because
tha outslda radius af the Inner legs of the Tt' colls
recuin* constant In our ea»e studies, the major
radius af tha pluses oust b« slightly Increased for
this casa. Casa 3 has 16 long, narrow solenoid*
located tnatiiu tha blanket and shield and conpletely-
thlalded prattle colls Inside the TF coll envelope.
Aleast tha entire clrcuufarenca la occupied ulth
solenoids In this casa. It Introduces tha concept
«( taking tha ahlald electrically active Instead of
paaalve aa It la In nost other designs. >5 The
shielding apace la partially filled with electrical
conductor* and used to produce V-s. It Is lnhcrontly
aaalar to aiseoble and sulntaln tills coll than It la
foe eaia 2 . Casa 4, aa extension af CUM 3, has
16 long narrow solenoids tnslda tha blanker snd
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llttatd. However, tha solenoids are contoured around
tha plasma. This contlgurstlon la axpeeted to ellnl-
lute tha need far sasw of tha proUU colls Inside
tha TF call envelops. It should be comparatively
alHpl* cs Install and maintain this typ«t o( call
system alnc* tha solenoids could and should be de-
alBntd to be Knovabla through the space between tha
TF co l l s . Cases 2 ' , 3 ' , and 4' huva the HIM ar-
rangamnta of OK calls as cases 2, 3. and 4 raspic-
tlvcly. but. ulth tha uddltlsn of a long colenold In
th* central cat* t,a incrtas* the V-s capability.

Alternate CaomatrUa

la tha follswlng sections the various alternate
leooatrle* for the OH coll will be discussed In tone
deceit. These dUeuiiloni art based only on the geogw-
trlas of the current distributions shown In tha accom-
panying (taunt. The. exact values for the supply
current* or th* currant densities used are bayand the
•co'i* of this paper, but current densities of less
than 3000 A/cm* are generally used In the various
coll sections.

Th* calculations for these various geonacrlea
war* dona vlth a coda, AIRCOIL, developed at Argonne.
This coda will calculate the magnetic fields at speci-
fied points tn a radial plane for a eaxlcuu of 60
Input coll sections In a cyllndrtcully sytn»trlc mag-
net structure. It will also Iteraclvely adjust the
locattona and the nutnhere of turns for specified
coll sections In order to reduce the magnetic ftclda
tn a sptclEled region. Tills optimising method una
used to help us establish the attainability of the
requirements given above for the Oil col l . For the
solenoid ring options, the resultant fields In a
radial plane which were generated by die solenoid
colls In the ring hnd to be determined. This Involved
the superposition of the magnetic fields In che radial
plane of Interest for each coll In the ring. Tlie
result* of this calculation were then Input Into
AIRCOIL as a constant bias field and the optlalistlona
af the locations and numbers of turns far the cylin-
drical, profile.colls were done In the euitonary uay.

The reference coll shown In Fig. 1 Is the usual
design with a central eulenuld used to generate the
care flux and the profile colls to keep the core
flux In the return path from entering the plusna
region. The major radius for the plasma In this case
la 4.2 m. This coll develops a core field oE 5.02 T
with an Integrated flux of 11.4 Ub ketuttn die
vertical axis of the machine and the lnnec edue of
the plasma. The minimum flux linkage that luuld
be developed far en Oil coll with the outald* dlsnutcr
shown (190 en) Is sbout 16 to IB Ub.' The tefertnee
care field was chosen st sbout J T, knowing It Is nut
a ataxleuB value but chet it Is probably an e i s d /
attained value and will not require any more detailed
calculations to estsbllsh this fact as would a 507.
hlghar value. This cype of coll le familiar to oil
call designers end can easily be made to satisfy the
requirements for the stray fields In the plains snd
TF call regions.

The first alternate oil coll geometry, case 2. la
shown In f ig . 3. This case conslata of two concentric
solenoids located Just outsldf of tha Inner lags of
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th* ft call*. Th« major radius o[ th« plaaaa uaa
Increased to 4.42 m to allow roam for these cotle
while aalncatnlng the (ull 0.9 n clilcknaaa tot the
tnkoard blanket and »h(.l«. AbJv« and be leu chase
solanulda ace che profile celts , vUlch conalic of
cylindrical. cull* with aonw carrying reveria currents
and which dtraec the flux fcon between the tolanalda;
to travel outttU« tha plasm* Mglan. Th« flux iian«lty
between the solenoids la shout 6.4 T.'riUU coll
astteflei requirement* 2 and 3 aummartaed ebova; It
produce*, 18.5 «b o( coca fIUK ami glvee a large plasaa
area with lais diaii VQ G and doe* not produce o r e
(ban 0.5 T -in thi TF «Plt region. lc does, hcjever.
Mcrlticefaaoa og requlrtaent'l btcaua*;;«c' tha ntc-
eiaaryitiwireala tn tin Mjor radlui o? cha pUtoa.
Aaoth»r dts»4vmnc»!« ot * U eai« la th* (act that
cha eurr«ttc density tn die ioltnold cotli la acound
5000 A/c«r, which ta too high; tat i real o i l at
tha praaant tin*. Anothae disadvantage of thla caaa
la tl»« fact that ell of tha OH cotla 1U Inalda the
TF coll envelope, this will produce acetous, pro*leas
during f'a fabrication and repair of chta machine.

tha aaeond alternative, caaa 3 . ta aliown tn
f ig . 4 . this, geometry contain* 16 aolanatda uniformly
apecad at • radius ot 210 en tn a ting between the
plataa, and tha IF colls. These polsnotdi hav« en
outatdi dloecar ot 7Q co and ate 7.0 m hlKli. 'they
«t* placed ao that there ta about IS en at ahteld
between the plasma and Che aolanpld calla and about
« 10 c> apac« batwaan .'ha aolenold ting and the Inner
leg «( tha TF call . It la antictpatad t'tat the cote
at each of the tolanold colla can be Cllied vtth a
noo-nagnactc and elacEricatly-riisletlva aliUldlna
•atarlal. Tlie najor radlua of the plasma la 4.2 n
but ihe effective Inbuard shield and blanket chlck-
neaa la »ocieUmt reduced at periodic locations
around tha axts of clili machine. The flux density
tnalde each aolenold Is 6.3 T giving a nee core flux
ot 24.2 Ub. The region tn the plasma uhtch contains
atray fields of less than about 10 C la autltnfcd In
Fit- 4. This K«om«trya therefore, sot t ides re-
qutraocnci I and 2 above. Raquttenent 3 la aatlafted
coapletcly but there la a region tn the TF call In
which tha fields approach 0.5 T. This region Is
located adjneent Co the top edge of Chi solenoid colla
and 1* Outlined In Fig. 4 as containing more than
10 kG> but this was an earltar result.

In atder to ltuptova thla last condition for this
teowcry, one could decrease tha flux density In
the solenoid culls giving a reduced core Elux, or one
could tncreaia the distance between the TF colla
and the aolenotd colls. There are several ways of
doing the latc«r, but each of the ailcern.itlvea baa
aom* negative aspects. To Increase Che distance
between the TF colls anil tl.e solenoid cotU, Che
.aolenotd colls can be reduced In diameter; find to
compensate for the loss of solenoid area, rhe core
flux densities can be Increased, which coutd be a
prablcst. The aiajor radius of the plasma could also
be Increased, which Is a disadvantage, but tc will
allow for the Improvement of the net shielding for
the TF colla. Some conblnatlon of these different
aolutlona could be utilized In aoiae optimum design.
It (• not clear( however, at thla point that thtf
problaa of high atray fields In the TF colls ta
oacaasarlly a serious one. The area Involved Is
rather small and Is at a vertical position which
would allow the Introduction of enlarged coolant
paths tn the radlul dimensions of the TF colls.

There are aoma other poaalble alternatives which
will give an Improved design. One ts shown In Fig. 4
to • phantom, outline. Thta la the addition of a
coca aotanolU like that used for the rafertace caaa

tn rtf.. I . Ttile will add at laasr ll.ft wt> of core
flux. With thla cotl and ualng the solution above,
which calla (or the reduction of the solenoid ftclda
In caaa 3, • total core flux of at least 27.S Mb
could be produced.

Another possibility la to add tha cotenolanold
to caae 3.giving a net core flux of at Uosc 36.1
Wb. This coru solenoid can almUirly be added to
caaa 2> resulting In caaa 2 ' . This will jtue a
core flux of at least 29.9 Ub. Tnusa caaas wave
not calculated In J«tall to estoblUh the stray
ftelda tn the plasma and TF coll regions. It ta
not expected, howswei:, Co «4d any atgntfleant fields
tn these regions since chess col l i can produce, by
thnsselvaa, hetter results than the geoiMCrtes co
uMsh they act added.

Another alternative gnooatry ta to band cha
eolanoldcolls auay fro« the TF catla In A radial
plane and only tn the region* near the ends'of the
aolanolds. Thta argument can be carried ( t i l l fur-
ther, by nxtandlng $he enda of that* bant solenoids
around the plasma region to aoma extant. Calculaclone
for thla caaa, caaa 4 tn Fig. 2, have nat haen per-
forwd, but It can be expected that thla will not
significantly alter ch« ruaulca for the core flux
that ware found In case 3. We do cxpecti houever,
that, tha high fields tn cite TF coll region can be
reduced s t i l l further to acceptable values. An
edded advantage ta alto anticipated. This la the
reduction and posstble ellnlnatlw: of die cylindrical
proflla colls contained Inside the TF call envelope.

The final case that we have considered, case 4 ' ,
Involves the addition o£ a core solenoid coll to •
caae It. Till a will then gLve a net core flux of ac
least 36.1 Mb and will comfortably meet all of the
requirements stated above.

Rtsulta and Conclusions

The main features of our atudy are shovn la
Table X. The V-s listed are calculated assuming a
complete reversal of the field In the Oil colls. Coae
2 need all the requirements except fur 1, and the
major radius la not greacly reduced from che current
EPR design of '>.7 m. However, tf Che colls were
made of copper, they could be put Inside Che shield-
Ing and used to produce a large amount of fast CH
V-a. Thta would allow a reduction of Che major
radii's Co 4.2 m as In Che other cases, and greatly
reduce Che fabrication and repair problems associated
with having colls Inside Che TF colls. In addition,
an Oil solenoid oust be Inserted In the central core
fur production of slow Oil V-s. As would be expected,
case 3' and 4' produce die moat V-s because of the
addition of che OH solenoid tn the central core.
Case 4' la Che mast attractive from Che point ot
view of fabrication and repair since all of che colls
are removable through che spaces between che TF colla.
In addition, these colla could be made of copper co
produce a largo Amount of faat OK V-a while the
central core solenoid could be used to produce alow
OH V-s. Also, OIL- copper colla can be used fur
active shielding of the TF colla from the Induced
fluids due co the plasma, time has noc, huwever.
persisted us to sCudy elite possibility.
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TABUS I

iuamary ot Alternate Oil Heattna Faatucaa

«iee«

<«}

It

2

3

4

2 1

3 '

4*

H>]or
Radius

(•)

4.2

4.62

4.2

4 .2

4.62

4.2

4.2

Minor
Xidtue

(•)

1.4

1.32

1.4

1.4

1.32

1.4

1.4

Magnetic Field
BC Major Radius
with 9 T TP Field

(T)

3.3

3.2

3.S

3 .5

3.2

3.1 "*

3.3

OH utth Field
Rcvaraal

(V-»)

22 .B

37.0

48.4

48.4*

39.S

72.2

72.2

Area In
Plasma with
Fields i IOC

(»!)

7.0**

5.3

4.0

4*

3.S

4*

4*

Haxluua Field
In Tt' coll

(T)

. 0 }

.3

.42

• 3*

.4

•Value* are tictmaCtd
••Approximately the entire plaama area
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rig. 1. R«[«renca OH call geometry case'I . ulch definlttana of machine pares.
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Z S 4 I S
TOROIDAL RADIUS (METERS)

rig. 3, Oatalla of the gaaniecrlas and resul t s foe ca i e 2 and c a s t 2 ' (case 2' Includes the core volenold
shovn In phanton).

H

Z 3 41
TORCMOU. MOIUS

fl«. *. Mtalli of thr •
f ? . . phantom).

t t kfi la th» latasK reaulta.

Crle* and result* for c u e 3 and C u t 3 1 (Case 3* inclr .Jt i the core l o l . n o . d
Tlw area In the W c o l l shown t o contain £ 10 kc f i e l d , actual ly contain f la tds

l
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M A M A DRIVING 5YST3M REQUIREMENTS FOR COWRCIAL TOKAMAK FUSION REACTORS

J. N. Brooks. R. C. Huston. N. H. Stacey. Jr.+

Fusion Powev Program
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

Introduction

The plasma driving 3ystts for a tokaaak reactor is
ceapgsed of an ohnic heating (OH) coil,equilibrium
field (EFJ coll. and their respective powur supplies.
Conceptual designs of an Experimental Power Reactor1"3

(EPS) and scoping studies of a Demonstration Power
Reactor1* have shown that the driving system constitutes
a significant part of the overall reactor cost. The
capabilities of Che driving system also set or help set
important parameters of the burn cycle, such as the
startup tide, aid the net power output. Previous
dataller studies1"3'-"s on driving system dynamics have
helped to define the required characteristics for fast-
pulsed superconducting magnets, homopolar generators,
and very high power (GVA) power supplies for an EPR.

Th* drivins systen requirements for commercial-
reactors have not been examinee in detail to date.
PlasM driving systems requirements are needed to guide
studies of commercial reactor systems, to define
research and development needs and to provide some per-
spective as to how well design options for near-tern
tokaaaks extrapolate to commercial reactors. The plas-
ma driving system requirements depend upon the reactor-
desijn concept, of course. This paper summarizes our
results7 for a single reactor configuration together
Kith several design concepts for the driving system.
Both the reactor configuration and the driving system
concepts arc natural extensions from the EPR. Thus,
the new results presented in this paper can be compared
vith the previous EPR results1"3 to obtain a consistent
picture of how the driving system requirements will
evolve — for one particular design configuration.

Reactor Model

The reactor model used for this study is an 8-m
major radius tokamak having a plasma St of about 8%,
and a power output of 1000 MWe. The plasm?, is D-shaped
with a height-to-width ratio of 1.5 and has equilibrium
parameters nDT = 1.44 « 10" m-

3, I_ = 12.3 tIA, q(a) =
3, S_ • 1.65, f0T » 8 kev, and n = -5nspitser- The
model and design parameters are based, in part, on data
developed by the parametric systems analysis project at
ANL.a The reactor coil configuration, shown in Fig. 1,
is conventional, with a central, solenoidnl Oil coil
Kith a few additional external trimming coils, and a
set of EF coils external to the toroidal field coils.
Both Che OH and EF coils are superconducting and
decoupled from one another. The locations of the EF
coils and the relative currents in them have been
selected so as to obtain the magnetic field in the plas-
•a required to keep the plasma in MUD equilibrium. The
paik field of the OH coils is 8 T. This and the OH
coil radius of 3.3 m determine the available flux swing
of the OH coil.

Power Supply Configurations

Four different driving system power supply config-
urations have been examined as to their suitability for
this reactor. Each configuration contains an energy

transfer device for use with the OH coil during startup
and a central energy storage device used to provide
large power demands when necessary. Three types of pos-
sible OH transfer devices have b"en considered: (t) a
honopolar generator; (2) an SCR-type rectifier-inverter
power supply (SCR P.S.); and (3) a duirp resistor. Two
types of central energy storage devices have also been
considered: (1) a superconducting energy storage in-
ductor (ESI); and (?) a notor-generstor-flyvheel (MGF)
set. These transfer and central storage devices have
been combined into four configurations, the variable
elenents of which are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Hardware Configurations

Hardware
Configuration

No.
OH Transfer

Device
Central Storage
Storage Device

1

2

3

4a

4b

Homopolar
genorator

SCR-type
power supply

SCR-type
power supply

Single dump
resistor

Multi-dump
resistor

Energy storage
inductor

Energy storage
inductor

Motor-generator
flywheel

Energy storage
inductor

Energy storage
inductor

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

Present address: School of Nuclear Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta. Georgia
30332.

The equivalent circuit of Configurations 1 and 5
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . All configurations use
several common elements. The EF power supply i s an SCR
P.S. in a l l cases because the EF current cannot to free-
running; i t must be precisely controlled to keep the
plasma in MHD equilibrium. (The MUD requirement?
depend on the plasma current and plasma pressure.) The
requirements on the EF supply and the cost of i t do,
however, depend greatly on the type of OH transfer
device used and upon de ta i l s of the startup. The exact
design of the EF supply also depends on whether i t will
operate out of an ESI or an MGF. All four configura-
t ions also use an auxil iary SCR P.S. in the Oil c i r cu i t .
This auxiliary supply i s used to charge the OH coil
pTior to startup, and to make up for plasma resistance
losses (supply volt-seconds) durins the burn. Each
configuration also involves a neutral beam power supply
and a power supply that interfaces with the grid, power
plant, and auxilary subsystems. These have not been
included in the cost estimates. The interfacing power
supply is also used to recharge the central energy
storage device. All of the configurations also incor-
porate a shorting switch (no: shnwn) across the OH coi l .
This switch is opened just after the OH transfer device
Is connected, and i s closed just before the transfer
device i s disconnected.

Computational Model

The driving system requirements for this reactor
have been analyzed by means of a spatial-profile-
averaged, time-dependent, plasma code coupled to a driv-
ing system code. The plasma code solves particle
balance equations for each constituent plasma ion spe-
cies (D-T, alpha, wall-sputtered impurity) and solves
energy balance equations for the ions and the electrons.
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C l u u heating by alpha and neutral bean slowing down
is fretted. Radiation (bremsstrahlung, Un:, recombi-
nation) and transport losses are treated, the latter
with a sulti-regimc (neoclassical sons/cnpi:ical elec-
trons *t large collision frequencies and trapoed-
partlcle SQdc at small collision frequencies) -confine-
Mnt aodel. The overall nodel is described in Appendix
C of Ref. 2. The inductance matrix for the poloidai
coil systea was computed on the basis of the coil loca-
tians shown in Fig. 1., Ttw inductance values are L_ »
W.7S utt, LQH • S.Q7 NJj, iiH, and LEF = 3.09 NgF «((/
wher* NQJJ and N^p are trie nuiaber of turns in the OH and
EF coils respectively, rhe coefficients of coupling
for the system are Km, _ • 0.47, K_B « 0.2", and
«BF.flH--0.«. ™ ' P ™ *

The focus of tlie analysis was on th<» startup phase
at the burn cycle during which most of the driving sys-
tea requirements are set. The nature of the startup is
dependent on tUo on transfer device- For each transfer
device burn cycle simulation were performed tor a
rungs of ahmic heating ramp times, JCQI;, and neutral
bsaa turns on times, t^.. In general, values of tQ. •
atQ|| gave the best results and these are the cases
discussed here.

Startup U»inft Hcmopolar Generator

An example of the startup, using a homopolar gen-
erator, is shown in Fig. 4 for the typical case of at™
• tg0 > 2 s. (VQH and Vgp are the coil voltages, I- is
the pltjna current, etc.) The homopolar generator Is
connected to the previously charged OH coil at the start
of the cycle, t » 0 and disconnected i t f 2 s. Dur-
ing this period the OH current increase serves to in-
duce current in the plasma. Neutral beam heating is
initiated at t - Z s and terminated at abaut t • 8 s
when the plasma reaches an ignited equilibrium. The EF
current begins at ;ero at the start of the cycle, and
rises in accordance uith the needs of the MUD equilib-
rium, as determined by the plasma pressure and current.
The requirements on the driving system are computed
fron these waveforms where, for example, the maximum
value of You determines the maximum field change at the
OH coil, BQH> and the hamopolar generator storage capa-
city, UQH, the amount of ohmic heating flux siving used
for startup determines the maximum burn time, etc. The

Based on the OH flux swinii used for startup, -:Qu « 121
V-s, a maximum burn time ot' 2d min would be possible.

Figure S shows the sensitivity of some of the
requirements for Configuration 1 for a rnngo of HQ^,
Short reversal times reduce the flux swing ion because
the plasma is,cool for a shorter tine, thus '•Ion and
hence UQJJ *- IQH are correspondingly low. BQI( and Pgp,
however, scale as ̂ njj and so increase with short AtQ^.
Long reversal times increase A.-Ou and UOu-

 T n c result-
ing increase in "lion tends to make B <• alQ||/.,tQn become
flat. For itQj.. ̂  3, the maximum value of VnF occurs
after the OH reversal, i.e. during beam heating, and so
increasing itQti has no further effect on Pfp. Reversal
tines greater than 4 s produce unstable results in the
sense that small changes in the initial Oil current pro-
duce large changes in the plasma current. This is due
to the lsrgc resistive losses encountered for long AtQ||,
which makes for a highly nonlinear interaction between
plasma resistance, plasma current, and plasma tempera-
ture. Basically, very short reversal times impose
power and B problems, while long reversal times impose
volt-second problems.

Startup Using Pump Resistor

Th« activation of using a resistor as the OH trans-
fer device is to enable use of the full potential OH

flux swing by starting the OH current at i ts maximum
(negative) value, i.e. corresponding co a field ot uOu
= -8T. This could potentially be done with a homopolar
generator or a rectifier power supply, but then the
cost of the transfer devices would be prohibitive, com-
pared to the resistor. When the resistor is connected
to tho OH coil i t forms an equivalent R-L circuit; thi
resistor dissipates magnetic energy as heat, and the
current decays. Since only one polarity of the OH cur-
rent can be used, the use of a dunp resistor, by itself,
is restricted to situations where enough flux is avail-
able in one direction to support startup.

Figure 6 shows a typical startup using a single
dump resistor. Tlus case has a resistor value adjusted
to give !vOn|ma* = 115 V/turn at t = 0. Tlie OH current
is started at -90 flA-turns, corresponding to Bof| = -s V.
Both V0H and Ion shew, to first order, the exponential
decay characteristic of a conventional I.-R circuit. 3y
t = 1.5 s = '"-tQn, the proper amount of volt-seconJ;. :ns
been delivered. At this time, therefore, the rcaistar
is removed from the circuit by closing a shortin? *-..itc!i,
thereby reducing VQH to U and terminating tlie 01! current
decay. The resistor is then switched out and the auxil-
iary power supply switched in. The shorting switch :s
then opened completing the process. The shorting s;».tch
must handle a maximum current of SO MA-tunn anJ mu±r
isolate against a maximum voltage of 115 V/turn for a
maximum reactive po>*er capability of 10.5 GVA. The
other features of the startup are similar to those for
the other configurations except that Vgp peaks at ; = 0,
when VQH is maximum. The maximum value of Vgp is also
more than for the other configurations. Another dif-
ference is that energy is dissipated in the resistor,
a total of aU0([ = 8071 MJ for this case, instead of :e-
ing returned to the OH coil. This is probably not sig-
nificant, at least for long burn pulses, since it repre-
sents only & s worth of output from the reactor.

The advantage of the dump resistor is evident fror.
Fig. 6; at the end of the startup IQH is much lo:.er
than for the other transfer devices. The OH coil car.
therefore swing through much more flux, nearly double
that for the other devices. This gives a naximun b^rn
time capability of 57 min, for this case. Thus, the
major advantage of using a dump resistor is to achia\e
a much longer burn time for a given Bj!Jĵ .

The sensitivity of some of the driving system
requirements to the parameter VgjljX, for Configuration
4a, is shown in Fig- *. In this figure the louest
value of |V'QHlDax shorn is the lowest that works; l2-..er
valuss result in complete resistive current decay ir.
the plasma.

SCR Power Supply

A similar study was performed for the configura-
tions using an SCR power supply as the OH transfer ele-
ment. In general, the EF supply and the ESI have simi-
lar requirements to the homopolar generator cases. .-~|j
is somewhat lower if a flat VQH waveform is used. T-:L-
requirement on the OH-SCR svpply itself is about -.'"'
GVA. The OH volt-second consumption during startup,
and hence tho maximum burn time, is similar to the hc îo-
polar generator cases.

Power Supply costs

Figure 8 summarUes the total driving system power
supply cost as a function of the Oil ramp time for th?
different configurations. This data has been generated
by applying cost algorithms7 developed for the various
hardware components to the technological requirements
found by the burn cycJo analysis. This cost covers the
Oh transfer device, die OH auxiliary supply, the EF sup-
ply, the central energy storage device, and all switch
costs, (tfhile the heating system costs are not included
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the anargy storage requirement on the central storage
device due to the neutral beam is included. Figure 8
i t for the case of the neutral bean turned on just
after the OH ramp, generally the best operating mode.
H» cost of each configuration is extremely sensitive
to the ramp time; this il lustrates the need for a very
precise and coupled analysis of the plasma ar.l the
driving system, tn general, the cheapest operating
point i s the most cost effective.

Configuration I results in the smallest power sup-
ply cose: 10S SM for a AtQ[{ of J s.

In Configuration 2, at the cheapest operating
point, atQH « 2.3 s, the cost i s about 30 SM more than
for Configuration 1. This is basically because the SCR
supply costs more than the homopolar generator. The
requirements for this case arc PQH » 2,1 GVA, P^: - 1,6
GVA, BQH • 2.0 T/s, and ESI storage • 8,4 CJ.

Configuration 3 is the most conventional in terms
of available technology. MGF sets are presently used.
The rectif ier supply for the MGF system is a conven-
tional »c-dc nultiphav; converter, rather than a dc-ac-
ik indiictor-com'srter of the type needed for use with
the ESI. Mthough the requirements for this configura-
tion, exclusive of the MGF set, are the same as for Con-
figuration 2, the cost is much higher and nearly double
that of the homopolnr gcnerator-bSl combination at the
cheapest operating point. This large additional cost
is due almost entirely to the cost of the generator
portion of the MGF set. Furthermore, the cost estimates
for this configuration assume a voltage compatible
power supply-MGF-set combination, i . e . with no transfor-
mers used. If transformers were needed the cost of
Configuration "o. 3 would be even greater.

In Configuration 4a the use of a dump resistor,
which has an essentially trivial cost, eliminates the
need for a symmetric OH current swing during startup
(needed for the other transfer devises), and so permits
the full design value of the OH flux suing to be used.
The potential burn time i s , therefore, doublsd, rela-
tive to the other transfer devices. The use of a. dump
resistor, however, requires a voltage isolating-shorting
switch, in the OH circuit. If this switch must bo
aoiid state, as has been assumed, it will be expensive,
ror example, for the example described earlier of

b 882

p
U S V/turn, the switch cost is estimated to

ten requirements and the details of the plasma physics,
particularly the temperature behavior ana the Mill) f ield
requirements of the plasma.

Naturally, the results described here are subject
to uncertainties in the plasma physics and in the cost
algorithms. However, the relative cost data between
the different power supply technologies seems clear.
Conventional technology, in the form of an MGF set and
conventional SCR supply can be used for the driving
system but the cost will be high. Development of
superconducting energy storage systems and homopolar
generators appear to offer very substantial savings; in

. the neighborhood of 100 SM per reactor.
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be 82 SM whersas the cost of the resistor, at 0.6 SM is
negligible in conpjirison. Also, the range of ramp times,
for a single dutip resistor, is limited to fairly short
tines, and this increases the EF requirements. For
these reasons, Configuration 4a is comparatively expen-
sive, about 185 SM for the cheapest case. This may cr
may not be worth the doubled burn tine. Requirements
for this case arc BQH * 3.4 T/s, Pjlp* - 2.6 'GVA. If
four resistors are used, to obtain "a variable resistance
during startup, as in Configuration 4b, the maximum OH
voltage during startup can be lowered and the ramp tine
increased. This saves on EF supply cost relative to
Configuration 4a but involves higher switch costs. The
cheapest case for Configuration lb costs about the same
as Configuration 4a. The burn time is the same, BQ,|
• 2.0 T/s and Pfjjl* =1.6 GVA are lower, while circuit
complexity &nd control would be greater.

Conclusion

In general, feasible startup times for this typi-
cal commercial reactor arc about the same as for an KPR;
OH reversal tines of 1-4 s.followed by a beam heating
parted of about S s. The B requirements on the Oil coil
ar* considerably less than for an EPR, basically due to
tho larger radius of the Oil coil. The OH power and
energy requirements are similar to an EPR but the EF
requirements increase considerably. In general, there
Is • strong degree of coupling between the driving sys-
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Arjoone. Illinois 60439

Abetracc

thu cmeaacv::.* i»siga for an integrated Expert-
tssacai ?av«? U«5es-. • (2J) energy scaraga and transfer
sjse«s i* iitMerta*d. The systea Includes hoao?a.Uc
-..;•.asiesc* toe ahaic heating (OS) coil field raversal
ami Io4ucssr-casver,r,ar bridge circuits cs transfer
aneriy Ssoa a central supeceondueiias ar.ergy storage
leducear ca Che equilibrium field (if) coli. ch« OH
coil during bun, and. eh« neutral b u a power supplies.

I. Introduction

To* reference design for che Aejonae National
Lahoracacr (AW.) SES.I lus superconducting OH and S?
coils, vleh che 5? col], located outside the coroidd
field (TT) coils. The. «asgy storage and transfer
(SST) syscea coulaca at a ceacral energy storage
taducear (SSI), eaytlacar rectifier system* so cnni-
i«c «n«cj7 haevaia eh» GST *ad ch« OH iotl, Ec coll,
sad anicnl b«»a «nd/or it? h u d n g •rsctaa, a haoo-
paUc d«7lc« co t«v«ci« ch* 03 C1«U «c eh* I C K C of
CS» bun ?h»i«. sod «i ae-dc caovtrtor co t««upply
1T*CC3 laitt* ova; eh»

Ttt* W M C I T atoriga ind eruiEit lyicsa Is
daptcctd la Tig. I. OS and EF col], paraaaeacs cel*-
vaac co eha daiigo of chs ESI t73t«a »:« llscad ia
Tabla I.

II. OB C o U E57 Syatm

Ie la planaad co cavarta cha iield la she OS call
la a pailad af 2 sac using a hoaopalar cypa rsaoaacc
=»p»cicor. Figura Z Uluscracas Che syscca soncapc.
Tha opacleor capcasanea sha hosopola:: gasaraear usad
co (avail* cha flald ac che scare of cha buca cycle.
A capacleaoca of 1.312 ? pravldas field reversal la
2.0 sec vleh a peak gaaaraccd field of 24.1 OT.

Tha coacspcual daslga tat cha haoopolac generator
la an air-suppocesd aulcipl* drua-cype or couscer-
cyclonlc generacor (CCS) son£lguracloa.- Tha usable
flald regloa allows dcusa ac length 0.55 a co ha radi-
ally stacked la a ndlal region fraa 0.35 a co 0.3S a.
Type 17-4 scaialtsa seeel Is the caeerlal envisioned
cor tha conducting cycllndera. Tha deaslCT or type
17-4 scalslesa seaal la 7S00 kg/a3. Th« chlciaesa of
each dr.9 la adjuacad so taac cha surface velaclC7 of
each cylinder reaches 236 n/sec far 3a 000 K of OS
current.

A. (lagle CCC nodule will develop 3>5O 7 with six
•hells radially stacked aad JSC1»» conaacced. Tha
radial chlckaesa of she sis drvss varies fren 2.4 to
:.l=i C:oa the laaer=asc co the aucer=osc i n a . Each
CCC aodula can score 66.3 Mi iod rearesenea a ainisua
effective capacitance o£ 9.5 F. Ll;ric CCC re -I'.US la
•arias will develop 30 000 V ac a alslaua sapac.' tanee
af 1.188 F. The aialsua field reversal else In :he
absesca of stray taduceaaces acd circul: iasaas uauld
be 1.79 see.

The CSC la iljcaa=sct£d iurlsg she burs. Tha C!l
call S la aalacalned wlch a leparscs power suppiy
drives from a central energy storage iaduccor
described In a later section. The power supply Is

•Work supported by cha IT. S. Daparcaenc of Eaergy.

aa actively controlled 'aductar-caavercsr bridge^ of
the type described la che next section. A local of
350 SJ is taken froa che ESI during che burn. The
highest average volcage required for cha OH coil dur-
ing che h u m is 7QQ V.

H I . EF Coil Energy Storage and Transfer Syscea

The peak E7 call volcaga shac la esquired la cse
iSL £?& seartup scenario is 9.4 ie7 at L.2S s*e into
Che startup phase. An actively controlled version oc
an iaducsar-conversor bridge-* driven froa che SSI is
eavisioasd for this function.

A circuit diagram far an iadusesr-eonvereor
bridge is shew ia Fig. 3. The SF coll Is represented
by Lj, and che ESI is represented by Lg. The cvo
bridge* shown 1c Fig. 3 consucace the reapec:lve col:,
curreata through chs capacitors to create shiee-phasa
voltages. The average race and direction of »aecsy
transfer Is dependent an ch« relative phase between
the switchlst steps la chs evo bridges.

Figure 4 gives che normalized average voltage
across the EF coil for different values oc relative
phase angle between iwicchiag steps on the EF side and
the storage side of cha bridge and racio of the EF
coll current Co scorajs' .-.oil current. The inductor'
convertar bridge is designed to generate aa average
value of voltage on che EF coll at 13 500 v across L-.
Slcce only 9400 7 la needed at 1.25 sec, che bridge
would be operaced at abcuc 46s of phase advance of che
EF side of the bridge Co cha storage side. Ad\ancia;
Che phase CO 90° vould allow an additional 3100 V co
Increase che di/dc on che EF coil U needed. Duriaa
che rase of che startup period, the di/dt lieoaad is
less, and the bridge would be operated uitb saaller
phase advance, 20* or less.

IT. Seutral Beam Pover Sujoly

The design of the neutral beaa power supplies 1.3
based on che concept suggested by ??aeg.* A aagaetic
care device is used co suppress current surges in the
event of sparking, and a high frequency, chyriscor-
eype rectifier is used co energise the beaa injector
with Che upabiliC7 of deenergisiag che device is
about 1C0 usee. A circuit diagraa is shovn la rig. 5.

Some fora of induccor-convertor is used co
extract energy for che ESI co the high frequency
rectifiers. The nautral beas Injectors require 119 W
frem eat 7.S1 for 6.5 sec duriaa scarcuo. The cocal
energy withdrawn £roa che ESI is 7T0 MJ.

y. C«acral Sunerconductina Energy
Storage Inductor

As shown In Fig. I, vita the exception of che OH
coil field reversal, all energy Is extracted froa :he
ESI for changing che OH acd EF coils and che auxiliary
heacing sysceas. The heavy instantaneous desands la
power for these sysceas are buffered fraa che ucilicy
grid, vita only che iverage losses jppeaclnj as a

on cha grid.

The ESI design Is essenclally aodeled after that
of F. E. Mills ec al. The peak design paraoecers ire
80 000 A curxeat', 5 T aagaecic field, 107 A/a- current
density, oaxinum scored energy Is 2SZ5 HI, and
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esiraccabia energy at 1900 HI. Tb« ESI Is a GCiua
wish a ninor n d l m of 0.3 3 , » w]or radius at
4.9 a, and aa inducsasea ai 0.3Z S.

A, recelliec power supply t novas as average at
U.3 HW ("on ehn uti l i ty 1*14 Co reiupply losses in
eiia < 3 « ( f scant* and eraa«£« syseaa.

Tt. ptaeuaaion.

Tha «*Ei7 seacai* asd. stansfw tyitut depicted
(a ;S*» ?S9« ts as Integrated detlgu baaed as aaa-
caavtae4oa»J|, technology. A. si™»ty of etw system
paranateci ts listed !n Table, 2, Thara la naiao eo
btUav* etuc a con»t4«nhla ease savings viUl ccaxlc
froa tppltcaclan oc cbis c«clmolag7, aichaugh uncll
chasa ivrtxt* « • d»v«lap«t to a conaareui Uval, oc
«arty to> full coa£id«uq» 1A chla ballaf ciaaoc b«
axcaadcd. iitacnacalr. If tupaccooducetas =agaac iys -
caaa an4/o? hoaapoUr i«n«r«or sysetas do HOC ;«aLUa
eb« axpteeadl pacaaetal la «cooooy »ncj ttilciancj, a
daalta foe EFK evs h« baiad on eh* us* of coavaacic&al
ooeor-i»o«acar-£lywh««l. «ac» wteh ac-dc eaaTactocs
ae eoutitatabt; hijhir case and ecduetd «4Jici«ncr o£

Tabla I. OB and O Coil Paraaaears far the AKL g?R

OK Call ?araaasar»

Inductance 0.274 B
Peak Currant at Stare of Burn 36 kA
Paak Currant at Sad of Sura 75 kA.
Stored Zaarsy at Stare of Bum 430 HI
Paak Stored Energy 730 Ml

E? Coll Saranetegs

bduccaac* 0.229 B
Peak Curreat 80 kA
?«ak Stated Energy 732 IS

Batar«ie«»

«. ». Stacey ae a l . . S?S-77, A Ztuised Qasign fop
CJi* fofunoft SsptrOnonta^ ?suar flecstor, Argacna
National Laboracory Report AJfL/F??/TK-771
(Harch 1977).

I . L. KusCOQ, J, B. HQraa, and a. 3. tfehrla,
A Rotating Cspadiar Suattn fw zh$ Tokorek
Szoarinimtal ?sver .?flGcror, ?roceadln;s oc Che
Sixth IIEI Syapoiiua os Eajiatacloj Prableos
of Tuiioa R«««at5!i, San Olago. CA, !(av. 13-21.
1973.

2.

3. S. 1. Kuacoa ae a l . , TTia tlaa of H
Indugiar-CsKiattOP 3rie$39 ss Actively
Pst/w Suopli9$ for Tokanck 27 Coita, Argooat
Hadoaal Laboratory Raporc ANI./c??/TM-73
(April U . 1977).

4. U. F. Praeg, A Satuxvtad TvmSatcy
fop Cvtrsurrtr.t Procaeew* of 0C A
Argonna Haciacal Laboraeory Stpocc
(0«eesbtr 1975).

5. F. E. Hills te a l . , Cryogertus Zr.arg-J Storage Jus-
taut Oitign Report, FH-iSt, Ftral Miclonal Accel-
•taeae Laboratory (Occobar 1974).

6. J. H. Bcooka, Robert L. Kuseoo. aad Ueston K.
Stacey, Jr. , Ptasos Sfiaina Sustsr.3 Sicuiirenanzs
far Camtraial Tokanak Fu3ijr. P.saazors, irjooae
Haelaaal Uboratory Report .un./F??/TM-8?
(Sapeambar 20, 1977).

Tabla 2. Snaggy Searaae aad Tragater Syseena - Haxlsua H

Ohale Haaeiag Sratens

Bosopolac CaaaraCors
So. Q( gtoaraeors la sasles S
Mo. of druss par gen«uacor S
total aaargy tracscar OU) 534
Paak povar (MW) 840
?aak mltaga (W) 30
Paak current (icA) 56
Equivalent capacltaaca (?) 1.193

Equlllbrlua Field Syatea

Type 3 <t> Inductor-Convercor 3ridge
Energy cransfer (KT) 732
Paak power (XV) 226
Paak cucreat (kA) 30
Paak voltage (k7) 13.5
Switching frequency (H=) LOO

Haucral Bean Svaten

Syseaa
3 ̂
(XJ)'/.•cay ttaasfar

Paak pover (HH)
Paak current (ka)
Faak »olt»*.e (kV)
Swttchlnf Craquiacy

Inductor Convenor Bridge
3S0
36
80
0.7

(Hi) 100

Energy transfer (MJ)
Toltag* fkV)
Pover (HI)

SCR, DC/AC/DC 9 10 kHz
770
ISO
120

Central Energy Storage tnducsor

Type Superconductive Riag Qlpole Inductor
Energy seared (KJ) 2525
Energy transfer (HI) 1900
Peak current (kA) 30
Fufc power (KU) 330
Average pouat froo ueilley grid 13.3

or power plant (JW)
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ARCONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY ENERGY STORAGE
AND TRANSFER EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM*

R. L . Kuitam, R. B. Wchrte, R P . Smith, R. E. Fuja
Argonnt National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439

Introduction,

Magnetic fusion reactor, equilibrium field, and
ohmic heating (OH) coil* require the coil energy to be
cycled (n relatively thort periods of time. For Urge
(utlon reactor systems, the energy can be in the thou-
sands of MJ rang*. These Urge amount" of energy
cannot b» removed (ram or returned to the power grid
without having an advene effect an the grid.

Stvcrat tchamst have been proposed which can
minimise (he amount of energy required from the pow-
er grid over a fusion-reactor cycle. They include the
(Hying capacitor, ' the Inductor-convenor bridge,'*3

t'ne homapalar generator,,* and the motor-generator
flywheel (MCF). The MGF i* beat underitood and hat
been in ui* for thit purpoie for rrany years. It re-
V i r e s the leate amount of development The other
scheme* have not been apptied to the energy buffering
problem and require considerable development. Of
the three remaining achemea, the homopoUr generator
and the inductor-convenor bridge i t e m to be the most
desirable.

Each l y i t r m h i s certain advantage* and disad-
vantages. The homapolar generator is best suited for
application where the system element can bt allowed
to operate in a passive sense that is operating at their
natural frequency. An example would be the cycling
of the OH coil current. The inductor-convertor bridge
is a bit more complicated in its operation, but it has
the advantage of being controllable, that is, it allows
tha transfer of energy at a controlled and variable
rate.

Inductor-Convertor Bridge

Two superconducting solenoids, each storing
45 kJ at ISO A and capable ol being charged at ISO V,
along with an inductor-convertor bridge, were con-
structed. This circuit models the mechanism whereby
energy can be extracted from one inductor and trans-
ferred, at a controlled rate, to the other inductor. A
three-phase bridge circuit is shown in Fig. 1, and a
block diagram of the digital controller providing the
proper thyristor firing sequence is shown in Fig. 2.
By controlling the phase delay between the switching
sequences of the two sides of the bridge, net average
voltage across the capacitor network can charge and
discharge the Inductors at controlled rates.

The energy the capacitors are allowed to accu-
mulate is limited to a small traction of the total ener-
gy in the system. An important feature of the bridge
circuit is that if the energy stored in the capacitors la
not removed by the load coll it goes back Into the stor-
age coll. Experiments "vere performed on this system
and pictures of the voltage across the load colls *t
various times are shown in Fig. 3. The results ob-
tained fram these experiments agree nicely with the
predicted theory.

An aualyals of the Bridge circuit is simplified
when the theory of superposition is applied. Each in-
ductor acting alna* will, when provided with a proper
switching sequence to the thyristors, generate a. trap-
ezoidal voltage across the capacitors. The summa-
tion of these two voltage waveforms will produce the
correct voltage waveform appearing across the capac-
itor* at any Instant in time. Prom these waveforms,
the voltage across the individual inductors can be ob-
tained. The resulting capacitor waveforms In general
will not be trapezoidal, but wilt depend an the relative
magnitude or the currents In each coll ant1 the phase
displacement between the wavei'ormt. Analysis shows
that a phase displacement of from 0 to 90° will pro-
duce energy transfer in one direction, and 0 to -90°
will produce energy transfer in the opposite direction.

At lero degrees, no net energy transfer takes
place, and as the phase angles are increased, net ener-
gy transfer increases and reaches a maximum when
the phase angles are at £ 90°. Computer analysis of
the circuit has produced graphs which relate the volt-
age across the inductors as a function of coil current
ratios and phase angles. These graphs .ire shown in
Fig. «•

If the energy tranafrr rate In to be variable dur-
ing a transfer cycle, computer analysis ahowa that
large capacitor voltage unbalances will be created,
depending on the magnitude of th* phase change. To
minimize and eliminate any unbalance occurring, the
phase change should be made to llic bridge side con-
taining the least current. Also, the phase change
should be applied in at least two equal steps at 180°
intervals. Figure 5 shows the unbalances created by
changes in relative phase avid flic elimination of the
unbalances by making the change at the proper time.

A microprocessor has been obtained to function
as the controller for the inductor-convertor bridge.
Th> microprocessor will examine the coil currents
and, with information about the desired coil voltage,
determine the proper operating phase angle. It will
then make any necessary phaHe angle adjustments to
the proper bridge thyristora at the proper interval. It
will also function as a Watch dog over the entire sys-
tem and take appropriate action upon a system failure.

Homopolar Generator

A 40 kl, 2500 A model of an air-supported alumi-
num drum-type homopolar generator has been con-
structed. The switching circuits for the system are
installed and a schematic of the entire syntem is
shown in Fig. 6. A photograph of the generator sys -
tem is shown in Fig. 7.

A conventional magnet has been modified with
special pole tips to provide a radial magnetic field
through the surface of a central iron column. An alu-
minum (6061-T6) cylinder and alr-bearlng system is
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mounted an the Iron column. Th« dimensions at the
drum are tcaled front the lult-»U*d machine required
by thsTEPK QH eulU. With « magnetic tteW at I. ST.
Ike drum will have « capacitance ot 21.3 F; and with a
peak excitation of 2140 radians per second angular
velocity, the drum will develop 61 V. A load inductor
of U . 6 mH staring 40 1U at J4J5 A can he switched to
the terminals of the generator which will reverse this
lead current in 1.7 a.

This model aytcem will permit the study of the
mechanical feasibility at a cylindrical rotor energy
storage device, equipped with An air-bearing support
structure in the presence oC considerable radiai ex-
pansion of the rotating cylinder. The air-bearing sys-
tem is strr.pler than that required by a horizontal axis
masMne aince the weight of the drum acts only axialty
and need not be supported radially. Conventional
copper-carbon brushes bear onta the copper-plated
upper and tower edges of the aluminum cylinder. The
brushes are loaded against the cylinder with an air jet
system tor uniform electrical contact.

Referring to Fig. 6, in the sequence of operation,
with the power supply set to deliver a certain current,
SI Is turned on causing the 13.6 mH inductor to charge.
Turning on SZ disconnects the power supply from the
circuit and turning on S3 allows the energy to be
transferred to the generator. S2 and S3 muat be
turned on simultaneously. When all the energy is in
the generator and S4 is switched on, the energy re-
turns to the magnet. Turning S3 and S4 on alternately
causes the energy to cycle between the magnet and the
homopotar generator.

The first tests performed an the homapolar gen-
erator were designed to measure the brush votcage
drop. A 10 V, 190 A. power supply was connected a-
cross the cylindrical drum and brush support struc-
ture. The radial field was net at approximately 0.93
T. The air-bearing pressure was set at 10 psi and
the brush pressure had to be set to 30 psi hefore we
were fairly confident that the brushes were making
electrical contact. With the high brush pressure, we
were unable to rotate the drum by hand. The power
Supply was turned on and alter several seconds the
drum reached an angular velocity of 3500 rpm the
current through the drum was 70 A. The voltage drop
across the brushes was calculated at 2. 3 to 2. 4 V.
Because of the high brush pressure and large voltage
drops, the brush support structure is to be modified,
but before disassembly energy transfer was attempted.
The I} .6 mH inductor was energized to 500 A and the
currant was switched through the homopolar gener-
ator. These tests were performed several times
and picture* taken of thi* magnet current and drum
voltage are shown in F"i/•. 8.

The current waveform of Fig. 8 Is of the shape
expected, however, the voltage waveform for the
homopolar has some discontinuities which arc not
east.'y explained. The trailing edge of the drum volt-
age waveform shows that energy was stored in the
homopolar and that large losses are present. The
system was dismantled and modification to the brush
support structures are under way.

Tallowing the testing and evaluation of the demon-
stration generator, a conceptual design will be made
for a 100 MI homopolar system. This machine wilt
interface to the 100 MJ pulsed coil developed in the
pulsed coil program. This prototype system will a-
chieve tokamak level operation in all important as -
pects and serve as an engineering test facility for the
TEPR OH coil power supply design effort.
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TOKAMAK DIVERTOR IMPACT ON THE TOROIDAL FIELD MAGNET AND

VACUUM SYSTEM

Y. Gohar
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, I l l inois 60439

and

C. W. Maynard
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Neutronic analysis for the Wisconsin Tokamak Engineering Test Reactor
(TETR) blanket/shield design has been carried out in detail for the differ-
ent sections of the reactor (test section, outer blanket, inner blanket,
neutral beam injectors and the divertor). Special attention has been given
to the divertor shield design since the divertor is one of the most difficult
components of the reactor to design. Tie divertor slots represent a source
of neutron leakage which requires careful analysis of the actual geometry
and shield to minimize the effects on the reactor. The toroidal-field C'fP)
magnet is the most sensitive component that suffers from the divertor con-
cept. The radiation leakage from the divertor increases the copper resis-
tivity, the nuclear heating and causes degradation in the insulator proper-
ties. The other effects caused by the radiation leakage are the nuclear
heating in the ciyosorption panel and the increase in the radiation dose
outside the reactor shield. Multidimensional neutronics calculations are
used for the analysis of these effects with iteration on the divertor geo-
metry to satisfy the following design criteria: (1) the maximum degradatioi
in the insulator properties is 30% at 15 MW-yr/m integrated neutron wall
loading, (2) the maximum change in the copper resistivity is 50% at any
point in a TF magnet at a 3.5 MW-yr/m2 integrated neutron wall loading (3)
the heat deposition in the TF magnet is < 60 KW(th) and (4) the maximum nu-
clear heat load for the cryosorption panels is < 0.0001 W/cm^ to minimize
the refrigeration power. It is found that the maximum damage in a TF magnei
is located near the divertor area. The ratio of the maximum change in the
copper resistivity to the change in the resistivity at the midplane of the
reactor (where the design is usually carried out) is about 9. Tho heat de-
position in the cryosorption panel is reduced by two orders of magnitude by
using a special shield for the vacuum system which reduces the initial and
the operational costs. The refrigeration power and the dose to the insulat<
satisfy the design requirements after an iteration on the divcrtor geometry
and its shield.
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INTRODUCTION

The fusion community has proposed various Tokamak reactor designs

which can be classified into two different categories, the experimental de-

vices and the power reactors. At first glance, one can characterize the

power reactors by a long burn cycle and a divertor concept (although some

of the experimental devices utilize the divertor concept). The Tokamak fu-

sion reactors employ the divertor concept to reduce the erosion of the first

wall due to energetic charged particle bombardment and to protect the plasma

from high Z impurities as is essential to achieve a long burn cycle. Vari-

ous types of divertors have been proposed , single null, double null, and

bundle. The different types require a large opening (divertor slots) in the

blanket/shield for particle collection. The TETR divertor design has been

carried out in detail to illustrate and minimize the divertor impact on the

reactor. In particular the effects on the toroidal field (TF) magnets and

the vacuum system since these two subsystems suffer greatly from the diver-

tor concept.

The TETR design parameters required for this paper are given in Table

1 and a cross sectional view of the TETR reactor is shown in Figure 1. The

TETR has been designed to be a mid term experimental device to provide en-

gineering data for the fusion power program.- This objective lead us to con-

sider the existing state of the art without extrapolation for the design.

The reactor chamber of TETR is designed for 1 MW/m average neutron wall

loading to get the required data in a reasonable timeframe for the fusion

program,. The TF magnets are "D" shaped superconducting coils. The conduc-

tor consists of NbTi filaments with OFHC copper stabilizer using stainless

steel as the structural material. Cryosorption panels are used in the vacu-

um system.
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DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The des>n philosophy for TET.R requires the achievement of an inte-

grated neutron wall loading of IS MW/m within 15 years of operation (1.4

MW/m /yr neutron wall loading with a plant factor of 0.7). The require-

ment of operation for 15 years with 70% plant factor imposes many design con-

straints which are used in this work.

The TF magnets are designed to operate without replacement for 15

years, but under the expected radiation environment the material properties

will be degraded. The TF magnets consist of superconducting material (NbTi)

embedded in copper (the stabilizer) using stainless steel as the structural

material. Two insulator materials are used, epoxy as an electrical insula-

tor and mylar as a thermal insulator. The neutron flux environment reduces

the critical temperature (T ) and the critical current (.7 ) far the super-

conductor. The change in T is very small and can be neglected. On the

other hand the change in the critical current affects the super conductor

size required to carry the same current after irradiation. The experimental

study by Soell shows a 10% reduction in the critical current when the con-

18 2
ductor receives a neutron dose of 3 x 10 n/cm . This reduction in the

critical current can be accommodated during the design stage or by use of

the annealing process every few years of operation. The experimental data

shows th? annealing process at 300° K restores the critical current to 98%

of the value before the irradiation. The TETR toroidal field magnets are

designed to require annealing every five years of operation. This requires

a 4% increase in the conductor size to accommodate the reduction in the cri-

tical current after 5 years of operation.

The resistivity of the normal conductor (stabilizer) is more sensitive

1
to the neutron dose at low temperature. The increase in the copper res is-
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tivity is about 13 times the original value following irradiation to the

10"3dpa damage level. This implies that the change in copper resistivity

cannot be accomodated during the design process. The design criterion for

TETR is to allow a maximum 50% increase in the copper resistivity after S
9

years of operation since the experimental data show the annealing process

at room temperature restores most of the original value of the resistivity

(80% recovery for copper). Further, the annealing process at 77 K every

few years is considered as a possibility for TETR. With these operational

plans, the copper stabilizer is designed for a 50% increase in the copper

resistivity.

Radiation damage to the insulators is more serious, since there is no

way to restore the degradation in mechanical properties. The useful radia-

17 0 R 1Q 7 1 0

tion limit is about 10 n/cnT (1.2 x 10 rads) and 10 n/cm (10 rads)

for mylar and epoxy respectively. The organic material can be combined with

inorganic reinforcement to increase the limit to 10 n/cm (10' rads).

The blanket/shield is designed to minimise the energy deposition in

the TF magnets since each watt deposited at 4°K requires about 300 to 500

watts of refrigeration power.

The last constraint is related to the heat deposited in the cryosorp-

tion panels by neutron and gamma interactions. The panels are designed for

a 0.001 w/cm maximum heat load at the panel surface due to these inter-

actions to limit the refrigeration power.

CALCULATIOML MODEL

The large opening (divertor slots) used for the divertor represent a

source of neutron and gamma leakage which affects the vacuum system and the

TF magnets. In addition, these slots occupy a significant amount of space "
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which would otherwise shield the inner leg of the TF magnets. The usual one c

mensional model was used for calculations based on an infinite cylinder re-

sulting from a vertical cut through the torus. This model is acceptable for

a system which has poloidal symmetry, a centered plasma, and a high aspect

ratio. Another model which accounts for an off-center plasma and a low as-

pect ratio is based on an infinite cylinder resulting from a horizontal cut

through the torus at the midplane. This model was developed for UWMAK-III

and used for TETR to obtain the midplane results. In general these one di-

mensional models can be used for a parametric study at an early stage in the

design; but it is unrealistic to use such models for detailed information.

Finally, a two dimensional R-Z geometry model was used to represent the ac-

tual geometric details as shown in Figure 1.

The parametric study for TETR shows clearly that a heavy material

must be used for the blanket/shield to satisfy the design constraints and

to Minimize the operating cost. A combination of tungsten, stainless steel,

lead, and boron carbide gives the best performance, and minimum radioacti-

3
vity and dose outside the reactor , which reduces the maintenance costs.

Stainless steel has been chosen as a structural material for TETR, the

basis for the choice is the available data about this material with a mini-

mum extrapolation for the fusion environment.

The calculations employ a neutron cross section data set of 46 energy

groups based on DLC-37 with the Pj approximation. A modified version of the

DOT program was used to perform the calculations in the S, approximation.

RESULTS

First, blanket/shield calculations have been executed based on 1-D

transport model at the midplane. These calculations determined the
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shielding composition and thickness. Then a detailed 2-D toroidal trans-

port calculation using the actual geometry shown in Figure 1 and the neutron

source distribution over space was carried out. The results from the 1-D

calculations at the midplane satisfy the design criteria. A sample of the re-

sults from the 1-D calculations and the corresponding results from 2-D cal-

culations are given in Table 2. The comparison between the 1-D and 2-D re-

sults at the midplane shows the 1-D model underestimates the integral quanti-

ties by a factor of 4 to 6. In fact, these differences are expected because

the 2-D model considers a finite source and toroidal geometry compared to

the 1-D model which considers an infinite cylinder geometry and source dis-

tribution.

Figure 2 shows the neutron flux (E > 0.1 MeV) in the divertor area

where the magnet receives a maximum dose at 2.0 meters above the midplane.

The magnet receives a maximum dose of 1.2 x 10 n/cm sec compared to

9 9
3.4 x 10 at the midplane and 2.3 x 10 from the 1-D calculations at R = 1.6

meters. The average dose results in a 1.0% decrease in the critical current

after 5 years of operation. This reduction in the critical current is

accounted for during the design stage. The average displacement rate in the

copper conductor satisfies the design criterion, but the displacement rate

in the first ten centimeters facing the plasma is relatively high as shown

in Figure 3. A combination of two different approaches is considered to

accomodate the change in the copper resistivity. The first approach is to

design the copper conductor to accommodate a change in the resistivity

greater than the average in this area. The second approach is to warm the
Q

magnet to reduce the copper resistivity. The actual criterion is to

operate the magnet with a heat flux less than 0.4 watt/cm2 when all the

current is passing through the copper conductor.
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The heat deposition rate in the toroidal field magnet is plotted in

Figure 4. This shows a maximum of 0.0003 watt/cm which is quite satis-

factory. The maximum dose in mylar exceeds the maximum allowable by a fac-

tor of five which means another insulation material must be used in the area

where the maximum dose exceeds the limit. On the other hand the maximum

dose for the epoxy is much less than the limit as can be seen from inspec-

tion of Figure 2.

Figure 5 shows the neutron and gamma heat deposition rate in the cry-

osorption panels. The panels are designed for 0.1 watt/cm maximum heat

load which means the nuclear heating limit is of the order of 0.001 watt/cm

maximum neutron and gamma heating rate from Figure 5 is about 0.00007

watt/cm which satisfies the design requirement. This low heating rate is

achieved by using a shadow shield (chevron shield) in front of the cryosorp-

tion panels.

This nuclear analysis of a tokamak reactor employing the divertor con-

cept points out the following important results. It is found that:

1. The maximum damage in the toroidal field magnets is located in the di-

vertor area.

2. The organic insulators require a factor 5 to 10 improvement in the maxi

mum allowable dose while the inorganic insulators appear to be quite

satisfactory.

3. The increase in the electrical resistivity of the stabilizer requires

the toroidal field magnets to be warmed periodically for annealing.

This process effects the availability of the reactor but lowers the

magnet cost.
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4. The one dimensional analysis represents an underestimate of the integral

quantities for the toroidal field magnets by an order of magnitude.
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Table 1 — TETR Design Parameters

Fuel Cycle

Burn Time

Total Cycle Time

Major Radius

Impurity Control

TF Superconductor

Number of TF Coils

Magnet Insulation

Magnet Stabilizer

Magnet Structure

Conductor Current

Thermal Power Output

Average Neutron Wall Loading

Basic Structure

D-T

GO sec

72.S sec

3.25 m

Double Null Divertor

NbTi

16

Micarta, Expoxy, Fiberglass

OFHC Copper

316 SS

9838 A

346 MW

1 Mw/m /yr

316 SS
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Table 2 — 1-D and 2-D Results Compared at the Midplane

to the Design Constraints

Design Requirement 1-D 2-D

Neutron flux at R = 160 cm — 7.2 x 108 3.4 x 109

E > 0.1

autron f]
E > 0.0

Neutron flux at R = 160 cm — 2.3 x 10 9.3 x 10

Maximum displacement rate in -- 1.2x10 5.5x10
Cu at R -- 160 cm dpa/YR

Average displacement rate in 4 x 1Q~
5 1.2 x 10"6 7.0 x 10~6

Cu dpa/YR

iximum dose
n/cm2 * (1.9S x 108 rads)

iximum heat loa
magnets w/arr

Maximum dose in Mylar 101 8 (iO9 rads) 1.2 x 1018 4.74 x 1018

c 108 rads)
_c -4

Maximum heat load in the TF 0.01 5.0 x 10 3.0 x 10
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Figure (1) Cross Section View of the TETR Reactor
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Figure (5) Heat Deposition Rate in the Cryosorption Panel
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TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR

W. M. STAGEY, JR., M. A. ABDOU, J. N. BROOKS, I. CHARAK, R. G. CLEMMER,
J. DAWSON, K. EVANS, J. A. FASOLO, R. FUJA, S. D. HARKNESS, R. L. KUSTOM,
V. A. MARONI, B. MISRA, J, MOENICH, A. MORETTI, J. NOREM, W. F. PRAEG,
D. L, SMITH, H. C. STEVENS, L. TURNER, S-T. WANG AND C. K. YOUNGDAHL
Fusion Power Program
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439
United States of America

ABSTRACT. A tokamak experi ^ntal power reactor has been designed that

is capable of producing net electric power over a wide range of possible

operating conditions. A net production of 81 MW of electricity is expected

from the design reference conditions that assume a value of 0.0? for beta-

toroidal, a maximum toroidal magnetic field of 9 T and a thermal conversion

efficiency of 30%. Impurity control is achieved through the use of a low-Z

first wall coating. This approach allows a burn time of 60 seconds without

the incorporation of a divertor.

The system is cooled by a dual pressurized water/steam system that

could potentially provide thermal efficiencies as high as 39%. The first

surface facing the plasma Is a low-Z coated water cooled panel that is

attached to a 20 cm thick blanket module. The vacuum boundary is removed

a total of 22 cm from the plasma, thereby minimizing the amount of radiation

damage in this vital component.

Consideration is given in the design to the possible use of the EPR as

a materials test reactor.

It is estimated that the total system could be built for less than

550 million dollars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Three design studies [1-4] for a tokatnak Experimental Power Reactor (EPR)

were conducted in the USA during 1974-1976. The general objective of these

studies was to define the characteristics of a net electric power producing

experimental reactor that could operate in the mid- to late-1980's. The

designs that evolved from these studies were, in general, characterized by

relatively conservative assumptions about plasma energy confinement and

B-liraits and by technology extrapolations that were constrained to be con-

sistent with the proposed operating date. The conservative 3-limits (3-5%)

led to rather large devices (major radii greater than 6 in) in two designs,

[2,4] while the third design [3] achieved a smaller size by assuming that

6 of J.0% could be obtained with a highly elongated (b/a = 3) doublet-shaped

plasma. These studies were, to varying degrees, carried out in sufficient

detail to identify the design and technological problems and to define "first-

cut" design solutions. A follow-on study at ANL has concentrated on simpli-

fications and cost reductions which can be achieved based upon more favorable

S-limits predicted by recent theoretical studies and upon improved engineering

design.

2. DESIGN SUMMARY

An EPR design has been developed which meets the general objectives

given in Table 1. A perspective view of this design is shown in Figure 1 and

a vertical section view is shown in Figure 2. The principal geometric and

performance parameters are given in Table 2.
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Table 1. EPR Design Objectives

10-50 MWe Net Electrical Power
1990-95 Initial Operation A

Improved Engineering Design
Cost Reduction*
Engineering and Materials Testing Capability

Relative to previous EPR design.

Table 2. EPR Design Summary

Major radius, R(m) 4.7

Plasma radius, a(m) 1.34

Aspect ratio, A 3.5

Plasma elongation, b/a 1.65

Blanket/shield thickness (m)
inner/outer 0.80/1.30

TF coil bore (m) 8.73 x 5.64

Maximum toroidal field, B ^ C O 10 (9*)
MAX

Average beta toroidal, 6 0.07

Plasma current, I(MA) 7.3

Burn pulse (s) 60

Duty cycle (%) 80

Net electrical power (MWe) 81

Volt-second to plasma (V-s) 57

First-wall neutron load (MW/m2) 0.7

First-wall lifetime (yr.) >. 5

Tritium inventory (kg) 1.3

Reactor containment building height x
diameter (m) 55 x 54

Total costs ($M) 539

*
Operating reference point.
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Figure 1. Perspective View of ANL EPR.
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The EPR is an ignition device which uses 316 stainless steel as the

structural material with energy conversion via a water/steam system. The

toroidal and pololdal fields are provided by NbTi superconducting magnets.

The plasma is heated to ignition by D° injection, although rf heating is

an option. Energy is transferred into and out of a superconducting energy

storage inductor to operate the poloidal coil and plasma heating systems,

and a separate set of homopolar generators is used for current reversal in

the ohmic heating system. A tritium system is provided which collects the

reactor exhaust; separates, purifies, and enriches the fuel; and recycles

it to the vacuum chamber.

3. REACTOR PHYSICS AND POWER PERFORMANCES

There is recent theoretical evidence [5-9] for the existence of MHD

equilibria which support a significantly larger plasma pressure, and, hence, a

larger g, than previously had been supposed. Thus, it appears that the

B-limit for tokamak plasmas will be determined from MHD stability constraints.

An extensive trade-off study was performed [10] to determine the size and

geometrical configuration of an EPR which would be able to produce net elec-

trical power aad achieve ignition even if confinement is as poor as is pre-

dicted by the trapped-ion-mode (TIM) theory. Two configurations were chosen

for detailed study: (1) (R = 5.0 m, A = 3.0, b/a = 1.3); and (2) (R = 4.7 m,

A = 3.5, b/a = 1.65). In both cases a D-shaped plasma with a shape factor

(d) of 0.25 was chosen. See Table 2 for a summary of the geometric parameters

for the second configuration, which was chosen as the reference.

Reasonable equilibria (i.e. those with centrally peaked current profiles

no current reversal, and no excessive distortion of flux surfaces) with q(o) = 1

and q(a) = 3 were found which could support a toroidal beta, 8t, up to < 10%,
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for both designs. PEST code [11] calculations indicate an upper limit or

B < 6% for plasmas which can be stabilized against kink and ballooning modes;

t

however, a number of important effects are not included in these linear
«

stability analyses. This work led to the choice of 3t = 7% as the design

basis for EPR, with provision for achieving the design objectives even if

Bfc < 6%.

A reactor design based on the more elongated (1.65) plasma conditions

was chosen as the reference point. Plasma parameters for the reference case

TFC
are given in Table 3 for a range of $ and B " values. There are a range

u max

of design points which should achieve ignition with confinement poorer than

that predicted by TIM theory (<*TIj, is the ratio of energy confinement re-

quired for ignition, nt., = 3.4 x 10 2 0 s/m3, to that predicted by TIM).

A series of burn cycle dynamic simulations were carried out in order to

evaluate tue cycle averaged power performance and the requirements upon

the plasma driving and heating systems. For this purpose a reference plasma

condition that yielded a maximum thermal power output of 606 MWth and had

a maximum plasma current of 7.3 MA was chosen. Trade-off studies were per-

formed to optimize the startup procedure. The length of the burn pulse is

determined by the accumulation of impurities — a pulse length of 60 s is felt

to be achievable when a beryllium coating is used on the vacuum chamber

surface, as discussed in the next section. Beam penetration calculations

were performed to determine the required energy of the deuteron beam, based

upon a reduced (1/5 to 1/10) density startup. The power performance parameters

are summarized in Table 4, and the plasma driving and heating system require-

ments are specified in Table 5. The net energy flow during the burn cycle

*
Performed by A. M. M. Todd, PPPL.
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Table 3. Plasma Parameters for ANL EPR-77

et

0.05

0.06

1 0.07*

0.08

0.09

0.10

*
Reference

TFC
max
(T)

8
9
10

8
9
10

8
9
10

8
9
10

8
9
10

8
9
10

case.

PT
(MW)

194
311
474

279
447
681

378
606
923

491
786
1200

619
992
1510

761
1220
1860

pw
(MW/ra2)

0.4
0.7
1.0

0.6
0.9
1.4

0.8
1.3
2.0

1.0
1.7
2.5

1.3
2.1
3.2

1.6
2.6
3.9

V
(1020 m"3)

0.8
1.0
1.2

1.0
1.2
1.5

1.1
1.4
1.8

1.3
1.6
2.0

1.5
1.8
2.3

1.6
2.1
2.5

h
(MA)

6.4
7.2
8.0

6.4
7.2
8.0

6.5
7.3
8.1

6.6
7.4
8.2

6.7
7.5
8.3

6.8
7.6
8.5

"TIM

1.6
0.8
0.4

1.1
0.5
0.3

0.8
0.4 |
0.2

0.6
0.3
0.2

0.5
0.3
0.1

0.4
0.2
0.1

Table 4. EPR Power Performance (Nominal)

Burn pulse length (s)

Dwell time (s)

Fusion energy/pulse (GJth)

Gross electrical power (MWe)

Net electrical power (MWe)

60

15

23.4

117

81
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Table 5. EPR Plasma Driving and Heating System Requirements for Complete
Burn Pulse

Volt-second to plasma (V-s)

Magnetic Energy (GJ)

OHC current reversal time (s)

Maximum field in OHC (T)

Maximum field rise in OHC (T/s)

Auxiliary heating power (MW)

Auxiliary heating time (s)

Neutral beam energy (keV)

57.0

2.7

2

5.7

6.7

40

4.1

180

is indicated in Figure 3.- The reference operating point for the above

mentioned calculations is 8. = 7% and B rc = 9T and assumes a thermal to
t max

electr ical conversion efficiency, £„,._, of 0.30.
in

Fieure 4 shows the variation in the net eipotricftl nowpr, for a 60 s

burn cycle, for different values of the principal parameters. There is clearly

a wide range of Bt-Bmax-eTH for which this design would meet the power per-

formance requirements for an EPR.

4. IMPURITY CONTROL

A passive impurity control measure — coating the vacuum chamber wall

with a low-Z material — is proposed for EPR. The net electrical power

averaged over the burn pulse has been computed [12] as a function of the

surface material and the length of the burn pulse, the latter being determined

by the accumulation of impurities. With a bare stainless steel wall, the plasma

wa* quenched immediately upon the termination of auxiliary heating, and the

net electrical power was a negative value of several hundred megawatts.
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Figure 4. Net Electrical Power Production as a Function of (B , Toroidal Mag-
netic Field and Thermal Conversion Efficiency. l
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Calculations indicate that coating the first wall with a low-Z material

will provide sufficient Impurity control for the operation of an EPR. It

is concluded that a ^ 1-2 minute burn pulse and net electrical power pro-

duction is possible in an EPR using a low-Z coating for impurity control.

5. PLASMA HEATING SYSTEMS

A number of different alternatives are being considered for heating the

EPR plasma from breakdown to ignition. These methods must be capable of pro-

ducing 40 MW of power for about &• to 6 seconds in order to heat the plasma

to ignition. The most promising alternatives are neutral beam and radio

frequency (rf) heating, with neutral beams presently considered to be the

primary option.

Detailed designs of several neutral beam injector systems which would be

applicable to a large machine have been developed. Three options, requiring

varying degrees of extrapolation beyond the state of the art for TFTR ion

sources, are summarized in Table 6. Two of the options assume the use of

positive deuterium ion sources with D fractions of 75 and 95 percent, re-

spectively; these designs may be regarded as lower and upper limits to what

might be achieved with sources of positive deuterium ions. Design 1 is the

current reference. Design 2 represents a worthy but perhaps not quite

attainable goal for further ion source development work. The third option

is based on the possibility that a suitable extraction D~ ion source will

be developed for the next generation of machines. To produce the monoenergetic

neutral beams required by these machines from a beam consisting initially of

positive atomic and molecular deuterium ions, we consider a basic system of

an ion source that produces a diverging beam followed by a double focusing D +
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Table 6. 40 MW Neutral beam Injection System for Tokamak EPR

Atomic ion

Beam composition (D

D D

+ +
D , D )

Target For D •+ D

Number of injectors

Number of ion sources/injector

Ion beam current density (A/cm2)

Ion beam power (MW)

Source gas efficiency

Gas load/injector (Torr-£/s)

Pumping speed/injector (i/s)

•kit ,

Zr-Al panel area/injector (m'i)

Electrical power effi ancy

Overall power efficiency

Net power input (MW)

Design 1

180 keV D +

(0.75, 0.18, 0.07)

D gas

12

2

0.135 avg.

261

0.45

70.4

4.2 x 106

126

0.33

0.38

121

Design 2

180 keV D+

(0.95, 0.03, 0.02)

D gas

12

2

0.135 avg.

204

0.50

41.8

4.0 x 106

120

0.44

0.48

91

Design 3

400 keV D~

95% D~ Assumed

D gas

12

2

0.080 avg.

76

0.10

15.3

2.6 x 105

8

0.65

0.70

62

Aft

***

Circular, initially diverging D beam; square, initially converging D beam.

The required area has been doubled to allow for regeneration.

Assumes direct conversion efficiency = 0.85, thermal conversion efficiency = 0.30.



bending magnet, a tapered neutralizes a second bending magnet and direct

energy convertors to recover energy from unused molecular and atomic ions.

Zirconium-aluminum getter pumps are presently planned for all systems be-

cause of their relative insensltivity to neutron bombardment and their ability

to operate at elevated temperatures.

A system to deliver 40 MW of ion-cyclotron heating (1CRE) using ridged

waveguides is under study. The guide should be capable of delivering 2.5 MW

to the plasma at 38.5 MHz. Sixteen of these would be required to deliver

40 MW. The waveguide could be coupled to a 9-inch coaxial cable inside the

outer blanket. Any system used in an EPR must be relatively simple, rugged,

efficient and flexible enough to follow changes in density, temperature and

major and minor radii. The radiation environment also imposes severe con-

straints.

The lower-hybrid heating (LHRH) system plan would be similar to that pro-

posed in the previous design [2]. A phased array, the Lallia-Brambilla

"Grill", [1] of reduced height. WR 510 waveguide is under study. This may

allow plasma to be heated at a frequency of around twice the lower hybrid

resonance value, which would avoid power limitations caused by parametric

instabilities [2].

6. ENERGY STORAGE AND TRANSFER

The energy storage and transfer (EST) system consists of a central

energy storage inductor (ESI), a thyristor bridge system to transfer energy

between the ESI and the OH coil, EF coil and neutral beam (or rf) systems, and

a rectifier to transfer makeup energy from a power substation into the ESI.
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A separate inertial energy storage unit, consisting of radial-stacked homo-

polar generators, is used to transfer inductive energy into and out of the

OH coil system. The EST design requirements were determined from burn cycle

simulations, as discussed in Section 3. The EST system is summarized In

Table 7 and described in more detail in Reference 2.

6.1 Qhmic Heating System

The conceptual design for the EST device for the OH coil is based on

using counter cyclonic generator (CCG) type homopolar generators with NbTi

coils in a magnetic yoke [2], Ten modules in series will develop 51,300 volts

and will have a minimum capacitance of 0.523 farads. The minimum field re-

versal time in the absence of stray inductances and circuit losses would be

1.92 s.

The CCG is disconnected from the OH coil during the burn. The OH coil

current and B are maintained with a separate power supply driven from a

central energy storage inductor. An actively controlled induetor-convertor

of the type described for the EF coils is used for this application. A total

of 490 MJ is taken from the ESI during the burn. The inductor-convertor will

provide a peak voltage of 800 V and the energy transfer is reversible.

6.2 Equilibrium Field System '

An actively controlled version of an inductor-convertor bridge [13,14]

driven from a central ESI is selected as the power supply and energy storage

choice. A circuit diagram for a 3-phase inductor-convertor bridge is shown

in Figure 5. The EF coil is represented by L and the central energy storage

coil is represented by Lg. The capacitors in the circuit are relatively small

in the sense that they only store a small fraction of the total magnetic

energy in the circuit. The left-hand (LH) bridge commutates the L_ current
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Table 7. Energy S to rums and Transfer Systems - Maximum KaHti^s foL-

Refecence Burn CycJe

Qhroic Heating Systems

Homopolar Generators

No. of generators in series
No, of drums per generation
Total energy transfer (MJ)
Peak power (MW)
Peak available voltage (kV)
Peak available current (kA)
Minimum equivalent capacitance (f)

Rectifier System

Type
Energy transfer (MJ)
Peak power (MW)
Peak current (kA.)
Peak voltage (kV)
Switching frequency (Hz)

Equilibrium Field System

Type
Energy transfer (MJ)
Peak power (MW)
Peak current (kA)

Peak available voltage (kV)
Switching frequency (Hz)

Neutral Beam System

Type
Energy transfer (MJ)
Voltage (kV)
Power (MW)

Central Energy Storage Inductor

Type
Energy stored (MJ)
Energy transfer (MJ)
Peak current (kA)
Peak power (MW)

10
8
607
957
51.3
41.1
0.523

3 0 inductor-convertor bridge
490
56
70
0.8
100

3 0 inductor-convertor bridge
1770
448
70 •
26
100

SCR, DC/AC/DC at kHz
480
180
120

Superconducting ring dipole
3700
2750
70
570

Average power from utility
grid or power plant (MW) 10.7
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through the three capacitors so as to create cyclic voltages on each capacitor,

which are separated 120° in phase from each other. The right-hand (RH) bridge

is switched in the same sequence but at a different relative time from

the OH bridge. The current in L_, affects the voltage waveshape on the

capacitors. The peak voltage required for normal charging of the EF coil

is 18,500 V. The bridge is designed to operate with a switching frequency

on the right hand bridge leading the left hand bridge by 45° when 18,500 volts

is generated across the EF coil. The phase can be advanced to 90° to generate

26 kilovolts across the EF coil or phased back to where -26 kilovolts can be

generated.

6.3 Neutral Beam Power Supply

The neutral beam injector energy transfer system is composed of two major

components; a saturated time-delay transformer (STDT), [15] which uses the

saturation effects of magnetic cores to act as a current surge limiter, and

a high frequency, polyphase-controlled rectifier [16] using SCR switches to

enable rapid de-energization of the beam in periods of less than 100 vs. A

circuit diagram is shown in Figure 6.

The injector power supply extracts energy from the same central ESI that

the EF coil power supply uses. An inductor-convertor similar to that described

for the EF coil system drives a high frequency, polyphase invertor. A 10 kHz

voltage is developed in a summing transformer, filtered and subsequently

rectified. The output lead is connected to the injector through an STDT. In

the event of a spark, the STDT prevents energy transfer into the spark and,

if necessa-y, the polyphase rectifier can be phased back quickly enough to

remove power from the injector in the event that the discharge path has not

cleared in a time beyond which the STDT is unable to absorb the energy.
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Nonsaturated, longitudinal reactors [17] limit the discharge current of the

energy stored in the circuit capacitance of the filament and of the arc power

supplies.

6.4 Central Energy Storage Inductor

The neutral beam injector and/or rf amplifier power supplies and EF and

OH coil power supplies extract energy from a central energy storage inductor

(ESI). The ESI is a superconducting ring dipole (torus) with a minor radius of

0.8 m, a major radius of 3.9 m, a peak field of 5 T and an inductance of

1.51 h. The design of the conductor for the ESI is based on the Rutherford

cable concept with 200 1-mm diameter wires wound on an 0.003 m by 0.097 m

fiberglass support strip. The conductors would be the same as those developed

for the poloidal coil design. A rectifier power supply draws an average power

of 10.7 MW from the substation to resupply losses in the energy storage and

transfer system.

7. MAGNETS

The toroidal and poloidal field coil systems are summarized in this section.

These systems are described in Reference 16.

7.1 Toroidal Field Coils

The superconducting toroidal-field (TF) coil parameters are given in

Table 8. The TF coils are designed for nominal operation at 9 T and 4.2 K,

but with provision to operate at 10 T by pumping down to 3.7 K in order to

compensate if B is lower than is anticipated.

The TF coils are designed for cryogenic stability. Because most of the

resistivity of the copper stabilizer is magnetoresistivity and radiation-induced
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Table 3. Toroidal Field Coil Parameters

Number of coils

Coil shape

Superconductor

Stabilizer

Support material

Support cylinder

Coil bore, vertical x horizontal

Allowed stress in copper and SC

Allowed stress in stainless steel

Operating temperature

Peak field

Field at plasma

Total amp-turns

Operating current

Turns per coil

Average current density

Inductance

Stored energy

Weight of NbTi

Weight of copper

Weight of stainless steel

16

Pure-tension D

NbTi

Copper

Stainless steel

Fiberglass-rein-
forced plastic

8.73 m x 5.64 m

15,000 psi

60,000 psi

3.7 K (4.2 K)

10 T (9 T)

4.81 T (4.33 T)

115 MA-turns (104 MA turns)

60,000 A (54,000 A)

60 x 2

1540 A/cm2 (1386 A/cm2)

7.9 Henry

14.3 GJ (11.6 GJ)

43 Mg

552 Mg

328 Mg
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resistivity, both of which vary across the coil, the copper is graded with

more copper on the inner turns where the radiation level and magnetic field

are largest. The NbTi is also graded; less is required on the outer turns

where the field is lower and the critical current density is higher. A 50 kA

sheet conductor is specified, consisting of a sheet of copper with NbTi-copper

composite wires stranded around it and soldered to it. Stainless steel rein-

forcement is wound with the sheet conductor into two pancakes per coil with

a support rib between them. The conductor is wound in precompression and

the stainless steel in pretension so that the stainless steel will support

60,000 psi tensile stress without stressing the copper beyond 15,000 psi when

the coils are energized. Such a conductor is inherently a dc conductor and

is enclosed by a high-purity aluminum field shield operating at 18 K to reduce

the ac losses from the pulsed plasma and equilibrium fields.

The TF coils operate in series to eliminate the possibility of carrying

unequal currents, which would produce large bending moments and out-of-plane

forces at the coils. Protection circuitry includes a dump resistor which is

always connc.cced. A surge in magnet terminal voltage in any coil due to a

normal region developing will serve as a signal to disconnect the power supply.

The dump resistor is sized to prevent the development of excessive voltage

during the discharge.

7.2 Poloidal Field Coils

The ohmic-heating (OH) and equilibrium-field (EF) coils are located

external to the TF coils to facilitate installation and maintenance and

to allow them to be superconducting. The location of these coils is shown

in Figure 2, and the principal parameters are given in Table 9.
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Table 9. Poioidal Coil Parameters at Maximum Design Ratings

Number of coils

Location

Superconductor/Stabilizer

Operating temperature

Current density

Operating current

Total amp-turns

Maximum Volt-seconds

Central field

Maximum rate of change of
field

Field at plasma

Inductance

Coupling coefficient to
plasma

Self inductive energy

Inductive energy: OH & EF
and plasma

OH Coils

Solenoid + 10

Outside TF coils

NbTi/Cu

4.2 K

1730 A/cm2

70 kA

82.3 MA turns

90 V-s

8 T

6.7 T/S

< 10~3 T

0.73 H

- 0.25

1.75 GJ

EF Coils

12

Outside TF coils

NbTi/Cu

4.2 K

1730 A/cm2

70 kA

54.4 MA turns

37 V-s

0.3 T

_ —

0.56 T

0.94

- 0.175

2.3 GJ

3.7 GJ

The OH coils consist of a central solenoid and ten additional coaxial

coils. The central solenoid is between the TF coils and the central support

cylinder; it is interrupted every 25 cm ax?.ally by a 5-cm high steel ring

which transmits the TF coil centering force to the fiberglass-reinforced

plastic support cylinder. This configuration maximizes the central flux

core area for a solenoidal OH coil that provides the necessary volt-seconds.

The OH coils are energized to give a negative flux before the plasma is formed,

then the current in the OH coils is reversed, inducing a current in the

plasma.
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The EF coils are decoupled magnetically from the OH coils by locating

them all on the same flux line of the OH coils, operating them in series, and

requiring that the numbers of positive and negative amp-turns in the EF coil

system be equal. Selection of the flux line and of the coil positions along

the flux line are governed by engineering constraints. The currents are

selected so as to establish the required equilibrium field configuration in

the plasma, using a free-boundary MHD equilibrium code, but subject to the

constraint of minimizing energy in the EF coil system. The required field

pattern could be achieved for plasma shape factors (d) of 0.25, but not for

d = 0.5* with the EF coils excluded from the central flux core and located

externally to the TF coils.

The EF and OH coils are cryogenically stable. A 70 kA fully-transposed

cable of copper and superconducting composite strands around a stainless steel

solid or stranded stip is specified. This design is described in Reference 2.

A system of water-cooled copper coils is located within the blanket and

shield. This coil system provides the ^ 500 V, 5 ms voltage pulse necessary

to break down the plasma and also provides the trimming fields necessary to

coutrol the plasma position.

8. FIRST WALL/BLANKET/SHIELD AND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS

The basic features of the present design point for the first wall/blan-

ket/shield (FW/B/S) are illustrated in Figure 7, summarized in Table 10 and

described in more detail in References 19 and 20. The vacuum vessel is an

irregular toroidal shell, fabricated from 7-cm thick stainless steel plates

that are welded together in sections. This shell forms the primary vacuum

boundary for the plasma chamber, is located outside the blanket assembly and
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Table 10. Mulor lies inn Concepts and Parameters for the EPR First
Wall/Blanket/Shield System

First Wall

Type
Thickness
Material
Maximum temperature
Neutron damage
Helium generation
Hydrogen generation
Nuclear heating
Neutron Wall Load

Blanket

Type
Material
Thickness
Coolants
Maximum temperature
Maximum nuclear heating
Weight

Vacuum Vessel

Type
Location
Number of sections
Number of plates/section
Material
Dimensions

Thickness
Vertical bore
Horizontal bore
Section semiangle

Maximuu temperature
Coolant
Coolant geometry
Weight
Heating Rate

Bulk Shield

Material

inner
outer

Thickness

inner
outer

Weight
Maximum nuclear heating

Cooling panel
1-2 cm
316 SS, BeO coated
450"C
11 dpa/(MW-yr/m2)
208 appm/(MW-yr/m2)
512 appro/ (MW-yr/m2)
7.6 W/cm3

0.7 MW/m2

stacked rectangular slabs
316 SS
0.2 m
pressurized H2O/steam
550°C
6.2 W/cm3

* 700 Mg

modular sections, welded plate
outside blanket
16
12
316 SS

0.07 m
5.4 m
3.1 m
22.5°

550°C
pressurized H20
gun-bored channels
* 260 Mg
1.0 W/cm3

304 SS, Bi,C
Bs C, Pb-mortar, 304 SS, Al

0.52 m
1.0 m

* 2000 Mg
0.55 W/cm3
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provides the principal support for that assembly. The section shown in

Figure 7 is one of sixteen which join together by bolting and seam welding

to form the complete torus enclosure. The entire vacuum vessel is supported

from below the reactor and is anchored to the lower (bottom) shield blocks.

The top plates of each vacuum vessel section are removable and provide the

access for all operations internal to the vessel. This large, relatively

unobstructed aperture provides for simple remote operated tools and machines

to be used in removal and replacement operations. All liners, blanket blocks

and other internals are removed through the top closure with simple hoists and

guide frames. Each vacuum vessel plate is fabricated with appropriately dis-

persed, gun-bored coolant channels that terminate with connections to the

coolant mainfold system. By locating the vacuum vessel outside the blanket

and, hence, in a zone of lower radiation exposure and reduced thermal energy

generation, it becomes more accessible (e.g. for leak repair), wi31 have

longer lifetime, requires less (8 MW) cooling capacity and is in a region

considerably less subject to thermal fatigue than the region inside the

blanket.

The blanket assembly is comprised of stainless steel blocks with trans-

verse gun-bored coolant channels. There are a total of 8 blocks per vacuum

vessel section (supported by the vacuum vessel) which are installed and re-

moved through the upper vacuum vessel closure.

The EPR power conversion system incorporates a dual cycle in which an

indirect pressurized water system is coupled to a direct cycle superheated

steam system. Pressurized water from the first wall assembly and the inner

and outer blanket regions delivers thermal energy to an evaporator operating at

340°C and 13.8 MPa (2-00 psi) and utilizing much of the same technology and con-

ditions as are presently employed in pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The
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ateam generated in the evaporator is fed to the upper and lower (superheater)

blanket blocks where Is is heated to 410°C at ^ 8.6 MPa (1250 psi). This steam

is fed directly to the turbo-generator in a fashion comparable to boiling water

reactors (BWRs) and results in an overall cycle efficiency of ^ 39%. The

difficulties associated with the use of a direct cycle steam, (stemming

mainly from radioactivity transport) need to be more carefully analyzed, but

with the exception of a potentially higher tritium level they do not appear

to be more severe than those encountered in BWRs. The principal features of

this dual cycle energy conversion system are summarized in Table 11.

Table 11. EPR Energy Conversion System

Heat Transport System

Capacity

Pressurized Water Circuit

Pressure

Inlet Temperature

Outlet Temperature

Steam Circuit

Pressure

Inlet Temperature

Outlet Temperature

Power Plant Rating

Cooling Tower Capacity

360 MWth

15.2 MPa

238°C

340°C

8.2 MPa

300cC

410°C

120 MWe

315 MWth

(2200 psi)

(460°F)

(644°F)

(1200 psi)

(535°F)

(770°F)

(270 MWth)

Thermomechanical analyses [21] of the blanket blocks have shown that

pressurized water, helium and steam would all be satisfactory coolants for

near-term operating scenarios. By properly grading the length and size

distribution of the coolant channels in the blanket block, it is possible to
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achieve realistic performance parameters (in terms of present day technology)

for each of these coolants and to maintain stress levels within the blanket

blocks at values that correspond to a strain of less than 0.2%. Because of

the large thermal inertia of the blanket blocks, the cyclic strain variation

is insignificant during normal reactor operation. The overall unconstrained

thermal deformation of each block is <*> 0.6% of the room-temperature dimensions

with the blocks tending to become convex toward the plasma. Blanket coolant

temperature drops of < l°C/s are experienced during the dwell time.

A high-performance water-cooled stainless steel panel, which is attached

to the plasma side of each blanket block, serves as the first wall for the

reference design. These coolant panels are designed to accept the high surface

heating (equivalent to ̂  25% of the neutron wall load) produced by particle

transport and electromagnetic radiation from. the plasma. The plasma-side

surfaces of the panel walls are coated with a low-Z material, e.g., Be, BeO,

or B^C, to control the influx of high-Z transition-metal impurities into the

plasma from the steel panels. Cyclic thermal stresses in the coolant panel

are minimized by restricting the plasma-side panel wall to thicknesses < 0.25 cm.

Calculations [22] of the thermal response of the first wall during off-normal

operation indicate that the panel v?all will withstand several plasma dumps

if the plasma energy is evenly distributed over >. 10% of the wall (for a

plasma with a nominal 1 MW/m2 neutron wall load). A plasma dump of this type

will vaporize or ablate a 5-20 um layer of the coating, depending on the

material, from the wall. Much of the vaporized material is expected to re-

deposit on the wall during cooling after the dump. The frequency with which

a 200-pm thick coating would have to be replaced would be determined by the

uniformity of the redeposition and the probability of dumps occurring on

the same area of the wail.
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The severe constraints on space in the high field regions of small-size

reactors has been resolved for the EPR by segmenting the bulk shield into

inner and cuter regions that employ different shield materials. In all, there

are 12 shield blocks per vacuum vessel section. All of the blanket and bulk

shield blocks are electrically insulated from one another to provide the

required [2] disruption of eddy currents generated by the pulsed magnetic

fields. The inner blanket/shield design evolved from an extensive parametric

study [23,24] including radiation effects, local nuclear heating and refrigera-

tion power requirements in the superconducting TF magnets. Based on this

study: (1) the inner shield composition is an optimized combination of stain-

less steel and boron carbide, and (2) the inner blanket/shield thickness is

set at 0.9 m. The TF coils would be annealed at the end of each 1 MW-yr/m2

irradiation period with the maximum radiation induced resistivity in the

copper stabilizer reaching 4.2 x 10"^ ft-cm and with only "\» 3% change in the

critical current density of NbTi. The maximum radiation dose to the epoxy

insulators inside the conductor is 4 x 109 rad after 4 MW-yr/m2 of operation.

Low temperature irradiation measurements on organic insulators are required

to provide a definitive radiation damage limit.

Effective shielding is provided for all penetrations that have to be

accommodated in the blanket/bulk shield. The neutral beam ducts are surrounded

by an 0.8-m thick local penetration shield as they emerge from the bulk shield.

This penetration shield extends to the beam injectors and is tapered off in

proportion with the radiation attenuation. Movable shield plugs are used

where necessary to block penetrations that need not be open during the plasma

burn. The concept of connecting the torus evacuation ducts to the neutral

beam ducts at locations outside the blanket has been adopted because it offers
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several advantages over the use of separate torus evacuation ducts that ex-

tend directly to the first wall,

9. MATERIALS

It appears at this time that there are no materials limitations that

preclude the viability of the EPR design. This is in part due to the fact

that a conscious effort has been made in the design to remove the vacuum

vessel from the high damage region and to allow remote repairs to be made

in a straight-forward manner. The relative amounts of damage expected in

the different structural components are presented In Table 10.

The most vulnerable component in the EPR is the first wall cooling panel

which is subjected to the highest fatigue loading while enduring the most

intense radiation damage. In predicting the lifetime of this component,

swelling, ductility loss and fatigue were considered. The operating tempera-

ture is an important factor in assessing all three of these areas. For

example, in the temperature regime of 300 to 500°C, the form of radiation

damage changes dramatically, going from a high concentration of very small

point defect clusters at 300°C to an array of relatively large faulted dis-

location loops and voids at 500°C. Assuming an allowable swelling of 10%

and a reduction of ductility to 0.5% uniform strain, the region of the wall

at temperatures in excess of 400°C would be limited to approximately 4 MW-yr/m2

of service. Thus, based en these considerations at the nominal* KPR wall

loading of 0.7 MW/m2 and plant factor of 50%, the first wall coolant panels

would require replacement every 11.4 years. Defining the lifetime of the

*
The maximum wall load is 1.3 MW/m2, but the averjge wall load over the burr.
pulse is 0.7 MW/m2.
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regions at temperatures near 300°C is more difficult, as considerably less

information is available. The two properties that need better definition at

this irradiation temperature are ductility and fatigue. The design limit of

0.5% uniform ductility is based upon fission reactor data. There are several

factors that could cause a higher limit to ultimately be set for EPR, A

more conservative limit of 1% ductility would correspond to 2.5 MW-yr/m2,

which would require wall replacement every 7.8 years, A fatigue analysis

of the front coolant panels indicates that if the irradiated properties are

at least the same as are currently assumed by the ASME code for 316 stainless

steel then the lifetime of this component will be limited to 5 years.

There are several other areas of concern relating to the ability of

different components to perform for long periods in the EPR environment.

More experimental results are needed in each of the following areas before

an EPR can b^ confidently designed.

1. Fusion welds lead to compositional and microstructural variations

that could have important effects on the resistance of austenitic

stainless steels to radiation damage. The extent of this problem

can only be determined by experimental studies that involve the

irradiation of prototypic welded samples in mixed spectrum fission

reactors w?'sre the expected helium/dpa generation rates can be

duplicated.

2. Another area concerns the radiation damage of high temperature

inorganic insulators, since the EPR design includes a ceramic

circuit breaker in the first wall. While yttria-based materials

look very attractive for this application at this time, much more

needs to be done to develop the necessary property data before an

accurate estimate of an expected lifetime can be established.
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Existing information does indicate that the yttria is stable to

at least 2 MW-yr/m2, or 6.25 years of EPR service.

3. The third area where improved information would help is in the se-

lection of a cryogenic insulator for use in the superconducting

magnets. Commonly used organic insulators may be limited to

*> 1Q9 rads of exposure, which dictates the use of a thicker than

otherwise optimum blanket and shield. More detailed information

is needed on conventional glass-bonded epoxy insulators as well

as on attractive alternates such as glass-bonded mica.

4. The fourth area concerns the development of a low-Z first-wall

coating that either is long-lived or can be easily replaced„

Sputtering rates, especially at lower projective energies, for both

deuterium and hP1J"m are needed before the burn cycle can be fully

defined.

Considerations of the potential materials limitations for the EPR high-

lights the need of the fusion program for a large capacity test facility. The

EPR could fulfill this function, as several million cubic centimeters of test

volume could be made available for use. At a wall loading of 1 MW/m2 and a

50% plant factor, quantities of test specimens sufficient to statistical!v

document the response of a wide variety of materials to a fusion environment

could be exposed at the rate of about 6 dpa per year. The potential for

higher wall loadings is included in the current design. Upon comparison of

the EPR with other possible test facilities, one is immediately struck by

the limitation of the (D*Li) and jet sources to benchmarking experiments

du • to their very limited experimental volume (hundreds of cc's) and the

restriction of mixed spectrum fission reactors such as ORR to the testing
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of nickel containing alloys. It is therefore reasonable that the EFR be

used as an instrumented materials test facility.

10. TRITIUM SYSTEMS

The technical basis for the design of the EPR tritium handling systems

has been described in previous publications [2,10,25,26], In essence, these

systems must provide for: (1) recycle and processing of the plasma exhaust,

(2) recovery and consolidation of tritiated wastes, and (3) emergency air

handling and detritiation of the reactor building and other major facility

enclosures. A key attribute of the design is provision for multiple levels

of containment around all components and hardware that contact sizeable

quantities of tritium. This section describes the principal features of the

EPR tritium facility.

A layout of the tritivjm handling and fuel processing facility for a

near-term tokamak reactor like the. EPR is illustrated schematically in

Figure 8. Unburned DT fuel plus impurities collected by the torus evacuatior

system are transferred to a consolidation manifold. The gas mixture is then

compressed to 0.1 MPa by a series of oil-free metal bellows pumps. The fuel

is purified by trapping the condensible impurities at 30°K. The trapped

impurities are processed to recover residual tritium by hot gettering or by

a series of cryochemical separations [26]. Helium is removed by a cryogenic

stripping column. The purified fuel is isotopically enriched by a cryogenic

distillation cascade, [25] then prepared for delivery to the torus as ambieni

gas, frozen pellets or neutral beams.

Every effort is made to minimize the likelihood and consequences of

leaks. The tritium handling components and hardware are enclosed in dry



REACTOR BUILDING TRITIUM FACILITY BUILDING

1. TORUS
2. DEBRIS SEPARATOR
3. VACUUM PUMPS
4. SAFETY SURGE TANK
5.REGENERATION PUMPS
6. CONSOLIDATION MANIFOLD
7. TRANSFER PUMPS
8. COMPRESSOR
9. IMPURITY REMOVAL

IO.ISOTOPIC ENRICHMENT
11. D-T STORAGE
12. FUEL BLENDER
13. COLD FUEHNJECTOR

14. D2 STORAGE
15. Da SUPPLY
16. NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTOR
17. BEAM PUMPING SYSTEM
18. FUEL LIQUIFIER
19. PELLET INJECTOR

20. T2 RECEIVER/STORAGE
2 1 . HELIUMREMOVAL
22. HOLDING TANK
23. T2 SUPPLY HOOKUP
24. PURGE/EFFLUENT PROCESSING
25. WASTE CONSOLIDATION
26. WASTE DISPOSAL

Figure 8. Fuel Recycle Scenario for the ANL EPR Reactor.
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gloveboxea or are jacketed in pipe casings. Further, the tritium processing

components indicated in Figure 8 and the emergency air detritiation system

are located in a separate, reinforced containment building. The jacketing

pipes and gloveboxes are purged with an inert gas stream which is processed

by a tritium waste treatment system of the type described in Reference 26,

The total tritium inventory is 'v 1300 g. Of this amount, the quantity

("v 130 g) that is present in the vacuum pumps and the fuel preparation units

during normal operation could conceivably be released to the facility buildings

(volume = 6 x 101* m 3 ) . Should that quantity be accidentally released to the

building, the 50 m3/s emergency cleanup system would take about 50 hours to

reduce the ambient tritium levels to recommended radiation control guidelines

of 5 pCi/m3. A 1-cm thick steel membrane inhibits tritium escape through

the walls of the containment building, in the event of a leak.

The principal parameters which characterize the tritium and vacuum

systems are given in Table 12.

11. REACTOR FACILITY

The overall reactor facility is shown in Figure 9. It consists of

the reactor building and seven major support buildings and structures. The

reactor support facilities are located in an attached building adjacent to

the main reactor cargo doors. This building houses the repair/maintenance

hot cell, the mockup/test equipment and other special facilities for initial

winding and cryostat preparation of the TF coils. Adequate cranes and access

to equipment are provided for handling all reactor components prior to their

installation. A third large structure also located adjacent to the reactor

building houses the reactor magnet power supplies and compressors for the
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Table 12, Tritium facility and Vacuum Parameters

Toroidal Vacuum System

Volume (m3) 450

Past-burn gas load (Pa-m3) 490

Dwell time (s) 15

No. cryosorption pumps 12

Speed/pump (m3/s) 80

Tritium Inventory

Storage (30 days) (g) 1192

Fuel preparation (g) 110

Vacuum pumps (g) 20

Total (g) 1344

Mass Flow Rates D T He H

Cold gas load (g/day)

Fuel makeup (g/day)

Neutral beam injection
(g/day)

Exhaust (g/day)

Neutral beam exhaust
(g/day)

58

56

51

138

99

126

121

•H — «

207

3

53

cryogenic units. Power leads are run through seals in the reactor containment

to the various reactor components. An energy storage ring, remotely located,

is part of the reactor power distribution system. The facility has a tritium

facility for storage, preparation and reprocessing of reactor fuel and clean-

up of tritium contamination. A 120-MWe power plant is a major facility

feature. Other facility structures include an office building housing the

control center, a waste heat cooling tower array and a 120 MWe power sub-

station.
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Figure 9. Plan View of Facility,
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12. COSTS AND SCHEDULE

A cost estimate for EPR is given in Table 13.

A construction schedule from the beginning of site construction to

initial startup is given in Figure 10. Several years of design would precede

the beginning of site construction.

Table 13, Plant Capital Investment Direct Cost Estimate

1.0

2.Q

3.0

4.0

(in millions of 1977

Structures & Site Facilities

Reactor

Reactor

Turbine

TOTAL

Plant Facilities

Plant

dollars)

$ 46.0

160.6

144.9

20.1

S371.6

Engineering (20%) 74.3

Contingency (25%) 92.9

GRAND TOTAL $538.8
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